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This study examines the early career of Robert Morier, a British diplomat who
was posted in Austria, Pnissia, Frankhirt, Württemberg, Hesse-Darmstadt, and Bavaria
in the period 1853-1 876. Morier's importance stems from the fact that he was the British
Foreign Otfice's forernost expert on Geman affairs in the critical p e n d Ieading up to
unification in 1871. As such, Morier provided the Foreign Office with vital intelligence on
al1 major Geman developments. More significantly, as the subject of an intellectual
biography Morier offers valuable insights into the important way German events and
ideas affected the changing character of mid-Victorian liberalism. First and foremost,
this is a study in the history of ideas, m t in the specific context of Morier's diplomacy in
Germany during the third quarter of the nineteenth-century.
This study addresses four main components of liberal thought under debate
during this pend: constitutionalism and self-government; the problem of nationalism;
free trade and commercial treatii; and church-state relations in the aftermath of the
first Vatican Council. Morier was forced to confront each of these themes as they found
concrete expression in German events: the Pnrssian constitutional conflict; German
unification; the Austro-Prussian commercial rivalry of the 1860s; and the Kulturkampf.
Morier engaged leading British and German liberal intellectuals and politicians in
discussions over the future of both Gennany and Britain. Thus, Germany became an
important source of debate among British Iibetais regarding several fundamental
aspects of their ideology, the most prominent being the proper role of the state in a
modem liberal society.
To properly contextualke these debates, a wide variety of archival sources have
been used, placing Morier's official and unofficial correspondence, as well as his
iii

published writings, next to wnternporary aecaunts and secondary works that provide the
appropriate historiographical background to the period. My aim has been to show how
broadly the boundaries of Victorian liberalisrn were set, and Germany's place in the

redefinition of those boundaries.
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Chapter One

f ntrodulb'on

Let me not go into a profession where 1 could be said, There is a man
who is sent hem because he could not get into ~xford."'
This is a study in the history of ideas as refleded in the eariy diplomatic career of
Robert Bumet David Morier. Between 1853 and 1876, Robert Morier senred in Britain's
diplomatic missions to Austria, Prussia, and Bavaria
Germany

-the three principal states in

-as well as Frankfurt, HesseDarmstadtand Württemberg. His service

throughout Gemany, therefore, coincided with the Griindungszeif, IWe time of
unification," during which the ramshackle Geman Confederation of thikty-nine sovereign
states was destroyed and replaced by the first unified German nation-state. This paper
shows h m Mener's experiences in Germany during this critical period fundamentally
aitered his Victorian liberal outlook, and how this resulted from the peculiar character of
nineteenth-century British liberal thought. It is therefore a study of intersections
between nineteenth-century British and German history, and behnreen intellectual and

diplornatic history, as revealed in the context of Morier's Geman career.
Robert Morier's particular importance as the subject of an intellectual biography
anses from several factors. Most importantly, Morier became the British Foreign
Office's foremost expert on German affairs by the time of his transfer to Lisbon in 1876.
His knowledge of Germany was unrivaled, a fact that was acknowledged by successive
foreign secretanes, functionaries in the Foreign Office,and Morier's fellow diplomats.
Queen Victoria, who regularly reœived copies of Morier's reports to the Foreign Office,
and who valued Morier's friendship with her daughter, the Crown Prin~essof Prussia,

once claimed that 'no one understands Germany as he d o e ~ . "Lord
~ Acton, who
- --

p
-

1

Roùert Morier to David Morier, 11 June 1844. Morier Papers, Balliol Colkge, Oxford, Box O.
Hereafter Robert Morier will be referred to simpiy as Marier.
Queen Victoria to Ponsonby, 4 August 1870. Royal ArchÏves, Windsor Castle, RA 1 64/42.
Emphasis in original. See also, RA Queen Vicbria's Journal: 28 August 1863; 2 September 1863;
19 July 1864; 27 April1869. Crown Princess Victoria also thought very highly of 'good excellent
Morier,"and pressed for his appointmentas British ambasador to Berlin in 1867 by claiming:
"Wih his superiority and the time he has devoted to the study of Gemian affairs his teal
knowledge of them - so rare in England - it seems to be in your interest to have him at Berlin....

-

followed Morier's career with interest, variously described him as 'rnuch objeded to, but
exceedingly able, resolute. and energetic," and as " f e greatest force in our diplornatic
ser~ice."~
Odo Rusself, 0ritainSshighly successful ambassador to Berlin after 1871,
larnented Morier's departure h m Gemiany by claiming that, 'he enjoys the reputation of
k i n g the best authority on ail Geman questions, dead or living in Gennany and among
the ~ e m a n s . * Similar appraisals of Morier's ability came from William Gladstone, Lord

John Russell, Lord Granville, and many others.'
In light of Morier's generally ackriowledged expertise, it is surprising that his
diplornatic career in Germany has never been the subject of serious study. The only
substantive work on the subject, Memoiis and Letfers of Sir Roberf Morier, written by his
daughter, Rosslyn Wemyss, is unquestionably a valuable resourœ and sheds
considerable Iight on Morier's main preoccupaüons with regard to Geman affaim6
Hawever, Wemyss's account is based aimost exdusively on her father's personal
papers, and was m e n without the benefit of official Foreign Office and other archiva1
materiais. Moreover, Wemyss frequently exaggerated the impact of Morier's diplomacy
while passing in silence over the more unsavoury aspects of his charader. Her account
also bears the unmistakable imprint of the period in which it was written. Faœd with the
growing Anglo-Geman estrangement that occurred after IgOO, Wernyss magnified
Morier's belief that sound relations between Britain and Germany were the best means

of ensuring European peace. Although this was an important feature of Morier's
[Ble assured that he would be the @hi man at the nght place." Crown PrincessV i r i a to Queen
Victoria,
27 August 1867. RA 1 48147. Emphasis in original.
3
Leffers of Lord Acton to Mary, Daughter of W.€. Gladstone, Herbert Paul, ed. (London: G. Allen,
1904), pp. 23-24.212Odo Russell to Lord Derby, 8 Decémber 1875. Public Record Office [PRO], FO 149186. See
alsa, The Diplmatic Sentice (London: John Camden, 1869), p. 22. For Russell's
ambassadorship, see Paul Kennedy. The RESe of AngbGennan Antagmism, 18ô0-1914
(London: Ashfield Press, 1W ) ,pp. 135136; W. Taa. AmbaÛSBdor to Bismarck (London: f.
Muller, 1938).
See below.
6
Rosslyn Wemyss, Memirs and Letters of the Rbht Hon. Sir Robert MonBr- 2 vols. (London:
Edward Arnold, 1911).
5

diplornacy, Wemyss's emphasis came at the expense of Morier's many other intelledual
and professional preoccupations.
These same weaknesses a n also apparent in llse Neumann's Die Geschichte
der Deutschen ReichsgNndung nach den Mernoiren von Sir Robert Mo*

m e n in

1919.' Although Neumann used then available printed Geman sources to correct

aspects of Wemyss's account, she too lacked primary material (much of which was still
unavailable) and therefore provided IMe that was new. Furthemore. her partiality is
painfully clear. To a Gerrnan people faced with the consequenœs of defeat in the Fimt
World War, Neumann offered the history of the Reichsgriindung, as seen through
Morier's eyes, as a source of hope and inspiration for the future:
When the work of 1917 was wmpleted Gemany stood at the height of
its power, and we looked hopefully towards a vidorious Mure. Now the
Empire, the formation of which this book discusses, lies in ruins, robbed
of its power and glory, Alsace-Lorraine lost, and we must wony about the
continued existence of the Empire's unity and the possession of valuable
borderlands. In such a bitter time of need, we can strengttten our
confidence and Our pride through Morier's wnting. He was convinced of
the wholesomeness and strength of our people, convinced of their great
future!'

The only other substantive account of Morier's life is Agatha Ramm's Sir Robert
M o W Envoy end Ambassador h the Age of Impe~ialism,18761893. While carefully
researched and cnücally -en,

Ramm's work contains almost nothing on the time

Morier spent in Gemany. Indeed, Rarnm (who wrote this work on behalf of Morier's

7

llse Neumann. Die Geschichte der deutschen ReiÇhsgt#ndungnach den MemoÏmn von Sir
Robert Mo*
(1919). reprint4 in Histonsche Studien, 135 (1965).
8
rAls die Arbeit im Jahre 1917 vollendet wurde, stand Deutschbnd noch in der Flille seiner
Macht, und wir sahen noch hoffnungsvollin eine siegraiche Zunkunf't. Nun ist das Kairemich,
von dessen Werden diede Schrift spricht, zerûUmmert, Deutschlandseiner Machtfûlle und
Herrtichkeit beraubt, Elsaî3-Lothringen verloren und wir mussen sorgen urn Bestand der Einhel
des Reiches, um den Be& Werhroller Grenzprovinzen. In solch bitterer Nokeit konnen wir
unsere Zuversictit und unseren Stok an der Schrift Moriefs starken. Er war ilberzeugt von der
Gesundheit und Kraft unseres Volkes, durchdningen von seinei gmbn Zukunft.7 Ib& p. 234.

granddaughter) explicitly disavowed 'retelling any part of the eventsnalready narrateci by
~emyss.'
And yet, Morier's German career has not been entirely forgotten. In fad, Morier
makes a brief appearance in virtually every work dealing with Anglo-Geman relations in
the third quarter of the nineteenth-century. Morier's colourful prose and caustic wit
rnake for excellent citations, while his inveterate opposition to Otto von Bismarck have
long endeared him to liberal-minded historians unhappy with the authoritarian character
of the Kaiserreich. However, the majority of these isolated references to Morier's
diplomacy in Germany are drawn from Wemyss, while Morier's papers, along with the
vast material found in the papers of Morier's many correspondents. have remained
une~amined.'~Given the substantial efforts of both British and German historians to
investigate the many contours of Anglo-Geman relations prior to the First World War,
the absence of a study on the British govemment's main expert on Germany during the
period of German unification is surprising.
This is not to suggest, however, that Morier's importance lay in his ability to use
his considerable knowfedge to significantly affect Britain's foreign policy in Gemany
during this period. Morier possessed no such ability, and more &en than not found
hirnself at odds with the policies he was asked to implement in Gerrnany. Excessively
v e r b e in his correspondence, lacking in tact, and given to intrigue, Morier engendered
suspicion in Whitehall while creating his own ceiling to advancernent in Gertnany. He
was, as Lord Stanley once described him, 'too much in eamest, and eamest men with
ideas and great abilities are sometimes unsafe men.""

It would be a grave mistake,

9

Agatha Rarnm, Sir Robert Morier: Envoy and Ambassador in the Age of Imperblisrn, l 8 ï W 893
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973).
One exception 0 mis is Kennedy, Zhe Rhe ofAngleGemnan AntagoniSm. K Hiidebnnd, in s
foraicoming work on nine!eenthcentury Anglo-German relations, has ako consubd Moriets

p,aprs.
This comment was a response to the Queen's suggestion that Mo*

be appointed British
ambasador to Berlin in 1867. Disraeli, Derbyand the Consemtive Paityr Journals and Memoiis
of Edward Henry, LordStanIey~1849-1869, John Vincent, ed. (Sussex HanresterPress, 1978), p.

therefore, to overstate Morier's influence on Anglo-Gennan relations during this period.
For this reason (and ta avoid Ming drawn away from my main topic into the thickets of
the debate over British foreign policy determination), I have carefully abstained from
speculation on Morier's impact on British policy, except in those rare cases where his
influence was clear.
Thus, it is not as a diplomat perse that Morier is important to the history of
Angldjeman relations. Instead, it is in his capacity as a professional observer of
Germany that he is of interest, since his observations enabie us ta track the progressive
inroad of German influences on his native liberal outlook. Ta be more speeific, four
representative aspects of Victonan liberal thought dominated Morier's attention while in
Germany: constiiutionalism and self-government; the problem of nationatism; free trade
and commercial treaties; and church-state relations in the afterrnath of the first Vatican
Council. Far from being the isdated conœms of Morier alone, these issues occupied
the attentions of leading British politicians and thinkerç during this period, as wili be

shown. Morier, however, was forced to eonfront each of these themes as they found
concrete expression in German events

-the Pnissian constitutional conflict;German

unification; the Austro-Prussian commercial nvalry of the 1860s; and the KuIturkampf.
In each case, Morier found himself reevaluating his native liberal assumptions on the
basis of his German experiences, with surprising resuks.
What follows, therefore, is a thematic analysis of Morier's treatment of aiese
issues, rather than a chronological narrative of his dipiornacy in Germany. Some
issues, sudi as Prussia's political developrnent and the process of German unification,
spanned almost the entire period of Morier's appointment to Germany; while the
controversy over free Vade in Germany and the Kulturkampf occuned primarily in the
316. It is noteworaiy that Stanley's desire to see Otto von Bismarck remain in powerwas a factor
in his rejection of Morier's proposed appointment See Richard Millrnan, Briash Foreign Micy
and the Coming of the Franco-Pnrssian War (Oxford: Clarendon Press, l965), p. 107.

1860s and the fimt haif of the 18709. respectively. Ihave thetefore compartmentalized
my analysis on the basis of these four themes

religious

-political, national, economic and

-while also providing the appropriate historiographicaland nanative

background neccssary to an understanding of each. It is my hope that, by indicating the
important influence exercised by developments in Genany, this study of Morier's early
career will shed further Iight on the equivocal charader of nineteenth-century BritWh
liberal thought.
l

In the rarefied atmosphere of the history of ideas, workaday diplomats such as
Morier seldorn make an appearanœ. The main figures in the constellation of

-Coleridge, Bentham, Mill, Macaulay.
Spencer. Arnold, Bagehot, Carlyle, Acton, Gladstone -were predominantly

nineteenth-century British intelledual history
Damu
ni,

academics, or at least aspired to be such. ûepending on one's perspective,

their

importanœ has been judged either from their role as the synthesbars and disseminators
of Hegelian-style ldeas proceeding towards historical embodiment; or from their

distinguished occupation andlor modification of available 'vocabularies" within which

-germinates. Neither perspectivehas ever taken much
notice of traditional diplornatic history -history "frorn the documents" -which has

thought -and hence adion

been left to die the natural death implicit in its dismissal by G.M. Young as nothing more
than the story of what 'one ckrk said to anothei ckrknt2
And yet, in the context of nineteenthcentury Britain, diplomacy and its agents

-

offer a useful means to investigate how the 'history of past thoughtsmt3 be it in the
form of ldeas or vocabularies

''

-unfolded at a pradical level below th& of Britain's

For a defenœ of the 'primacy of diplornatic hisbry," see Gordon Martel, Imperia1 D@lomacy:
Rosebery and the Faiiute of Foreign M y (Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1986), pp.
252-2621
13
This is taken from Quentin Skinner in. 'What is Intellactual History?",Hisbty Tday, 35 (1985).

intellectual giants. For several reasans, mernbers of Brïtain's diplomatk seMa
constitute an excellent sample by which the climate of educated opinion on a broad

range of important issues can be examined. By tradition, European diplomacy was a
profession dominated by aristocrats, a fact that persisted well into tfie nineteenth~entury.'~
Entry into the British dipiornatic service generally began at the level of an

unpaid attache, while the payment of higher ranked diplornats was wnstantly in amars.
Thus, the rnajority of British diplomats were necessarily men of independent means,
even if they did not possess hereditary titles. They were, as Ray Jones noted, 'a part of
the parliamentay, govemmental and political elite of early VictoMn ~ociety."'~
This in
tum producd a remarkable degree of educational homogeneity among diplomats, most

of whom attendeci either Eton, Harrow, Rugby, or Charterhause, as well as the

univeMies of Oxford, Cambridge or Trinity ChIlege.l6 ~t Oxford, Balliol College in
particular played an prominent role in the education of civil servants who served in
various capacities throughout the British empire.
Furthemore, the peculiar character of diplomatic work (John Bright's famous

comment notwithsstanding)" required that diplomats be vuefi-informed on a broad range
of subjects, more sa as the century pmgressed. Alter mid-century, the diplomatic and

cunsular services, and the Foreign Office establishment generally. undenvent numerous

reforms aimed not only at economy but also at addressing the Victorian state's g d n g
Hom. fhe 8Mish Diplomatic S e m , 16891789 (Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1961), pp.
123-143.
15
Ray Jones, The Socil Stnrcture of the British Diplornatic Service, 1815-1914," Hisloim Sociale
- Social History, 14 (1981). p. 50. See also, C.R. Middldon, The Adminisbafion of Briariash
Foreign
Po,icy, 7 792-7846 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1977), pp. 214225; Kenneth Boum,
PalmersZon: The Eariy Years, 1784-78#1 (London: Alkn Lane, 1982). p. 438-476.
16
Ray Jones, The Nineteenth Cenhrry F w n ûîke: An Administrath H É s W (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1971), pp. 6184; "The Saeia! Structure of the British Diplornatic
Senrice, 1815 1914," pp. 52-55,6142; Zara Steiner, The Fomign Onice and Fo-n Pol*,
189&19i4 (Cambridge: Cambridge University P m , 1969), appendix 3.
17
Bright's clah in 1853 mat îhe diplomacy of British foreign pdicy 'is neither more nor less than a
gigantic system of outdoor relief for the aristocracy of Great Britain," is lafgely to blame for the
longstanding belief that the dipiornatic sewïce was a refuge for the dilettante sons of British
aristmrats. SeSpeeches of the Rt Hon. John Bmht (London: J.M. Dent, 1907). p. 2W.
" D.B.

demand for information on a broad range of subjects. Diplomatic missions were
charged with providing al1 rnanner of reports on thé political, commercial, social and
religious developrnents of their host state. Increasingly, therefm, the diplornatic &ce
became a conduit of valuable information, the demand for which amse from domestic
concems as well as the requirements of conducting a foreign policy. Thus, when calIed
M o r e a Select Cornmittee an the Diplomatic and Consular Sentices in 1870, Morier

could honestly assert:

-

The aetual amount of knwvledge which a diplomatist has to master
before he can fit himself for the work is so great, because the peculiar
feahire of the day is the way in which political questions, and social
questions. and religious questions, and scieMc questions, are al1
dovetailed the one into the other, that the thne of a man who m l l y
wishes to fa himself for this work is more than filled-lB
Finally, diplornatic senrice abroad inetfitaMy entaited exposure to foreign ideas
and cultural noms which produced a variety of responses when judged against one's

own national outlook. This last point is of particular relevance to the present study,
which is concerned primarily with confrontations between British modes of thought and

the German Weltanschauung. In diplomacy, such confrantaüons occurred in various
contexts. In addition to keeping up offiüal contacts with foreign states, diplomats also
monitored the fareign press, partly as a means of judging the impact of British foreign
policy, and partly to gauge the changing colour of educated public opinion abroad. They

were thus better infomed and far bss prone to the insularity so cornmon among their
fellow Britons. Mmover, British diplomats were charged with deknding British interests
in their region, which entailed varying d e g of~engagement in the controuersies of the

18

Mofier went further, submitüng to the Select Cornmittee his recommendathns for a phn of
diplornatic study which he based on hie own experiences. It entailed the study of civil lâw,
international law and its history, commercial bw, the histofy of treaties, modem history generalb
with a detaled knowledge of developments sinœ 1648, Engliih consniattianal history and law,
p o l i i l economy, the French language, and d least one other language. "Report h m the Select
Cornmittee on Diplomatie and Consular Senfices," BiBh Paiiiamenkry Papem. vii, 1870. S e
also, T.V. Lister, The Diplomatic Service,' Edinburgh RevFéw, 139 (1874), pp. 80-82.

day. Although ostensibly such engagement was wntrolled by the Foreign Office,slow
communications and the demands of the moment often required diplomats to a d on
their own initiative. Whether this involved safeguarding the Iives and property of Bntish
nationais abroad during wartime, negotiating a commercial agreement, or reminding a
foreign govemment of its international obligations, such acoitn

necessarily brougM

British diplomats face to face with both the practiwl and the philosophicaldifferences
between Britain and the outside world.
Thus, the background, education, and professional demands on British
diplomats ideally suit them for study by those historians seeking a means to understand
the dynamics of nineteenth-century British intellectual history. Reared a.midst the
prevailing liberal outlook of Victorian Britain, and thrust into the turbulent world of
nineteenth-century intemational relations where political, national, economic, and
religious conflict was the order of the day, British diplomats shared a unique set of
expenences, the detailed record of which suwives largely intact. It is from the record of
one such diplomat that I have derived my principal argument regarding the effeds
produced by a clash between mid-Victorian Iiberalism and the circumstances
accompanying German unification.
Before tuming to the problem of exactly what is meant by the phrase 'midVictorian Iiberalism," it is appropriate at this point to offer some remarks on methodology
as it relates to my use of diplomatic material in writing an inteliectual history. Pehaps
the most telling criücism leveled against intellectual histories of liberalism is Mat they
frequently lose contact with the proper historical context within which liberalism
subsisted. Liberal ideas, detached from the agents and circumstances responsible for
their existence, take on an independent life enabling them to effect al1 manner of
change, while they themselves "rise"and Yall," 'succeed" and Yail," much Iike concrete
historical actors. As Michael Bentley has argued:

What disünguishes this position is ... a temptation to see ideas in some
disernbodied sense as central to the discussion and invulnerable to an
analysis mat questions their point of orîgin or the purposes that may have
lain behind their announcernent or rehearsal. To this degree, argument
about the effecfjveness of sudi an approach d e & a concem long
evident to political theorists in their intemal dispute over the statiw of a
'history of ideas' and the possibilii of framing an account of political
positions maiout embedding them in a precise aintext of tirne, place and
intention?
It is, in part, as a response to this that many histofians have now retreated to the study
of discourse, where it is thought a more empirical basis for intellectual history can be

found?'

For others, the solution lies in an implicit rejedion of intelledual history as a

means to undentand the political phenornena traditionally identÏÏed with liberalism."
Whatever the response, the problem is genuine and demands the histonan's attention.

I have atternpted to fimly root the liberal ideas of the Victonan pefiod in a very
particular historical wntext

-that of Brïtain's diplomacy moi Gennany during the third

quarter of the nineteenth-century. For the reasons already adduced, Iwould argue that
the world of British diplomacy is an excellent setong within which the influence of liberal
ideas can be studied

-provided we remain sensitive to these problems of context. To

this end. I have intentionally built up this study around the tissue of Morier's detailed,
day to day diplornatic actinty, which is then set alongside the theoretical vie-

expressed in hb modest publishedmiüngs. Diplomacy, therefore, provides the primary
context; however, its phce in my interpretativeframework is not Wctly neutml in the
Michael ûentky, fhe Climax of Liberal Pditics: British Libetalism in Theoty and Practi';ce, 1868
1918 (London: Edward Arnold, 1987). pp. xii-m'ii.
For a methodologicaldiscussion of th@approach, see Quentin Skinner, 'Meanhg and
Understanding in the History of Ideas," History and Theory, 8 (1969). pp. 3-53; J-GA POCOC~
'The State of the Art,' mue, Cornmm and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1985), pp. 1-34; "The concept of a fanguage and the rndbér dnistonien: some amsiderations on
pncüœ,' in The Languages of Pdil~cal73eoryinEarly-m
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See below.

sense that many other contextual matters (such as the air he breathed, the pain caused
by his gout, or the date of his finances) are assumed to bel albeit rÏghtiy or wrongly. I

have seleded diplomacy as the relevant context, to the exclusion of Mers, precsieyl

because it was through diplornatic activity that Morier was forced to engage libenl
ideas, on a range of different pnctical issues. Diplomacy in this study, therefore, to
borrow a description

used by Clifforci Geertz to characterire culture, is 'not a power,

something to which social events, behaviors, institutions, or proœsses can be causally
attributed; it is a context, something within which they can be intelligibiy

-that is, thickly

-des~ribed."~
Thus, whêt I offer is a "thick" descripüon of the change in Morier's
liberal outlook. which can best be done in the particular context of his diplomacy in
Gemany.

Of course, the daim that Morier's 'liberalism" was substantially attered by his
German experienœs naturally raises several important and difficult questions about the
meanings of liberalism in both Bntain and Gemany. It no longer suffices to Say simply
that Britain was liberal while Gemany was not; or that the troubled history of Germany

in the twentieth century was the resul of its deviation from the liberal tradition of the
West as exemplified in the histories of Britain and France. Flourishing in the period
following the Second Wodd War, such arguments culminate in Ralf DahrendorPswork

Society and Democracy in Germany, which David Blackboum neatiy summanted as
asking 'Why wasn't Gemany England?" - a question that both denies the moral validity

of Gemany's historical development, and renden the British expience a paradigm,
invulnerable to critical analysis or rnodficati~n.~
Few historians today are content with
viewing either Britain or Germany in such ternis. Whether it k thmugh the study of
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party politics and organizational structures, liberal professionalism, municipal affairs, or

associational Me, Our perspectives on British and Geman liberalism have increased
dramatically in the Iast two decades, accompanied by a greater sensitiviîy to the

difficulties inherent in comparative history.*'
However, such scholarship has necessarily made the work of those intellectual
historians investigating points of contact between Britain and Germany much more
difficult. Definitions of liberalism

-always a contentious undertaking-have become

harder to defend when tested against the many criteria now deemed relevant to

understanding liberalism's place in the nineteenth-century. In the historiography on
Britain, one important consequence of this has been the adoption of an anti-intellectual,
Namierite approach to the nineteenth-century, with the f o m of Liberal politics taking
precedence over its small-7'' liberal content DA. Hamer, for example, has argued,
"Liberal politics in the late nineteenth-century were not controlled by any single and
generally accepteci system of thought, any set of ideas, creed, or philosophy relevant to
contemporary needs and situations. and capable of guiding poliical practiceWp In the

" It is impossible to enurnerate here al1the works captured by this

statement Some
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histonography on Germany, on the other hand, this historicization of liberalism has
transfomeci it into an ineluctable, moving brget. Jonathan Knudsen's work is a case in
point, as he describes Gerrnan liberalism prior to 1848 as
a movement best understood in its diirenœ: it was a set of styiistic
variations emanating from a dynamic political and cultural configuration;
these variations were in tum rooted in changing social, cultural and
occupational subuniverses. As a consequence. liberalisrn only acquired
meaning in its elaboration, for instance, by place ... by gmup or
occupation ... and by commitrnent to some aspect of the belief system?
Such views appear to deny the possibili of making any general statements
whatsoever about the intellectual content of either British or Gerrnan liberalisrn, rnuch

k s the possibili of fniitfully comparing the two. And yet, is it really necessary to
empty liberalisrn of its ideational value in this manner simpfy to aecount for its many
manifestations? Surely, nineteenth-centuryliberal thought was more than simply an
epiphenornenal rationalkationfor industrial society, or a set of 'stylistic variations," even
if it was not a set of immutable ideas whose pedigree can be traced in an unbroken line

back to Hobbes and Locke. lan Bradley has cerbinly overstated the case for intellectual
history by arguing that liberalism was "first and forernost a set of ideas and can only be
understood as ~ u c h . "Nevertheless,
~
in examining Robert Moneh caresr, Iwas stnick
by the undeniable influence exercised by liberal ideas, both British and German, Over

Morier's diplomacy. Morier believed that the British were "more capable of pditi~al
idealism and of making sacrifices for their ideals than any nation I have yet met with in

Jonathan Knudsen, "The Limits of Liberal Politics in Berlin, 18151848," in KH. Jarausch and
LE. Jones, eds. in Seafch of a Liberal Gemrany: Sudies in the HMmy of German Liberali'
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that such historicization is a pecuiiir aspect of German scholarship. LW. B u m , in a -nt
discussion of British liberalism, reminds us that 70write about continuities entails assuming a
certain stability in one's starting-point, which one knows to be artificial and which stands in naive
and implausible contrast to the fluidïîy and complexity ofthe subsequent -es one hopes to tell."
Whigs and Liberais: Continuity and Change ri, EngtiM PoiifiCai Thoughf (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1988), p. k.
lan Bradley, The Optimistk: Themes and Personalitiesin V'ctorrantiberalism (London: Faber
and Faber. 1980). p. 14.
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history," and he camed this view with him into hia wcrrkrn The question, therefore, is
what were these liberal ideals, and how do they stand in compaflson with Geman
Iiberalisrn?
In Victorian Bntain, Iiberalism was institutionalüed to the point where it became a
cultural inheritanœ shared by "the bulk of the educated classes through the country," as
John Henry Newman grumbled in his Apdogia Pm Wa Sua of I ~ W ? Beneath the
sectional differences that separated Whiggism, Gladstonianism, Liberal Unionism,
Liberal Imperialism, and Radicalism, ran a set of fiberal assumptions which, while never
shared by all, were nonetheless predominant. In Cuiture and Anarchy (1869), Matthew
Arnold (with Newman in mind) identified these as "the ~eforniBill of 1832, and local
selfgovemrnent, in politics; in the social sphere, free trade, unreMded cornpetition,
and the making of large industrial fortunes; in the religious sphere, the Dissidence of
Dissent, and the Protestantisrn of the Protestant religion."jO The only thing missing here

is the British liberal view of international relations, which inclined towards support for
international law and liberal States abroad, sympathy for the rights of oppressed
nationalities, and (in theory at least) the general principle of non-intervention. Probing
deeper still to the level of unquestioned (and often unexamined) liberal assumptions, we
encounter support for the ideas of individualism, political and civil liberty (be it on the
basis of natural rights theory, Whig historical aieory, or utilitarianism), and a belief in

The diverse origins of these beliefs, which cut auoss the entire history of
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Britain, produœd a unique situation in the
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nineteenth-century whereby disparate groups of people shared them in a variety of
spheres. The content of Victorian Iiberalism was sufficiently broad to prevent these
groups from coalescing into a single polical party (and even once this happened the
result was more fractional than it was united); and yet, such liberal assumptions
dominateci the political culture of Victorian M a i n nonetheless. This is not ta say that
British liberal thought was a logically coherent body of ideas. According to Mark Francis
and John Momw, Iiberals were 'more protean and varied than Whigs, Tories and
Radicals. Far from fMing neatly into a distinctive ideological grouping, many of the great
intellectuai divides during the nineteenth-centurywere between difïerent factions of
~iberals."~'Hence, contndictions between liberal pinciples dearly existed in Britain and
could not easily be reconciled, as Morier discavered. This was most evident when he
was wnfronted by the challenges of German nationalism and the politico-religious
policies of Pope Pius IX. Even the darling of British Iiberalism, laissez-farie, was
subjected to intense scrutiny when challenged during the 1860s by commercial changes
that appeared posed to sweep western Europe. None of this, however, invalidates the
fact that, as a 'Yamily" of ideas, liberalism was a common denominator among educated
Victorians, even if it lacked the systemaüc rigour associated with other ideological
constructions.
German Iiberalism, on the other hand, was more specifically ideological owing t0
the cirwmstances of its growth. Intellectually, German Iiberalism in the nineteenthcentury also rested on a general belief in progress, an optimistic view of the Mure, and
support for individual and political liberty. The Iegacy of the Enlightenrnent in Gemany
(much of which was wmmon to Britain) was m o c i i by Geman idealist philosophy
and by the events of the Napoieonic invasion, such that many Geman liberals came to

Mark Francis and John M o m , A History of English Pditical7Rought in the Nineteenth CenhfY
(New York: S t Martins Press, 1994), p. 6.
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regard the state as an instrument of reform

-"the magic spear which heals as well as

wounds," as the Hanoverian historian Friedrich Dahlmann once put it32 Historians of
the 'German mind" have long argued that this was an important source of weakness for
German liberalism, which had rejected the Judeo-Christian tradition of natural law and
instead embraced historicism and a Hegelian metaphpical conception of the state?
There is much to be said for this argument, particulariy with regard to role of the

Pnissian state in effecting Gerrnany's national unification. However, the ambialence of
German liberals towards laissez-faim cannot simply be interpreted as 'state-worship" or

a rejection of Enlightenment individualism. It was instead bound up with the German
liberal ideal of creating a society of 'citizens," free from aristocratie, corporative and
religious restraints, as well as the power of the absolutist state."
Comparatiiely speaking, however, the most important source of difference
between British and German liberalism was that British liberals already possessed many
of the political rights and freedoms that formed the basis of German liberals' demands.
Untif 1848 and beyond, rnost of Gemany languished under autocratie political

institutions. Even the constitutional achievements of south German states such as
Bavaria, Baden, Württemberg, and HesseDarmstadt (which were granted by the ruling
sovereigns rather than extracted from them) fell far short of the kind of representative,
constiiutional, and/or national government most German liberals sought. Thus. as John
Breuilly has argued, German liberals had to focus on LYhe more fundamental questions
of how to aquire power," rather than how such power was to be exerdsed.*
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Furthemore. Germany's territorial disunity produced frequent political mstability,
while fragmenting sovereignty in such a way as to frustrate united action

-unlike

Britain. where political stabiiii, national unity and economic prosperity afforded the kind
of security neœssary to an easy assumption of liberal ideals- Thus, the language of

German liberalism was more ideological (which formed the basis for the accusation that
it was excessively abstract and theoretical, in contrast to the empincal language of

British liberalism) precisely because of this unique combination of circumstanœs: the
need to address fundamental issues of political and cMI nghts, and the absence of a
single, recognized sovereign enter upon which the activity of liberal refomi could be
focused. As a result, German liberalism was markedly diierent from British liberalism in

a number of important ways. This does not mean, however, that German liberalism was
somehow inferior to that of Britain, or that its history should be interpreted as a chronicle
of "failure." As Dieter Langewiesche has argued, "the nature of German Iiberalism can
only be appreciated ifwe do not equate every change with deviation from its original

Obviously, the preceding comments and cornparisons of British and Gennan
liberalism are intended purely as an intr~duction.~'More detailed discussion, within the
specific context of the controversies Robert Morier faced while working in Germany,
follows in chapters below. At this point, however, I simply want to emphasize that my

main conœm is with liberal ideas, rather than some seleetion of ciass-oriented goals
frequently offered as a substitute for the existence of liberal thought. David Blackboum
and Geoff Eley are undoubtedly nght to question the use of abstract, universal
36
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definitions of liberal reform when evaluating the political history of nineteenthmntury
Germany, or of any other state for that matter. However, their preoccupation with
defending the German bourgeoisie against the charge of 'Yeudaluaüon" uMmately led
thern to a dismissal of German liberalism as 'redundant"

-much in the same way that

Hamer had dismissed British libera~ism.~~
From a purely pragmatic perspective, this
may be tme. But when judged on the basis of Robert Moriets experiences in Germany,
it is clear that liberal ideas provided the main point of referenœ from which most Britons,

and rnany Germans, viewed themselves and the society in which they lived. What
follows is the story of what occuned when these ideas ran headlong into the
circumstances of Germany during the Griindungszeif, as told from the perspective of
Britain's %est authonty on al1 German questions."
II
Before examining how Germany changed Robert Morier, we must first see how
Britain had made him. For it was a capacity for synthesis, rather than original thought,
that chancterked the rnind of the young Bumet as well as the older Sir

Thus,

Morier's family and educational history are particulariy important, as they reveal the
influence of numerous factors, both British and European, that were crucial in shaping

his liberal outlook. What stands out hem above al1 else is the presenœ of painful
religious tensions, which left Morier highly sensitiied to issues of toleration, civil liberty,
and the rote of the intellectual in the l i b e r a l i o n of Britain.
Robert Morier, bom in 1826, was the youngest child of David and Anna MorierAnna's background was solidly Bntish, as she was the daughter of Robert Bumet Jones,
the British Attorney-General of Barbados, and a direct descendent of Gilbert Bumet, the
38
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Whig Bishop of Salisbury who preached toleration to William 1 after 1688.~David
Moner, on the other hand, was, as Stratford Canning described him,
bom of strangers to that envied shore,
Where freedom's shout contends with ocean's roara4'
These "strangers" to Britain, David's parents, wmbined Swiss, Dutch, Scottish, French,
and Swedish background^!^ Although born in Smyrna, David Morier was educated at
Harrow, and at the age of twenty joined the British diplomaüc service. He spent ten
years at Constantinople and the surrounding area, M o r e k i n g transferred to Europe in
1813, where he worked as an envoy in the negotîations leading up to the Congtess of

Vienna. This was followed by seventeen yean as British Consul in Paris (where his son
Robert was born), and then another ffieen years as the British Plenipotentiary to the

Swiss Confederation. Aithough he retireci from the diplornatic service in 1847, David
Morier lived for another thirty years, long surviving Anna who died in 1855.
In 1839, after thirteen years of an idyllic chiklhood spent in France and
Switzerland, Robert Morier was sent to England. His parents considered enrolling him
in Eton, but chose instead to place him with a private tutor in a country parsonage where

greater attention could be devoted to his religious training. This was followed by a
diierent tutor the following year, who again emphasued Morier's religious education.
That this came at the expense of his knowledge of Latin and Greek (causing him to fail
his first matricuiation exam into Oxford in 1844) was apparently less important to his
parents than having a sound Christian outlook+ "Highly as [aie Romans] may have rated
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the duties of citizen," his mother advised him, m a t are they compared to those of
Christian, which add spiritual to moral duties, which include al1

-duty to God, to the

State, to your neighbour, to your family, and to yourself?d3
David Morier, however, was detemineci that his son attend Oxford. Thus, alter a
year of supervised cramming, Robert could write to hîs mother on 5 March 1845, '1 have
thanlc God just passed at ~alliol.* He therefore matriculated into Oxford just as the
Tractarian controversy, which had polarixed religious opinion at the universÎty and raised
the spectre of papists at the gate, reached its d6nouement Only two weeks earlier one

of the last shots in the conflict had been fired when the Oxford convocation condemned
W.G. Ward for his pro-Catholic work, The Ideai of a Christian Society. Moriets reaction

to this event reveals, at this early age, both his distaste for extreme opinions and his
rebellious atütude towards entrenched authority. T h e infamous Convocation," he wrote,
'has at Iength had its meeting and deiiired itç judgment, and an iniquitous judgment it
is, one guided entirely by party spirit and fanatical zeal, a majority consisting of fat l i l e

no popery evangeli~alparsons on one side and men like Grant, Manning and Acland on
the otheran6
The Oxford that Morier attended, whik still very much a medieval institution
considered to be an integral part of England's religious life, was in transition. During
Moriefs time there the religious wnnection remained strong, although the Tractarian
controversy and the Oxford Movement precipitated important changes that weakened
the Church of England's grip over Oxford. Moreover, other currents of change,
academic and administrative, were also gaining strength. While the great refoms of
Oxford and Cambridge are generally dated h m the 1850s, the pressures that produced
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these reforms were already apparent in the 1840s. The effects of Thomas Arnold's
public school reforms, demands for a better system of examinations and honours,
continental criücisms of British empiricism, and the increasing flow of German ideas,
ranging from liberal theology to comparative philobgy, al1 began to find their way into
the minds of the universities' tutors and ledurers, at Balliol College in particular. In
Morier's case this was especially evident, as can be seen from the careers of his three
most important educational and intellectual influences M i l e at Oxford: Arthur Penrhyn
Stanley, Frederick Temple, and Benjamin Jowett.
Stanley, the son of the Bishop of Norwich, studied under Thomas Arnold at
Rugby before taking residenœ at Balliol, and later became a fellow of University
College. Although uncomfortable with the stringency of the subscription to the
Athanasian creed demanded of prospective priests, Stanley was ordained nevertheless
in 1839 and began to preach sermons at the university in 1 8 4 ~ During
.~
the Tracbrian
controversy he advocated ideration of the divergent views in the dispute. In 184647,
however, Stanley preached a series of sermons in which he set forth his views regarding
the subordination of the church to the state, the supremacy of the Queen's laws, and the
use of free inquiry as applied to biblical studies. Thus, by associating himself with the
reformist views of Arnold and the Gerrnan theologians, Stanley's orthodoxy became
suspect to evangelicals and high-churchmen alikem4'Although this destroyed Stanley's
chances of obtaining a Regius Professorship of Divinity, he was nevertheless appointed
professor of ecclesiastical history at Oxford in 1856. and in 1864 he became Dean of
~estminster.~~
-

-- -
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Frederick Temple's career is equally characteristic of changes in outlook mat

began to affect Oxford in the 1840s. A Blundell Scholar, Temple took up residenœ at
Balliol in 1839 and in 1842 received a double first-class in classics and mathematics.
Temple was a close friend of W.G. Ward, but he successfully resisted the lattefs drift
into religious controversy. Temple succeeded Ward in 1842 as a Balliol lecturer in
classics, mathematics, and logic, and henceforth began to immerse himself in German
philosophy, which no doubt soon found its way into his lectures to undergraduates Iike
~oner.'~
Temple took a special interest in Morier, tutoring him privately despite the
small fellowship he received, and he drew Morier into the Oxford Union and to meetings
of the Decade ~lub." In 1847 Temple was ordained as a priest in the Church of
England by the Bishop of Oxford. Two years later James Kay-Shuttlewortti, the liberal
educational reformer, sought out Temple to be the first principal of the controversial new
mode1 school for teachers recently established at Kneller ~all." Fmm 1848to 1857
Temple was attached to the Privy Council Committee on education where he helped
secure a position for Morier in 1851. In 1860 Temple joined with J m t t and othen to
contribute an article to the highly wntroversial Essays and Reviews, but later distanced
himself from this work, which no doubt faciiiiated his consecration as Bishop of Exeter in
1869. Bishop of London in 1885, and finally Archbishop of Canterôury in 1896.'
Benjamin Jowett was undoubtedly the most important influence on Robert Morier
not only dunng his time at Balliol, but throughout his life. The dose friendship that the
two shared lasted almost a half century; Morier, on his deathbed, wrote one of his last
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leîters to Jowet, who was also d ~ i n g The
. ~ ~relationship of M o r and pupil, first
established in the 1840s, lasted for decades, as Jowett took it upon himself to try to
mold this powerful diplomatic personality into someone whose inRuence might be used
to further what Jowett conceived to be the natural liberal progression of history. In so
doing, Jowett was strongly convinced that politics must never be divorced from moralii,
a theme that was to be reinforced by Monet's father. According to Peter HinchlifF,

Jowett believed that 'morality in poiiics was best senred by having the right men in the
flght places,' and he considered it his task to groom such men and get them thete? In
his letters to Morier, long after the latter had left Oxford, Joweü never ceased to offer

career advice, telling Morier, There is nothing upon whieh I have set my heart more
than your succéss in life."" "All that 1 know about foreign politics," Jowett once wrote:

cornes fmm you.... Iam delighted to find that p u take such a strong
interest in these great questions. The time is shortIy coming when, I
believe, you will have a great part in them. No one knows so much about
them, or has as clear ideas of them. The peaœ of Europe, the national
honour of England, are themes about which, if a man deeply feels them
he will bewme inspired to Say and do what he thinks.5e
This was, no doubt, heady stufi for the ambiious Morier, and must surely have helped to
strengthen his trust in the advice of his old tutor. Thirty years M e r leaving Oxford,
Morier offered the following highly instructive

comment on his time there:

If Itake stock of what Oxford did for me, 1 can safely say it made me
personally acquainted with one Jowett, one Thucydides, and one Aristotie.
Number 1, thank God, has never parted from me nor 1 from him.... ln these
days of total moral anarchy, it is well worth considering what that old ethical
discipline of the unreformed Oxford schools did for the generations it
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educated. Ihad this extraordinary advantage, that Icame in for the old
discipline at the very moment it was becoming impregnatedwith the new. so
that I had the advantage of both. Say what you will, it is incalculablewhat a
body of ethical doctrine assimilated partly as dogma and partly as science
so as to become a very part of one for the fest of one's Iife, will do for a
man. IdouM very much if speculations on the solar spednrm and the
microscopic investigation of protoplasmwill do as much."
Jowett, of course, was one of the central figures in introducing *new disciplines"
into Oxford, and his influence in this connecüon must not be underwümated. Indeed,
Jowett is best known for his contributions to university reforrn, that is, reforming the
professorships, opening up the wlleges to students of limited financial means, and
reforming the Hebdomadal Council. Hawever, it is equally signifiwnt that Jowett was
inspired in this by his belief that university refom was a theological necessity. Jowett,
like Stanley and Temple, was a clergyman and a theologian, and his career was shaped
above al1 by his own attempts ta reconcile the pursuit of rational and religious inquiryS
Thus, Jowett wrote to Morier in 1870 of his belief that "there is [still] something to be
done in the way of making Christianity, whether under that or any other name, a
reality.... I always feel the danger of uülitarianism or materialism lowering the character

of education and of ~ i f e . " ~ ~
Ironically, Jowett's own scholarship was corrosive of religious belief, as can be
seen from a brief examination of his career. The bnlliant and precocious Jowett entered
Balliol in 1836, received a first class in Literis Humanioribus in 1839, and was appointed
a Balliol tutor that same year at the age of 22. Having become estranged over the years
from his strong evangelical background, Jowettls first brush with religious controveny
came during the furious debate pmvoked by Newman's Tract XC in 1841, which
proposed that the 39 articles of subscription demanded of al1 students was sufficiently
catholic to permit Roman Catholics to subs~ribe.~
Jowett sougM a simpliied version of
Wernyss, Mernoirs of Sir Robert k n ë r , i,22.
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the arüdes, but the uproar over Newman's tract demolished this hope and set Jomtt
fimly against subscrïption in genenl.
But the most decisive change in JoweWs outlook came following his trips to
Gemany mth Stanley in 1844 and 1845, where he fell under the spell of Hegelian
philosophy, which he began to preach to his students, Morier among them? Indeed,
Jowett was the only person from whom a British undergraduate could leam Hegel during

the 1840s and 18508, and it is not surprising that England's most ardent Hegelian. T.H.
Green, was one of JowetYs pupilsa By 1849 Jowett had developed a sympathy for the
work of the Tübingen theologians and F.C. Baur, who pnised David Strauss for his

critical account of the origins of the gospels? Henceforth, JoweWs work was largely
taken up with the application of these principles to his own stuaes.

Between 1847 and 1854 Jowett and Stanley worked together on a set of Pauline
cornmentaries in which JoweWs main contribution was to historicize St Paul, portraying
him as a man of his own time and place."

Like Lord Acton, Jowett came to believe that

Christianity need not be piotected from, but rather it must have confidence in history,
which was the repository of tn.ith.=

Jowett's contribution to Essays and Reviews in 1û60

dealt with the interpretation of scripture and how to read the Bible. 7 h e offîce of the
interpreter," Jowett wrote:
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is not to add another [meaning] but to recover the original one; the
meaning, that is, of the words as they first struek the ears or flashed by
the eyes of those who heard and read them. He has to transfer himseif
to another age; to imagine that he is a disciple of Christ or Paul, to
disengage himseif from a l that fo~laws.~
The infiuenœ of German thought, histotkal and theological, is unmisbkable here, and it

conthued to push Jowett in the d i m o n of skepticism as the years progressed. Writing
to Marier in 1892 to ofkr his wndolences on aie death of his son and to lament the

passing of Tennyson, Jowett clairned: '1 think tbat sorrow should produœ some good
fruit in us, even tttough we are getting old and beginning to fall out of Iife. And Ifear that
we are both rather tending to some kind of agnosticism."97

Jowett,as well as Stanley and Temple, w r e central to the development of
young Robert Marier's liberal autlook. Against the general tide of Toryism mat ptevailed
at Oxford, these young intellectuals irnparted to their students a passion for dom and

improvement, to be effected airough rational inquiry. They believed, as accused by
Newman, that "Virtue is the child of knwledge, and vice of ignorance"

-a belief which,

if applicable to religious questions, wuld alsa be appiied to the entire swpe of human

endeav~ur.~
Furthemore, as tutors, these men were well-positioned to exercise a
unique influence over students like Morier. Through their teaching of Greek ethics, the
Oxbridge tutors of this generation assumed the guise of Socratic teachers, a
development epitomized by Jowett. According to Christopher Harvie, '!n

Ioco pamnfis

was a position that the Mor of the 'reformed' colleges was prepared to occupy" in
leading the 'retreat fmm dogma" that charaderked the academic liberalism of this
period." Marier responded wannly to this environment and subsequently envisioned his
relationshipswith other academic liberals, such as Adon, Rudolph von Gneist, and
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Ignaz von Ddlinger, in similar terms. It is largely owing to this that Moriets own
liberalism retained a distinctly acadernic character, even amidst the tumoil that
surrounded him in Germany.

The tutor-student relationship Morier experienced at Oxfclrd, however, was not
restricted solely to studies conductecl behind Balliai's walls. His relaüonships witb
Jowett and Stanley in parücular soon grew into penonal friendship. which deepened his

respect for their academic views. Thus, when the opprtunity arose in the spring of
1848 to join them on a visa to revolutianary Paris, Marier quickly jumpd at the chance
to attend 1We two greatest men of the age,"as he described them, on such an
adventud0 For two weeks in mid-June, Jowett, Stanley, Morier, and Francis Palgrave
roamed the streets of the French capital. visiting political clubs, attending the theatre,
and soaking in the revolutionary atrnosphere of the abortive Second Republic. Morier,
whose enormous size and fluency in french placed hirn at the forefront of the group,
reveled in the experience. Having wamed his mother to speak in her correspondence
as a democrat ("which, by the way, I much more than half am," he remarked), Morier
showed great interest in the mood of aie "peoplenbehind the revolution

-those, that is,

%ho actually fought and canquered quite exclusive of their demagogues and club
preacher~."~'At one point he even found himself caught up in the march of a
revolutionary crowd around the Place de la

onc corde.^^

This trip to Paris, and a

subsequent trip with Jowett to Scotiand Iater that year, established the basis of Morier's
lifelong devotion to his old tutor, whom he never œased to regard as a 'giant."
In contradistinction to Oxford's influence on Morier, that of his parents was in a
very diierent direction. Anna Morier's daim that her mother had 'kneaded Church and
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King into al1 and every particle" of her wmposlion nicely summarizes the outlook of
both Robert's parents.73 Consewative Whigs poliücally, they welcomed such changes
as the repeal of the Corn Law, M i l e feanng that the damage sustained by the Tories
over this issue had removed "the drag off the democratic wt1ee1.~~'Further indication of
their political Standpunkt is Anna Morier's praise for the moderate liberal French
historian and politician, François Guizot. Upon reading Guuots reflections on
democracy in De la démocratie en France (1849). Anna urged the book on her son with
the following comment:
There is much in it by which we ought to profd; although democracy has
not yet overflowed with us, yet its hideous elements are fermenting and
rising towards the bnm, and it is as well to know the features of the
monstem that may rise out of this brackish foam?
Robert's parents also held very strong evangelical convictions which they worked
hard to instill in their son. David Morier's waming after a visit to Oxford that 'Life is an
awful trust of which you must give an account at the tribunal of Him," was typical of his
a d v i ~ e .Indeed,
~~
the degree to which David Morier viewed the world in evangelical,
often apocalyptic, ternis can best be seen in the following, M e n at the end of 1847:
The news from al1 parts of Europe seems fraught with plague, pestilence,
famine, murder and death. You have long known my way of viewing the
present state of the worid and its affairs, and can't therefore be surprised at
my finding in passing and in coming events, into the shadow ofwhich we are
entering, a daily confirmation of my anticipation of the most dire social
convulsions; al1 this is no more than what out Bible daily and hourly testified.
I gravely and seriously declare my conviction that this generation will not
pass away till the waming given by Him who spake as never man spake,
'What 1 say unto you, I Say unto al1 WATCH," he found specifically
applicable to al1 living men of this day?

-
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Setting aside the fanatichm apparent in this prophecy (made only three months
before the outbreak of the 1848 revoluüons), David Morier was responding here to his

own recent experhces as a forty-year veteran of British diplomacy. Four months
earlier the Foreign Secretary, Lord Palmerston, had removed Morier from his post in
n.
had spent
Swïtzerland where, in an effort to preserve the Swiss C ~ n f e d e ~ oMoner
several years seeking dipkmatic solutions to the conflict between the Catholic and
Iiberal factions -events of which he kept his son apprised in a lively ~rrespondence.~~
Morier regarded the introduction of the Jesuits into Lucerne as the central issue to be
resolved, ideally without recourse to the 'spirit of uitra democraw that he f e l
characteriradthe Iiberal govemment in k m . To David Morier, therefore, the struggle in
Switrerland was between LWe two pemidous extremes of Radicalism and

~lrarnontanisrn."~~
Palmerston, whose diplomacy failed to prevent the outbreak of the
Sonderbund War in November 1847, showed litte sympathy for the Caholic cause and
ernerged from the conflict as the apparent champion of liberal movements abroadew ln
the pmcess, however, he eamed the undying hatred of the entire Morier family, who
regarded him as having ruined both David Morier's career and his efforts to peaœfully
resolve the conflict in Switzerland. The debt, you may depend on it, will and must be

paid and mai usurious interest," wrote Robert to his rnother." It is hardly surprising that
Robert Morier's entnnœ into the diplornatic service was delayed until1853, by which
time Palmerston had been replaced.
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As the flames of revdution spread through Europe in 1848, David Morier, now

living in Bath, published a pamphlet entitled What has Religion to do Mh Polit&?,
which he styled in the f o m of letters to his son, Robert. Waming him against rhat false,
because atheistical philosophy" of the French Revolution W i c h sets up the depraved
and Iimited reason of man as the soie measure and arbiier of al1 truths,' David Morier
asserted that 'the well-being of society can be effectually promoted only by the universal
recognition of the Christian principle as a rule of govemment.""

His argument

proceeded through efforts to demolish both Hobbesian and Lockean notions of the
origins of civil society, which set up seffishness as the constructive motive force for man,
as well as EnligMenmcnt ideas of human perfecübility, which deny man's fa11.~And in
their place he set forth the following:
Whatever is tndy liberal in the theory [of political science], and has been
proved by sound expein
rce
to be really beneficial in the practice of
govemment, under any form of political constitution,
is so, in exact
to
its
accordance
with
the
principles
of
Christianity,
as they are
proportion
embodied in the apostolic d o m 'He that loveth another hath fulfilled
the la^."^

-

In the Christian society envisaged by David Morier, church and state were
closely bound to one anoiher to fulfill the shared ends for which each existeci. All past
efforts to substitute purely human authority for divine authority had resulted in a lowering
of moral standards, which in tum had praduced civil disorder, threats to property and
In short, the image of church-state relations David Morier
position, and revo~ution.~~
urged on his son closely resembled mat outlined by Gladstone a decade earlier in The
State in its Relations with the Church (1838), in which the church was described as We
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conscience of the state."@ Such an outlook rejected narrcnwly conceived descriptions of
the state as existing solely to serve the needs of the irsdidual, and embraced instead
an image of the state as a corporate entity, seMng Christian ends. As such, David
Morier's views contrasted sharply with those that were 'in the ai7 at the Oxford his son
attended.
Letters exchanged by Robert Morier and his parents in 1848 and 1849 indicate
how deeply the liberal influence at Oxford was asn
se
ig
tf

itseif in defiance of his parents'

views. In the summer of 1848 Morier raised the possibility of getting Temple, one of his
tutors at the time, to reviiew his father's

Tempk d i rwkw the book. but n0t too

favourably, as can be gathered from the readion of Morier's mother: Temple has just
sent his review, and a pretty one it is, full of democracy, Chartism, Arnoldianism,
Latiiudinarianism and al1 manner of

abomination^.'^

This was foltowed with a proposal

that she do a review herself. Morier wrote to his father defending Temple against the
charges of being either a Latitudinarian or a Chartist, and he strongly recommended
against letting his mother review the book? When his father also wrote to protest
Temple's review, Morier sarcastically responded: 'One might fancy you expected a good
piece of tory anglo-catholicism. Why if you hate radicalisrn do you wish your book
reviewed favourably in a radical review?"" These were certainly strong words from son
to faaier, and indicate that Moner's intellectuai loyalties belonged more and more to
Oxford as time went on.
One final indication of how deeply the changing Oxford had affected Morier
cornes from his frbndship with the young James Anthony Froude, the Victorian
a6
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biographer and historian? Poisoned against the Oxford Movement by his brotheh
outspoken Tractarianism. Fmude rebellad against orthodox Christianity in genenl, as is

seen in his work Nemesis of FaRh, published in 1849.~This book, about a man who
stniggles with his doubts about the literalness of the Bible through a personal

confrontation with the priesthood, brought a great deal of criticism dom on Froude,
costing him his fellowship at Exeter College (where the sub-rector publicly bumed a
copy), and alienating him ftom his fatherOg3
But for Morier the book was inspirational,

and beauafully expressed many of the doubts alnady inspired in him by Jowett and
others. However, when he suggested that his parents also read it, Anna Morier reacted
by roundly condemning the book, and accusing Froude of deliberately seeking to create

a violent religious storm." Morier responded angrily to his mother's criticisms:
Why could you not do as I asked and read the Nemesis? At least you need
not have vented the subject on me, when I told you beforehand we could
never understand each other or agree on the subjed; nor know-ngmy
friendship for Froude indulge your imagination in the glowing description of
his future abode it was hardly chantable to say the least. Your simile of
the undulations in the lake is very kautiful and tnie. But the lake
sometimes freezes over, and our thanks may then be due to the man who
drives his stone so deep and strong as to break the surface and bring back
its capacity for undulation .... I malira you could never exadly understand
me and my misunderstandings might cause you pain. So the subject had
better be dropped for ever."

-

These words sound very much like a young man chafing against the strictures of
his parents. And yet, they also serve as an appropriate place to condude this brief
introductÏon, sinœ its main focus has b e n the background to Robert Morier's
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intellectual development rather than his intellect. His agonized complaint
you could never exacüy understand me"

-1' realize

-as well as his admiration for the courage of

someone who 'drives his stone so deep and sbong as to break the surface," suggest
that Moriets intellectual background had now become just that

-a backdrop to the

formulaiion of ideas he considered his own. This does not mean that the cast of his
mind was now set, if ever it was. But it does suggest that, henceforth, new influences
belonged more properly to Morier indnridually, rather than to the intellectual inhentance
of his family, his teachers, his past.
In one sense, therefore, Morier's liberalism

-our main concern -can scarcely

be described as typical, Indeed, it is rny contention that the family of ideas constituting
British iiberalism was sufficien@ broad, and imprecise, to allow for considerable latitude
between individuals in the absorption and application of these ideas. The 'Yypical"
British liberal is an abstraction, useful perhaps to the political scientist mapping out
models of political culture, but far rernoved from the historical realii of mid-Victorian
Britain. It is this aspect of British liberalism, therefore, that allows one to Say, without
contradiction, that Richard Cobden, J.S. Mill, and William Gladstone were al1 liberals,
despite the enormous differences in how each conceived of the metirdological means
to, and the moral ends of, liberalism.
While at Oxford, Morier had been sunounded by infiuential minds engaged in the
opening skirmishes of a struggle that uitimately led to a far-reaching reform of the
university. He had even joined several in witnessing the eRects of political revolution
abroad. Morier had also seen what happened when the work of his friends
which he was sympathetic

-work to

-fell beyond the pale of both his parents' and the

established authorities' Iirnits of tolerance. Such events naturally heightened his
sensitivity to issues of individual liberty, liberal political refom, church-state relations,
and intellectual fteedam as a force for change. By the time he l& Oxford, Morier

fancied himsetf something of a radical, which is not at al1 surprising since he belonged to
precisely that generation of Oxbndge academic liberals responsible for 'the assimilation
by the upper middle class of the new vocabuiary of political dern~cracy."~

In his introduction to CuIture and hamhy, Matthew Arnold announœd: "1 am a
Liberal, yet I am a Liberal tempered by experienœ, retleclion, and renounœment"

At

the time of Robert Morier's departure from Germany in 1876, he too considered himself

a liberal

-not in the narrow Party sense, but as someone who, for a quarter century,

had fought for a loose colledion of political, social and ewnomic ideals which he
regarded as liberal. Like Arnold, Morier too had tempered his liberalism with
experience. However, for Morier it was the experienees of l ~ n and
g ~0rlcingin
Germany as it passed through its m a t turbulent period since the end of the Napoleonic
wars that acted as the tempering agent Moriets resulting outlook says as much about
British liberalisrn's capacity for change as it does about the diiculties of being a liberal
in nineteenth-century Gemany.
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Chapter Two

Politics 1:
The "Ornanie" Roots of German ConstiMionalbm

My contention is that the only remedy for the present political chaos is a
reversion to the self-government type of govemment. as opposed to the
representative government; that the curse of the modem age is the
preaching of political rights without the corresponding poi'ical duües-.,.
That unless the moneyed classes and the wage-earning classes are
hamessai to the work of the State,...the State is nurturing within its
bosom two dragons that will end by eating 1 up. That the mly franchise
is the old English franchise: the capacity of rendering public s e ~ ~ c eThat
.
you cannot lower your ftanchise too much if you exact for every
corresponding lowering a corresponding public duty, or at least, a
corresponding liability to public duty.'
It is not a l i e ironic that this opinion belongs to a man best rernernbered as a
rabid liberal agitator whose alleged intrigues against the illiberal policies of Bismarck

eamed hirn the lron Chancellor's permanent enmity. And yet, entenng into his last year
of diplomatie service in Germany, Robert Morier stniggled hard to reconcile both his
political outlook and his Germanophilia with the uncornfortaMe r e a l i of the German

Reich whose construction he had witnessed first-hand during the previous quarter
century. This question of Morier's views on domestic German poliics, and their relation
to his liberal outlook in general, form the subjects of the folowing two chapters.
Throughout his time in Germany, Morier threw himself into the study of politics
and the conduct of political parties. His close connections to the circle of court Iiberals
surrounding the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia, and his friendly association with

leaders of both the moderate AIUiberalen and liberal democratic Progressive parties in
Prussia, as well as other leading German liberals such as Franz von Roggenbach, and
Heinrich and Max von ~ a ~ e meamed
,*
Morier a notoriety with the Bismarcks which

' Morier to Jowett, 23 February 1875. Morier Papers, Box 37.
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badischer Staatsmann zwishen deufschen Whgs und libemler KamaAIa (Frankfurt Peter Lang,
1991); D. Langewiesche, iibemlismus in DeutsclrIand (Frankfurt: Suhrkarnp, 1988). pp. 85-88.
Heinrich von Gagem, a moderate Hessian liberal, served as the second president of the Frankfurt
Parliament in 1848; Max von Gagem. also active in the 1848 revolutions, Iater becarnethe liberal
head of the commercial deparbnent of the Austrian Miniçtiy of ForeignAffairs. See bekw,
chapter 6.

continued to dog him long after leaving ~ e r m a n y .While
~
seMng in Prussia, Morier
wnducted a regular and detailed reportage of aie proceedings in the Pnissian Landtag
throughout the constitutional conflict, and he continued this practice in his other German
postings, providing the Foreign ûffice with a rich

-and unique -source of information

on German politics during the Gründungszeit. One of Moner's favorite distractions was
the writing of short poliücal and constitutional histories of various German states, a
practice which exposed him to a broad range of contemporary German scholarship, and
which was constantly encouraged by J m t t .
Typically, Morier brought to aiis work cJearly developed notions regarding the
proper (read British) canduct of constitutional parliamentary states. Furthetmore, until
the mid-1860s. Moriets p o l i i l appraisal of Germany's Mure was brightly coioured,
holding out the promise of British-style refonn and the eventual triumph of liberal,
parliamentarygovemment Moreover, among those diplomats, politicians and joumalists
who took an interest in German affairs, Moriets views dunng this period formed part of
a clear consensus regarding Gennany's p o l i i l development. Although he was
criticized by both contemporaries and historians for his German sympathies, in fact

3

The most famous example of this took place in 7888-1889, when Herbert Bismarck Aoated in the
German press the highly damaging rumour aiat Morier had communicated German troop
movements to the French commander, Marshal Bazaine, during the Franco-Prussian war.
Although outside the scope of my study, the history of the diplomatic and public uproar that
ensuad is fascinatïng in showing just how deep-seated was Bismarck's enmity against Mocier.
The seven volumes of material on Marier and the 'Morier Affiir' among the files of the Pdisches
Archiv des Auswdrtiges Amts are t e s t i m y to the intierest taken in Marier- AA, Engbnd 81 Nr.
2b, Bd. 1-7. For a full description of the affair, see Frederic Hollyâay, "Love Your Enernies!
Otherwise Bite Them!' Bismarck, Herbert. and the Morier Affiir; l88&l88Q,"Central European
History, 1 (1968). pp. 56-79; Ramm. Sir Rabert mr,pp. 270304. For the range of
contemporary reactions ta the affair,see, Gmflhenog FrkMM I vwn Baden und die Reichspoiitik,
1871-1907, W. Fuchs, ed. (Stuttgart:W. Kohlhammer, 1968), v. II,pp. 110-112; The Holein
Papers, N. Rich and M.H. Fisher, eds- (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1961), v. III, pp.
388-389; Denkwilrd@keitendes GenersI-FeMmarschaUsAlfred Grafin w n WaMersee, HMeisner, ed. (Stuttgart ûwtscheVerlags-Anstalf 1922), i, pp. 27-29; TagebuCn61att~won AMfz
Busch (Leipzig: Fr. Wilh. Gninow, 1€l99),ii, p. 271; Egon Coi%,Wenn...:Sendung und Schicbal
einer Kaiserin (Graz Verlag-Styria, 1954), pp. 477478; Gustav Freytag's 6fieîb an AlbrBdit mn
Stosch, H. Helmholt, ed. (Stuttgart DeuEsehe Verfags-Anstalt, 1973), p. 215; Bernhard Fùrst von
BOlow, DenMrdigkeiten (Berlin: Ullstein, l93O), v. 1, pp. 598-599.
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Morier's appraisals of German politics prior to 1862were by no means exceptional in
either tone or content. Concemed chiefly with Prussia, Morier expressecl a Whiggish
optimisrn regarding the inevitable victory of British-style parliamentarygovemment,
ternpered by a healthy dose of British skepticism of continental politics -ail of which
were characteristic of the commentary found in the leading British liberal jaumals which

devoted spaœ to foreign politics.
But Bismarck's appointment as Prussian minister-president in 1862 forced Morier

to begin re-exarnining his comfortable assumptions about the progress of German
politics. The failure of the liberal majority in Pnwsia to tum a constitutional conflict over
army reform into a parliamentary victory, like that achieved in England in the

seventeenth century, seriously dampened Morier's optimisrn. After 1863, Morier's
growing involvement in commercial matters, as well as the turbulence of German foreign
affairs, left him l i l e time to report on domestic Gerrnan politics, except insofar as it
related ta the German national question. However, posted wmfortably in Munich
following the Franco-Pnissian War, Morier tumed his attentions once again to domestic

pofics, but from a rather different perspective.
Disillusioned both by the structure of the new German Empire, and by the state
of political affairs back in England, Morier returnetd to a political aitemative he had

entertained earlier in his career, and which was strengthened by his acquaintanœ with
van'aus German constituüonalist historians, above all, RudoHvon Gneist. The focus of
his wncem now shifted from political rights to political duties, and to the need to reunite
"state" and "society" through a rediscovery of the virtues of selfgovemment
(Selbstverwakung). Morier's emphasis was on the serious dangers which the politics of

self-interest posed to both Germany and Britain, and he therefore lwked to history
it was understood by Gneist -for

an alternative to abstract prinaples laid down by

contemporary Iiberals and radicals.

-as

It is the nature of, and the reasons for, this important change in Morier's political
outlwk which need to be examined. The simplest, and perhaps least satisfactory,
explanation points to the effect on British views of Germany produced by Prussia's
victories on the barnefield. It is tnie that the success of Prussian amis helped effect a

reassessment in Bntain of the Cobdenic ideal of peaœful liberal progress in Europe. As
we will see, Morier was a consistent, although not unqualified, supporter of Prussia's

advanœment of Gerrnan unity, a fad which also disposed him to admire the
effectiveness of welldrilled state power. According to Raymond Sontag, "The iron had
entered his own heart"

- a view bome out by Morier's daim on the eve of Sedan that:

If it is a necessary law that some one state must be preponderate in
Europe, belter the peace-loving, domesüc, 'cultur-staat" Germany, with
its endless storehouses of civiliing ideas, its eamest outlook into the
future, than the sterile, phrase-grinding Frenchman with his one idea of
miliiry glory.'

However, m i l i r y sucœss alone fails to explain the shift in Morier's political
outiook. Alaiough moîlified somewhat by the accomplishment of Gennan unity, Morier
remained skeptical of the fonn which that unity took. His former faith in the powers of
parliarnentarism and constitutionalism had been badly shaken by Bismarck's triurnphs,
leaving him searching for a means to salvage his view of bath Gemiany and Britain as
advanced societies. He sought refuge. therefore, in what he took to be the common,
and superior, ground of Anglo-German history: a tradition of local seii-govemment which

combined the virtues of Teutonic individuality with effective state power. For Günter
Hollenberg, this eamed Morier the title, 'conservativeliberal Germanophile"

-a label

he shared with Matthew Arnold and Robert ~eeley.'
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Raymond Sontag, Gennany and England: Backgmund of Conflkf, 18467894 (New York:
Russell 8 Russell, 1964), p. 112; Morier to Lady Salisbury, 11 August 1870. Morier Papers, Box
34.
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The evolution

of Robert Moriets political Ïdeas, therefore, indicates several ways

in which midcentury British liberal thought was changing, and Germany's plaœ in this
process. For one thing, the change in Morieh views reveals the g M n g debt British
schobrship owed to German sources, and a n one aspect of Germany's intellechial

influence in mid-Victorïan Britain genenlly. From Oxford
Temple in parücular

-and from Jowett and

-Morier was intraducedto the Geman belief in Wssenschaff:

science as any body of knowledge pursued systematically. with history wnstituüng one
important such body. This. in addition to Morier's personal acquaintanœ mai Gneist,
Lord Acton, Heinrich von Sybel, and Rehhold Pauli, deepened his appreciation of the
use of history for practical purposes. Therefore, like E.A Freeman and Robert Seeley,

who were equally influencad by the rise of Geman 'scientific history", Morier frequently
employed the historical method to make a poliücal point?
And by 1870, that point increasingly conœmed the uneasy perception that the

liberal laissez-fiaire Mate was becorning diwrced from society and its neecis, that
growing class divisions were incapable of k i n g dosed by appeals to enlightened self"
interest, and that the state alone possessed the capacity to bind together the disparate
elements of modem industrial society. As would be the case with his religious and
ewnomic views. therefore, Robert Morier's liberal political convictions undemuent
significant revision through his experiences with Genany. Just as the peaœful e n of
mid-œntury British parliaments was giving way to the reforming zeal of Gladstone's first
administration, Morier's concem that Prussia and Germany continue to evohte in the
direction of liberal, Briüsh-style mpresentative govemment was replaœd by a highly
This was. of course, a distortion of the aims of both the Rankean and the Oxfbrd schools of
historians, which abjureâ aie use of history as a 'pdiocal weapon." See T.W. Heyck, The
Transfomation of InteIIBCfUaI U b in Vrctorian Enganû (London: Croorn Helm, 1Q82),pp. 138-144Jowett bentecl Morier fw preciseiy this when ha wrote: 'Do not aüempt in politics... to imagine that
you cal! back the English wwld of a haIf œnhtry ago. Is it not the beginnhg of pdiocs to take
things as they are. holding up idols at a distance, but not confounding them with the poosibilities of
actual life?" Jowett to Morier, 30 March 1875. Jowett Papers, IIIM, 57.

statist conception of politics and political reform, but one which retained liberalism's
traditional focus on the importance of individualism.

When the mainly Anglo-American Iiberal interpretation of Gerrnan history came
under serious scnitiny at the end of the 1970s, the model of historieal development
which Iiberal historians were accused of imposing on the Gennan past was primarily

'

political. Augmented by the cuitural and intellectual studies of historians such as
Leonard Krieger, Fritz Stem, and George lggersI8this rnodel works chiefly on the
assurnption that the polical development of 'the Wesr, particularly Britain, is normative;
thus Gemany's political development, when measured against this Western standard, is
found wanting . The occurrence of a 'bourgeois" revolution, which trimmed the power of
the crown, the establishment of parliamentary supremacy, and the general diffusion of
liberal values among the politically enfranchised

-none of mis, according to the liberal

view, took place in Gemany, which instead followed a Sonderweg with uitimately
disastrous consequences.
It is not my intention to recount the Sonderweg debate, but rather to show how
this use of an anglicized model of liberal political development in evaluating Germany
was also the wmmon approached adopted by British observers of Germany during
Morier's tenure there. A suwey of leading liberaljoumals between 1848 and 1871
7

Although aSsoCiated with the ground-breaking work of David Blackboum and Geoff Eley, lWythen
deutscher Geschichtsschreibung:Die gescheiterfe biirgetfktm Revdutrion von iû4û (Berlin:
Ullstein Materiaiiin, l98O), in English as The PeculiaMs of Gennan History (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1984), challenges to the liberal interpretation form part of what Konrad Jaausch
describes as a 'paradigm s h i i in the historiography on Gemany. 'Illiberalism and Beyond:
German History in Search of a Paradigm," Journal of M m HLbry, 22 (1O83), p. 281. See
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reveals that the biases described above pervaded British wmmentary on German
domestic politics. But whereas historians writing since Worid War IIhave been
preoccupiedto explain why German liberalism "failed", prior to German unification no

such failure was contemplated by British commentators, who remained convinced that
the progress of liberal institutions in Germany was assured.8
Very few mid-century British liberals would have challenged the Edinburgh
Revkw's clah that the British system of govemment was %eleded by Providenceas
the model of free and orderly govemment to mankind."10 Therefore. when conservatives

oppased to Palmerstoniandiplomacy suggested in 1851 that the introduction of 'p~pular

rights and Iiberal principles" into Gennany was impractical since Gemany was 'not yet
ripe for constitutional freedom," the Westminster Review denounced this as a
derogation of England's "glorious mission to assist in developing the Iiberties of
~urope."" In truth, few British liberals saw active intervention as a means for effecting
political change in Germany. Instead, they persistently appealed to a belief in the
inevitability of liberal political change in Germany

-and in Pnissia specifically -which

both satisfied their conscience, and pemiitted them to observe, from on high, just how
well their Gemian brethren wnformed to the British model.
Hence, whiie most Britons had Iittle love for the Prussian state," Iiberaljoumals
wnsistently defended the German people, including the Prussians, as eminently wellAccotding to AAW. Ramsay, 'From the sentimental but shrewd Victoria, to the just, keen and
enthusiastic diplomatist, who was already the Mte noire of the Foreign Office [Morier'?],al1
Germany's British friends wanted and expected a liberal solution of the [German] problern....They
were absorbeci, and misîed. partly by the romantic idea of Germany, partly by liberal tendencies,
and partly also by fear of France." ldealism and Foreign Pdicy (London: John Murray, l925), p.
53.
'O R.M. Milnes, 'RefIections on the Political State of Germany,' Edniburgh Rewbw, 89 (1849), p.
543. For a good m e n t of the British conviction that Westminster representd the 'rnother of
Parliaments," see D.R. Watson, The British Pailiarnentary System of Gowmrnent and the
Growüi of ConstitutionalGovernment in Western Europe," in M a i n Pmeminent, C.J. Bartktt, ed.

(London: MacMillan, 196Q). p. 101.
t
'Revolution and Counter-Revolution," Westdnster Review, 55 (1851), W. 92-93.
Kennedy, nie Ri& of the Anglo-German Antagonr'sm, p. 119. Edward Dicey, wrib'ng in the
afkrmatti of the Austro-Pnissianwar, concluded that the British public 'did not Iike the Pni~~ians

''

suited for political reforrn. 'Free to think, ready to feel, a b to fight,

-what can be

wanting to the heabthy social state of this great people?", asked R.M. Milnes in the
Edinburgh Review in 1846. "We answer, and they answer

-Poiiical development

under Liberal 1n~tÎtutions."'~
T m - f i v e years and three German wars later, John
Morley in the ForfnighHyReview continueci to argue: "It is impossibie to believe that the
tenacity, vigour, eagemess. which have made Gemany a nation, will not in their due
season and wune take liberal forni."'* M.E. Grant-Duff, a close friend of Morier who
established a reputation in the 18ôOs and 187ûs as an expert on European politics,'"
was even more sanguine, ciaiming during the Prussian constitutional confiict that:
The present stiuato
in
is only temporary, and a Liberal Party, composed of
the best of the landowners and the best of the bourgeoisie, will have it al1
its own way in the end. It may be a question of one decade or two, or
even of a generation, though we do not expect it to be nearly so long.16
Such enthusiasm for the future of the liberal cause in Gemany was not produœd simply
by a Whiggish faith in the inevitability of liberal progress, alaiough this was an important
factor. Also at issue was the belief that a Pnissian-led liberal solution of the German
question would serve the interests of European peace and security, which after 1848

personally," while the most famous such statement came h m Queen Victoria after the Gastein
Convention in 1865, when she exclaimed: "Odious people the Pnissians are, that I must say!"
Dicey, "The Campaign in Gemiany,' MacMillan's Magazine, 14 (1866), p. 387; Victoria b King
Leopold, 3 August 1865, in Leffers of Queen Viiria, 2nd series, E. BuckIe, ed. (London: John
Eunay, 1929), vol- i, p. 271.
R.M. Milnes, The Political State of Prussia,' EdinburghReview, 83 (1846), pp. 224-225. One
year earlier, the liberal m i g n Quaderly ReWwmte: 'We think the Gemans are a people by
their whole temper and habit of mind peculiariy calcubted for the exereise of political rfghts and
the enjoyrnent of public liberty....The cool, sober. systemaîic Geman is, of al1the species of
genus Homo, the best calculated to deliberate wisely on public mirs, and to achieve succassfully
the problem of self-government' 'Political Rights of the German People,' Fomïgn Quarterly
Review, 36 (1U S ) , p. 168.
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Jowett, in urging Marier ta gain literary distinction, suggested he emubte Grant-Duff. Jowett t0
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M.€. Grant-Dm, 'Prussia," The NationalReview (1863). as CMin Grant-ûdf, Studhs in
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formed an important part of the long-standing argument that Britain and Germany were
'natural alliesn."
For liberal publications like MacMillan's Magazine, therefore, it was thougM that
'nothing ought to hinder Pnissian Liberalism from having full syrnpathy from
Britain...there being reserved, of course, full liberty of criticking the past condud of
Prussian ~iberalism."'~And that, of course, is preciily what British liberal
commentators on Germany did, guarding their sympathy for Gemian Iiberalism with
criücisms intended to account for what they considered the slow Pace of the liberal

-

advanœ in Germany. Common among the criticisms leveled at Gemian statesmen was
that they were excessively doctrinaire, owing to their lack of praetical experienœ with
liberal institutions; while the Prussian populace specifically was criticized for its
inordinate attachments to the Hoherzollem monar~hy.'~Hence, the Westminster
Review argued in 1872 that the Prussian people deserued well of the world for the
constitutional advances they had made; but as they lacked %e keen sagacity and bold
initiative of their brother Teutons," it could not be said of them either that m i r sound is
gone out into al1 lands, and their words into the ends of the world," or that they had

17
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-

"invented the f o m of political govemment, to which ...al1 modem nations must conforni
or diemmm
Mid-century British optimism regarding the future pmspects of Geman polia'cs,
therefore

-quite separate fmm British opinion on the G m a n national quesüon -was

equivocal. Although amfident that their Teutonic brethren" were on the rigM path,

British liberals carefully drew attention to Gerrnany's deviatims from the British model,
thereby releasing thernselves from the nwd to question the universality of the British

liberal ideal. And nowhere was ais tendency more evident than in British assessments
of the Ptussian constitutional wnflict of aie eariy 1860s. When William of Pnissia, both
as regent and, after 1û61, as king, clashed with the liberal majority in the Prussian
Landtag over the issue of army refimn, the resuîüng political struggle struck British
abservers of Gemany as the history of England's own seventeenth century ~tniggle

against absolutism being repeated. They w r e keen to note, therefore, just exactly how
Pmssian liberals and the Prussian monarchy conductedthemselves in this latterday

conflict.
There is no doubt that similariües were seen to exist benNeen these twcr conflicts,
despite the centuries that separated them. 'History is not apt, any more than nature, to

repeat itselfvery exactly," stated MacMillan's Magazine. 'But this Prussian stnrggle Ïs
marvetously Iike the beginning of the stniggîe of out own Charles the First with the
English people....The rigM of the commons over the national purse is a fundamental

principle in out own politics, and we can hardly avoid exfending to ~mssia.'" Robert
Cecil's daim that William's "perCinacity" had producd

greatest apprehension in

England", aîthough overstated, attests to British interest in Prussia's constitutional
a]

'The Political Reeonstniction of Germany," Westmiirster M d w , 97 (1872), pp- 344-345Masson, "ThePrussian Contest," pp- 75-76. Ernphasls added, Similady, Fmsef's Magazine
stated: 'ln considering the behaviour of the [Pnissian] King, one cannot help king anick with the
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Kings of Prussia.' "The Prussian Crisis," p- 416.
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conflict. His warning that William could expect the "fate of Charles 1" if he persisteci in
"arrogating powers wholly inconsistentwith his position" suggests that the British
proclivi to use a British standard was not restrided to ~iberals.~
Like liberal historians a century later, therefore, mid-nineteenth century British
liberals Iooked to Britain's own history for an elucidation of German affairs. But M i l e
they remained hopeful that the Prussian chamber would prevail in its stniggle with the
king, doubts about the outcome persisted, inspired by what British obsenrers took to be
Gemany's deviations from the British path, For example, Acton's liberal Caaiolic Home
and Foreign Review argued that the actions of Prussian liberals during the conflict

demonstrated an "imperfect matunty of political judgment," resulang h m the fact that
Prussia had had "neither time nor opportunity to form a school of pariiarnentary
statesmen."* Mon serious still was the hold of the Hohenzollerndynasty over the
political loyaities of the Prussian people. The Prussians of the present day are little like
the English of the time of Hampden," lamented Fraser's Magazine. "Submissive and
crestfallen after their defeat by Frederick William IV and his coadjutors, Mantedel and
Westphalen

-no sooner does William I ascend the throne #an the strings of populam

rebound and are again in overstrained ~igour."~'Added to the Hohenzollern's popularity

was the absence of an unassailable landed interest among Prussian parliamentanans.
Thus, argued the Home and Fomgn Review, 'If we remember h w hard was the
struggle between the Long Parliament and the KingAt is evident that the crown must
prevaiI in any similar conflict with the Pmssian parliament, which has not the material
foundation of independence."*' Finally, British liberals, while anxious to portray Britain's
22
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experiences as paradigrnatic, -Id

not refrain fmm regarding British history as

exceptional; the Pntssian liberal cause, therefore, lacked "al1that accumulation of noble
ingredients" which had on- dignified %e English liberalism of Eliot, Pym, and
Hampden." Hence, the Prussian constitutional canflict contained more of the mere

"Tonnage and Poundagenquestion, and l e s of those other great questions of
'intellectual and spiritual liber&y with which the Tonnage and Poundageo
niq
u
e
ts

in

England was then inextricably associated.""
Clearly, the Prussian constitutional conflict was regarded in M a i n as an
important test of Prussia's, and Gennany's, ability to stay the course of liberal political

refom. And few doubted that such refon was indeed ongoing. Beginning wiai the
liberal character of the 1848 revaits, and continuing d m through Frederick William IV's
apparent defense of constitutionalism in Hesse-Cassel in 1850 and the appearanœ of
Prince William's 'New Era" ministry in 1858, British liberals regarded the resistance of
the Prussian chamber in the 1860s as the logical endpoint of a historical process long

since concluded in Btitain.

But while neœssarily optimistic that the liberal tide was inexorable, British liberal
opinion remaineâ guarded, owing to a combination of adviawledged diierenœs
bétween Germany and Britain, and an ingrainecl sense of superiority regarding Britain's
own political evolution The parallels, therefore, between the views described above and
those of twentieth century Anglo-Arnerican historians of Gemany are striking. Aithough

a reference to modem liberal historiography on Gemiany, the following comment by
Konrad Jarawch and Larry Jones applies equally well to Robert Marier's
contem~raries:
For English speaking intellectuals, questions about Gerrnan liberalism have
served the purpose of demarcating and validating their own palitical
experience.... However, the uneritical application of their own yardstick ta the
Masson, =ThePrussian Contest,' pp. 75-76.

German experienœ has produced a m o r a l i tale that a l too frequently only
confirms Western daims of political ~ u ~ e r i o r i t y . ~
It remains to be seen, therefore, just exactly how Robert Morier, as an expert
on Germany, understaod these same questions.
II
By the time of his appointment as an unpaid attaché at Vtnna in 1853, Morier

had already acquired a strong interest in Genan politics. His first trip to Germany three
years earlier coincided with those events that marked the end of the 1848 revolutions in
Germany: Frederick William IV's promulgationof a new Prussian constitution; the
appearance of Joseph Maria von Radowitz's abortive League of the Three Kings
(Dreik6nigsbündn&);and the defeat of the German nationalist movement in Schleswig-

Holstein. As an idealistic young man who had walked the streets of republican Paris in
1848, Morier could not but be affected by these events, particularly as his association

with Max ~ ü l l e btought
p
him into contact with a variety of German liberal-nationalists,
such as Roggenbach, tleinrich von Gagern, Georg Genrinus, and the ill-fated Duke of
Augustenburg. White in Berlin, he was approached by Georg Heinrich Perk to aid in
preparing an English translation of Pertz's Aus Stein's Leben. Although he eventually
declined the offer, this wi& exposure to the history of Kari vom Stein's famous reforrns
left a deep impression on ~orier.'~On this first visit, the Schleswig-Holstein struggle
drew the bulk of Moriets attention; however, he also sought out opinions on the other
major constitutional and political questions of the time. And in a more or leSS t y p i d
fashion, he wished for "a skilffil English political doctof to assist Germany in addressing

these question^.^

*' Jarausch and Jones, 'German LiberalismReconsidered: lnevitable M i n e , Bourgeois

Hegemony, or Partial Acfiievement,' In Search of a Libeml G e m n y , pp. 1-2.
See below, chapter 4.
Morier to Anna Marier, t 8 Febniary 1850; Morier to Max Miiller, 29 Febniary 1850. Morier
Papers, Box 32.
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Morier welcomed, therefore, his appointmeni to Vienna in 1853. He saw in it an
opportunity not only to gain distinction (which he craved) in a part of the world he
admired, but also to pursue the kind of scholarly work which Jowett and Temple urged
him to seek. In particular, Morier hoped that his access to Gennan materials would
enable him to present various aspects of German political history before the British
public, which he believed was pooriy infomed as to Gemian affairs. Originally intent on
writing a resumé of Pnissian policy sinœ 1815 based on a series of recent meetings
with the Gagems, Radowitz, George Bunsen, and the court liberais surrounding the
Duke of ~oburg.~'
Morier abandoned this in fawur of a political history of Austria

between 1815 and 1851. Anything but impartial, Morier was heavily i n f l u e n d by
materials provided by Viktor von Andrian-Werburg, the controversial author of

Ostemich unddessen Zukunft, an Ausbian member of the Varparfament and. as Marier
described him, 'one of the leading men in the movement for constitutional refom in the
ten years preceding the Revolution." Moriets main aim, therefore, was to vindicate the
aims of the Revolution, and to show how the Austrian govemment's abrogation in 1851
of the liberal 1849 constitution was a i e rascalliest of al1 coups d'état that have k e n
done since '48."32
The magnitude of this task was not lost on Morier, 'It is no joke," he wrote to
Francis Palgrave, M i n g sketchily on the utterly complex phenomena which any
modem State whatever presents; but when the State to be written about is in itseif an
aggregation of some twenty other States, each of which has just came through a 1private revoluüon and war of Îts own, to say nothing of what they have gone through in
the aggregate, the task is no easy onemns3
Furthemore, the circumstances of Moriets
new job left him Iittle time for writing, as he was quickly engulfed in the work produeed
31

Wemyss, Mernoirs of Sir Robert Monbr, i. p. 127.

* Moljer to Francis Palgrave, 13 July 1853. Morier Papers, Box 32
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by the outbreak of the Crimean War. This, in addition to the onset of the rheumatic gout
which would plague him for aie rest of his Me, as welf as the death of his mother in
1855, prevented Morier from completing the work on Austria.
However, his preparationswere not wasted. In 18!57, Morier was sent on several
extensive tours of the Balkans in order to acquire military and commercial information
for the Foreign

In the course of these trips, Morier wrote for his chief in Vienna

a number of lengthy reports in which he was aMe to use his histoncal reading in order to
better analyze the restive status quo established in Austria's South Slav provinces in the
wake of 1848- The main theme of these letters
govemment

-the nationalities policy of the Austrian

-is discussed below. What is of most interest at this point, however, is

Moriets reaction to the constitutional

gyrnnastics performed by the Habsburgs.

lnspired by several meetings with Count Joseph von Jellacic (the Croatian
general who led Croats and Slovenes against Louis Kossuth's Magyar separatists in
1848), Morier analyzed for Seymour the ~ n s t i i ~ o npolicy
a l of aie Habsburgs between
1848 and 1851. Already critical of this policy, Morier's tour of the Balkans transformed
this criticism into outrïght condemnation. '[A] more wholesafe a d of injustice, ingratitude,
and bad faith, a display on a larger scale of a mean and paltry spirit, grosser fraud, more
clumsily veiled, it would be diicult to meet with in al1 the pages of history."
Constitutionally, 1848 saw the outbreak of a b i e r and eventually bloody sbuggle
between Magyars and non-Magyars in Hungary, the origins of which lay in Vienna's
attempts to offset Magyar nationalism by supporting non-Magyar demands for
autonomy. The centralking constitution

imposed on the Austnan Empire by Francis

Joseph in 1849 Marier now described as simply a ploy, intendeci to win back liberal
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Marier's chid in Vienna, H a m i h Seymour, recommended Morier for this task on the grounds
that he was "active, obsenrant, and a capital hand at making a report.' Seymour to Clarendon, 27
January 1857. Clarendon Papers, Badieian Library, MSS Clarendon, Dep. c. 67. For Morier's
report on the 'Organaation of the Austrian Miliiry Frontier," see below, chapter 4.

support for the imperhl standard through the extension of various popular liberh'es. This
done, the Ernperor was free in Oecember 1851 to 'throw off the masK and abolish. in
one sweep, al1vestiges of constiMionalism in the Empire, modem and medieval.
Amidst the niins there rose up, in al1the meagemess of its modem
outlines, the huge fabric of absolutkm supported on bayonets and
administered by bureaus, which now for the fiist time established L
intricate uniformity over every portion of the Austrian Empire alike?
What is most interesthg about Moriefs assessrnent of the Imperia1rescript of
1851 is his condusion that. rather than k i n g an example of the macbcbon
sweeping

central Europe at the time, it was instead a nvoluüonary ad. In making so complete a
break with the past, aôolishhg all the @oId
corporate libertieô' and moldprescriptîve

rights" which were the result of the 'spontaneous growth of œnturies," Francis Joseph
had gone beyond simply a restoration of Austrian absolutisrn. Likening the Ernperor to

Louis XIV, Morier argued that Francis Joseph's policy was wholly novel in leveling al1 of
the artifidal inequaliües which were woven irtto the fabric of the empire. and h m which
were derived the historic rights and Iiberties of the imperial subjects. The result. Morier

claimed, was a regime of bureaucratie unifonity, devoid of its rnutti-national character,
and of pdiücal Iegitimacy:
It is this heartless and unstatesmenlike breaking with the past, this

attempt to substiMe machinery for organic growth, to govern from â pHon
prÎnciples instead of from & posterian experienœs, which. whether the
initiative be taken by an absolute sovereign or a constituüonal assembly,
marks the diierence between remlution and reform?

Being the first clear expression of Morier's political outlook, this tirade against the

constitutional policy of the Austrian govemment is mrealing. As a Young, liberallymindeci British diplomat, Morier could not but disapprove of Francis Joseph's attempt to
completely undo the events of 1848. Homwer, Moriefs vkvs here also indicate the
beginnings of a mature theory of constitutionalism which emerged later on in his career,
-
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one which laid great emphasis on the evolutionary character of political institutions, and
eschewed govemanœ based on abstract formulations. Reminisœnt of Edmund Burke's
claim that 'He feels no ennobling principle in his own heart who wishes to ievel al1the
artificial institutions which have been adopted for giving a body to opinion, and
permanenceto fugitive esteem,"" Morier expressed a distinctly Whiggish regard for
presenration in the face of innovation,

and a distrust of 'modem" fonns. It was only

following his transfer to Berfinthat Morier found an opportunity to explore these ideas
more fully within the corrtext of the polical and constitutional development of Prussia,
which became his prinapal area of expertise.
111

The circumstances surrounding Morier's appointment as an attaché to Bertin in
February 1858 are worai noting, both for the light they shed on his political interests,
and as a corrective for the account set out in Morier's memoirs. According to Wemyss,
Morier's transfer came at the instigation of Prinœ Albert, who first met Morier in 1855
through Baron Christian von ~tockrnar.~'Impressed with Morier's knowledge of
Germany, and having only just mamed his eldest daughter Victoria to Prince Frederick
William of Pnissia -the future Emperor Frederick III-Albert purportedly made it clear
that "it was his wish that he [Morier] should in every way endeavour ta fit himself for
diplornatic work in Germany, with particular reference to the relations between Prussia
and England, designating Berlin as his future sphere of activity." Moreover, W ~ Y S S
suggests that Albert specifically intended for Morier to serve as a confidant to the n A y

''Edmund Burke, Reflectionson the Revdution in France(London: Penguin Books, 1987),p.

245.
38 1 have found no record of this 1855 meeting behiveen Morier and Prince Albee In a letter to
Clarendon in 1858, Albert implied that he onfy first met Morier the -eus p a r when the Foreign
Secretary sent him to the Prinœ Consort to report on his travels in the Balkans. Prince Albert to
Lord Clarendon, 12 February 1858. Royal Archives [RA], Windsor Caçtle, Add. MSS Ul35, Red
1.

married couple, and aiat the then Princess of Pnissia, Augusta, supported mis
deci~ion.~'
In fact, the idea of appointing Morier to Berlin originated with Queen Victoria
rather than Prinœ Albe& Possibly as a result of discussions with Ernst von Stockmar
(the new private seeretary to Princes Victoria and Morier's close friend for the reat of
his He), Victoria wrde Clarendon on 4 February 1858 about the possibili of attadiing
Morier to the British mission in

Clarendon immediately responded that he

would endeavour to create a vacancy in Berlin for ~orier.4' In the week that followed,
the Queen must have pressed the Foreign Secretary on the subject of Morier's transfer,
and specifically mentioned him in wnnection with the Pnncess Royal. For on 11
February Clarendon wrote that he wouM make arrangements for Morier's transfer from
Vienna to Berlin, but that he did not know "exadly in what way Mr. Moner can be useful
to the Princess." He then added that he hoped Morier was unaware of any specific duty
with regard to the Princess Royal, for, 'although a clever and well-informed man, his

tendencies are to be a coxcornb and he might clash with Lord Bloomfield in whom the
Princess will aiways find a safe and judicious advisor.**
The most interesüng aspect of Morier's appointment, however, is Prince Albert's
actual contribution. Having been informecl of Queen Victoria's requests, Albert
reinterpreted for Clarendon what he believed were his wife's wishes. He stated
emphatically that Victoria's desire to see Marier in Berlin arose simply from her
knowledge that Morier was 'perfectly conversant and acquainted with Berlin, Prussia
and Germany, their feelings, pollics, and intemal Iife." This high opinion of Morier had
Memois of Sir Roberf MMr, i, pp. 162-163. Most likely, Wemyss was drawing here
on an autobiiraphical letter Morierwmte Jawett in 1890, in which he made similar daims
regarding Prinœ AlberYs role in his appointmentto Berlin. Morier to Jowett, 1890. Morier Papers,
Box 76.
4a
Queen Victoria to Lord Clarendon. 4 February 1858. RA Add. MSS U135, Red 1.
" Lord Clarendon to Queen Victoria, 4 ~ e b n i G
1858. RA J 77/95.
42 Lord Clarendon to Queen Vicîoria, 11 February 1858. RA 5771107
3e Wemyss,

been confimed for Albert by his brother Ernst, aie Duke of Saxe-Coburg, and Baron
Stockmar. Bloomfield, on the other hand, knew l i e about Genany beyond what
'Baron Manteuffel and some employés may tell him." Therefore, it was to Bloomfield
that Albert and Victoria thougM Morier might be most usefi~l. HavÏng said this. Albert
went on to completely reject the suggestion thaï he had entrusteci Morier with the role of
advising Princess Victoria:
I cannot imagine that he can have the least idea aiat he was destined or
selected for any particular mission of usefulness for the Princess or
otherwise.
Whatever his vanity might suggest to his imagination, he can
have no possible cause for thisu

Cleariy, Morier's traditional identification with the Anglo-German schemes of
Prince Albert and the "Coburg cliquenneeds to be reassessed. Morier did become a
tnisted friend and advisor to the Prussian C

m Prinœ and Princess; however, his

influence here, and with the liberal cirde assoaated with Coburg, was of no real
significance until after Prinœ Albert's death in 1867

Nonettieless, this episode

reveals just how quickly Morier both distinguished himself as an expert on German
affairs, and established valuable contacts with important figures in Gerrnan politics
Therefore, while the circumstances of Morier's am'val in Berlin rnay not have been as

favourable as Wemyss irnplied, his political acurnen and its value were already weli
established.
The political scene in Berlin at the time of Morier's appointment in 1858 was filled

with promise. In addition to the mamage of aie royals," Prince William was formally

"Prinœ Albert to Lord Clarendon, 12 Febniary 1858. RA Md. MSS U135, R e d 1.
In 1859, Baron Stockmar floated îhe idea of replaang the highly consenrative British charge at
Saxe-Coburg, Barnard, with Morier - a possibiliiy which filled Barnardwith considerable dread.

However, nothing came of this suggestion. Baron Stockmar to Prinœ Albert, 11March 1859. RA
516i53. See also. 'Reminiscences of J.A. CroweW.unpublished manuscript, British Library, AD0
MSS 41309.
4s
Lord Granville's reacüon to the marnage is tesümony to the clouded perception in Britain of
Prussia's political status: There is no doubLthat in free wuntrks, where representative
institutions prevail, Royal alliances have flot the same effest on the happinessand praspefity of
the people, which they have in countnes under more absolul'egovemment...ln the 4tter countries

named Regent on account of Frederick William IV's mental incapacity. Initially, there
was little about Prinœ William's past to inspire Iiberal hopes, given his military

upbringing and his readion to the events of 1848. However, William differed from his
brother in many ways, not the least of which was his disapproval of the u h consetvative Manteuffel ministiy, and hb contacts with the moderate liberal opposition in
~ announœment of his regency, therefore, was gtwted with
the Pnissian ~ a n d t a gThe

great optimism by the liberal bourgeoisie, who dubbeâ it the beginning of a 'New En" in
Prussian poliücs."

Confirmation of these hopes appeared within a month, as Wiliam

dismissed Mantefiel, and appointed a ministry composeci of members of the moderate
Iiberal opposition. The Prussian eledorate endorsed this change by destroying
Manteuffel's majority and retuming a chamkr packed wiai supporters of the new

ministry
In England, William's regency also inspired hopes mat a liberal change was

afoot in Prussia. William had taken refuge in England amidst the chaos of March 1848,
where he was subject to the Iiberalùing influence of Christian Kari Bunsen, the Prussian

ambassador to England, as wefl as Prinœ ~lbert." The latter in partiwlar took a strong
interest in Prince William, and throughout the 1850s the two kept up a regular
correspondence in which Albert lectured William on the avoidanœ of molution through
modente refom, the importance of consütutionalisrn and representabive govemment.
and Pnissia's preparedness for these things. Upon the announœment of the regency,
it frequently happons that the power of a kingdom is increased or diminished by a Royal alliance,
sometimes M i n g to happiness. sametimeo to misery; but on the pfesent occasion there is no
need to anticipate anything of that kind.' 5 Fekuary 1858. Hansard (Lords), 3rd sefies, l48:753.
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Albert urged William to dismiss Manteuffel, and then, once this was done, cautioned him

to stay the course of "orderly progress and of natural devel~pment."~~
The British govemment too watched these events with interest, particularly as
they coincided with Napoleon Ill's preparations for war against Auma in ltaly

-an

eventuality which Derby's Tories opposed. and wtiich increased the importance of
Pnissia as a bulwark against the dismembemient of the Habsburg ~mpire.'' United
German action was required to stop Napoleon, and the apparently liberal tum of
domestic Pnissian politics

-a welcome development in itself -also promisedto

facilitate such unity. Wdh this in mind, Foreign Secretary Malmesbury instnicted
Bloomfield to 'fortify and encourage the Prince Regent in his liberal policy," regardes
of the angry reaction of the Kreuzzeitung party. Malmesbury believed that the liberal
majority in the Pnissian Landtag was aware of Prince William's diiculties, and that they
would not take advantage of these unless they perceived mat his cornmitment to change
was insincere. However, in the event that William faltered or retreated, "he will have
done more harrn to the good feeling and peace of Gemany than any of those obstinate
sovereigns whose homage may be admirable, 'th0 their policy is dete~ted."'~
An important source of Malmesbury's optimism regarding the cornpliance of the
liberal majority in the Landta@ lower chamber was a report prepared by Morier, which
the Foreign Secretary praised in dosing. Morier's report, the first of several conceming
Pnissian politics which he wmte in the year that followed, analyzed the composition of
the Pnissian chamber elected in November 1858, and provided the Foreign Office with
a good read on the ideological motives at work among the chambeh grnuping~.~~
50
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Aithough Pfianze has argued that the shadings of opinion among the liberal majority
were 'so spectral" as to defy distinction, Morier's penetrating analysis, atthough marred

by his liberal bias, suggests othe~vise.~~
Morier's main criterion in distinguishing between the various %actionsnin the
Prussian chamber was their attitude regarding constitutionalism. While the Catholic
'party ofthe Center," the Polish fraction, and the independent %Id men" (Wilde) al1
pursued purely pragmatic goals, the va& majority of the delegates were, as Morier
descnbed them. inspired by distinctive ideological programmes. The majority secüon
that supporteci the new Hohenzollern rninistry was comprised of two gmups, identitïed
primarily by their leaders, Georg von Vincke and Ludwig Mathis- Quite ciearly, Morier's
sympathies lay with the former, since, 'by a happy coincidence," this party was led by
"the nearest approach in Prussia to a great Whig family.""

Having traced the historic

role of the Vinckes in their efforts to transfomi Prussia h m an rniiitary absolutist state
into a 'modem Constitutional State" (which he considered an inhentanœ of the
constitutional policy of Karf vom Stein), Morier described Vincke's AltIiberaIen in the
following manner:
They are Constiiutionalists from principle, firmly believing (and that not
from any prior doctrinairism, but from, amongst aie M e r s at ieast. a
very practical knowledge of the requirernents and capacities of their
country) that with due allowanœ made for d'irenœ of historical
antecedents and the like, the system of self-government as regards the
administrative. and that of the Parliamentary representation as regards
the organic life of the nation at large are the best adapted to the iiants of
a race of Teutonic origin.
Quite conveniently, Morier believed that this gmup had chosen the English constitution
as its working model, not to be 'wpied servilely," but rather as a poliücalforrn to which
Prussia might mold itself."

Pfianze, Bismarck and the Development of Gemany, p. 133.
'Memorandum on the Composition of the Prussian Parliament'
56 Ibid. See also, Bahne, Vor dem Konflikt," p. 167.
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The Mathis fraction, or the Old Prussian Party, inspired far less enthusiasm in
Morier. This group, from which the majority of the new government ministers wem
drawn, emefged from the entourage of the Prince Regent and his wife

-men who

opposed both Prussia's attachment to the Holy Alliance, and the bureaumatic
absolutism

of the Manteuffel period. In Morier's view, it was not on principle that this

group supported constitutional govemment, but raaier as a pragmatic recognition that in
the "present state of the world's history" representative instituüons were a necessity.
Their goals were dynastic and national, 'a strong sef-busting policy on aie part of the
Crown" based on the "historical relation of the Hohenzollern Dynasty to the [Gemanj
nation." Hence, their attachment to pariiamentarisrn was lukewarm at k t , while the
idea of ministerial responsibili was a special 'bugbeaf to them. In ttieir view, the
crown remained the "realrepository of the supreme pwers of the

tat te."^

As for the remnants of the Junker majority which had dominated the previous

chamber, Morier judged them too by their attitude regarding constitutionalism. Although
made up of several different factions, Morier dismisseci their differences as Yotally
unimportant." Much more signifiant was their shared desire to get rid of not only the
Pnissian constitution of 1850, but also al1 remnants of Stein's reforms, 'by which the
road to the present Constitution is so massively paved." They aimed at the creation of a
'modem Gothic edifice" in which would be revived ail the castes and gradations of the
medieval past. For Morier, their daim to be 'Conservativesn was merely a smokescreen
obscuring the genuinely radical character of this programme. Once again, therefore,
Morier equated the defenders of wnsütuüonalism with the party of conservation, while
anti-constiiutionalismwas an expression of radicalism.
In this, Morier's first substantive dispatch on Gennan poliücs, can be seen many
of the habits of thought that prevailed genmlly amongst British liberals when discussing

Gemany. On the one hand, Morier squarely placed his faith in the party which
appeared to be defending British-style political reform, and which t w k Bntain as its
model. The genenl conviction that British constituüonalism and parliarnentary
govemment were normative goes unchallenged, although Morier implied that the British
rnodel's applicability was a funcüon of nciaVnationa1charader. On the other hand.
Morier was aaitely conscious of those aspects of Geman politics whidr British

observers were most critical of, and he strove to point out that such Cnticisms were

unwananted, at least in part. Tnie, the Old Prussian Party persisted in an unhealthy
attachment to the ~ohenzollems,~
and 'socalled more advanceci political schools in
Pnissia'

-Franz Waldeck's followers -displayed "doctrinaire dogmatism" in their

espousal of a bnnd of French constihrtionalism: However, the canservativdiberal
constitutionalism of the AItlibemIen

"avoided these pitfalls, and therefore their influence

in the 'New En" ministry offered a source of hope for the Mure. In short, while Morier
sought to combat the view of Prussia as unsuited for liberal political reform, he
nonetheless remained a prisoner (alhough an increasingly well-infomed one) of the
British liberal predilectionfor judging foreign pofitics on the basis of a British standard.
Morier's desire to set the British record straight with regard to Prussia and

Germany, and theieby win British support for what he took to be the liberal cause in
Pnissia, led him in 1859 and 1860 to prepare two histofical sketches of Geman
constitutionalism in the nineteenth œntury, the first conœming Pnissia. and the second
Electoral Hesse. Caught up in the optirnism produced by the 'New Era" govemment,
58

ln a memorandum expbining the reaction of the new Pmssian govemment to the Italian war
several months latar, Morier described the new ministry as a camerille compsed of honest
moderates who clung to a betief in divine right The Consmon was b be recognised, not as a
dght conquerad by a Party who had corne into power, but as a royal giFt which common honesty
as well as the dignity of ttie Crown required should be one de facto as well as dejum."
'Mernonndurn on the Prussian Cabinet," Morier to Bloomfield, May 1859. Morier Papers, Box 1.
59
PRanze characterires the opposition generdly in the Chamber of Oeputies during the 1850s as
'liberalconsenratives." Howwer, he speaks primarily of those Morier iâenas 'Old
Prussians",while the label conse~ative-liberalsappears beüer suiteci to the AItliberalen.

and anxious to combat the bad impression produœd by Prussia's indecisive response to
the ltalian war, Morier attempted to present his superiors with proof of Prussia's deep
seated attachment to constitutionalgovemment, both at home and in Gerrnany at large.
In both cases, his superior grasp of German affairs was placed at the service of proving
the strength of the liberal cause in Germany.
The first essay, wntten in the fall of 1859, outlined the history of Prussia's

constitutional development. Marier's intent was dear from the outset: he was dismayed
that Lthe process tawards the development of free institutions in Prussia has k e n
watched with less interest and sympathy in England than has b e n accorded to similar
phenomena exhibied on the far less congenial soi1 occupied by the Latin races of
Southem Europe." Morier explained mis by pointing to the insuiarity of Englishmenwith
regard to foreign politics, the absence of a two-party system in Pnrssian politics, and the
strange mixture of democratic and monarchical elements in the Pnissian state.
Thus it happens that Pnissia. while weaving her Constitutional woof after
a pattem of her own, not copied from that of any of Our schools of poiiical
design, appears to us in so far to be guilty of poliiwl heresy, as being
orthodox neither in her dogmas nor in her dissent from those dogmas
for an Englishman, in politics no less than in religion. Iikes his very
heterodoxy ta be orthodox.

-

This was indeed a trenchant comment on the consensus of conformity prevalent among
Morier's countrymen. His aim, therefore, was to show that Prussia's constitutional
history actually provided 'good ground for hope" for precisely the reasons it was
criticized

-its refusal to adopt foreign models.

Hence, Morier was at pains to argue

that Pnissian constitutionalismwas derived from a poste-

experiences rather than

imported a prioridoctrines. 80
--

on the Present Political Condition of the State of Prussia," by Robert Murie?,Novernber
1859. Morier Papers, Vol, F. Repnnted in part in Wemyss, Metnoirs of Sir Robert Mhr,i, pp.
179-222. The essay was originally written as a component of Morîer's civil senrice exams. Four
years later, at the height of the Prussian constitutionalconflict, Morier proposed reworking the
essay into an artide for the Quarteriy Review. Morier to Hammond, 1 July 1859; Morier to

O
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In order to accomplish this, Morier made Karl w m Stein's farnous reforrns the
focus of his essay. Stein, an admirer of the English constitution (as described by

Montesquieu), was deeply impressed by Edmund Burke's defense of the organic
historical growVi of national institutions."

Unaware of the important French influences

on Stein's thinking, Morier therefore seùeâ upon Stein's refoms as evidenœ that
Prussia was indeed advancing independently down the same mad once traveled by

England. Having shown haw, despite Frederick Il's creation of a centralized
bureaucracy, the Prussian judicial administration at the local level remained essentially

feudal at the tum of the century, Morier pdrtrayed Stein as aiming to "subsütute an
organic whole, in its entirety, for the inorganic maehinery that had been gradually mng
ever since the death of Frederiek the Great." He corredly identifid the two main

features of Stein's reforms

-administrative and social -and he provided a fair and

detailed examination of eachmg2
Several aspects of this sketch are worth noüng. For one thing. MoWr concluded

that, despite the radical appearance of the edicts of 1807 and 1811which attacked the
feudal structure of Prussian landholding, in fact these reforms were consetvative in their
effects, as they provided Pnissia with "one of the most eminently consenrative elements

of modem society

-an independent agricufiural middle clas." The value of this for

Prussia specifically was that it increased the numbers of those with a material stake in

the country to defend, thereby strengthening the fegitirnacy of the state's large military
levy. Unquestionably, Morier exaggerated the success of Stein's social-agrarian
refams, arguing thai a 'free contract beniifeen labour and capital" cmrnpleteîy suppianted

Wodehouse, I O November 1859. PRO, FO 64i484; Morkr to -rd,

1 August 1863. Layard
Papers, British Library, ADD MSS 39107.
'' Hajo Holborn, A Histaryof Modem Gemny, 16481840 (Princeton: Princetun University Press,
1964), ii, pp. 396-397.
a 'Essay on the Present Poiiticaî Condition of aie state of P ~ s s i g .

the feudal relationship betmeen tillen and owners of the soil. This was part and parcel,
however, of his broader daim th&
[Blefore the nation could be appealed to, to make tlie immense sacrifices
of blood and treasures required of t [to end Napoleonic oppression], it
was necessary that the fieeâom it was called upon to assert should be
f e l by eadr individual rnember to be an inalienable right and possession
of his owmm
More significant, however. is the emphasls Morier plaœd on Stein's
administrative refoms, as it was here that he first expressed enthusiasm for the idea of
self-government. Little interesteci in Stein's refomi of Prussia's execuüve organs. Morier
focused on Stein's highly successful reforrn of urban govemment (through the
Stadteordnung of 1808)' and his abortive plans for reforming the local county

organization. 80th these schemes aimed at expanding political participation beyond the
traditional oligarchs, and w s n attempts therefore to break what Morier regarded as the
Prussian people's habit of having their govemment done for them. While conceding th*
Stein's rural refoms bore little fruit, Morier argued that it would be difficuit to find 'in any
other branch of the Teutonic race, a more perfed specimen of the self-government
supposed to be peculiar to the tacenthan that afforded by the Stadteordnung of 1808."

Having established the importance of Stein's refoms, Morier devoted the
remainder of the essay to explaining how Stein's constitutionai foundations were
undeminecl in the decades that followed. 6eginning with the tnumph of particularisrn at

the Venna Congress, and proceeding d o m through the n-organaation of the
Provincial States in Pnrssia, the spirit of Stein's refoms was repeatedly violated. Only
in Pnissia's central bureaucracy did this spint s u ~ v ethereby
,
carrying

me ark of the

Stein and Hardenberg refoms in comparative safety through the waters of the
readionary flood ftom 1815 to 1848.' Passing in silence over 1848, Morier turned to the

" lbid.
" lbid.

Prussian constitution of i850, which he regarded as a mish-mash of ideas drawn from
across the spectnirn of European constitutionalism. On the whde, the constitution was
a "fair embodiment of even the more advanced poslions of the Liberal Party"; however,
the settlement of several key issues in the constitution

was left in the hands of the

reactionary chambers elected in the 1850s. Manteufïel's ministry led the way in
emasculating the constitution of its liberal features, mile at the same time subverting
the two most important remnants of Stein's work

-the localkation of administration and

the independence ofthe bureaucracy. It was hardly surprising, therefore, that Meventhe
rnost sanguine Constitutionalists turned away in diiust" when wnfronted with such
obstac~es.~
Morier's aim, however, was to show that that Prussian constitutionalismwas not
a lost cause, and so he could hardly end on such a dismai note as this. This was, after
ail, a 'New Eranin Prussian politics. Morier therefore fell back upon aie same
stereotypes typical in British commentaries on Germany. The Pnrssians, he claimed,
were a people Yar too heaithy at the cor@to be permanently affecteci by, after ail, So
short-lived a departure from the principles which under some form or other had hitherto
govemed them." Stein's 'cyclopean foundations" were still discemible; and athough the
Prussians persisteci in their ferce loyalty to the Hohentoltems, the apparent liberality of
the Prince Regent transformed this potential handicap into an advantage.
Consequently, Morier was confident that within a few years the Pnrssian constitution
would become "the organic structure which Stein wwM have died happy [for] had he
seen

ri] superpowd upon the foundations he so suscassfully laid dom for knM
It is clear what Morier's aims were in this essay. Prince William's dilatory policy

in the ltalian war went over poorly in both Gemiany and England, and produced the first

Ibid.

"Ibid.

cracks (followed soon thereafter by the appointment of Count Albrecht von Roon as the
new Minister of War) in the hopeful facade of the "New Eraw,By this time, Morier had
joined a small circle of men in Berlin who pined for an Anglo-Prussian alliance which
would strengthen the liberal tendencies of the new rninistry

-a gmup which included

Stockmar, Jose~phArcher Crawe, and Count Kad von Usedom, among otherss7 For this
group, these developments came as a serious disappointment following the outburst of
German nato
i nal

feeling that acçompanied the outbreak of war in Italy. Morier

complained that British policy, 'instead of assisting with migM and brain the liberal party"
in order to prevent the retum of Kreuzzeifung Party, had practically 'gone to sleep as
regards ~ r u s s i a . ' ~
It was this apparent lack of support in England for the liberal cause
in Prussia, therefore, which Morier hoped to remedy through his writing.
In this regard, Morier's friendship with Crowe and Usedom now grew in
importance. Crowe had recently been dispatched on a fa@-findingmission in Germany
for Foreign Secretary Russell. and he regularly shared his findings with Morier whenever
the two met? Foremost among the topics they discussed was the debate over HesseCassell occumng in the Federal Diet at Frankfurt in the winter of 1859-1860. At issue
was an attempt by Austria to aid Elector Frederick William in radically amending the
Hessian constitution, an action opposed by Prussia, The wnfiict dated back to 1850,
M e n the elector had appealed to the newiy-revived Federal Diet to help him in
suspending the liberal Hessian constitution of 1831. Occumng amidst the tug-of-war
67

Joseph Crowe, Eyre Crowe's father, had oniy just begun his diplornatic career in September
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Sir Robert Morbr, i, p. 87.
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between Prussia and Austria over the Erfurt Union, the çanRid had at that time resulted
in Austria enforcing a federal execution against the recalcitrant chamber in Hesse,
Prussia's short-lived attempt to stop the federal execution, and the eventual humiliation
of Prussia at Olmiitr.
However, the Hessian wnstitutional d i c t did not end with the Fundation of
Olmütz. In 1852, Elector Frederick William suecessfully set aside the 1831 constitution,
and proclaimeci a new constitution

-an action endorsed by the Federal Diet. Be-n

1852 and 1858, the elector and his parliament continued to wrangle over this issue, with
the whole matter once again k i n g submitted to the Federal Diet for resou
l to
in

in 1858-

Usedom, appointeci as Prussia's represenîatiie to the federal Diet in 1859. convincingly
argued that the Bunddid not have the competenœ either ta set aside Hesse's 1831
constitution or to replace it with another. tie won the Prince Regent over to this V

~ in
W

October 1859, while Austria continued to defend the position taken by the Bundin
1852." Therefore, at a time when federal tensions were already on the increase, the
Hessian problem became one more point of contention betwieen Austria and Prussia.
Crowe reportedto Russell fmm al1 across Germany ütat the Hessian issue had
become a flashpoint for debates over the political and national Mure of Germany.
Apparently oblivious to the many possible motives Prince William may have had for
opposing Austria over Hesse, C

m saw the question almost entirely in ternis of liberal,

constitutional Pnissia vs absoluîist Austria, and he was convinced of William's
determination to follow a 'überal German policf both in Hesse and e k w h e d ' Morier
was quickly infected by Usedom's and Crowe's stmng interest in the Hessian question,
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and Iike Crowe, he believed it could be used to further convinœ the British government
of the wisdom of supporting Pnissia within the ~onfederation," With this in mind.
Morier preparsd a detailcd memorandum on the subject for the Foreign Onice, based on
materials provided by Usedom.
Morier's memorandurn on the Hessian problem addressed three distinct but
related issues.

The first, to be dhcussed later, conœmed the legal and moral

cornpetence of the Fedenl Diet to act as a national authority on issues wnceming the
intemal administration of the individual states in the Gennan ~onfederaüon." The
second involved the general progross of constitutionalismwithin the states of the
Gennan Confederation. The third concemed Prussia's role as the defender of liberal

constitutional principles in Gennany. Wm regard to the last two issues. Morier
continued his efforts to prop up what he believed was Brïtain's sagging enthusiasm for
the liberal cause in Germany.

In much the same vein as his work on the Prussian constituüon, Morier argued
that the disputed Hessian constitution of 1831, far from being an example of "one of aie
doctrinaire

constitutions forrned on the a prion' abstractr*onsof the uba-Liberal schools

of modem continental Europe," was instead a fair embodiment of Hessian political
history. T k constitution's detractors claimed that it 'sapped the rool? of the principle of
Divine Right, which Morier conceded. However. he argued (somewhat spedously) that
this principle was itself a 'heritage of the revolutionary yean," and had no genuine

foundation in German history. In its stead, Morier asserted three points which he

"Cme later claimecl that PrinceAlbert advised Russell to issue spedal instructionsto British

diplomats in Gennany, diwng them to express aconfidencein Pnissia at the minor COU~~S,
showhg that h m her alone efficient support and protection could be expected.' lt is fikelymat
aie Hessian conflict was precisely the kind of issue Crbelieved could best e f k t this
confidence in the ~ennah
~itteldaaten.
'Reminiscences of J A Crowa'. unpublishedmanusaipt.
British Library. AD0 MSS 41309.
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See below, chapter 4.

''

ciaimed were "organic" components of Hesse's consnitutional heritage: the right of the
estates to refuse taxes, the independenœ of the judiciary, and the independence of the
civil service. The first, he claimed, had been established very early on in the Holy
Roman Empire, and was recognized in Hesse from the fourteenth down to the
eighteenth centuries. The second and third, also attributed to the "earliest times" in
Hessian history, received their dearest sanction in Elector Frederick's 1743 Edict
establishing the competenœ of the Hessian Supreme Court w i ü ~regard to the rights and
prerogatives of the Elector and his servants." In eacti case, Morier's desire to
dernonstrate the a postenon character of Hessian constitutionalism led him to
exaggerate the estates' success in trimming the power of the ni~er.'~
The linchpin of Morier's argument, however, was the constitution of 1831. In it,

al1 of these constitutional precedents were absorbed and broadened. The result was a
document that was of a 'very liberal kind" in its interpretation of these precedents, but
which rernained 'essentially conservative" because of its perpetuation of previously
established constiiional practices- And herein lay the real significance of Morier's
choice of the Hessian conflict as a vehicle for his views on German constitutionalism
generally. For, in fact, the constitution forced on the Hessian niler in 1831 was the most
radical in Vom&z.Gennany, and it established the b i s for the thirty-year long stniggle
Morier was describinge7?However, it predated the unpieasant memories produced in
Britain by the German revolutions of 184849, and therefore easily lent itself to a more
Whiggish interpretation. For example, the impulse for the Hessian constitution cleady

"'Memorandum on the ConstitutionalConfiid in Hessen.
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The eSWeS' power over the purse in Hesse decfined more or kss aeadily h m 1655 fofward,
owing largely to the antagonism between the nobilii and the towns. F.L. Carsten, Pn'nces and
Paffiamntsin Gemany (Oxford: Oxford Univers@ Press, i959),pp. 172-190; Fntr Hartung,
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"Die kumessischeVerfassung von 1831 war unter den Verfassungen des deutschen
FrûhkonstiMionalismus die radikalste. üeshslb war sie rnehr als drei Jahrzehnte lang...der
Gegenstand heftiger Verfassungskampfe." Huber, Deuische Verfassungsgeschi&te a i t 1789, ii,
p. 68.

came frorn below, unlike the south German constituüons (based on the model of the
French Charter of 1814) 'ocfmy@' , or confened by the rulers of Saxe-Weimar, Baden
and Bavaria in 1818 and 1819. And yet, according to Morier, the Hessian constitution

was settled upon 'in the only legal manner in which such an organic law could be
passed, viz. by the f k e and untrammeled consent of the contracthg partie^."'^
Moriets aim, therefore, was to distance the healthy constituüonalism of HesseCassell from the "spirit of r e v ~ l ~ o n aanarchy"
ry
produced in 1848, while at the sarne
time still portraying it as progressive. Hence, he argued that the very fact Hesse-Cassell

-

avoided revolution in 1848 was one of the constitution's 'great and abiding results"
which only made it that much more hateful to Austria, since 'Yhe whole country [of
Hesse] was unanimous in its attachment to the Constitution." The attack on the

constitution launched by the ministry of Ludwig Hassenpfiug, which in tum produced the
Iegislativegridlock that led to Federal Execution in 1850, was al1 carefully described by
Morier in essentially the same ternis

-that is, as a struggle behNeen the forces of

radical reaction and conservative refom. The "people of Hesse" abjured the use of
force, resorting soiely to the text of the constitution for their defense, while Hassenpflug
executed a "preconœived plan" aiming at both the crushing of the constitution and the
separation of Hesse from the Erfurt Union. Wdh Austria's help, he succeeded on both
counts, resuiting in ihe resuscitation of the Bund and the octroy6 Hessian constitution of

f 852.79
At this point, Morier tumed to address the legality of the Federal Diet's
role in this whole affair. Regarding the
intervention in ~ e s s e - ~ a s s eand
l l , ~Prussia's
~

latter, Morier's main conœm was to vindicate the policy recently adopted by the Prince
Regent. He adviowledged that, through its failure to prevent the imposition of the 1852
78

'Memorandum on the Constitutional Conflict in Hessea.

ts lbid.

See below, chapter 4.

constitution, Prussia became 'an accomplice, after the fad, in the judicial murder of the
Hesse Constitution," white alsa losing a valuable opportunity 30 act a part in accordance
with her natural position as the representative of the Liberal elernent in Gennany."

Prince William, however, had taken no part in this, han
vig

seceded from the councils of

the Prussian Crown because of Olmiitz. Now al1 of this changed with the dawn of the
'New Eran. Hessian constiionalists drew fresh hope from the appearanœ of the

'Liberal Cabinet" in Berlin, hopes Mat wre soon confirmed by Usedom's arguments to
the Bund. Prince William, in a display of great prudence, avoided challenging the
competency of the Bunds decision in 1852, and argued instead that its decision had
simply suspended the constitution of 1831, rather than abrogating it. He therefore
calleci for the constitution's reinstatement as the basis for further deliberation on the
matter? This was how matters stood at the time Morïer prepared this memorandum,
and he was confident that the 'salutary influence* produœd by the Prussian ministry's
position would overcome the reactionary forces attacking the liberal-constitutionalcause
in Hesse-Cassell.
In several ways, the constitutional conflict in Hesse was ideally suited for Moriets
purposes. On the one hand, the disputed constitution of f 831 possessed many features
likefyto inspire sympathy among a British audience -the enfranchisement of the
rniddle-classes, the abolition of castes in legislaüve discussion and vdng, parliamentary
wntrol over the public purse, and an independentjudiciary. Admittedly, it lacked any
provision for ministerial responsibilii or parliamentary govemment genetally. However,
no state in Germany possessed these. Momver, the constitution, as creaed in 1831,
suffered fmm none of the democratic excesses characteristicof 1848; while the
franchise extensions granted in the revolutiinary year also fetl significantly short of

'Mémorandum on the Constitutional Conflict in Hessew;Huber, Deursche
Verfassungsgeschichteseit 1789, hi, pp. 4 4 0 4 1 .

universal suffrage. Finally, the 1831 constitution. nther than k i n g an innovation. had
grown "organically" from the soi1of Hessian history

-or at least so Morier desuibed it

Furthemore, the conflict over Hesse provided strong proof that Prussia had
indeed tumed an important corner in its political development. breaking mai its
reacüonary past, and setting itseif up as the benefactor of Gennan constit~onalism.
Consequently, for those in Britain

-like Lord John Russell -who hoped that the 'New

Era" in Prussia signified a genuirte movement in the direction of liberal refonn, these
events easily lent themselves to such an interpretaüon. Hence. the Foreign Secretary
praised Morier for his 'admirable" report on the confIictIm while rejoicing in the 'honest

and manly character" of Prince William and urging him to 'defeat i n t f i g u e ~ .Litüe
~ ~ did
he realke that at that very moment Prince William was headed towards a conlitutional
wnflid of his own

-one which decisively ended the 'New Er#, and brought to power

the man who was to dominate Gennan politics for the next three decades.

As early as October 1859. the British Foreign Office began receiving reports

fram Crowe about Prince William's plans for army refom in Pnissia. Originating in
William's strong personal interest in the Pnissian military, the main impetus to concfete
proposais for reforrn came from the inadequacies revealed when Pnissia mobilaed

during the ltalian ~ a t . "At mis early stage, Prince William's promises to introduce a

measure for army refom were welcome among many Geman liberals, particularly
those who took heart from Pnissia's role in the Hesse-Casseil dispute, and who saw the

"Bloomfield to Lod John Russell, 25 Febwary 1860. Russell Papen. PRO 30122/79; Lord John

Russell to Bloomfield, 29 February 1880. Morier Papen. Box 32 In 1890. Morier daimed that
Russell rasponded to his memo on HesseCassellby instnicting him to vurit the h a r a t e ni order
to advise the opposition, a task whkh Morier reportadly deciined in light of its 'useless and
compromising chamcter.' Morier to Jowett, 1890. Mo& Papenr, Box 76. There is no indication
in the public record that Bloomfieldever mœived such instructions.
Lord John Russell to Bloomfefd, 9 January 1860. BlwmfieM Papen, PRO, FO 3W32.
Eugene Andersan, The Sodel and PditricaI ConM in PNssia, f858-1861 (NewYoik:
BOO~S,
1968), pp. 84-100.

"

'New Er& as preparatory to a Pnissian-led unification of ~ e r r n a n y .Crowe's
~
reports

confirm this, and led him to a conclusion which, in retrospect, sounds remarkably naive:
There is no doubt that in al1 ranks of souety in this country the desire to
see Pnissia supreme in Geman affairs is so great that no obstacle will
be placed in the way of the ministry, and although much expense must
necessarily be incuned, money will be freely forthcoming. Even in the
upper hou& where the ministry commands no majority no resistance will
be offeredBs
Wthin months, however, Crowe began to detect a change in Geman public
opinion, prornpted in part by Roon's appointment. It was still "aâmitted on al1 sides" that
aie necessity for amy refomi was "urgent"; now, however, there was 'less unanimity as
to the manner in which the proposed reforrns were to be camed out.'m This iniüal
uneasiness over William's intentions s w n blossomed into outnght opposition when his
govemment presented a bill embodying Roon's proposais for a far-reaching
reorganization of the Prussian Amy M o r e the Landtag's lower house in February 1860.
'[lin the Prussian capital," Crowe reported:

affairs are proceeding in such a way as to drive al1 tiberal men mad....The
resistanœ offered-tothe Prince's reorganization scheme by men who
sinœrely believe it is fraught with danger to the institutions of the country
have so effected the otherwise equable temper of the Prince of Prussia
that he has been heard to give way to ebullitions of anger in the midst of
which the agitations of his mind have found vent.. The Prince's dread of
the democrats and the language above reported as having fallen from his
Iips regarding the possible chances of a confikt with them justifies the
fears of those who attribute the increase of the Prussian amy as much to
a desire of keeping democracy in check as to a determination that the
Kingdorn shall be strong against extemal aggt-essi~n.~
What Crowe is describing, of course, are the opening skirmishes in what
became, arguably, Pnissia's most important political confiid of the nineteenth century.
Prince William's plans for an expensive reorganization of the Prussian amy, and, more

"Pfianze,Bimamk and the Development of Gemany, i, pp..167-168.
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importantly, its provisions for reducing the importance of the militia and extending the
service period for conscripts, produceci a deadlock benNeen the govemment and the
Prussian lower house which lasted for six years, and which was the immediate cause of
Bismarck's appointment as Prussian minister-president in 1862. By the time the
Prussian constitutional confiict ended with Prussia's victory in the Austro-Pnissian War,
al1 of the Iiberal hopes inspired by the 'New Era" had been destroyed.
And yet, in 1860, such an outcome would have seerned incomprehensibleto
Morier, who remained convinced of William's sinœrity regarding liberal change in
Prussia. Morier's continued optimism is largely attributableto his finn belief that William
was friendly to the idea of federal reform (as demonstrateci by his stanœ on HesseCassell), and national ~ n i t y Hence,
. ~ ~ Morier continued to reassure the Foreign Oniœ
that Pnissia would work to prevent breaches on the part of the Federal Diet 'in an antiIiberal sense against the Constiiutional rights of the individual states."*
Much of this was wishful thinking, however, for Morier was becoming increasingly
aware of the Prince Regent's limited patience with the pressures exerted on his

govemment by the liberal majority in the lower house. In the summer of 1860, Crowe
fotwarded Morier a copy of a memorandum reportedly written by Prince William,
describing a recent conversation with the King of Bavaria. In it, William spoke frankly
about his political views, and not even so sanguine an obsenrer as Morier could fail to

see that, at best, the Prince Regent's attachment to constiMionalism was lukewam and
opportunisüc. William pointedly refused to discuss whether constitutions were
'conducive to the well-being of a nation," and noted simply that the ideas associated
with constitutionalism had so 'penetrated into al1 men's minds' that to oppose them

"would be the height of danger." Having rejected it as 'a false policy to seek the secunty

chapter 4.
Morier to Lord Bloomfield, 30 June 1860. Marier Papers, Box 1.

89 See below,
90

of the throne in the limitations of the Constihrtion,' William instead argued that such
security consisted in "the wise alteration between tightening and loosening the reins of
Govemment." As for the "art of govemment," William likened it to regulating the bed of
a river, in which the banks must not be too close together, as in Hanover and Hesse, or
too far apart, as in England. Above all, no attempt must be made to dam the river,
'inasmuch as it would accumulate the waters and necessarily bring about a general
inundation." Morier translated and forwarded this revealing memorandum to Lord John
~ussell.~~
Whitehall's doubts about the 'New Eranin Pnissia grew in the fall of 1860, when
a British army captain named MacDonald was involved in an altercation on a Prussian
train, and was subsequently amsted and impnsoned. The episode was a minor one,
although Palmerston and The Times exploited Pnissia's rough treatrnent of MacDonald
as a means for venting their anti-Prussian viewsP?' Morier was asked to invesügate the
MacDonald affair, which he did, concluding that the bulk of the blame lay with the
arbitrary way Prussian justice had been adrnini~tered.~
Naturally, Morier was
concemeci with the Macdonald affair's effects on British opinions of Prussia, a conœm
.~
he was equally womed about how it indicated a change in
shared by ~ r o w e However,
attitude on the part of the Pnissian govemment. Having met with Prinœss Augusta,

who also wMed about the possible consequemm for -10-German

relations, Morier

reported that he had informed the Pfincess that the MacDonald case was 'one of the
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numerous class which under the late [Manteuffel] ministry had brought Prussia into such
evil repute for the arbitrary manner in which the police, and generally the executive,
interfered with the adminis-on

of the laws.'%

Morier went further, however, M n g a letter to his friand -Queen Augusta's
private secretary

-Johann Brandis. Therein, Morier unambiguously aligned himself

with the liberal cause in Gemany, and wamed that the ministry appeared to be reverüng

to political pnctices inconsistent with the charader of the 'New €fan. The mole affair,

Morier daim&, arose from "the causes we, that is the liberal party in Germany and their
well-wishers in England, al1 have so much at heaR to see removed, I mean, the wanton
usurpation of extrajudicial power on the part of the executive.' Morier cntic~edboth the
govemment and the press for their involvement, and recommendedthat the govemment

deal openly with the probiern by punishing the officiais invohred:
not from motives of political civility to England, but in order to vindicate
the glorious principle inaugurated by the Prince Regent's accession to
powkr, namely the nintegktion of &e 'Rechtstaar (aie state foundeû on
law and justic%) as opw-ed to the Willkühr Regiment" (the capnciousi'y
arfifirary d e ) of the Manteuffel ers. f feel this so keenly, Ihave in my
very humble way worked with such hearty goodwill to show to my
cwntrymen the enonnous beneft accruing to Pnrssia, to Gemany, and
to Europe from this happy change, that I view with a pain I can hardiy
describe to you the apparent resuscitation in this case...of a system
which I had hoped was dead?

As disturbing as the MacDonald affair no doubt was for Morier, it came ab a time

when his own reputation as an expert on Geman affairs was growing, and was further
enhanced by his involvement in the affair. As evidence of this, Russell requested that
Morier attend him during his visit to Gemany with Queen Victoria and Prince Albert in

the fall of 1860. In November, when Russell ananged for Lord Augustus Loftus to
replaœ Bloomfield as the British ambassador to Pnissia, Prinœss Victoria m t e to her

"Morier to Bloomfield. 18 October 1860. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/63.

Morier to Brandis, 18 October 1860 (copy). Russell Papers, PRO 30122/63. Emphasis in
original.
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father objecting to the appointment. Citing Loftus's pro-Austrian views and his stance
on the Schleswig-Holstein problem, Princess Victoria added that the "goad influencé
which Morier (by his superior knowIedge of Gerrnan affairs) has hitherto been able to

exercise would be completely at an endsmB7
Marier's dogged faith in Pnissia's liberal Mure
over army refortn

-despite the ongoing stntggle

-was likely among the causes of the Prinœss Royal's and Queen

Wctoria's preferenœ for the outspoken attaché. Obviously, his enthusiasm for the "New
Eranhad been diminished by both the MacDonald affair and the failure of recent
attempts at Federai reform, the latter of which he attributed to "the incredible imbecility"
of the Prussian cabinet and "the narrow-mindedness" of Prince ~ i l l i a r n .Nevertheless,
~
Morier was anxious to show that the MacDonald affair ought not to be taken as
representative of the Pnissian govemment's policy regarding domestic affairs.
To this end, Morier prepared a long memorandum

-later forwarded to Queen

Victoria -detailing the rewnt trial of Wilhelm Stieber, the head of the Berlin police and
later an operative in Bismarck's political policew Stieber was on trial for allowing

was
himself to be bribed by a jailed haberdasher. However, the trial's real signifi~an~e
that it exposed remnants of the compt Manteuffel era, as well as demonstrating the
new ministry's efforts to break with the past. According to Morier, the Prussian 'public
mindnwas uncornfortablewith the fact that Prince William had retained both the Minister
of Justice, Ludwig Simons, and the President of Police, Baron Zedlitz, after taking over

''Crown PrincessVictoria to Prince Albert, 10 November 1860. RA, 133158. Lady William

Russell, ûdo Russell's wife, also vurote around the same time, claïtning to have leamed that 'no
AnglckSaxon knew Gemiany as you [Morkr] did." Lady William Russell to Marier, 21 ûctober
1860. Morier Papers, Box 32.
Morier to Lord John Russell, 26 January 1861. Russell Papers, PRO 30i22/79. See below,
chapber 4.

"Memorandum on the Stieber Trial' Morier to Bloomfield, 30 November 1860. RA I33R8;
Wilhelrn Stieber, 7he Chanc~IbtsSpy: The Revelaûbns of hhe Chmf of BismamKs Secmt
Service, Jan van Heurck, trans. (New York: Grove Press, 1979), pp. pp. 77-87; Wmer, WIheIm 1..
p. 198.
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as regent in 1858, despite their association

with the abuses of the Manteuffel period.

The question, therefore, was 'how far in the yet undeveloped state of the constitution
even a liberal chamber would be able to cope with a bureaucratie system so fimly
seated as apparently to dominer over...the defacto sovereign and its adversaries."*
The crown's decision to proceed with the prosecution of Stieber, however,
promised to remedy both of these problems

-that is, the perpetuationof the abuses

which existed under the Manteuffel ministry and public distnist of the new regime.
Regarding the former, the mast serious problem was the 'arbiirary disregard on the part
of the police of the laws for the protection of individual liberty." The worst of these

abuses had in turn been concealed from the public through the gagging of the Prussian
press. Now, thanks to evidence produceci during the Stieber trial, many of these abuses
were being given a public airing, thereby discrediiing the old order, and forcing the new

ministry to deal with the many damaging revelations about bureaucraüc immobility and
irregular police procedure. Morier concluded, therefore, that the principal gain in al1 of
this was public proof that the abuses characteristic of the previous govemment had
been 'radically extirpated."lO'
Why Morier chose to draw officia1attention to this parücular case so soon after
the unpleasantness of the MacDonald affair seems clear. British disillusionmentwith
Prince William

-who became King William in January 1861-was growing quickly, as

indicated by the violent tone of Britain's response to both the MacDonald affair and
Prussia's revived interest in ~chleswig-~olstein.'~~
Lord Clarendon, having attended
William's coronation, infomed Russell that he was 'beginning to think that Constitutional
Govemment in Pnissia is imp~ssible."'~~
William's growing intransigenœ over the issue

Ica
1°'

'Mernorandum on the Stieber Trial' Morier to Bloomfield. 30 November 1860. RA I3W8.

iw.

chapter 4.
As cited in Mosse, The European Powrs and the Gennan Question, p. 105.

'O2 See below,
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of arrny reform simply reaffirmed for British statesmen what they already regarded as

Prussia's abandonment of liberaf reform.
Morier, on the other hand, sincerely believed that a liberal vidory in Pnissia
depended on visible support from the most liberal sWe in Europe, Britain. Sensing that

such support was waning, Morier sougM to restore Whitehall's fa& in the cause of
Pnissian liberal reform. Things hem are in a dismal state,"he wrote to Russell while
investigating the Stieber trial:
The Liberals...are totally demoralized wiM the promiscuous scumlity of
The Times, which they persist in considering as representing the feeling

not only of the English public generally, but of L o d Palmerston in
parocular. They seem to think al1 h o p of an understanding with England
impossible, partly from the stupidity and uwakness of their own Mniistry,
pady h m the determined hostility of public opinion in England....lt
cannot be denied that we do our bast in England, The Times at Ieast, to
throw cold -ter upon the party we could command to a man in this
country, and to strengthen the hands of our enemies.'"
Therefote, like the liberal majority in the lower chamber whose watchword remained
"Just don? press," Morier desperately hoped at the beginning of 1861 that the 'New En"
had not corne to an end, despite evidenœ to the contrary. His seven yean in Getmany
had brougM him wïde exposure to the rich variety of Genan poliocal thought and
hi~tory,which he embraced wîth a combination of scholarly fascination and partisan
passion. Whik these experiences made Morier conscious of just how precarious the
liberal cause in Gemany was, his doubts were ovemdden by his ingraineci British faïth
in the inevitability of liberalism's advanœ among a people he considerd the most
advanced in Europe. Little did he know that it would take much more than the trial of a

compt Prussian policeman to secure a Mure for German liberalisrn against the plans of

the man presently 'on iceuin St. Petersburg.

'CU
Morier to Lord John Russelll 28 October 1860. Russell Papers. PRO. FO 30i22163. WewSS
misdateâ this letter November 1860. Iklremoits of Sir Robert Mo-r, i, p. 242-

Politks II:
F m the Pnissian ConstitutionriCodict ta the Km&ordnunu of 1872

By the time of the Prussian constitutional conflict, Robert Morier's apprenticeship
in Germany was comptete. Although stitl a junior diplomat (he was promoted from
second to first paid attaché in 1858, and to second secretary of legation in October
1862), Morier had succeedeâ in cultivating valuable contacts throughout the political
world, ranging from the highest levels of the Hohenzollern and other royal families in
Germany, to their chief ministers and agents, to leading Prussian parliamentarians and
members of the liberal intelligentsia. The liberal author Gustav Freytag privately
described Morier as %oroughly knowledgeable in Gennany and Berlin, and a hiihiy
respected gentleman."' Moreover, his studii syrnpathy for German unity had won him
the ear of the Foreign Secretary, and the attention of the Queen. He had immersed
himself in the major political issues of the day, using historical perspective and firsthand
knowledge to gauge their importance, h i l e Mering the Foreign Onice detailed
analyses intended to elicit support for what he conceived to be the constitutional liberal
cause in Germany.
Morier was acutely wnscious of the difficulties he faced in winning British
support for German liberalism. For many Britons, notably Palmerston, German
liberalism invoked mernories of the anarchy of 1848 and Heinrich von Arnim-Suckaw's
destabiliu'ng foreign poticy, which had threatened Denmark's integrity and raised the
Morier alsa knew that
frightening prospect of a rewlutionary Franco-Pnissian a~liance.~
his countrymen tended to view German politics generally as excessively spewlative

-

even Jowett once asked, 'Wtrat are you about diplomatizing in that most unpoiitical
country of Prussia in which ideas are like air and froth and never seem to find m i r way
into the minds of the pe~ple?"~
And yet, Morier's awareness that "an Englishmen, in
1

Freytag to Grant-Duff, 8 January 1862. Grant Duff Papers, British Library, MSS EUR F.234 1
vol. 20, Pt. 1.
2
Frank Weber, "Palmerston and Prussian Liberaiism, 1848," Jwmal of Modem History, 35
$1963). pp. 129-131; Musse, Tho Eurqpesn Powers and the Geman Questrion, p. 13.
Jowett to Morier, 1862. Jowett Papen, IIIM, 11.

politics no less #an in religion, likes his very heterodoxy to be oraiodox," lad him to
characterize Gennan Iiberalisrn as k i n g modeled on aiat of Britain. His descrm
i onS.

therefore, of the Korganicuchancter of Gennan c~nstit~onalism
with solid mots in
Gennany's past, and the atrb
i uo
tin

of 'radicalism" to the readionary opponents of

liberal political refom. were calculated to address these British mncems.
Thus. for Morier

-as for Pnrssia -the

constÏtutional confiict was a watershed.

Assuming a form analogous to Britain's constitutional diffcurlties in the seventeenth
œntury, the confiid was the supreme test of Morier's professed faith in the progrsss of
Pnissia's political education. It had al1the ingredbnts of a great political drama of the
kind familiar to Briüsh liberals: m
w
n and parliament, locked in a budgetary struggle not
provided for in the constitution, M i l e a Mwe king k n m to have liberal opinions, and
his English wife, sat waiting in the wings. Henœ. Morier believed that a sucœssful
resolution of the conflid wwld pemanently alter hwsia's, and evenhially Gennany's,
political structure, just as the English Revolution had altereâ Bntain's.
What Morier, and indeed most people, faîled to foresee was the possibility of an

indeteminate outcome to the Pnissian constitutional

conflid, as it was adipsed by

foreign affairs. Moreover, its evenhial resolution occumd slmuttaneously with the paraal
advancement of Moriefs greatest wish, Geman unity. Consequently, little good could

corne from lamenting Bismarck's victories, partiailady as they had improwd British
estimates of Germany at a time when British pditics were in a confused state. It was
only onœ Gennan unity had been achieved and its effects understood, therefore, thet
Morier saw fit to retum to the subject of politics, fresd from the distorüng influenœ of
national considentions. And there can be no doubt about what effect these events had
on Morier's views, as he not only reverted to a highly statist view of modem politia, but
also reversed the traditional British view of Germany as Britain's poliocal stepchild.

Morief s intimacy wiai Germany dunng the Gdndungszeif stnpped him of his liberal

political illusions, and left him contemplaüng a Mure of Realpolitik.
l

On 2 January 1861 King Frederick William IV of Pmssia died. and William I
asœnded the throne. The Weser-Zeitung greefed the ne-

by exclaiming that there

now sat on the Pnissianthrone 'a man whom the German libenk would confidently like
to see march at their head.*

However, this and other similar prodamations of

enthusiasm for the liberality of the new king appeared to overlook the deeply
wnservative character of William's first official statement as Pnrssian king: 1' do not
want to break with the past, but Ihope to Iay an ameliorating hand on the institutions of
out country, as my blessed father also did."

That same month, William approved a

cabinet order removing virtually al1 military orders from the signature of the minister of
war, and he dedicated the flags to thirty-six new regiments created without approval
ftom the lower house. A duel several months later in whicti the prominent Progressive
politician Kari Twesten was shot by the arch-reactionary chief of William's military
cabinet, Edwin von Manteuffel, was symbolic that the 'New E W in Pnissia was indeed

over.
Any doubts Robert Morier may have harboured about Prussia's plitical Mure

after 1860 remained muteâ for the next year and a haIf as he devoted his attention to
the refonn of the Deutsche Bund. and the gmwing Austro-Prussian cornmercial
struggle.' During this interlude, the cabinet and the lower chamber cuntinued to quarrel
over the king's pioposad amy reforms, with a second provisional expenditure being
approved by the chamber, which continued to mthhold approval of the army bill. In Jum
4

As cited in Anderson, The Social and PdiüicaI Confict in PNSSI~,
p. 7.
Plch will keinen Bach mit der Vergangenheit; aber Ich will...die bessemde Hand an un-=
LandesinstiMionenkgen, wie diaa...Mein Hochseliger Vater auch that.7 As cited in Bahne, V0r
dem Konflikt," p. 186.
See below, chapters 5 and 6.
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1861 a large section of the liberals and democrats in the Iower chamber, no longer

willing to caoperate with the ministry, broke away and formed the Deutsche
Forfschritfspartei or German Progressive Party. At elections held in December, the

Progressives and other opposition liberals nearly secured a majority, thereby isolating
the Anliberalen who continued to support the ministrye7Morier, looking back on this
election several years later, compared it with the popular display of monarchical
sentiment that followed an attempt on William's Iife a month eariier- He conciuded that
"a great progress had b e n attained in the political education of the people,' as they
were now able to distinguish between 'their general duty of loyalty and their speciai duty
as citirens." Characteristically, he regarded this as an important advance, M e n we
consider that it was a Geman people that had leamt this lesson, -for

with them there

is a far greater danger than elsewhere of a false personal sentiment influencing p ~ l i t i ~ a l
actions."'
In March 1862 the lower chamber once again rejeded the anny bill, and passed

a motion -the 'Hagen Bill"

-calling for an itemkation of the budget. This served to

bring the conflict to a head, as William Idissolved the chamber, dismissed the remaining
'New Era"ministers, and set new elections for May. By this time, the animosity between

crown and parliament had grown considerably, with the removal of the last few liberal
ministers in the cabinet polarking opposition to the crown.
Under these circumstanœs, Morier tumed his attentions back to Prussian
politics, and began providing the Foreign Onice with regular reports on the events
connectecl with the constitutional conflid, an activii he continued for the next two

-
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Anderson, The SocMl and Wia'calCmdict in hvssïa, pp. 279-200; John Snell, The Democraüc
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Morier to Layard, 3 July 1863. Morier Papers, Box 74. Reprinted in Wemyss, MemhS of Sir
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years.' UnquestionaMy, Morier acquired a knowledge of the conflict that was superior to
that of most

russ si ans," partiwlarly as he was able to supplement his analyses with

insights obtained through contact with members of the Hohenzollern household and
leading politiaans. The bulk of his reportage dealt wiar summaries of the debates over
amy reform in the Landtag, and reactions in the Geman press. Overall, however, his
focus belied his liberal sympathies, which, in the end, were sorely tested by the final

outcorne to this conflict.
Moriefs first report on the constitutional conflict did not deal with the debates in

the chamber, but rather with the proceedings preliminary to the election of May 1862."
Morier recognized very early on that the issue of electoral interference by the
govemment was intimately bound up with King William's views on the question of
parliamentary govemment As such, it impinged directly on the liberal development of
the Prussian constitution. Whereas William was willing

-albeii reluctantly -to

countenanœ the existence of a constitution in Prussia, he harboured no such syrnpathy
for nile by pariiamentary majorities. Already as regent, William had declareci his
intention to i n s t i i e a fonn of govemment which, while lawful. would prevent the

chambers from seking the initiative." Most of his ministers in the 'New Era" cabinet
particularly those Morier had identifid as 'OId Pnissians"
9

-

-were also cool to the idea

Neumann. on the basis of Morier's memoirs, argued that the constihrtionalconfikt was Morier's
main preoccupation during his time in Germany. with al1other issues paling in cornparison.
rWeitaus am rneisten beschaftigenMorier die Verfassungsfragen; alles andere îritt daneben
zurOck.7 Dm GeschMte cler deutschen Rekhsgmndung. p. 232.
'O Morier wmplained to Roggenbachof being "up to my neek in aiese infernal debates and talk in
my sleep of tMi pars s e ~ œ
and three pars senrice." Morier to Roggenbach, 15 Sepbarnber
1862. Roggenbach Archive, Fmiburg-Ebnet. For the extent of Morier's official work on the
Pnissian constitutional conflict, see PRO, FO 64523,528,538-546,556,557; PRO FO 2441180181, 185.
11
'Memorandum on the Proceedings Preliminary to the Coming General Election in Pnissia,'
Morier to Loftus, 12 ApnI 1862. PRO, FO 641523. Loftus, in fonivarding Moriets report to the
Foreign Office, noted that it pmvided 'a very ckar insight into the nature of the p o l i i l stniggk
now going on in this country, and the spirit with which this mggle is regarded by public opinion."
Loftus to Lord Russell, 12 April1862. PRO, fO 641523, A copy of this memo was also fonnrarded
to Queen Victoria. RA 1 39119.
" Borner, WilheIm 1, p.
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of ministerial responsibiiii to parliament; nonetheless, once they tried to appease the
demands of the Iower house with regard to amy reform, William concluded that the
'ambition of these persons is for themseives to nile .... But that cannot and dare not be
the case in ~russia."'~
What William diid desire from the lower chamber (aside from funds) was advice

and loyalty. However, during his brother's regn, the authenticity of both these elernents
was suspect. owing to the electoral manipulation of the Manteuffel ministry. The best

example of this occurred in the 1855 elections, which were managed by means of a
rescnpt which Morier claimed 'at least had the merit of an entire absence of
ambiguity."" It dearly stipulated that al1 govemment officials, under pain of penalty, had
the obligation (temed a 'right") to retum deputies who supported the govemment.
Morier estimated that about 230,000 officials were affecteci by thii instruction, which
helped ensure the return of a packed chamber. And y&, =Againstthis gigantic abuse of
Govemment influence and the 'reductio ad absurdum' of cmstitutional foms which the
application of this pdnciple invohred in a country with so centralired an administration as
Prussia," the minority Miberalen, led by Robert von Patow and Maximilian von
Schwerin, 'protested with infinite perseverance and resol~tion."'~
As Morier described it, the abandonment of such abuses in the first two elections

of the 'New Era* was owïng primarily to the determination of these consütutionalist
AIUiberalen, who now found themselves cabinet members. As an indication of the alien
character of Prussia's political culture, Morier, for the ben& of the Foreign Onice, also
noted that Schwerin was actually accused of 'undue leniency towards political
antagonists."16 M a t Morier failed to note was thaï Prince William's own aversion to the

-
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electoral chicanery employed by his brother's govemment was also very important in
reducing govemrnent interferenœ in the elecüons held in 1858

-although William süll

rnaintained that it was the duty of royal officiais to help in retuming deputics true to the
pn'nciples he had laid down upon assuming the regency. But m e n the chamber elected
in 1858 later opposed him over the proposed a m y refom, William began to question

the wisdom of fher eledions, urging the electorate in one dsitrcit

to eled 'only such

men as depuües who m'Il go hand in hand with me.*'7 Schwerin, as intefior rninister,
succeeded in convhcing William not to interfere diredly in the elections

in 1861. The

resuit, of course, was the hostile chamber that presented William's govemment with the
'Hagen Bill", leading to dissolution and the upcoming elections under examination by
Morier.
William 1, now detemined to see a loyal chamber elected. instnicted the ministry
to employ al1 royal oficials to ensure a victory for the govemment. The new intenor
rninister, Gustav von Jagow, issued a circular on 22 March which more than fulfilled the
king's instructions by retuming to the electoral pradices of the ManteufFeI govemment.

A
M officials were to make it ciear that the govemment's 'absolute" duties included
"categoricallypreserving the rights of the crownnand preventing the establishment of

"socalleciparîiamentarygovemment." They were also instructed to activaly aid in the
organimtion of support for govemment candidates against democratic parties such as
the ~ortsch~spartei."Morier noted that the Jagow circular was strongly rekikeâ by
both the universiües of Berlin and Bonn, which was a serious moral defeat for the
ministry. He also pointed out the absurdity of the govemment's adoption of this
17

Anderson, The Social and Pditical Conflièt in Ptussia,"pp. 382-384.
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doctrine, as it had been advanœd by the conservatives during the 'New Eram,but with
the intention of creating opposition to the crown's liberal minidry. The govemment

subsequently denied its intention was to interfere, claiming only to have forbidden
ofiïcials from 'agitation in an anti-ministerial direction.'

Conwnently, the Juscite

Minister, Count Leopold zur Lippe, issued another circular demanding absolute
impartiality on the part of officia~s.'~
But the greatest significance of these developments, as Morier saw them, was

how they helped to personalue the election by calling into question the opposition's
loyalty to the king. Morier daimed that the only machinery available to the present
govemment to obtain 'so-called consetvative elections" was that afiorded by the feudal
party, "whose acrimony and intemperateness is proverbial." The result, he concludecl,
was that the 'unseemly spectacle is presented of a canvass oficially carried on in the
name of the King." Given British conœms over the inordinate attactiment of Gennans
to their nilers, the actions of the Prussian govemment in this election were therefore
seen as an important test of the meffle of Prussian liberals. Morier conceded that the
government's tactics were taking their toll, prompting the leaders of the opposition to vie
with one another 'in repudiating the accusation of wishing to undermine the monarchical

institutions of Prussia and in professing their loyalty to the
But despite govemment pressure, the elections of May 1862w r e a disaster.

reducing the government's supporters to a mere eleven seats, while the
Foitschrittsparfei and the left-centre secured 229.*' William's decision to make the

election a personal affair seriously increased the tensions already producd by the
ongoing conflict: the electorate now appeared to have rejected not only the king's a m y

'Memorandum on the Proceedings Preliminary to the Coming General EWon in Pnissia."
lbid. Emphasis in original.
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proposals, but also his auülority to appoint a govemment that would cany out his royal
wishes. Therefore, as the gulf between crown and parliament widened, the spedre of
1848 ioomed over the king and his advisors, produang various effects.

Among these was the revival of elabtate rniiitary plans drawn up by Edwin von
Manteuffel to reconquer Berlin following the popular revolt he had long expected- €ver
since the eiections of 1861, Manteuffel had k e n convinced that the crown was in me
midst of a struggie against revolution.' The stomiy atmosphere of the 1862 elections
heightened his fean and led him to urge adive military resistanœ upon the king?
Morier, possibly through Stockmar or even Crown Prince Frederick William, leamed of
Manteuffel's plans with great alarm. In a cmc

letter to Roggenbach, he maintained

that, m e n having to deal with desperate madmen one can count on anything." He
proposeci that Crowe publicize the "Berlin plans", which he hoped would make them
"laughable or unprofitable," alluding to an earlier Kiemeitung plan which had been
upset by an article in The Times. As evidence of the tense atmosphere generated by

the conflict

-to which he was hypersensitive -Morier closed his letter: "Wnteunder

cover, you know where. We observe the greatest secrecy of course and speak to no
one?

In fact, there was no danger of Manteufiel having to implement his counter-

revolutionary scheme in the summer of 1862. Nonetheless, it was grossly indiscreet for
Morier to plot with the minister-presidentof another German state in order to publicize
wnfidential military plans drawn up by the Pnissian king's inner circle. Morier's adions
make his subsequent repudiation of Bismarck's cornplaints about 'English influenœs" at
the Berlin court ring hollow, as do later events connected with the cmm ~ r i n œ . ~

-
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A far more important consequenœ of the 1862 eiections was that they finally

disposed William to reconsider Roon's suggestion regarding the appointment of
Bismarck to the govemment. During the crisis over the Hagen bill, William had recalled
Bismarck to Beriin from St. Petersburg, but then balked at offering him a post in the
govemment, sending him instead to the Paris embassy in May. Morier and Usedom met

with Bismarck just before he departed for Paris, but teamed little. No douM
disingenuously, Bismarck informecl Morier that the king was in 'excellent spirits, very
decided in good humour, and mehr vomehem. [sic]" Unfortunately, Bismarck gave 'no
opinion on any political question" and 'nothing was to be got out of him on any of the
present
While Bismarck cooled his heels in France, the conffict between the Prussian
king and his parliament intensified. Both sides dug in following the May elections, while
fhe cabinet, atamed by the opposition's resok, urged compromise. Hence, when the

Landtag convened in September, it was evident that aie conflict over army reform had
taken on far greater implications. Morier recagnized this immediately and tried to
convey this message to the Foreign Office in his first major report on the chamber
debates, which detailed the events leading up to this pointmaThere, on the eve of
Bismarck's appointment as minister-president, the ciarity of Morier's insight into the
poiiical ramifications of the confiict is noteworthy
The extreme importance to the constitutional Mure of Prussia attaching
to the issue of the impending debates upon the rniiiiry budget invests
the question with an historical, distinct from its purely poliical, interest
which renders it worthwhile to examine it in its more general bearings.
For the positions at present respectively occupied by the adverse parties
are such that unless a compromise ... is arrived at, it is difficuitto
conceive a solution of the diicufty without recourse to measures not
25
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'Wernorandum on the Question of the Reorganirationof the Pnrssian A m y in its Relation to
Debates of the Lower Chamber on the Military Budget,' Morier to Buchanan, 10 September 1862.
PRO, FO 244/l8l. See also, PRO, FO 64528.
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provided for by the constitution and wnsequenüy invoMng a breadi of
the fundamental laws on which the Prussian state is based.
Henœ, several weeks before events transfomed the army mnfiict into a
constitutionai confiict, Morier already recognized where ütese developments were
heading." However, he wamed against ovetsimpling the wnfiict or seeing it h m the
Minkered perspective of Britain's emenc8s.

For, 'if the received pracüce of

constitutional countries were estaMished in Prussia and the ministry pledged to stand or
fall with their measures, the resutt would be .-plain: a change of ministry would take
place and ottier men would try m e r rneasures-" But the Prussian constitution containeci
no provision for ministerial responsibility; hence, it was a rnistake to see the anflict as
one simply between parliamentaryand monarchical govemment. By virtue of Prussia's
political traditions, the conflict had the effect of rhming upon the Chamber the

responsibility of having brought a state of things productive of a &adlock in the
administration of the state." The onus, therefore, was on opposition in the lower
chamber to justify its stance. How effectively it accomplished this, particularly with

reference to the Prussian constitution, would go a long way towards determining
whether the conflict was indeed one over parliamentary versus monarchical

In several subsequent reports, Morier made it clear that the divisions among

The two
Prussian liberals was one of the opposition's m a t serious weaknes~es.~

pdncipal sections of the opposition

-the majority, made up of the Fortschriffspartei and

the Ieft-centre Bockum-Dok faction, and the minority, made up of the remnants ofthe
MIiberaIen or Constitutionalists

- both pursued ihe same object, namely, to induce the

lower chamber stnick the govemmenfs militafy fun& out of the 1862
budget and, according to Pflanze, 'ended the temponting with wtrich, since 1860, they had sougM
avoid an open breach with the CM."
Bismarck and the Dwslopmwt of G e m n y , i,p. 178.
'Memorandum on the Reorganitationof the Prussian Amy."
29 'Report on Miiiiry Budget Debates,"Morier îo Buchanan, 1O September 1862; 'Report on
Miiiiry Budget Debates," Morier to Buchanan, 21 September 1662. PRO, FO W528.
"On 23 September the

g

govemment to reduœ the service period for new recniits to two years from the praposed

t h m . The majority, however, pursued their objective by an 'offensive movement
against the govemment," hoping to "force them into complianœ by refusing the
neœssary supplies." The minority, on the other hand, based their policy on conciliation
and on "the principle of the Golden Bridge." At issue, therefore, was the right of the
chamber to force its will on the govemment. mat the Altlibemien were unwilling to
assert this rigM now led to Morier's disillusionmentwith the group he had once regarded
as liberal Germany's best h o p When two leading members of the Altliberalen, Georg
von Vincke and Robert von Patow, spoke out in defense of the government and
attacked the chamber for interfering, Morier concedeci that this was in fact a great
victory for the Foifschnttspartei, as it vindicated the grounds of both its secession in
1861, and its ment electoral success: " v k that the so-called liberal members of the late

cabinet were not carrying out the views of their supporters in the chamber."

In short,

they had abstained from implementing parfiamentary govemment while in power.
In contrast to this retreat by the Altliberalen stood the views of Rudoif von Gneist.
Gneist's Ras heufige englische Verfassungs- und Verwaitungsrecht, which appeared
during the 'New Era,"established his repuMion as Gemany's foremost expert on the

history of English constitutionalism, and his ideas permeated the inflwntial liberal
encyclopedia. Deutsches Staatswdrterbuch, written by Johann Bluntschli. Naturally, al1
of this endeared Gneist to Morier, who drew special attention to Gneist's contribuüon to
the chamber debates. On this occasion, Gneist providecl a short political history of

Prussia which examined relations between the monarchy and the 'organic laws' of the
Prussian state. In this way, Gneist was able to challenge the goremment's position on
amy refonn by showing how 'under the absolute regime the administrative had
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"Reporton Miiibry Budget Debates,' Morier to Buchanan, 21 September 1862. PRO, FO
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gradually encroached upon the legislative functions until in official eyes the natural lines
of demarcation between the two had become obiiierated." Morier's obvious
endorsement of Gneist's arguments arose from both the latter's moderate stance on the
rights of the legislature, and his appeal to the historical basis of Prussian

constituüonalism. And in a now familiar vein, Morier identified the great merit of Gneist's
speech:

[Ilnstead of starting from any abstract constitutional theones, the speaker
shwed his complete mastery of both the actual and the past political
cirwmstances of Prussia and drew his deducüons not from any ideal
theory but from the organic necessiües peculiarto the Prussian state. He
led his audience inesistibly along with him to the condusion that the time
had corne -..when in the interests of the premgafives of the crown no
less than in that of the constitutional rights of the people, the limits of aie
execufjve and of the legislative should be defit~ed.~'
Here then was the kind of German liberal Morier recommended to the British
government as the best hope for the Mure

-a man of moderate views who respected

the tights of both parliament and crown, who knew and admifed British political history,
but who remained sensitive nonetheless to the peculiarities of German history and

acknowledged the need to avoid sharp breaks with the past Morier concluded his
report on these debates by portentously noting that, "Thus terminateci the most

important debate yet held in a Prussian parliament."
Bismardc was appointed Pnissian minister-president the following day,

whereupon he immediately withdrew the budget for 1863 and feigned at finding a
compromise with moderate members of the opposition. The lower house had recently
amended the 1862 budget (the govemment having niled without a budget sin- the
beginning of the year), while the upper house rejected these amendments and restored
the original budget, leading to a conflict between the two houses. Bismarck responded
by proroguing the Landtag, which reassembled in January 1863.

Having been forced to cool their heels for three months, the opposition
welcomed the opening of the new session, immediately proposing an address to the
king condemning the actions of his ministemu Bismarck responded with the famous

speech outlining the Lückentheotie, whereby the crown, faced with a budgetary
deadlock whose solution was not provided for in the constihition, was obligated to act,
sinœ 'the Iife of the state cannot rernain still even for a moment.'

More significantly, by

irnplying thaî the opposition was disloyal to the crown and that it sougM to mate
English-style parliamentary government in Prussia, Bismardc tried to exploit one of the
liberal opposition's perceived weaknesses:
You ckthe this demand [theproposed addms to the king] in the f o n of
a dedaration that the constitution is violated in so far as the Crown and
the Upper House do not bow to your will; you direct the accusation of
violation of the constitution against the ministry, not against the throne....
You know as well as anyone in Prussia that the ministry acts in the name
of and on behalf of His Majesty the King in Prussia, and that in mis sense
in partiwlar it has exewted those acts which you want to see as a
violation of the constituüon. You know that in this connecüon a Prussian
rninisûy has a different position from that of the English. An English
ministry, let it cal1 itself what it will, is a parliamentary one, a ministry of
the parliamentary majority; but we are ministen of His Majesty the King.
In no way do I reject the separation of the ministers and the Crown ... in
order to make a shield for protecting the ministry.... I repudiate the
separation because it is in thb way that you hide the f a d that you find
younelf in confiict with the C m for domination over the country, and
not in conflict wiai the rninistry."

Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichteseit 1789, iii.p. 309.
rSie kleiden dkse Forderung in die Fom ein. dai3 Sie die Verfassung fûr verlebt erkkren,
i n m i t die Krone und das Hananhaus sich lhrem Wilkn nicht mgen; Se richten den Vomiif der
Veifassungs-Verletzunggegen das Ministerium, nicht gegen die Kmne .... Sie wsisen so gut wie
Jedennann in PreuBen, da&die Ministerium irn Namen und auf Befehl Sr. MajesMt des KCkiigs in
Preubn handelt und namentlich die diejenigen Regienings-Akte. in wekhen Sie eine
Ve~sungsverletzungerblicken wolkn. in diesem Sinne vdizogen hat Sie wissen, daS ein
preuBisches Ministerium in dieser Beziehung anders dastehf ab ein englisches. €in englisches
Ministerium, mag es sich nennen wie es will, ist ein parlamentarisches, ein Ministerium der
MajorMt des Parîaments; wir aber sind Minister Seiner Majestst des Kbnigs. Ich weise die
Trennung der Minister von der Krone ... keinaswags rurûck, um dir AuthorMt der Krone t u einem
Schilde ru machen, dunh wekhen das Ministerium sich deckt ....Ich weise die Trennung um
deshalb zui0ck. Weil dunh die Thatsache verdBCkfwird, da& Sa sidi kn Kampfe mit der Krone
um die Hemchaft dieses Landes befinden, und nicht im Kampfe mit dem Ministeriurn.1 As cited
in Hahn, Die innem Polib'k derpmuBischen Regkmng, p. 140.

Not surprisingly, parliamentary govemment and rninisterial responsibiiii became
key issues in the debates that followed Bismarck's speech

-which led Morier to devote

considerable attention to these proceedings. In reporthg on Bismarck's speech, Morier
wrtly summarized the minister-president's drawn-out defense of the Lückentheone as

'his stereotype interpretation of Paragraph 99 of the constitution.lu Far more
interesting for Morier was the uproar caused by Bismarck's speech, as it appeared to
show Prussian liberals Çghting the gcmâ fight against the new minister-president, who

Karl Twesten described as having "abandoned the ground occupied by the constitution'

while talking We purest ab~olutism."~
Indeed, to a British observer, many of the
opposition's responses to Bismarck evinœd precïsely the kind of political consdousness
which Morier hoped would win syrnpathy back home.
Take, for example, the arguments of the left-leaning Hermann Schuke-Delitrsch.
Schulze-ûelitzsch attacked Bismarck's speech on the grounds that it destroyed the
notion of ministerial responsibility by confiatirtg king and ministry. On the one hand, this
meant that the king was exposed to the danger of committing illegal or unconstiMio~l
acts, which, according to the liberal view, was impossible sinœ the king could do no
wrong. Among most Gemian liberals, this was the extent of ministerial responsibility,

which aimed not at making govemment ministers responsible to parliament, but rather at
ensuring that such ministers govemed according to the law, inespecüve of the wishes of
the monarch. Article 61 of the Pnissian constitution, which addressad this question, had
been left subjed to subsequent IegUation, which failed to satisfy liberal demands."
Schukeûelibsch, however, went farbher, claiming that me executive must also be
'Memorandurn on Prussian PailiamentaryDebates,"Morier b Buchanan, 27 January 1863.
PRO, FO 641538.
IS "Reporton Address Dobates,"Morier to Buchanan, 28 January 1863. PRO, FO 641539.
3~ In 1858 Prince William rejected the passage of a bw damng article 61. In 1861 he agrssd to
a bill which provided that a minister could be indicted for violating the constitution, but only if bah
houses agreed - something that was highly unlikeiy given the charecter of the upper house.
Anderson, The Socialand Pditi'ical ConflEÇt in PNSSI'~,
pp. 224-225.
Y

limited or the whole constitutional principle is nuMïed." The so-called rigMs of the
people with respect to legislation was meaningless if the king was free to ignore the law.
Hence, rninisterial responsibility protected not only the king, but also the peopleResponsibility, he concluded, was 'incompatible witti inviolability." Bismarck's
arguments, therefore, destroyed this broader rneaning of ministerial re~ponsibility.~~
Morier also drew special attention to Rudolf Virchow's contribution.
who belonged to the democratic n
w
gi

Virchow,

of the Fortschrittspadei, was the author of the

contentious address to the king that had inspired Bismarck's response. Like SchulzeDelitzsch, Virchow denounced Bismarck's attempt to obliterate the constitutional spaœ
between king and ministry and thereby challenge the loyalty of the opposition. This
conflict," he argued (in direct response to Bismarck's words), Was not one between the
chamber and the Crown, but between the charnber and the ministry

-between the

'might' of the govemment and the 'right' of the representatives of the country." As for
Bismarck's suggestion that the opposition sought to m a t e a 'parliamentary m i n i w on
the English model, Virchow neatly sidestepped the issue by challenging Bismarck's
understanding of English polïtics:
The Minister-President seemed to have peculiar notions of aie English
constitution and appeared to fancy that the British parliament was in the
habit of appointing and dismissing the Ministers of the Crown. It was a
pity he had not spent as much of his time in England as he had in Russia.
Virchow concluded with a reference to Crown Pnnœ Frederiek William, whose birthday
fell on the same day as the proposed address to the king. Virchow regardeci this as a
'happy coincidence" and hoped that "the day of such ministries as the present one
would be passed before that Prince came to the throne, and that for him the
experiences made by his Grandfather the late Pnnœ Consort in England would not have
been in vain.""

This series of debates
constitutional conflict

-perhaps the most important during the entire

-demonstrates the difficuity Morier faced in trying to put an

English face on Gennan Iiberalism. For, despite their lengthy attacks on Bismarck's
arguments, the opposition libetals were in fact fighting a rear-guard battle against the
perception that English-style parliamentary govemment was their aim. Setting aside
Schuke-Delitzsch's arguments (which were far from unambiguous), most Pniss*an
liberals denied any desire either to radically alter the king's prerogatives as the
execuüve, or to govem by means of parliamentary majoritie~.~~
Most hoped simply to
protect the lower house's constitutional status on budgetary issues (whicfi, as Bismarck
showed, was incompletely developed), as well as to induœ the king to recognize its
plaœ as the representative of the Pnissian people. This was precisely why the
opposition was so concerned with refuting Bismarck's claims about the real nature of the
conflict and the opposition's disloyalty to the crown, since these distracted from the
more rnodest constitutional and legal claims they were asserting.
Morier was aware of this fact, although he deliberately downplayed it. Gneist,

who spoke at length against the govemment during these debates, argued from a
strictly legalist perspective, while denying the existence of any form of parliamentary
govemrnent in Gennany. Similarly, when Sybel challengeci Bismarck's interpretation of
ministenal responsibility, he asserted in its stead a strictly legal, as opposed to a political
definition.* Morier, Mile describing both speeches as 'able in point of orabfical
power," claimed it was impossible to express their mal meaning 'in the concise fomi
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Sheehan, Gennan Liberalism h the Nineteenth Century, pp. 115-119; Pffanze, Bisman=k and
the Development of Gemany, i,pp. 185-188. In sa
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that the goal of a politicaliy responsible
cabinet was restrictedto a 'few ind*Mduals,"Pflanze overstates the case against the older riew
which saw parliamentary govemment as the principal aim of most libeak. See Anderson, Tlie
Social and PoIitical Conflict in P&a,
pp. 232-233.
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required for the present report."

"

Hence, Morier reportecl almost nothing of either

man's speech.
He did. however, forward a report describing the opposition's introduction of a bill
on ministerial responsibility several months later, sinœ it offered a oppottunity to ridicule
the govemment's poslion? The bill. introduced by Schulre-Delitrsch, would have
empowared either chamber to indict a minister of the cromi for bribery. treason, or

violating the constitution. Nahirally, Bismarck opposed the bill. pointing to the doubt
which sumnded the very meaning of the constitution at the time. Motier could not

resist offering his own appnisal of what this signifieci:

The arguments used by the Minister-President are considered as very
damaging to the position taken up by the government mth reference to
last yeafs budget .... The supposed strengai of that position consists in
the assertion that there is a bon6 fide gap in the Constitution t h a two
of its arades are contmdictory .... No fairer test that such a contradidion
does really exist could be imagined than the decision of a tribunal
composed of judges. the nominees of the cmwn, bound to administer the
law not by unconstituaonal precedent but according to the strict rules of
the Pnissian code .... If the gap does bonâ fide exist. an indidment
against the ministers for their present conduct would plainly result in an
acquittai and the constitutional conflid would be at an end?

-

Thus, Iike the libeds themselves. Morier was growing increasingly fnistrated by

the govemment's obstinacy and the opposition's inabil@ to win concessions on either
budgetary, military. or any other constitutionally related matten. In a series of letters
which he began in March for Sir Austen Layard. the pariiamentary undersecretary at the
Foreign Onice,Morier attempted to stand back and provide an assessrnent of the
constitutional conflict Ytom a somewhat more general point of view than that neœssarily
taken in an official ~onespondenœ.'~Beginning with the start of the "New Ela', Morier
'Report on Address Debates.'
'Report on Parliamentary Proceedingsduring the Week Ended 25 April.' Morier to Buchanan,
25 April1863. PRO, FO 641541.
lbid.
u Morier to iayard, 4 March 1û63; Morier to Layard, 10 March 1863; Morieito Layard, 3 July
1863; Morier to Layard, 3 August 1863. Morisr Papen, Box 74. Reprinted in part in Wernyss.
M e m o i ,of Sir Roberf Modec i pp. 303-341. Morier fater cornpilad thhse btkm, akng with hi$
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traced the development of the conflict almost exclwively h m the perspective of King
William, whom he practically saddled with sole responsibiiii for the way events had
devebped. Morier was careful to wam against judging matters too harshly from a
strictly British perspective in light of William's personal and dynastic background, and

the state of Prussian constlutionalism generally. Nevertheiess, Morier urged upon
Layard a Stark and familiar conclusion, which, he claimed, Wle clearer thinkers among
the party of Progress and the correct political instinct of the nationnalso understood:

Two radical principles respectively co-extensive with absulute
govemment on the.one side and constitutional govemment on the other
stand facing each other, and between them no WansactionIn as a
Frenchman would say, is possible. If the one principle triumphs. the
other is vanquished, and vice versa. Let the military question be solved
as the King and Bismarck desire, and Pnrssia falls out of the ranks of
Constitutional States and retums to the category of bnligMened
despotisms." Let it be solved as the country and the Chamber wish, and
Pnissia exchanges her formal Constitutionalism for a bon4 fide popular
govemment .... Both are equally determined not to yield, and therefore ...
when the one. whichever it magbe, g a r to the wsll, the viclory of the
other will be a decisive victory.

Akhough Morier's assessrnent of what was at stake in the constitutionai confïict
was overly simplistic and exaggerated the extent of the opposition's demands, it would
be wrong to ascribe this solely to his desire that Pnissian liberals find fawur in Britain.

He was also affected here by the crisis atmosphere prevailing in Berlin during the winter
and spring of 1863. Bismarck's provocative speech of 27 January and King William's

essay on the history of the Prussian constitution (se8 above, chapter 2), and attempted to ggt
them published as an article in the Quarterly Revlew. Morier Papers, Box 54 (b). Jowett, noting
that Morier had chosen a conservativejoumal for publication, urged him to draw particuiar
attention to 'Yhe 'good-natured' spirit in which the English consemüve party have accepted the
Tait accompli' of reform." Jowett to Morier, (undated). Jowett Papers, III M, 14, However, the
Quadedy3 publisher, John Murray, unrealisücally insisted that the article also contain a summary
of the Schleswig-Holstein problem and its relation to the constitutiosialconflid Mener refused on
the grounds that the tM,subjects were unrelated. Morier to Layard, 1 August 1863; Morier to
Layard, 8 August 1863; Morier to Layard, 5 November 1863; Morier b Layard, 28 November
1863; Morier to Layard, 27 February 1864. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 391073910845
Morier to Layard, 3 August 1863. Morkr Papers. Box 74.

public endorsement in February of his minister-president's position, as -II as
Bismarck's administrative efforts to discipline the large number of government dfikials
who sat on the opposition benches, al1 appeared to herald a new era of govemment
repression." The signing of the Alvensleben Convention in Febroary, which providecl
for joint Pnisso-Russian miMary action to quarantine the m e n t revoit in Poland, further
increased tensions and produceci another violent reacüon in the lower hause. Leading

the opposition attack was the radical deputy Bendikt Waldeck, who thundered: *Is it
then so insignifiant a thing that our children should be led forth to do hangman's dufies
to an absolute government? Not in the interests of Prussia, let it be clearly understood,
Morier duly mported
is this work to be done, but in the interest of absolutism as s u ~ h . * ~
on these debates as well as on the chilly public reception which met King William's
efforts to cornmernorate the fiftieth anniversary of the formation of the Lendwehr during
the Napoleonic war."

Equally troubling was the parliamentary row over Bismarck's and

Roon's refusals to acknwvledge the authority of the president of the lower house to cal1
government ministers to order. Morier took this as further evidence of the govemment's
arbitrariness, while afso noüng with some satisfaction h m the controversy se&

to

'restore order to [the opposition] ranks and serry them into a compact union" which now
induded even the OM ~iberals.~'
The sense of urgency surrounding the constitutional conflict was fumer

heightened in the spring of 1863 by the renewal of the dispute over Schleswig-HolsteinThis was particulariy troublesome for Morier, as he now found himself in the

uncornfortable position of opmng
--

-

the Prussian gwemment's domestic policies while

-

Huber, Deutsehe Vetfassungsgeschichteseit 1789, iii, pp. 310.311; Piianze, Bism8rck and the
Devdopment of G m a n y , i, pp. 205-208"'Debates on the Pdish Question,' Morier to Buchanan, 18 February 1863. PRO, FO 641539.
Ibril.; 'Mernorandum on the FestMWs Surrtrunding the Cornmernoration of Frederick William
IV," Morierto Buchanan, 21 March 1863. PRO, FO W540.
* 'Debates on the Polish Insurrection,"Morier to Buchanan, 26 Febmary 1863. PRO, FO W539;
'Debate on the Address [mm] the C m , ' Morier to Buchanan, 22 May 1863. PRO, FO 641542.
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"

supporting Prussia's daims against the Danes

-despite growing British hostiti to

German intervention in the duchiesSO And yet, Morier maintainedthat the twu matters
were separate, and that the latter in no way altered his views on the consütutional
confiict. 'DonYsuppose for one moment," he told Layard, %at Iwish to do anything
'pour le beaux yeux' of the present Pnrssian govemment A more deteable lot never
held the reins of authority in their hands, and where they will drive Germany to God only
knows." Now less confident that the liberals would prevail in the constitub'anal conflict,
Morier describecl the king's obstinacy as positively dangerous when joined to Bismarck's
unscrupulousness.
Matten here are g a n g from bad to worse, and gradually settling upon
men's eyes is that total blindness as to the way they are wandering which
seems to precede sorne great catastrophe. The King is totally in the dark
as to the tnie state of things and it is impossible to open his eyes ..-.
mhe small feudal party, into whose arms Bismarck has now en'rely
thrown himsetf, by the acuteness of their malice, hatred and
uncharitableness make up for their want of numerical support. There is
no sort of calumny and lie that is too improbable or too black for them to
invent.''
This latter point is of particular relevance to the events surrounding Bismarck's
press edict of 1 June 1863. Bismarck, ever conscious of the press as both an aid and a
source of opposition for the govemment, took vanous measures after coming to power
to caunter the important infiuence exercised by the liberal press in Prussia. a The most
dramatic of these measures was the edict of 1 June, which empowered the govemment
to temporarily or permanently ban publicaüons which 'repeatedly assumed a bearing
dangerous to the public welfare.'59 The edict, which Bismarck used with censanal effed
in the months that followed, was widely recognized as being unconstitutional; even

See below, chapter 4.
Morier to Layard, 25 April1663. Layard Papers, AD0 MSS 39105.
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On Bismarck's policies regarding the press, see Irmgard Loeber, "Bismarcks Pressepolitik in
$en Jahren des Verfassungskonfli~.'Zeitung und Leben, 24 (1935): 15-36.
rwegen fortdauemder. die offentliche Wohlahrt gefahrdender Haitung.) As ciEed in Huber,
Deutsch8 Verfassungsgeschichteseit f 789, iii, p. 318; Hahn, Die innere Pditik der PreuWchen
Regierung, pp. 195-198.
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William q u i r e d appeasement from Bismarck as to how it would be applied.'

Morier

was responsible for translating the edict for the Foreign Onice, in addiion to a joint
declaration published by the editors of the Nlgemeine Zeitung, the Vdkszeifung, and the
National Zeitung protesting the edict, along with the first govemment wamings againsî
these papersS5
But it was the readon of Crown Prince Frederick William to the press edict that

-long the subject of "what if" constructions
about Gerrnany's lost liberal hopesS -unquestionably held liberal opinions far stronger

was of greatest significance. Frederick

than those of his father, and he was constantly encouraged in these by his wife Victofia.
He therefore disapproved of King William's abandonment of moderate liberal refom
following the "New Era", and his unease with the new order increased in the period
leading up to 1863." After leaming of the proposed press edict at a meeting of the
crown wuncil, he wrote to his father on 31 May waming him against the measure, whik
noting in his diary that the crown and govemment were deceking themselves 'ever
deeper and deeper into an already immense c a ~ a m i t ~ On
. " ~3 June, while inspeding
troops in the eastem provinces, Frederick leamed that the edict had been put into effect.
Two days later, the mayor of Danzig welcomed Frederick with a speech expressing

regret that they wuld not meet under happier circumstances. In his response, Frederick
stated:
!3

Pfianze, BiBismatck
and the Development of Getmany, il p. 211.
'Press Ordinances of 1June 1863 and the Report on it in the Staats Anzeiger,,' Morier b
Buchanan, 3 June 1863. PRO, FO 641542.
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1931), p. 234; Michaei Freund, Das Drama der 99 Tage (Cologne: Kiepenheuer 8 W M , lm),
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Koehler,
l929), pp. 196-197; Heinrich O. Meisner, DerpreuRische Kmnpnnz im Verfassungskampf 1863
(Berlin: ES. M i i r , 1931), pp. 65-66.
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Itoo regret that Ihave corne here at a time when a conflict has
developed between the govemment and the people of which I leamed
with great surprise. I did not know anything about the decrees that have
brought it about I was ama. Ihad nothing to do with the deliberaüons
which brought them about.

This seemingly innocuous staternent created a whiriwind of controversy
surrounding the crown prince. King William was enraged at this dispiay of defianœ from
his son, and demanded he retract his wo&.

Frederick refused, daiming that ifhe couid

not speak his mind, he wished to withdraw completely from poli tic^.^ William bnefly
considered a court martial and impnsonment, but soon softened his position
Bismarck's urging

-at

- and was satisfied with Frederick's apologies for having offended

his father6'
However, the incident did not end there. Aithough the press ordinanœ
prevented the opposition from making good use of Frederick's speech in their stniggle
with the govemment, Crown Prinœss Victoria sent copies of Frederick's m e n t
correspondenœwith his father to her private secretary, Emest Stockmar, as well as to
the Grand Duke of Baden and to her mother, Queen ~ i c t o r i a .Several
~
days later, the
contents of this correspondence were reported in The fimes, which had closdy
monitored the fallout from Frederick's Danzig speech."

Once again, William was

enraged and launched an incondusive investigation, Frederick himsetf apparently
unaware that his wife was the source of this indis~retion.~
Even Frederick's moderate
liberal advisor, Max Duncker, now feamd that the crown prince's actions were playing
Sg ~ A u ich
c ~bekbge. da3 ich zu einer Zeit hergekommen bin, in walcher zwischen Regierung und
Volk ein ZerwOrfnis eingetreten ist, welches zu erfahren mich in hohem Grade [lbenascht hat Ich
habe von den Verordnungen, die dam geführt haben, nichts gewuBt Ich war abwesend. Ich
habe keinen Teil an den Ratschlagen gehabt, die dam geMhrt haben.] Meisner, DerpmuNsche
Kronprinz im Verfassungskampf ~ Wp. ,14. See also, 'Crown Prince Frederick William's
Speech from Danzig," Morier to Buchanan, 6 June 1863. PRO, FO 641542.
60 Poschinger, Life of the Emperor FmAwkk, pp. 144-145.
61
Pflante, Bismarck and the Development of Gemany, i, p. 212.
62
Letfers of the Empmss Frededck, Frederick Ponsonby, ed. (London: John Munay, l929), pp.
44-45; Koltander, Fmleriek Ill,p. 52, n. 100.
63 The Times, 11-13 June, 16 June, 20 June, 23 June 1863.
0)
Kollander, Fredetick 111, p* 42; Poschinger, Ub of the Empemr Fredenick, pp. 151-152.

into the hands of the radicals, who advocated what Duncker called 1We English system",
whereby Frederick wouId seek to strengthen the opposition by publiciy expressing his
differences with the governments5
Duncker was describing the perception in the govemment and among the king's
circle that Frederick was under the spefl of British influences, exercised by his wife, and
her friends and advisors

- principally Stockmar and Morier. Bismarck, who already

harboured grave suspicions about Prinœss Victoria, bluntly informed Buchanan that the
Berlin court suspectecl Frederick of having acted at Danzig on *advice from abroad,'
naming Stockmar specifiwlly. Buchanan, in a rare expression of official British
disappmval of the Pnissian govemment's conduct in the constitutional confiict, replied:

[I]f His Royal Highness reeeived any advice from abroad, of which I know
nothing, it is certainly not likely to be favourable to the policy of His
Excellency, as my private letters from England led me to believe that
there was but one opinion there as to the danger to which the
monarchical and conservatii interests of Germany are exposed by the
rneasures of the Pnrssian govemrnents
Although Buchanan was upbraided by the foreign secretary for not denying Bismarck's
accusation of foreign influence more ~ t r o n ~inlfact,
~,~
Russell
~
had told Queen Victoria
several days earlier that, 'Nothing can be more judicious than the course which the
crown prince has adopted

-the hope of any good depends on his firm perseverance in

it. Wdh the crown princess by his side there seems to be no fear of his not being fima

In any case, Bismarck took Buchanan's response as confirmation of his suspicions, and
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Duncker to Crown Prince Frederick William, 22 June 1863, as cited in Meisner, DerprieuBische
Kbnpinz im Verfassungskampf 7863, pp. 91-94. Frederick responded to Duncker's concems by
stating: "If Waldeck and hi$ associates are Progressives. I have nothing in wrnmon witti them.
But ifby that name one means aie Iiberals, with whorn the Old Liberals unfortunately are no longer
united, Ican think of no teôson to regard those Progressives as enemies." rSind Waldeck und
Consorten die Fortschrittler, so habe ich keine Gemeinschaft mit diesen. Verstaht man aber die
Freisinnigen unter jenem Narnen, mît denen ieider die Miberalenjezt nicht zusammengehen. so
denke ich nicht d a m jene Fortschrittierals Feinde zu betracheten-"l
As in R. Haym, 08s
Leben Max Dunckers (Berlin: R. Gaertners. 1891), p. 308.
Buchanan to Lord Russell, 13 June 1863. PRO, FO 64/542.
Buchanan to Lord Russell, 20 June 1863. PRO, FO 64542.
ea Ponsonby, Leitem of the Empress Frederidr, p. 45.

replied with what became his patent explanation for the inapplicabilityof British poliocal

ideas in Pnissia:

He [Bismarck] said that he was quite aware of [British disapprwd of his
govemment's policies], for English sbtesmen and the English public
judged of Pnissia by England, Men the principal power of the country
was in the hands of an intelligent and pawerful aristocracy. in which he
includeâ the gentry, whereas in Prussia there was no c i a s between the
govemment and the democracy, who had swept away the constitutional
party ...and now looked forward to the Mure danies of the country
being confideci to the guidance of petty lawyers who ...entertained
enthusiastic and utopian ideas of repnsentativegovemment?
How justified was Bismarck in suspecting Frederick of havÏng aded on 'advb

from abroadn? And what was Morier's mie, ifany, in this affaif? There is no doubt that
Morier was impficated in the DaMg episode. In March Bismarck told Count AlbrecM
von der G o k that Morier was initiating an intrigue aimed at removing him from office?
One month after Frederick's Danzig speech, Crown Princess Victoria infotmed her
rnother that 'Stockmar, Mr. Morier, and I are supposed to be the conspirators.' adding

that 'the first hnro are accustomed to hatred and illusage from the Kreuaeitung
campaign."" Bismarck later reportedly daimed that he &detectedthe hand of Robert
MorieT in these events."

In the years that followed, Morier repeatedly referred to this

incident as the source of his many difficuities with Bismarck.
Wemyss, however, completely denied Morier's involvement. In support of this,
she cited a ietter Moner wote to Foreign Secretary Stanley in 1867 in which he
purportedly claimed that he 'never o n a saw [the Crown Pnnœ] or had any

" Buchanan to Lord Russell. 13 June 1863. PRO, FO 641542.
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rDaneben ging die von hier eingeMdeite Intrigue (Morier Vermitüer) um mich ui beseiitigen.7
in Ofto vw, Bismank Werke in AUSWB~I~
E. Sctiek
Bismarck b Golh, 2 March 1863. as
(Darmstadt Wissenschaffliche Buchgeselkchaft, 1965). iii., pp. 92-94.
C m Princess Victoria b Queen Wctoria, 3 J U I ~1883. As caed in Barest Marna: LLeam
befween Queen Victoria and the Cmwn Prinœss of PNSSI~,1861-1864. R. Fulford, ed. (London:
Evans Brothers, 1968). pp. 241-243.
Daphne Bennett, Vicky: Princess Royal of Eng/and and Geman Pnncess (London: Collins and
H a ~ lPl m , 1Q71),p. 126.
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communication with him at the tirne before or aiter the Danzig episode."73 In fact, Morier
wrote: '1 do not believe that with the exception of official occasions Isaw him a dozen
times." Morier then claimed that his intimacy with the crown prince began in 1862 when
he attendeci Lord Russell at Coburg, whereupon he met regularly with Frederïck for
three weeks straight. He then continued:
Ido not for one moment deny that I have used that confidence to
inculcate whenever I had the chance what I consider sound opinions, and
to endeavour to get a hold upon the mind of a man who, if he-1
[!], will
in al1 probabilii as Emperor of Gennany be the most powerhil sovereign
in Europe and have it in his power to do more good or more ham than
any man alive."

Wemyss also claimed that the correspondence between Morier and Stockmar

shows that they both disapproved of Frederick's actions." However, this too is only
partially correct. Two days after Frederick's Danzig speech, Stockrnar wrote that he
was 'on the whole pleased with what 'my people' have been doing up to the Danzig

speech, of course which was a great rnistake, if the telegram is correct which 1 am pam
certain it is n~t."'~
several days later, after having received copies of Frederick's
correspondence with his father from the crown pnnœss, Stockmar reported: W I
regard to the [Danzig speech] you will perceive that it becomes meritorious under the
circumstances, and so 1 ahNays wnsidered it from the subjective point of view- But it
contained elements that I was afraid ... might create a bad impression and have
certainly done so with many. I have since corne to the idea that a favourable impression
on the whole prevai~s."~
Stockmar Iikely shared the conœm of other libemfs, such as
Duncker and Vincke, that Fredenck's daim that he had 'nothing to do with the
73

Wemyss, /U8mwmof Sir Robert Morhw i, p. 343Mofler b Lord Stanley, March 1867. Morkr Papem, Box 33.
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consuftations" leading to the press ordinanœ would be seen as insincere, since it was

known that Frederick attended meetings of the crown c o ~ n c i l .A~week
~
later, Stodvnar
provided Morier with an account of Frederick's refusal to retract his statement and the
king's response, and concludeci with the telling remark: '1 am perfectly delighted with the
manner in which the correspondence has been wnducted on ouf part.*7e

But remarks made prior to the Danzig speech provide the strongest evidenœ
that Moriefs circle was at least indirectly involved in these events. Right from the time
of Bismarck's appointment as minister-president, moderates in the liberal opposition
looked to Frederick to express his opposition to his father's govemment, largely to
prevent any further alienation of the monarchy. Crowe, posted in Leipzig, reported in
February that rnany German Iiberals regarded Frederick's continued attendanœ at
meetings of the crown wuncil as evidence of his tacit support for the govemment's
policies. '(lit is inquired," wrote Crowe, "whether he might not whilst it is yet time to give
some public sign that he is more than a tacit friend to the constitution."

" Some liberals,

such as Hermann Baumgarten, even suggested replacing Frederick with the Grand

Duke of M e n in the succession to the throne."

One month later, Crowe's tone

became even more urgent:
The revolutionary spirit which has slumbered so long is undeniably
revived and animates not merely the body but some leaders of the
opposition Party. There is a growing tendency to admire foreign
liberalism and every species of energetic action direcfed against foreign
govemments, and, at the same time. an inclination to make common
cause with the same for the purpose of pressure on the Pnissian cabinet

7a

Kollander, Frederick 111, p. 41
Stockrnar to Morier, 18 June 1863. Morier Papers, Box 54(a). Ernphasis in original. These
Mers are aüached to Morier's journal for this period, which also wntains accounts he received
fmm Brandis regafding the Prussian govemment's initial reaction to the Danzig speech. The
~rnPlanliasbetween mis material and the reports printed days later in The fimrcs are remarkable.
Crto Lord Russell, 9 February 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/63.
O' Ibid; Kolbnder, Frisderick 111, pp. 37-38.
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Again, Crowe pointed to the popularity of the Grand Duke of Baden, which had grown
because of a weakening of the Prussians' famed loyalty to the Hohenzollems.
Frederick, having done 'nothing visibly to protest against aie acts of the present
govemment," had contributeci to this trend:
Nor does he seem willing to do anything to manifest his displeasure at
the continuance of the system The Prussian -the Geman people
would better bear witti their hard position could they feel that the future
King of Pmssia was indined or had the intention to govem in a more legal
a more liberal manner.
.-.+

-

Crowe therefore urged Lord Russell to induœ the crown prince to give the Gerrnan
people a sign that he would improve matters, and 'retum to constitutional princip~es."~
Around this same time, Morier made a similar appeal to Lord Russell. Like
Crowe, Morier was affected by the crisis atrnosphere pvailing in the spring of 1863,
and he therefore saw affairs 'ripening slowly to a crisis whidr may be attended with very
fearful consequences." The govemment and the king, he argued, were becoming more
reliant on "devilish sophistries"

-such as the Lückentheorie -to defend their position.

And yet, what their actions actually showed was:

the Dynasty and the country at deadly strife on the vital question of
Absolute or Constitutional Govemment and a formula, the simpkcity of
which has forœd many, who six months ago would have shuddered at
the thought, to ask themselves whether it is possible to hope for free
institutions under a Dynasty grown grey in the tenets of rniliiry
despoti~m.~
Thus, Morier's main conœm here was how the king's and the govemment's
actions were inflicting damage on the Hohenzollern dynasty. When Morier told the
Grand Duke of Baden of his h o p that William's honesty would quel1the 'evil genius of
Bismarck," the Grand Ouke grimly informed him that William had changed so much that
he could no longer Yrom one day to the next reckon upon what his next a d will be."
Lord Russell, 3 March 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22183.
Morier to Lord Russell, 7 February 1863. Morier Papers, Box 1. Emphasis in original.
Repnnted in part in Wemyss, Mernoirs of Sir Robert Moner, i.p. 342.
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Thus. Morier suggested to Russell that Frederick be 'dis-identifiedu from the actions of
his father. Up to now, Frederick had besn 'holding his peace. or when speaking only
suggesting difficulties but neverprotesting.'' But as far as Morier was concemed:
this is not enough. The stakes are too great and I am convinceci that a
great deal would be gained in the way of averting a catastrophe if the
nation could feel that if the presant king's days were numbered there was
hope for it in his successoc but this would not do unless by some patent
ad, however wild, the Crown Prinœ formally disse- from the
revolutionary p r o d i n g s of the pmsent ministry.
It is alrnost certain that Morier had already spoken in this vein to both Frederidc and his

M e , as is shown by the comment that followed:
1 wish you would talk on mis subject wiai the Princess Royal when she
goes to England. She feeb al1 this keenly, but since Prince Albert's de&
there is no one to advise [herl wiür authority comrnanding instant respect.
The Crown Prinœ I believe also feek that he should take this step, but he
hesitates and like al1 his kind has that drill sergeant feeling of the loyal
and patemal authority which makes him dread doing any act which migM
be wnstrued into a break of discipline or of filial affedion."

Thus, m i l e there is no evidenœ specAcally linking Morier and Stockmar with
Frederick's DaMg speech. it is dear that their circle had been advising the crown prince
to publicly express his opposaion to Bismarck's policies in the period leading up to June.
It is also likely that they had s hand in the publication in Britain of the Hohenzollems'
conespondence, perhaps in the hope that it would cornml Freâerick to the oppositional
stance he assumed at anz zig." Moreover, Morier continued to advise Frederidc along

these Iines after Danzig. When William dissolved the Landtag in September on the
grounds that nirther deliberation with the existing Chamber of Deputies offers no
prospect of agreement on the pending dispute,' Morier successfUlly urged Frederick to
withdraw from meetings of the c
04

m c~uncil.~

lbid. Emphasis in original. These latter passages are omitted from Wemyss's accwnt
as a
Duncker named Morier specifically, while Stockrnar claimeâ he was himself as
newborn child.' rso unschuldig wie das neugeborene Kind."] Meisner. DerpmuBi~heKronpn(n
im Verfassungskaampf 1863. p. 27, n. 4.
rWir konnten uns gkichzeitig nicht verhahien, daS weitere Verhandlungen mit dem
gegen-rligen Abgeordnetenhausefor die Ve-ndigung
Ober die schwebenden M r t f r a ~ e n

05

Morier was conscious of the dangerous game he was playing, and therefore
presented a very difFerent face to his superiors. Called upon to aitend Queen Victoria at
Coburg at the end of August, Morier used the opportunity to wam the queen against the
danger of Frederick absenting himself tao long from public flairs.* He then shrewdly
Ventured to hint" that:
any appearanœ of interferenœ on our part would be prejudicial to the
interests of Their Royal Highnesses, as the idea that the C m Prince
was being prompted from over the water would materially diminish in the
eyes, even of the Liberal Party, the value of his opposition to the present
regime.88
It would seem, therefore, that Bismarck had good grounds to suspect Morier of

working against him. Of course, Morier's intrigues never succeeded in their object,
which was to upset Bismarck's govemment. Crown Prince Frederick retreated into the
background in the afterrnath of the Danzig episode; and while he remained hostile to
Bismarck, it was a quarter century before he finally ascended the throne, only to die
months later from throat cancer. Stockmar, whose father died on 9 July, resigned as
the crown princess's private secretary soon thereafter

-in part, no doubt, !lecause of

the scandai surrounding the crown prince and princes^.^ All told, the episbde had Iittle
impact on the outcome of the constitutional conflict. However, Morier's personal

-to the extent of abusing his diplomatic position and deceiving his
sovereign - points to his growing frustration at the inability of the liberal opposition in
involvement

Pnissia to make any headway in their political struggle with the crown and Bismarck.

keine Aussicht boten.")Bencht des Staats-Ministeriumsan Sr. M a j m t den KOnig," 2
September 1863, as cited in Hahn, Die innere Pditik derpreul(iJch8n Regii3~ngKMeisner, ICaiser
Friedrich Ill.Tagebiicherwn 18481866, p. 214.
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RA, QueenVictoria's Journal: 28 August 1863. V i n a was very impressed with Morier ai this
meeting, particularly the fact that he "thoroughly understands Gennan politics.'
Morier to Lord Russell, 6 September 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 30f22163.
Stockmar described himself as 'an orange squeezecl out," but urged Morier ta carry on with
what the laiter described as 'our common taslc" Wkmar to Morier. 23 July 1864. Morier
Papers, Box 3.

The failure of the Danzig episode to advanœ the cause of the liberal opposition

can be explaineci in part by the silence imposed on the opposition press by Bismarck's
press edict. More important, however, was the gradua1decline of public interest in the
constitutional confiict, and a growing sense of resignation among the leadership of the
opposition

-what Morier had descrïbed as a "total blindness as to the way they are

wandering." The crisis atmosphere of early 1863 gave way in the summer and fall to an
attitude of hopelessness as the opposition deputies returned home after the Landtag's
dissolution to constituents tired of k i n g at loggerheads with their monarch. 'Whoever
can, seeks a pretext to withdraw," wrote Rudolf Haym, editor of the Preussische
Jahrbücher. The long duration of the constitutional conflict, the repressive measures

Bismarck had ernployed against the opposition, and the latter's inability to win even
modest concessions, al1 inclined many Prussians to the idea of conciliation. The general
attitude in the country, reported Karl von Vincke, was: 'Nothing comes of it. Better let
the king nile by hirnself once more."

" This sense of M i l iwith the progress of political

affairs in Prussia even found its way into the British cabinet, which also advised
conciliation. Thus, Lord Russell informed Buchanan:
If the Prussian Parliament wouki give into the King's whim about the
army, censure the unconstitutional conduct of the ministry, and ensure
the power of the purse to the House of Commons for the future, they
would do a good piece of work for their country. Cannot Morier convey to
some of thern that such is my opinion?"
For Morier, no doubt al1 of this was most disheartening. Nonethelem, he
persevered in his efforts to keep the Foreign Office appriseci of the Prussian
govemment's misdeeds and their effect on the opposition. And once again, electoral
manipulation served this purpose well. In the elections called for late October, King

90

Pflanze, Bismarck and the DemIopment of Gemany, i, pp. 218-221

'' Lord Russell to Buchanan, 20 October 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 3012211 13.

William redoubled his efforts to werœ voters into retuming a chamber friendly to his
government. An lnterior Ministry circular berated public officials for their past failure to
support govemment candidates at the polls, reminding them of their "obligationn

to do so

now on the basis of their swom oath "to be tnie and obedient to His Most Gracious
Majesty, the ~ing."'~Bismarck, adept at tuming the constitution to his advantage,
exploited its deliberate vagueness to bring the entire machinery of the Pnissian
govemment to bear on the electorate, far exceeding the efforts of his predecessors."
Naturally, Morier reported on these proceedings in detail. He obsewed that the
selection of village mayors (Schulzen) as electors was central to the govemment's
strategy, since they were subject to the pain of prosecution if they failed to support royal
candidates. Equally important, however, was the freedom which the press edict
afforded the govemment, as it "effectively prevented al1 hostile criticism" of electoral
tactics, whose full effect was thus left "untrammeled by the counteririfluenœ which the
expression of public opinion might have exercised upon the electors." The only
recourse left to the liberal press was to conspicuously reprint the 'extravagances to

wtrich the press friendly to the govemment" had wmmitted itself. The most notorious
example of such "extravagancesnwas a Kieuzzeitung article declaring that the reelection of deputies opposed to the government actually constituted a breach of the
constitution. The papets reasoning: the king had dissolved the Landtag in response to
the continueci opposition of these deputies, and thus to return the same men renderd
illusory the king's canstitutionally sanctioned pawer of disso~ution!~
Finally, Morier
recounted the popular story of Steingrund, a village whose parishioners sent an address

-

--

-

rWer als barnter geschwaren hat, 'dem Konige, seinem Allergnadigsten Heem, unteitfranig,
treu und gerhorsam ru sein'.~ircular-ErlaBdes Ministers des lnnem Grafen zu Eulenburg,
betrefknd das Vemaiten der Beamten bei den Wahlen,' 24 Septernber 1863, as c b d in Hahn,
innere Poliük derpreuflischen Regienng, pp. 234-237.
Anderson, The Social and Politka1Conflkt in Prussia, pp. 386-390.
BS 'Memorandum on the Elections," Moder to Buchanan, 24 ôctober 1863. PRO, FO 691545.
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to the king asking how they should vote. William's reply
evidenœ of the king's desperation
-

-which Morier took as

- stresseâ the identity between the governmenfs

actions and the king's will, and instructed the people of Steingrund to select only those
deputies who were firmly resolved to support the govemmentsS
But as in previous elections, these govemment efforts to manufacture a victoiy
failed. Although the consenratives more than tipled their representation, going from
eleven to thirty-five seats, the Fortschn'ttsparteiand the moderate left-centfe also

conünued to make gains, together securing 70 percent of the seats in the 1-r

house.

-which included

These gains came primarily at the expense of the Constitutionalists

the AMibeden

-and the independents?

Morier's report on the results suggested that

there was a lesson to be leamed, that bing the importance of liberal unity when faced
with unconstitutional government The defeat of the Old Liberals, alaiough due in part
to the fact that it was their govemment that had originally introducedthe contentious

army bill, also resuited from their leadership's "failure to take up a dignified or consistent
attitude"when 1 carne to opposing the present government As proof of this, Morier
noted the failure of Vincke and Patow to get reelected; Mile Schwerin, through his
'straighffomard and bold maintenance of the constitutional doctrines placad in jeopardy
by the present wnflict," was now 'one of the most popular men in the country," despite

belonging to the most conservative faction of the Old Liberals. On the other hand, the
impressive victory of the Progressives and the left-œntre was because they
emphatically agreed in their opposition to Bismarck's govemment:
They diverge in their opinions respecting many points conneded with the
practical application of the liberal doctrines which they share in common,
but as these divergences are to ôe equally found m i n the two parties

* Ibid.; Buchanan to Lord Russell, 17 ûctober 1863, PRO, FO 641545.

See also Hahn, Die innete
Pditik der preuflischen Regkmng, p. 241.
s
In a 'Memomdum on the Resuk of the General Eiedons.' Morier provided a detaiied tabie
comparing the election results for 1862 and 1863. Morier b Buchanan, 9 November 1863. PRO,
FO 841545. See a b , Sheehan, Gennan Liberalim in the NinefeenthCenfury, p. 96.

t h e m s e h ...these N o great factions may be looked upon for ail
pracücal purposes as composing together a compact and united body.
Morier's antipathy for political Catholicism also now began to appear, as he offered the
following appraisal of the Pnissian Centre Party:
The Ultramontane section, like its kindred everywhere else, makes its
political subservient to its ecciesiasücal views, and consequently does not
occupy any definite position towards the government, but shifts its ground
accarding as one or other act of the administration happens to coincide
with their specific objects. 97 [sic]
Morier noted that, as an indication of just how desperate Bismarck was, the govemment
had spared no efforts to attempt to conciliate the Catholic Centre.
Everyaiing appeared, therefore, to be business as usual, at least in so far as
Morier's reportage was wnœmed. His subsequent reports on the proœedings in the
lower house continued to highlight the opposition's unity of purpose, which had brougM
together such disparate elements as the democratic wing of the Progressives and
conservative liberals like Schwerin and Baron Vincke-Otdendorff, Georg Vincice's
cousin. Morier conciuded that this adoption by moderates of an attitude ofghitorut
opposition to the govemment (in contrast to their earlier vacillation) was representative
of the 'general feeling of the country."g8 Morier also continued to follow the opposition's
efforts to censure the govemment's questionable conduct, such as its recent electoral
manipulation and the 1 June press edict. When resolutions supporting the press edict
were debated in the upper house, Morier passed quickly over the speeches of the
consenrative majonty, dismissing them as "dedamations against democracy, 'mob
govemment', the necessity of putting a curb on the people, etc. etc." He then desdbed
at length the speech of the lone member of the upper house who opposed these
resolutions, apparently judging it to be the only one worth recounting."
97

'Memorandum on the Resuit of the Geneal Elections-"
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Morier to Buchanan, 14 November 1863. PRO. FO 641546.
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But despite his efforts to put a brave face on the opposition, Morier finally saw

that the possibility of an outright liberal victory in the constitutional conflict was remote.
60th the king's speech at the opening of the Landtag and Bismarck's defiant response
to opposition charges of electoral interference showed that nothing in the govemment's
attitude towards the constitutional conflict had ~hanged.'~
Ifanything, matters now
looked worse, as an increase in international tensions over Schleswig-Holstein, and
Prussia's g-ng

estrangement from the DerJtsche Bund, lent strength to William's

demands for army refonn. Thus, even the idea of seeking a compromise with the king
in exchange for more limited political gains seemed unlikely.
Morier, in Hmat was his last major communication on the constitutional conflict,
therefore painted a very grim picture in response to Russell's queries about the
possibility of the liberals seeking such a compromise wÏth the govemment. Having
traveled the long road from the hopeful "New Eranof 1858 to the interminable state of
constifutional deadlock and state-sanction& political repression that now prevailed in
Prussia, Morier had grown increasingly bitter and disillusioned, as his letter to Russell
shows.
After speaking to several mernbers of the leftcentre, Morier described for
Russell the sad fate of this group's efforts to find a way out of the constitutional conflict:
"That this body sincerely and ardently desires reconciliation is as certain as that it
entirely despairs of it." What they proposed was the following settlement: in retum for
passing the king's military budget, the liberals demanded an admission from the
govemment of the lower house's rigMto refuse supplies; the supenrision of al1
expenditures agreed upon; a 'Liberal reorgankation of the administrative machinery and
of the local govemment"; a law of ministerial responsibility; refom of the upper house;
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and two years' s e ~ c for
e the infantry (this latter point k i n g open to discussion). 'O'

It is

noteworthy that the British foreign secretary had urged the opposition to accept far I ~ S S
than what the most conservative liberal faction in Pnissia considered the minimum basis
%

for an agreement - indicating how low Russell's expectations were regarding liberal

reform in Pnissian politics.
The reason for the left-centre's despair. however, was the king's speech at the
C

opening of the Landtag. In it, William 'cut away the ground Rom under their feet" by
refusing henceforth to treat the reorganaaüon of the a m y as an open question, daiming

for this reorganization We chancter of a permanent institution, denved from a
prescription of three yeam illegal existence." This meant that the opposition could not
h o p to get any guanntees from the king on the budgetary rights of the lomrr house.

William had now definitively answered the constitutional question
in a sense opposed to what the most moderate of his old Liberal advisers
(Schwerin and company) deemed the shibboleth of constitutional
govemment, by dedaring that he will not sanction a refusal on the part of
the Commons of any item of expenditure necessary to the maintenance
of his reorganizati~n.'~~
fhus, William had niled out ail possibility of ending the constitutional conflid by
means of a compromise. He regarded his programme of amy reform as a sacred duty
irnposed on him as Pnissia's monarch. while pointing to the feasibility of the
reorganization given Pmssia's economic prosperity and increased tax yields.lM
Tharefore, M i l e Morier continued to regard King William as the 'only person who could
presewe the country fmm the impending catastrophe," he held out no h o p that William
would act accotdingly:
He has becorne the mere tool of a wicked and unscrupulous fadion,
whose passions he has lashed himself up, contrary to al1 Hohenzollern
Mon« b Buchanan, 21 November 1863
Ibid. Emphasis in original.
'Thronrede zur ErCSffnung des Landtages am 9. Novemkr 1863," in Hahn. Dié innem Politik
der preullischen Regkrung, pp. 248-252.
'O'

lm
lm

precedent, to share, whilst he religiously believes that he is God's viceregent, and that he is fulfilling the AlmigMy's commands.
Despite this, Morier neveraieless noted that it was "incredible how deep seated is
still the loyalty to the Crown, and how intense is the actual feeling of pain caused even
to men of very advanced opinions by having k e n branded by the King's own lips as

illoyal subjects." It would seern, therefore, that despite al1 that had transpire4 the
Prussians continued to suffer from the kinds of political disabilities that British Iiberals
regard4 as fatal to the cause of German Iiberalism- In ligM of this, Morier refuseci to
offer any h o p for the kind of reconciliation that Russell envisaged. Instead, a deep
pessimism pervaded what was to be his la& word on the constitutional confiict: "mhe
temper of the Opposition ... is depressed and full of forebodings of evils which they
would fain to avert, whilst thaï of the govemmental and feudal clique is insolent,
overbearing, and full of hope for the future." To Morier's pessimism was now added
paranoia, as his involvement in the Danzig episode induced him to be "extraordinarily
cautious" lest the govemment learn he had k e n talking politics with the opposition. If
this happened, he claimed, the govemment press would immediately print a leading
article stating that he was Yumishing the King's enemies with Orsini bombs
manufactured at ~ o o ~ c h . " ' ~ ~
IV
On the following day

- 15 November 1û63 -King Frederick VI1 of Denmark

died without issue. This event opened the floodgates to the diplomatic and military
conflict in Schleswig-Holstein, the settkment of which eventually facilitated the outbreak
of war between Prussia and Austria in 1866, leading to the creation of the North German
Confederation. Just as Bismarck hoped, and others feared, these events eclipsed the
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Morier to Lord Russell, 14 November 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 30122181. Emphasis in
original. See also, Morier Papers, Boxes 1 and 54(b). Reprinted in Wemyss, Mernoirs of Sir
Robert Morier, i. pp. 358-361. Feliœ Orsini, an Italian revolutionarywho had been living in
London, made an attempt on the Iife of Napoleon III in January 1858, using a bomb manufactured
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Pnissian constlutional confiid, while military victory vindicated King William's
reorganization of the Prussian army. This vindication came in September 1866 with the
passage by the Pnissian Landfag of a bill indernnifying Bismarck's govemment for its
unconstitutional actions over the previous four years, formally bringing the constitutional
conflict to an end. The first elections of the North German Confederation confirmeci
Bismarck's victory by retuming a chamber that overwhelmingly supported the new
arrangement in Germany. Only a handful of Progressives (who had been decimated by
the defection of members to the new pro-8ismarckian National Liberal party), along with
several splinter parties. remained firm in their opposition to Bismarck. Here was the socalled 'capitulation" of Gerrnan liberalism. Prince Christian von Augustenburg, after
learning of the election results, m t e to Morier, 'mhe Prussians have, as you know, no
feeling for liberty" -a view subsequently adopted by many hist~rians.'~~
In fact, the constitutional confîict did not vanish aitogethet with the outbreak of
hostilities with Denmark over Schleswig-Holstein. It remained an important issue in the
chamber debates, as govemment pressure on opposition deputh and officiais
continued to increase after 1863 (culminating in the prosecution in 1865 of Twesten and
Johann Frenztel for their attacks on the govemment's ruthless manipulation of the
judiciary).lo6 Morier continued to provide the Foreign û f k e with penodic reports on
these debates during 1864. However, the content of his reports changed rapidly after
1863, with the debates over Schleswig-Holstein soon occupying the bulk of his
attention.lo7 Following Denmark's defeat in October 1864, Morier wrote gloomily about
the prospects of any progress being made on the constitutional question. He desaibed
the opposition parties in Pmssia as standing in exactly the same place as the previous
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Prince Christian von Augustenburg to Morier, 21 February 1867. Morier Papefs, Box 33.

Pflanze, Bismarck and the Demlopment of Germany, i, pp. 281-283.
For example, see 'Mernorandurn on the Proceedings of the Chamber dunng the Last
Fortnight," Morier to Buchanan, 6 February 1864. PRO, FO 641557.
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year. He wncluded. therefore, that 'Beyond anather undignified petty word-war ... like

that of the last twa sessions, I do nat expect any result" Morier tried nonethelessto
inject a note of h o p into this gfoom by offering Russell a historical comparison that
d m upon aie stereotypical British liberal understanding of the Pnissian constitutional
conflict:
The feeling of the country is not unlike that wtiich prevailed in England
about the time of the Rye House Plot; the best men, Iike the then Lords
Russell and Essex, convinced that armed resistance would be justifiable
in the abstwct, but not practically justifiable unies with a far greater
prospect of success than that visible at present; the great body of the
people thoroughly discontented, but osallating between their discontent
and their fears occasioned by recent recollections of the misfortunes
resulting from the revolutionary movements of t 848.1°8
It is interesting that Morier chose the Glorious Revolution, rather than the oveMrow of

Charles 1, for his analogy. However, it is unlikely that he convinced even hirnself that a
comparable outcorne was Iikely: none of the prominent leaders of the Pnissian
opposition regarded violent rebellion as justifiaMe or pracîical; h i l e the Prussian people
were more or less inert, as was shown by the fact mat nearly threequarters of etigible
voters (primarily from the most numerous third class in Prussia's three-class eleet0d
system) never bothered to vote in 1863.1°9 Morier's conclusion that "Another session
and another prorogation without result one way or another seem to me, therefore, the
most probable ~ntingencies,~
nicely sumrnarired his resignation.
Indeed, it is extraordinary how quickly and completely Morier abandoned his
interest in the constitutional conflict, and in virtually al1 other questions of domestic
Geman politics. After a rejection by the QuaRerly Review in Febniary 1û64 of a
proposed article on the constitutional conflict, Morier fell al1 but silent on the subject,
thereby abandoning his four year-long crusade to defend the Prussian liberal cause.'''
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In both his personal and official correspondence, Morier's former wnœm with these
matters was replaced by a new preoccupation -the

politics of German nationalism.

For the remainder of 1û64, he was ernbroiled in the controversy produœd by his
pamphlet on the Schleswig-Holstein dispute. After February 1865, his appointment to
the joint commission examining the prospects for an Anglo-Austrïan commercial treaty
occupied virtually al1 of his time for the next three and a half years.

"' When Morier was

transferred to Hesse-Darmstadt in 1866 (after a very short-lived stay in ~ r a n ~ u r t ) , he
"~
wrote Foreign Secretary Stanley to suggest that he resume his reportage on German
politics. However, it was the status of Hesse-Darmstadt as a state haif-in and h a b u t of
the North German Confederation that most interested Morier, sinœ it afforded a good
opportunity to observe "the process of political cakingngoing on in Germany f ~ l l ~ n g
the Austro-Prussian War. Thus, it was the politics of national unification that most
interesteci him, rather than the liberal development of German politics. "Darmstadt
politics in themselves," he conceded, 'would certainly be of little interest to H.M.'s
g~vemrnent."~'~
A year later, he saw fit to reassure Stanley that, since his triansfer, he

had "abstained from every form of political activw and had "on no occasion, either with
Baron Dalwigk [Hesse-Darmstadt's minister president] or any of my diplornatic
colleagues, broached a political subject, or given expression to a political opinion."
Stanley attached the following comment to Morier's letter before passing it on, possibly
to Lord Derby: "Read the enclosed letter. It is that of a clever man, only too well aware
that he is one. 1 should say that there can be no ham in his relieving tris mind by writing
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as much as he pleases on Gennan politics, so long as he gives no advice, nor commits
US to anything."

Il4

For al1 intents and purposes, therefore, Morier after 1863
events of the constitutional conflict

-disillusionedby the

-turned his back on the subject of Germany's

liberal political development Henceforth, he occupied himself with observing the
process of national unification, and promoting the issue of tarifi refom, where mal
liberal progress appeared to be ongoing in Germany.
Marier's retreat h m political questions was hastened by his estrangementfrom
the policies of his own govemrnent, as well as by his concem over the politicaltumoil
that attendeci the emergence of the Liberal Party and the reform crisis of 1866-1867- Of
the former, Palmerston's weak policy in Schleswig-Holstein was largely to blame, as it
infuriated Morier and made him distrustful of the Foreign Onice establishment
genera~ly."~He was particularîy inœnsed by what he took to be Palmerston's toadying
to public opinion during the Danish War, which in tum prompted Morier to contemplate
the problems of political leadership. Take, for instance, a revealing series of letters
written between 1864 and 1867 to Lady Salisbury. In these, Morier discussed, among
other things, the nature of leadership in a state such as Britain, and why he believed
Lord Stanley to be ideally suited as a leader. In large part, Morier was simply k i n g
obsequious, as the following rernark amply shows:
1, an advanced fiberal, a violent radical as most Tories would think me ...
1, who had stepped from Marble to Strawberry Hill and back again, and
had come back to London with the feeling that there was a hopeless gulf
between a cosmopditan politician and [an] English politician ...well 1,
after ten minutes of conversation W h the Tory foreign minister, felt that
here was a man who had soared with the steady flap of some largewinged bird over every region of modem political speculation .... The
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Morier to Stanley, 18 November 1û67. Derby Papers, 920 DER (15) Gemanyhvaria 18661868. See alço, Morier Papers, Box 33.
'15 See below, chapters 4 and 6.

feeling with which I came away was that of hwing yx ideas disciplineci
and submitted to the highest, best form of criticism.
tiowever, in assessing Stanley's fitness for the p s t of foreign secretary, Morier

pmided several usehl dues to his general understanding of political leadership. He
was wnvinœd, for example, that Stanfey's btrength lay in the fact that he combined Yhe
power of thought with the power of action," and that he knew IYhomughly the times in
which we Iive." This was fundamental for Morier, since he believed that most
Englishmen-induding government ministers

-were woefully ignorant ofwhat t w k

plaœ beyond British shores. Lady Salisbury wncurred:
[H]w unable public men in this country are to understand the feelings
and conditions of fareign wuntries. Does it arise from the consciousness
of superiortty in an Englishman fostered and dilated upon so insistently
by the press and periodicals, inducing him to thmw aside al1 trouble in
mastering detaifs as necessary and thus leaving them to judge of
others as they judge of themse~ves?"~

-

-

Even more importantly, Stanley's conservative character was ideally suited for the kind

of bad-to-basics political action Morier believed was needed during this periad,
particularly in foreign affairs: "mhough I am as litüe of a Tory as 1 am of a Whig,I am

keenty alive to the immense advantage a country derives from the reconsideratlon of
first principles ... k i n g wmed out by the conservative elements in a state rather than by

the specific elernents of rno~ement.""~However, he did not extend this faith ta the
other consenrative leaders, what with "Disraeli's JudeoSemitic solution of kosmic
problerns, Lord Malmesbury's tasteless Europeas-it-was-fiffy-years-aga platitudes, and

Bab Lowe's tout est pour le mieux dans le meilleur des mondes cynici~rn-~''~

Morier ta Lady Salisbury. 3 Fehary 1867. Morier Papers, Box 33.
Lady Salisbury to Moner, 10 August 1866. Morier Papers, BOX33.
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Morier b Lady Salisbury. 15 March 1064. Ernphasis in original. Simibrly: "Lord Stanley is the
0nIy statesrnan we have got ...who cm treat any political matter objdvefy, a on, foreign
politics; therefore he, and he only, mn do fw England what England wants.^ Mder to Lady
Salisbury, 21 Novernber 1865. Morier Papers, Box 33.
Morier to Lady Salisbury, 24 June 1866. Mmier Papers, Box 33.
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Even more revealing was Morier's reaction

to a m e n t speech in which Stanley

asserted: "Whoever may administer affairs, it is opinion that govems. Opinion is the
Stream, and potiticians with al1 respect to them are the straws that float upon it."
However, Morier argued that "This is one side of the tnith, but one side only." The other
side was that "opinion must become incarnate before it can be effected for good. The

word must become flesh." Stanley's error, he argued, was to separate the thinker from
the polïtician. the former being the 'creator of opinion" and the latter its exe~utor.'~
A
true leader, therefare, was one who combined both these functions. Once again, it was

a view strongly reminiscent of Edmund Burke, who once informed his electors that,
'Your Representative owes you, not his industry only, but his judgrnent; and he betrays,
instead of serving you, if he sacrifices it to your opinion."12' Elitism such as this was
hardly unique to Morier (who circulated daily among continental heads of state and
members of the nobility) or to the Whigs in general. However, with pamamentary refomi
knocking once again on Britain's door in the 1860s. it was a view that was increasingly
difficult to defend.
Morier's disquiet with British politics was reinforced by Jowett, whose opinions
camed great weight with his former student. Like rnany people in Britain who felt
anxious with the restive political and social movements of the 1860%Jowétt interpreted
these developments as heralding an important political transformation, with the
American Civil War acting as the catalyst to a "great change of opinionncomparable to
that which followed the American War of Independence. "The bel1 of universal wants is
beginning to sound," Jowett wamed, wondering ifit was possible for go~efnmentto
- - -

'" Ibid. Emphasis in original.
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remain as 1 was, W h al1 its anomalies poliocal and social in the latter half of the
nineteenth cent~ry."~
And like Morier, Jowett lamented the absence of strong leaders
during this critical period. the resuk being that opinions both inside and out of Parliament

were getting 'more and more into confusion

-more waste, more democracy ... more

administrative in~apacity."'~

But the best evidence of Morier's fnistration with British politics (and perhaps
politics generally) came amidst the funous debate over parliamentary refonn that
o c w m d in 1867. Palmerston's death in 1865 had removed the last major obstacle to
refom, although opinions remained seriousiy divided on how to pmceed. Robert Lowe,
tapping into middle- dass fears over both democracy and the working classes'

increasing organizational strength, led the Whig's right-wing revoit against refom; mile
John Bright and Gladstone advanced a moral argument in favour of refom. The Tories

were equally divided. On the right, Lord Cranborne (the Mure Lord Salisbury)
demanded that the franchise be made dependent on a man's stake in the cornmunity

-

an argument later adopted by MorÏer. Disraeli, meanwhile, saw refom as a rneans to
'dishn the right wing. as well as the Whigs, while also realizing the dreams of the Young
England movement, which had envisioned an alliance behveen the aristocracy and the
lower classes. Unable to navigate through these waters, Russell's govemment
resigned, and Lord Derby fomed a rninority govemment which introduced a refom bill
in March 1867.
Having reœntly spent several weeks in England, Morier was asked by Crown
Pnnœss Victoria for a report on home affairs, with special reference to Fenianism and
'John Brightisrn". Of the former, Morier said very IiWe, other than it was dead, and that
Derby's consenratives had recently given Î t a show of life to get credit for its murder,

lP
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Jowett to Morier, 7 March 1865. Jowett Papers, III M, 19.
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"like Falstaff hacking at the dead body of ~otspur."'~~
Of the latter, however, Morier said
a great deal, using John Bright as the means to discuss the state of the ne-mergent

Liberal Party, and Gladstone's place as its obvious leader.
Morier deait with the subject of Bright's actMsm very briefly. Most obvious to
him was that Bright's winter of carnpaigning for reform had "very thoroughly frightened
that large portion of the middle dass who keep gigs and read Tupper's proverbial
philosophy." Facd with the inevitability of further parliamentary reforrn, the middle
classes were now inciined to believe that "the end of the world is close ai hand."
Refomers took this middle class alarrn as proof that a broad measure ofreforrn was
unavoidable, while 'anti-refomersn exploited it as a means to thwart reform, "after the
fashion of our venerable friend the 'Rothe Gespenst' [Red Spectre]." Not that Morier
was bothered by the diswmfort of the middle classes: "[U]neasiness on the part of the
Philistine ... is always a sign of larger and more healthy forces at work." However, he
regarded Bright as a demagogue and a "class mann,and he was therefore unsuited to
wield the 'vast power which the working classes have dearly show they possess."'"
But Morier 's greatest concem was the fate of the Liberal party, which he
descnbed as being in a state of "hopeless anarchy"

-a fair description of the disunity

produced by the reform debate arnong the loose Whiglradical coalition that had
dorninated the House of Commons for twenty years. However, Moriets concem
extended beyond simply the pariiamentary Liberals. He was equally ooncerned about
the uneasy relationship between the parliamentary party and the tank and file of the
national party now forming at the constituency level. While many factors convergecl to
produœ the Liberal party in the t 860s. the final impetus was the emergenee of

'"

Morier to Crown Princes Victoria, 6 February 1867. Geheimes Staatsarchiv Merseburg
[ F M ] (Ktinigliche Haus Archiv). Rep. 52 F.7 L i i M.
Ibid.

Gladstone as a popular national leader.'% It is not surprising, therefore, that Morier

based his analysis on Gladstone's position both in the Hcuse of Commons and 'outside
of the walls of parfiament", and on the importance of the differences be-n

the two.

Most notably, Gladstone's populanty in the country was not mirrored arnong the
padiamentary Liberals. Morier took this to be a "dangernus symptom" of how the House
of Commons had "driffed frbm its mwrings as the bond fide representative of the
cornmons in England." Furthemiore:
The matter becornes yet more wmplicated when we examine
Gladstone's position within the House and enquire whether his insecunty
there is ow
nig to the want of sympathy between the House and the
country, or to faults of his own, whether in fact it is the House or the
country which misunderstands and fails to appreciate him.

Morier concluded that the problem was a combination of both these factors. On the one
hand, there was a great deal of "Whig animus" working against Gladstone, which Wrier
witnessed during a visit to Lady Waldegrave's salon at Strawberry Hill. Having risen
thmugh the ranks, Gladstone, like Canning and Huskisson, was a parvenu.

Thus, to

raise him to the position of prime minister ran against what Marier called LYhe Holy Spirit
of Whiggery." Nonetheless, Mener was certain that, "whatever nose tuming the present
Palmerston Parliament might be foolish enough to indulge in," even the unrefomied
constituencies would never permit Gladstone to be passed over for the prerniership

.

once Lord Russell was "safe in the family vauit at Wobum .in
On the other hand, Morier believed that Gladstone's faults were an equally
important source of dissension out of doors. His multi-faceted persanality, combining
apparentiy incompatibfe extremes, while fascinating for the historian, was no doubt
disconcerthg to the contemporary Englishman. As Morier noted:
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Starting in Iife with several distinct and even contradictoty biases and
k i n g besides gifted with an aimost supematural degree of susceptibili
to new impressions, but without any kind of logical amalgam to weld
these into an organic Mole, these early biases and these new
impressions have corne to represent an aggregate of laminae
superimposecl upon one another, each brilliant in itself (though often, as
in the case of his Homeric theories, brilliant nonsense) but imparting no
strength one to the other and incapable of being welded into that widebased wisdom which it is essential a British premier should possess.

ln short, Gladstone was too cornplex, in addition to being highly impatient with that
typically British 'unintellectual commonsense which requires beef and pudding M o r e it
can plod up the ladder of truth." Even those "thinking and philosophical few" among the
Liberal party who shared Gladstone's views on parliamentaty and commercial reform

were in danger of k i n g alienated by such things as his "slave state proclivities and
Jefferson Davis deifications." In light of al1 this, Morier found it inconceivable that the
Liberal majority in the House of Commons could combine under ~ladstone.'~~
All told, therefore, Morier painted a very disrnal picture of British politics for the
Pnissian crown pnncess. The discontented, disenfranchised masses were drawn to a
dangerous demagogue; the middle classes were terrorized by the various prospects of
reforrn; the Whig Leadership, still living in Palmerston's shadow, was engaged in an
eliist 'conspiracy" to prevent the "most popular man in the country" from taking power;
m i l e Gladstone's "defects and virtuesn unhappily combined to "unfit"him for the
leadership of a people t m stupid to understand him. In mattersi "not political," Morier

was no less cynical:
In theology, ritualism intensifying into the wildest exœsses of bufFoonery;
in the relations between labour and capital a sad perplexity in men's
minds as to whether things should be left alone to find their own level or
whether some sort of state interference should not be had recourse to,
without any definite idea as to what this state interference should effect
altogether the impression left on my mind was very far from a
satisfactory one.

-

Moriefs only solace, it appean, was the way Pnissia's success on the battiefield had
led the British people to now clothe their studied ignorance of Genany in "hearty
sympathy" and 'profound respect." m e r than the %hallow contempï' which prevailed
pdor to the Austro-Ptussian ~ a r ?
Naturally, Pnissia's defeat of Austria had intensifted the Genan question, which
henceforth became Morier's allengrossing subject of study. Between Koniggm and
Sedan, Moner tumed his attentions almost entirely to the further unification of Genany

-as he hoped. through a peaceful confederate expansion of the NorWeutsche Bund.
excluding Austria's Gennan territones. In his commercial work with Austria. he urged
the Austrian govemment to accept that "al1 hope of union with the Zollvereinnwas in
vain, while urging his political plans for a kleindeufsche Bundeûstaat upon anyone who
would ~isten.'~~
And so. Iike the German liberals, Moner shelved his dreams for the
liberalization of Gemany

-once thought to be close at hand -in the belief that

progress on this front might follow the settlement of the national question. But by that
time, Bismarck's absolute asœndancy in Gemany had all but destroyed Moriets vision

of a Geman nation-state structured on the political model of Britain. As a result, he was
forced to look for an alternative means to combat the illiberal character of Bismarck's
creation. The alternative he ultimately chose

-the ideal of local self-government-

dernonstrates how effectively his Gennan experiences undemined the anglicked model

of liberal political development he once held and his liberal outlook in genenl.

v
Moriefs interest in the subject of 'local govemment" and uselfgovernmentnarose
from various sources. During the 1850s, his interest in P ~ s s i a n
constitutionalism and
Karl vom Stein's reforms provided his fint exposure to Geman notions of self-

-

-

'a Ibid.
See below, chapters 4 and 6.

govemment; he regarded these as an important feature of the constitutionalism of the
~ltliberalen.'~'But his interest in the subject waned after 1860, since it was the

legislative rather than the administrative side of the Prussian government that was called
into question during the constitutional conflict. Back in Britain, however, the subject of
"local govemment" received a public airing in the aftermath of the Second Refom Act.
Gladstone, hoping to give the p w e r of local taxation to local authorities, as well as to
provide relief for urban ratepayers, entnisted George Goschen, President of the Poor
Law Board, with reforming local government and taxation in England. Though
Goschen's scheme got no further than the creation of a central Local Govemment
Board, the subject remained on Gladstone's agenda.'32
Morier knew Goschen through both the Cobden and the Cosmopolitan Clubs, the
former se-ng

as a mouthpiece for Gladstonian reform in the late 1860s and early

1 8 7 0 s . ~Upon
~ ~ leaming of Goschen's work with the Poor Law Board, Moner saw
parallels with the German idea of "self-govemment," which he regarded as a remedy for
the bureaucratic centralization of Prussia's administration. In 1869. therefore, Morier
began to investigate foms of local taxation in Germany. Through Stockmar, he was
directecl to the works of Wilhelrn Lette, a Pnissian liberal who organized the first

Kongress deuischer Vdkswirte (Congress of Gennan Political Economists), and of
course Rudolf von ~ n e i s t . 'The
~ ~ second volume of Gneist's famous Das heutige
englische Verfasungs- und VerwaItungsrecht,tiiled Die heutige englische
Communalverfassungund Communalverwaltungoder das System des Se#@overnment,
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first appeared in 1860, and revised editions were published in 1863 and 1871. Then, in
1869, Gneist published Venvaitung, Justiz, Rechtsweg: Staatsverwaltung und

Selbstvenivaltung, which further compared the history of local taxation and
administration in Pmssia and England, Naturally, Morier was delighted by Gneist's main
argument that Germany ought to look to English history for examples when undertaking
to reform its administrative systems.
Moriefs interest in these subjects was stimulated further by a meeting of the
Kongress deutscher Voikswiife at Mainz in October 1869. One of the objects of the
Congress was to discuss the poor iaws in Germany, and to determine whether the 'relief
of the poor was a duty incumbent upon the state as such or upon society as distinct
fram the state." Morier argued that the issue hinged on this question of 'local or socalled self-government" and its relationship to the administration of the state generally

-a subject, he daimed, 'at present absorôing the minds of political men in Germany."
The influence of Gneist is obvious in Morier's surnmary of the Congress debates, as is
that of Goschen. He argued that the "best minds in Germany" were inclined to adopt:
the ancient principles of self-government inherent in the British
constitution, viz. the administration of imperial laws by local officers, and
of emphatically rejecting the more or less marked departure from these
general principles involved in the tendency towards bureaucratic
administration which has characterized our Poor Law system since 1834.
The objects to be aimed at ... would be the administration of an imperial
poor law by communal officers within the srnallest possible areas, and the
ideal to be realized would be the blending into one and the same person
of the public officer for administenng relief within the strict limits laid down
by the state, and the neighbour attending to the wants of those
respectin9 the details of whose necessities he alone would possess full
infonnati~n.'~~
[sic]
One final Stream also fed Moriefs interest in seif-government, and it too sprang
from developments back in Britain. lreland was the main preoccupation of Gladstone's
first administration, which disestablished the Church of lreland in 1869 and attempted
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stopgap solutions

for the perplexing land question. English legislation intended to

consolidate fragmented Irish landholdings (seen to be obstruding the introduction of
modem agricuitural techniques) had led to increased evictions,

while aggravating Irish

resentment against England. The Fenian threat finally awoke Gladstone to the need for
action and led him to instruct the Foreign Office to seek information on 'the laws and
customs affecting the tenure of land in the several countries of Europe, with the view of
ascertaining what points there may be in such laws and customs as couid be usefully
applied in the settlement of Land Tenure in Ireland, which is a question of pressing
importance.n136As per his instructions, Morier prepared a detailed memorandum on the
subject of land tenure in Hesse-Darmstadt, which was later reprinted in a Foreign Office

lue book.'^^
At the same time, the Cobden Club also took up the subject of land tenure,
publishing a collection of essays titled Systems of Land Tenure in Various ~ountnbs-'~
Morier contributed to the volume with an essay on "The Agrarian Legislation of Prussia
The bulk of the essay was concemed with showing how
during the Present ~entury.'"~~

the Stein-Hardenberg reforms of 1807 and 1811

-inspired by the ideas of Adam Smith
-

and imbued with "the spirit of free exchange and the liberation of productive forcesn

marked a common turning point in European agriculture, from 'cultivation in common to
cultivation by individua~s.""~Morier's aim was to substantiate Bright's argument that the
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best solution for Ireland was to do away with the landlords by facilitating individual
tenant purchase of land.14'
But Morier's work on land tenure had other implications beyond its contribution to
the debate on Ireland. For instance, it helped to f u ~ h erefine
r
his racial and national

ideas, thereby strengthening his belief in the importance of Anglo-German amity."'

Part

and parcel of this was Morier's belief that the Teutonic" people possessed a duaI
nature, made up of both a "spirit of individuality" and a 'spirit of association." ln the p r e
Roman past, both these characteristics were expressed within the Landesgemeinde, or

rural commune, which combined both the agricultural and aie political communities, a i e
rights confened by the one k i n g cornlathte to the duües mposed by the other."lu In
Morier's idealitzed image of this "original Teutonic community," every freeman enjoyed
both association (through joint proprietorship of common lands), and individuam (within

the "Mark of the township" where he was master). During the Middle Ages, however,
this harmonious existence was disrupted through the introduction of feudalism, which
saw public office changed into private property, and the free owner was "little by little
reduced to the condition of an unfree holder.* The agricultural cornmunity was replac8d
by the ecclesiastical community as the administrative unit, while the fiow of sovereign

authonty was reversed, now coming from above rather than be~ow.'~~
In short, Morier betieved that he had discovered a pre-feudal p s t in which the
superior nature of the =Teutonicracenhad found itsfullest expression. In it, the
imperious dernands of individuality were balanced by the necessity of association,
politically and agnculturally. State and society were thus CO-extensive,only to be tom
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asunder through the developments of the medieval period, which elevated the position
and power of the state, but also separated it from its "organic" connection to the body
over which it presided. The problem, therefore, was how to re-estabfishthis connection

-without impairing the "omnipotent and beneficent action of the State"-in an age
which increasingly exalted the rights of the individuais ccnstituting ~ o c i e t ~ . ' ~ ~
From this work on land tenure, Morier derived one final beneft
aquaintanœ with RudoHvon Gneist

-personal

-which proved to be vital to his interest in seif-

govemment. Anxious to obtain an opinion on his Cobden Club essay from "the highest
tribunal in such questions", Morier sent Gneist a copy. Gneist responded positively to
Marier's work, suggesting several corrections, but wncluding that his interpretationwas
'on the wholen

Morier was delighted with Gneist's response, and reciprocated

by providing him with letters of introduction to Arthur Russell (Odo Russell's brother),
Grant Duff, W.C. Cartwright, and Goschen, to aid Gneist in his research on various
aspects of self-government in ~ng1and.l~'Having captured the ear of Gemany's mOSt
prominent constitutional historian, Morier was anxious to make use of Gneist's name
and ideas in his own work.
An opportunity arose in 1874, as Gladstone's govemment, Iimping towards

parliamentary elections, put forth a programme for refom of local govemrnent and relief
of local taxation, the centerpiece of which was Gladstone's proposed abolition of the
income tax. Again, the Cobden Club went to work organizing another series of essays,
this tirne examining local govemrnent and taxation throughout Britain and Europe.

Morier was again asked to contribute an article on ~errnany.'" Naturally, he

'" Ibid., p. 393.
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immediately sought Gneist's advice: "You know probably better than any Englishman
does into what a hopeless muddle the question has got in England, and that legislation
on the subject has become a matter of paramount necessity." He proposed taking a
historical approach to the subject, claiming, '1 can never get a clear idea myself or place

it cleariy before others unless I can trace it up to its original embryonic stage."
However, he hoped to make m e n t legislation in Prussia the focus of the essay, and so

he pressed Gneist for advice on sources, both historical and contemp~rary.'~~
While
also concemed with local taxation, Morier described his main theme as "the historic
organic development of local govemment in connexion with the political structure of
Prussia generally." His hope was to produce an "analogon" of Gneist's Die Englische
Communal ~erfassung.
lso
While the Kulturkampf and the controversy over Papal infallibility were Morier's
main preoccupations in 1874,"' he succeeded nonetheless in completing the Cobden
Club essay (although he complained to Gneist that it was "a very poor, hasty, schoolboy
sort of production.n)152 In fact, it was Morier's longest and most serious scholarly effort,
and became the basis of his election, along with John Acton, as a member of the Royal
Academy of Munich in 1875.''~ The essay, titled "Local Govemment Considered in Its
Historical Development in Germany and England, with Special Reference to Recent
Legislation on the Subject in ~ r u s s i a , "bore
' ~ the imprint of Gneist's influence
14'

lbid.
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throughout Indeed, afker stating in his introduction that he believed Gneist's views to
be, 'in the main, right," Morier wote:
we believe it is desirable that vie- so weighty, based on knowledge so
profound, and now about to be subjected on a large sale to the test of
practical application in the shape of positive laws, should, in outline at
least, be placed before English readen. This is what we propose to do
incidentally in the followïng pages.'"

According to Morier, GneisYs main contribution to the history of English
constlutionalisrn was his revision of the belief that English parliamentary institutions had
beget selfgovemment, and that this had in tum produced England's famed liberty. In

fact, the reverse was the case:
that it was because we were free in the old Teutonic, positive, and
concrete sense of the worâ freedom, and not in the abstnd negative
sense of the word libeité that we were selfgovemed; and that it was
because we were selfgovernad in our local affairs that a Parliament grew
up in which we were able to govem ourselves in our imperial affairs.
Moreover. English self-government was udiametricallyopposed" to what was cornmonly
referred to as 'representative govemment." In the latter, the work of the local units of
administration was camied out by representatives named by those local units; in the
former, 1 was the will and the work of the state that was camed out by the local units.
These local bodies. therefore, were 'public bodies, doing public work." In a word, self-

govemment meant 'the hamessing of Society to the State, not the disintegntion of the
d boards of electad direct or^."'^
State into joint-stock wmpanies, ~ l e by

What Morier was attacking, therefore, was the modem British laissez-faim
conception of the state and its relation to society, as reœntly described by Mill in his
Considerations on Representative Govemment (1861). Hence, it was self-government

of the 'old English type", as existed prior to 1830. that Morier (and ~ n e i s t )revered.
'~
lbid., p. 359.
lbid-. pp. 360-361.
'" By the 1870s, Gneist regarded English history. rather than contemporary England. as a source
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(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 197.1).p. 144.
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Morier's essay, therefore. is a fascinating variation on the British liberal tendency to urge
British political institutions on Germany. On the one hand, he stated that England alone

among modem nations succeeded in creating a self-govemed realm, Ye.. a society of
imperial proportions. govemed by imperial laws which society itself administem, and by
administering leams how to make."'" On the other hand, Morier argued that ancient
'Teutonic" society was the original inspiration for these ideas of self-government.
Moreover, England sinœ 1830 had drifted away from such ideas, m i l e ~0ntemP0nry
Pmssian legislation offered an example of how England might yet get back onto the
correct course. In Morier's hands, therefore, Enghnd as the world's political teacher is
transformed into a sharp, but forgetful student in need of tutoring from ik Geman
cousin.
Morier accomplished this feat by tracing the historïcal evolution of the idea of
self-government, beginning with its roots in pre-Roman "Teutonic* society. Once again,
he identified the Landesgemeinde, which combined public and private spheres, as

standing at the center of the "Teutonic Cosmos". Here we find the idea of selfgovemment existing in its 'most absolute and most uncompromisingformn:
The Greek ideal of a perfectly free state. of every citien of which it can
be said that he govems and is govemed ... is realised. Society and the
State are exady conterminous with each other nelher overlaps the
other. Social rights are exactly balanced by public duües, public duties by
social rights. The franchise of the old Teutonic cornmunity is the amount
of work done on behalf of the cornmunity. In a political society of this
kind it is clear that there is no room for even a rudiment of representative
govemment; Society itseif does the work of the State and does not
deiegate it to othen.'"

-

However, the gradua1emergenœ of kingship (which Morier considered vital to the
growth of nationh~od)"~
resulted in the absorption by individuals of the political
competency of the Landesgemeinde, which al1 but vanished in the Middle Ages.
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Throughout Europe, feudalism transfomed public office into private property, while the
formation of Estates futther cornpartmental~edsociety while separaüng it from the
kingly state.
On the Continent, these developrnents led in hnro directions- In France, kingship

asserted its right to conduct the public business by doing it better than the Estates,
thereby providing military, legal and financial unity. In so doing, however, French kings
wïdened the gulf betvveen state and society: The active and selfconscious State
definitely emancipates itself from the passive, unconscious Society .... The State has
become a state machine, and having no life of its own, and therefore no power of
growth, its acüon. when the impelling force from above ceases, grows weaker and
weaker." The eventual result was revolution. in which 'society tums upon the State and
rends it."16'

By contrast, the Geman kingdom of the Middle Ages dissolved very early

on, prirnarily under the centrifuga1force of the spirit of "free associationnwhich suwived
in the blood of the Teutonic race." Confronted by an array of "vohntarist" associations

ranging from the Hanseatic League to the guilds, kingly power was unable to develop in
Germany as it had in France

-the Holy Roman Empire itself representing the pinnacle

of the Geman "genius of association".
It required the exaggerated assertion of the contrary principles, and the
almost ferce subjection of al1 the forces of society into one all-powerful
hand, to create a State strong enough ta recaver the disintegrated un@
of the realrn of the Carolingians. The Hohenrollerns were equal to the
task, but they have had no IigM time of L ' ~
But in England, things developed very differently. Here, the vestigal spirit of the
Landesgemeinde survived among the Anglo-Saxons, who succeeded in preventing the

separation of state and society ongoing elsewhere. According to Morier, the AngloSaxon Thane, while a fighting vassal to the king, was not a member of a titled or
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pnvileged dass standing outside of society, or above the ordinary freeman. *[l]n the
assembly of the shire and in the Hundred Court, they have no exclusive place or voice."
Instead, the AngloSaxon thane occupied a prominent place, socially and politically,
because he took a prominent mle in the public business. And from this role he acquired
a valuable knowledge of active participation in govemment:
The thanes know more than the others, because they have the
knowledge of the public sewice, which senring alone can gïve; and they
take their place in the Volksgemot of the shire, and in the Whnagemot of
the nation, not as Dienstmannen [vassals] of the King, not as a noble
" S a n d or estate or caste, but as men who know more about the public
service than their neighbours .... From the humblest freeman, looking
after the public Wace in his francpledge, to the king on his throne, the
circulation of the public blood runs freely though the artenal and venous
system of the body politic.ls3

Admittedly, the Norman conquest disrupted this system by providing a level of
administrative unity unknown to the Anglo-saxons. But Morier, still following Gneist,
praised the Normans for saving Anglo-saxon society from "that running riot of the free
associative Teutonic spirit, which, in Germany ...ended by drifting the German nation
into an archipelago of little despotisms." Moreover, once the absolutism of the
Conqueror ended, the older structures of seif-govemrnent were able to reemerge
strengthened

-but not as the property of either specific Estates or a bureaucratie

caste, neither of which ever developed in England. The latent English awareness of the
importance of public duty had been reinforced by the onerous obligations imposed

during the Norman period, thereby enabling England to escape "the double proçess
which everywhere else had to be gone through

-v k , (1) the decomposition of the

State into social castes; (2) the decomposition of these castes back again into the
State.' England's success, therefore, was owing to a peculiar accident of history,
namely, "the fact that we got out Charlemagne two centuries after the Franks got theirs,

and our Frederick the Great six centuries before the Genans got the~rs."'~It is
noteworaiy than Morier regarded a strong monarchy
Edwards

-in particularthe period of the

-as essential to the 'organic construction" of English selfgovemrnent-

At this point. Morier shifted his analysis to Pnissia to discuss the 1872 law for the
Organisation of the County (Kresordnung). Descnbed by the National Liberal leader
Eduard Lasker as LYhe Magna Carta of the Prussian people," the Khisoordnung was an
attempt to deœntralize the Prussian administration, h i l e wrtailing the influenœ of the
aristocracy.'~ As usual. Morier sketched the historical background to this legisfation,
which he hoped was the beginning of a far-reaching reorganization of Pnissia and
Germany on the basis of self-government. And once again. it was Stein and his

colleagues whom Morier credited with effeding We transition from the ancien n9gime
into the modem staten in ~nissia.'" However, Stein's Stadteordnung of 1808, which
MorÏer once described as a 'perfect specimen of the selfgovemment supposed to be
peculiar to the

stands out as Stein's sole achievement in the area of self-

govemment. Elsewhere his influenœ was negative, as he created a 'remarkable
bureaucracy" which acted as a stumbling block to the development of self-goveming
institutions. Thus, only a 'considerable amount of political idealism" could have possibly
induced the Prussian people to exchange their good bureaucratie government for se*
government. Morier then added:
Now there has certainly not been of late years a want of political idealism.
perhaps rather too much of it; but, nevertheless, we think it may be fairly
inferred, that if a quarter cenfuty ago in Germany as much had been
known about the true nature of Self-Govemment as is known now, there

'" Ibid., pp. 406-408.
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It should be noted, however, mat Morier attributes Stein's success to the 'living forces which
Frederick the Great had evoked from among the grave-clothes of the old Society"- absolute
monarchy once again serving as a positive force, this tirne in Pnissia's poliücal development
u E ~ ~on
a ythe Present Political Condition of the State of Pniwia," by Robert Morier, November
1859. Morier Papers, Vol. F.

would have k e n less unanimity and less persistency in demanding
amongst the bulk of the Liberal party.16'
The implication here is that German Iiberals were ignorant of the duties which true selfgovemment entailed, and sought only what they believed were the nghts it would confer.
According to Morier, the bureaucratic machinery created by Stein became the
most important feature of Prussian governance right down to the 1870s. Morier even

.

went so far as to describe the Prussian bureaucracy as "the State, a close professional
body outside of sgciety." The wnstiiion of 1850, H i l e mntaining many 'excellent
principles," left these in abeyanœ until sorne future date, whereupon a period of
'Organic Legislation

-Le., of Legislation embodying in laws the promises of 1850,"

could begin. After 1870 this period finally began, with the 1872 Kreisordnung
representing the first serious attempt at 'deprofessionalising the public service, and
transfemng the local administration from officia1 into lay bands."'" ln short, here was
modem Prussia's first attempt at self-government.
The Kreisordnung, which reorganised the administration of the Pnissian Mis
(the smallest territorial unit of the Prussian govemment) effected the following major
changes: the abrogation of al1feudal remnants of hereditary jurisdiction surviving in the
manor and the office of the village Schulzen; the creation of unpaid lay magistrates
nominated by the c r m who served in the office of the Landrath (the crown's executive
officer in the Kfeis), and wbo fonned part of magisterial boards wnnected to a central
County Board; and a recasting of the County Parliament, which broadened its
representationand enhanced its authority. AI1 service was unpaid (except for the
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Landfath) and compulsory, under pain of higher tax assessments and exclusion from al1
participation in the business of the county for three to six years.'"
But it is Moriefs analysis of the Kreisordnung's effects, rather than his detailed
description of its structure. that shows just how significantly his liberal outiook had
changed over the years. The Pnissian law of 1872, he wrote, was a compromise
between three major politicai systems which were 'stnving for the mastery of every

modem society." The first, which he called the 'modem social system," was based on a
distinctive view of human beings, which Morier describeci as follows:
The social system looks upon man, not as the subject or citiren of a
particular State, but as a unit of the hurnan race, equipped with certain
inalienable congenital rights, and no corresponding duties. Liberty,
equality, fraternity- Everybody is free. Everybody is everybody's equal.
Everybody is everybody's brother. Duties are indeed put forward,
rhetorically, and for decency's sake, and find their expression in such
ludicrous caricatures of public duty as national guards, and the Iike, but
they are merely the paint and feathers of the system, not its war
weapons. For exercising these rights there is one uniform method
Voting. Man cornes into the world a higher kind of political marsupial,
with a pouch full of blank voting papers, and his political adivity through
life consists in filling up these papers. He is to get himself and his
interests represented, and his representatives are to do his work.

-

Thus, it is self-interest that underlies this system, leading people to associate solely on
the basis of their various interests. Representative institutions proliferate in such a
system, but the represenbtive is îittle more than "the mechanical mouth-piece of the will
of a social or political coterie." And while these interests are not dosed associations,
they might easily degenerate, if Vansfused with political passion," in the direction of
Utopian socialism

-"that diseased outgrowth of the associative principie which sees in

the association something higher and more sacred than the ties of country, or even
blood." In the Prussian Kreisordnung of 1872 it was the County Parliament

-with its

-which npresented the modem social system. "'

'unlimited powcr of talkingn
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The second political design was the 'bureaucratic system", which regarded itself
as the state, and which placed itse%above society. Morier said very Iittle about this
scheme, having already described the bureaucratic character of Prussian politics, which
he took to be a perfect example of this bureaucratic system. Most importantly, it
regarded representative legisfatures as little more than debating clubs, in which "a good
deal of nonsense is talked." Because of its monopoly over the administration of law, the
bureaucracy also in effect becomes the class responsible for law-making. Such a
bureaucratic system was represented in the Kreisordnung by the central bureaucracy's
supen/ision of, and control over, the entire county organi~ation.'~~
Naturally, the third political system was that of self-government, represented in
the new Pnissian law by the system of local magistrates. According to Morier, these
magistrates were a "distinct and conscious reversion to the self-government of the old
English type," and it was on the success of this new institution that the
'debureaucratising" of the Prussian state depended. The ideal of the system of selfgovernment

-first realised by the Teutonic Landesgemeinde -was that "al1the

governed shall, according to the measure of their abiiii, take a personal share in the
public work (not necessarily in the public talk), and that al1 the govemorç shall fall
amongst the ranks of the govemed." Morier even claimed that the ideal of selfgovemment was the "surn total" of Aristotle's philosophy, which stated that the virtue of
the perfect citizen was that he is "able both to govem admirably and to be govemed

admirably."'"
Morier's verdict, therefore, on the Prussian Kreisorrlnung was divided. Having
lost faith in the ability of Geman liberals either to get beyond talking about the refom of

German politics or to weaken the stranglehold of Gerrnany's bureaucracy, Morier found

lnIbid.,

ln

IbIo.

pp. 446445.

solace in the administrative reforrns inspired by Gneist, whose fondness for English
forms was well-known. Justly modeled on an English example that was itself derived
from the wrnmon ancestry of both nations, the Kresordnung's provision for the creation
of local magistrates was the first step in the creation of a system of self-government
which alone could weaken the bureaucratie character of Prussian poliiics. Obviously,
such a system faced great difficulties -the resistance of a population used to having
their work done for them, cheaply and efficiently; the new demands to be made on the
time and labour of the squirearchy; and the peasants' skepticism of the idea that 'the
squires whom they now see resuming ...the business of local government, are the
servants of the King, and not their old lords merely painted black and white." AH told,
however, Morier regarded it as an important experiment, "worthy of k i n g followed with

Thus, it was the example of positive steps being taken by the Prussian state
which Morier hoped to urge on English readers. But it is clear that much of his
motivation resulted from disillusionment with the political affairs of his native countfy.
While the tendency in Prussia was to "thrust upon the State the business of society," in
England this same difficulty was magnified by a general mistnist of the state. A large
portion of the English public looked on the state as simply a necessary evil, "to be thrust
as much as possible into the background, its wings cut and its clam trimmed," thereby
ignoring the important 'centripetal forces" that the state possessed. As a resutt, the
relations between society and the state were worse in England than in Prussia:
At present ... Society and the State [in England] are divided by a very
palpable gulf. Society drinks, curses. kicks its wives, and vivisects its
children. The State, at rneasured intervals, tramps slowiy on its rounds,
tums its bull's-eye on Society and passes on, For a moment al1 is
hushed. The wives and children have a few minutes' respite. Then, as
the footfalls of the State die away in the distance, Society retums to its
ordinary avocations .... mhe age we live in has too completely yielded
..
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itself up to the lust of self-indulgence, is too soft and luxurious, too seffish
and too sensational.
The need, therefore, to reconcile society and the state was even greater in England than
in Prussia. Once possessed of the tools to effect this reconciliation, England had
discarded them in favour of a philoûophy of unbridled iahez-farie, which spoke only of
men's immunities and not their duties. From Germany, where the concept of rights was
inseparable from that of the Rechtsslaat, and where duty resonated within a deeply
monarchical and increasingly militaristic mentality, the ideal of self-government offered a
means of retreat from the brink of a process of social and political disintegration which
Morier saw overtaking England.
The cement which in days gone by prevented us, and us alone, of al1 the
nations of Europe, from breaking up into hostile castes, and made us a
strong and united people, was the cernent of public service; and it alone,
we believe, has, even in these latter days, strength sufficient to unite
class with class, interest with interest True Teutonic equality, like true
Teutonic liberty, cansists in this, that al1 members of society shall, in the
measure of his abili, be equally enrolled in the service of the tat te."'

The path by which Robert Morier reached this conclusion took him through the
heart of the battleground where Bismarckian Germany's constiiutional and national
future was fought

-an experience that would have ctiallenged the convictions of even

the most dogmatic British liberal, Predisposed (by a pervasive liberal discourse which
judged foreign politics solely from the British perspective) to both admire and pity
Germany's political evolution, Morier saw largely what he expected to see during his first

decade of service there. Obviously, his fondness for Germany led him to seek out those
aspects of its political life that indicated "progress* in a constitutional and parliamentary
direction; while at the same time the erratic character of that progress was explained by
invoking stereotyped flaws popularly thought to be inherent in Germany's political
culture. His partiality for the Prussian AItlibeMen, his efforts to illuminate aspects of

Prussian and German political history which affirmed the "organic" character of German
constitutional thought, and his attempts to devise a liberal strategy of national unification
intended to minimize disruptions to the monarchical structure of German instiiuti~ns,'~~
al1 point to a distinctly Whiggish political outlook which bore the unmistakable imprint of
the Whig party's most famous advocate of "conservationthrough change"

-Edmund

~urke.'~
However, even Burke would likely have been perplexeci had he faced an
opponent like Bismarck. A Junkerwith a notorïous past, originally appointed to cany out
a programme rejected by the liberal chamber in Prussia, Bismarck was opposed by
Morier right from the time of his appointment. In his correspondence with the Foreign
Office, Morier continued to put a brave face an the liberal opposition's struggle in the
constitutional conflict well into 1û63, despite knowing the diiculties the opposition
faced. But as the stalemate continued, Morier's faith in the liberal opposition began to
wane, and he searched for alternative solutions, such as the dismissal of Bismarck
through the instrumentalii of the crown prince, or perhaps even King William's
replacement. In the end, however, Bismarck's tenacity, and his awareness that the
opposition had no stomach for revolution, camed the day, and Morier
Prussia's Iiberals

-Iike so many of

-allowed his interest in Prussian political reform to be subsumed by

German national considerations.
For the remainder of the 1860s, Morier was able to divert his liberal energies in
the direction of German tariff reform and commercial treaties, where, incidentally, he
first showed a willingness to accept increased levels of state interference in a field
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dominated by the philosophy of laissez-faim

.'" But his disappointments here, along

with the 'capitulation" of German Iiberals after the Austro-Prussian war and the disarray
of the Liberai party back home, badly shook his faith in the progressive power of

liberalisrn. While he too shared in the general outlook that inspired Gladstone's first
administration to undertake its vast programme of legislative refom, his own ideas of
refom were shaped above all by his Gennan experiences. Morier's work on land tenure

and self-government are testimony to this, and demonstrate how his earlier tendency to

make Britain the measure of Gemany's political progress had now k e n reversad.
"[Wlhilst we are rushing," he wrote to Jowett. 'like a herd of oxen that have trodden into

a hornets' nest, into the tangles of bureaucncy, the Gennans, in trying to disentangle
themselves from these meshes, are doing al1 they can to possess themselves of the
foms of self-government that we are d i ~ c a r d i n ~ . "Of
' ~ course,
~
Moner was not alone in

regarding self-government 'of the old English type" as a virtual panama for the evils
aflsing from the modem drift into either bureaucratie or representative govemrnent A
'view or recollection of English history," as Vincent described it. exercised a powerful
influence over British libeals generally after mid-century

-as seen in Acton's daim

that, The concession of a constitution and national representation is ... the greatest
obstacle to freedorn in a country without local setf-govemment, for the habit as well as
the theoiy of freedom is essential to its suc ces^."'^ However. Morier's use of the

history of English self-government was intended to buttress a political StandpunM that
owed as much to the Gennan conception of Iiberalism as it did to his native liberal

heritage.

--

'" See below, chapter 6.

Morier to Jowett, 23 Febniary 1875. Morier Papen, Box 37.
Vincent, The Fornation of the Liberal Party. p. xliii; Acton, 'Report on C u m t Events. May
1862 - Prussia,' in Selected W m g s of Lord Acton, J.R. Fears, cd. (Indianapolis: Liberty Classic~,
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Günter Hollenberg's claim that Morier's Germanophilia and his "conservativeliberal" views led him to 'overiook" the illiberality of the Pmssian-German state
overstates the significance of Morier's admiration for Gemiany's political tradlions.18'
Morier harboured grave doubts about the future prospects of liberal change in the new
German state created in 1870, and better than probably any other Englishman, he was
aware of the cost that unification exacted from German liberals. It was this awareness
that prompted him to wam Stockrnar, follwving the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, that
'the lust of gloiie, kindled as it is m i n [Germany], will bum with a much more terrible
~ yet, there is no denying that the
fierceness than it did in the grande n a t i ~ n . " 'And
character of his liberal political convictions was dramatically altered by his experiences
in Germany, dulling his interest in Iiberal reform. But to fully understand the degree to
which Morier was 'Germanized" by these experknces, we need to first examine how he
dealt with another cntical problem confronting nineteenth century Iiberal thought
problem of nationalism.
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Chapter Four

Nationalitvand the Gennan Question

'1s not the doctrine of nationality a mirage? Does it not run counter to the course
of history and civilization?"
Stratford de Redcliffe t~ ~orier'
"1 am firmly wnvinced that the law of nationaiïï ... is a natural law that cannot in
the long run be resisted."
Morier to Odo ~ussell'
Written amidst the intemational crisis produced by the cornpeting nationalist
daims of Denmark and the Geman states in Schleswig-Holstein, these two staternents
represent the poles to which nineteenth century liberal opinion was driven by the
problem of nationalism. No other issue

-not even the "social questionn-presented

such a dilemma as nationalism, arising as it did from the same deeply-held assumptions
that had wrought the Iiberal ideology. When European liberals cringed at King William

1's daim during his wronation speech in I N 1 that he held his crown by the grace of

God alone, it was popular sovereignty, as described by Locke and Rousseau, that was
seen to be threatened. And yet. it was directly from the idea of popular sovereignty that
the modem ideology of nationalism sprang, taking on during the course of the
nineteenth century racial, linguistic, and a m o l e host of other scientific and historical
doctrines. Lord Acton's liberal voice was practically alone in waming that "nationaiii
does not aim at either liberty or prosperity, both of which it sacrifices to the imperative of
making the nation the mould and measure of the

tat te."^ Perhaps it was this

awareness that led Acton to defend William's divineright beliefs with the claim that no
contract or artiicial balance of forces could Save the principle of liberty, "unless there be
recagnued principles in the state which are the result of no contract.*
By the third quarter of the nineteenth century, many people believed that just

such a principle had indeed been found
1

-but rather than the principle of divineright, it

9 February 1864. Morier Paperç, Box 33.
1 February 1864. Ampthill Papers, PRO, FO 918/55.
3
'Nationaiii," Home and ForeiQn Revkw, 1 (18621, p. 25.
4
'Report on Current Events, May 1862 Prussia.' Home and Fmign Review, 1 (1862), p. 474.

-

was that of the nation-state- The idea of the nation, hitherto a vague and imprecise terni
used to describe al1 rnanner of human groupings, emerged from the French Revolution
infused wÏth political meanings derived prirnarily from the IiberaVdernocraticforces set in
motion between 1789 and 1815.' If sovereignty was indeed popular, as liberals argued,
then its exercise presupposed an identity between Wie people"

the nation) and the

state. Hence, after 1815 the belief that poliocal states should be cornmensurate with
nations rapidly gained legiamacy in Europe. despite both the impossibility of defining
what constituted a "nation," and the threats this principle posed to the international order
established at the Congress of Vienna. This was the era of so-called liberal, bourgeois,

and "Risoryimenfo" nationalism, during which educated middle-class elites saw in an
international system of nation-states the best means to realize the revolutionary dream
of 'liberté, égalité, fraternité."
The events of 1848 revealed the liberal-nationalists' failure to popularize their

message, and foreshadowed the incornpatibility of rival nationalist movements.
Henceforth, in Germany in particular, the balance began to shift in favour of nationalist

daims at the expense of liberal aspirations -partly out of deferenœ to the masses who
found less cornfort in visions of "bourgeois freedom" than they did in those of national
solidarity; and partly through the infiuence of scientific and pseudo-scientic theones
-
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that reinforced the nationalist image of humanity compartrnentalired. This shift was by

no means an immediate one. and was contingent on both day to day events and
bmader developmental trends, particulariy economic ones. Nationalism's libenl roots
could not be so easily discarded as soma historians have suggested. But in the end,
the national imperative, as manipulated by Bismarck. prevailed over demands for
political liberalkation. It remains a matter of debate whether this truly constituted the
'failure of Geman libera~isrn."~
Given this interpenetration of liberalism and nationalism in nineteenth century
Gemany, any examination of Robert Morier's political viem would be inamplete
without a corresponding discussion of his views on the "German question," pafticularly

since his time in Germany wincided with Ïts resoluüon. Morier's efforts to gamer British
support for the libenl cause in Gemany are only haC the story, for he and many others
closely identified the national cause with the liberal one, regarding them as inseparable.
This is most evident in the way Morier was careful not to condernn the principle of King

William's controvenial anny refoms -tending as they did in the direction of Geman
unity - but sirnply the unconstitutional manner in which William pursued that principle.
As will be shown, German unification was one of Morier's greatest desires. and in

promoting 1 he evinœd precisely the kind of libenl nationalist sentiments so prevalent at
the time. However, as he followed the twists and tums that led ta unification in 1871,
Morier also showed how effectively nationalism assimilated ideas from across the
spectnirn of nineteenth century intellectual history. Aside from invoking the popular
liberal defense of national self-determination, Morier also manhaled the kind of racial
and Iinguistic arguments that were later so damaging to liberalism generally. Moreover,
he integrated al1 of this into a broader theory of modemüation based on an evolutionary
scheme of international development. In short, he attempted to resolve the
See above. chapter 2, n. 6.

contradictions between nationalism and the cosmopolitanism implicl in liberal economic
theory. The resuit is yet further proof of the powerful influence which events in Gemany
exerted over the British Iiberal creed Morier espoused.

I
The 'Geman Questionnand Gennan nationalism have k e n among the most

intensely scrutinized subjects in modem European history. for reasons that are obviousIn attempting to account for the tortuous course of twentieth century German history.
historians have long pointed to the fiagmented history of the Genan nation and the
nationalist excesses this produœd. as well as the costs unification exacted from the
liberal rn~vernent.~
And yet, to a contemporary midnineteenth century observer,
Germany's national future was very much an open question. The revolutionanes of
1848 had ensured Gennan unification a permanent place in the discoune on Gemany's

future; however, how, men. and what form that unity would take were al1 unanswerable
questions. Thus, while Ranke and Hegel proclaimed that the formation of national-

states was part of the logic of history, the means by which Gemany itself would achieve
this status
against it

-and so overcome the enormous intemal and extemal obstacles assembled

- remained inscrutable.

Between 1849 and 1871, the field was left wide open to speculation on the

subject of German unity. Such speculation among contemponry Gemans has
provided historians with the means to investigatevarious alternatives to the ossified
Prussian School's interpretation of German unification (which continues to linger on in
7

For the historiographyon this dificult subject, see H. Schulze, The Course of Gennan
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the German historical consciousness, as Sheehan has described it, "as an afterimage
on the national retins.")' But the question of Gemany unity was by no means solely the
concern of the Gerrnans. It was an issue that afïected European affairs on many levels,
and as such was of great conœm to many people in Bntain as well. Indeed, in
assessing Anglo-German relations during the GrUndungszeit, diplomatic historians have
long made German unification the focus of their studies. since British policymakers
professed to have a great interest in the German question. This focus becomes
understandable when one considers the many ways unification would likely affect
Britain.
Diplomatically, Geman national unification meant making fundamental revisions
to the statesystem drawn up in 1815, and al1 of the Great Power readjustments this
entai~ed.~
The 'international" character of the German Confederation

-an

Sheehan, "What is German History?", pp. 2-3. See also, Geoff Eley, "State formation,
Nationalism and Political Culture: S o m Thoughts on the Unification of Germany," Fmm
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Treitschke - a monarchical, Prussian-led, kleindeutsch solution of the Gennan question was the
inescapable outwme of Gemany's historical development Georg Iggers, The Geman
Conception of History (Wesleyan University Press: Middleton, 1968), pp. 90-123; Wemer Conze.
"Das Kaiserreich von 1871 als gegenwrtige Vergangenheit im Generationswechsel der
deutschen Geschichtsschreibung," Staat und Gesellschaff im politischen Wandel,Wemer Pt%,
ed. (Stuttgart: Kiett-Cotta, 1979). pp. 383405. For a good example of the alternatives that
remained open pflor to 1871, see Nichalas Hope, The Aitemative to Geman Unification. The An%
P m i a n P a m FranMuR. Nassau, and the T m Hessen, 18591867 (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner,
1973).
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agglomeration of thirty-nine sovereign states, the largest two of which possessed
substantial tenitories outside of the Confederation, and several others of which were
niled by foreign monarchs

-had been devised in order to preserve the European

balance of power, and ta pratect the particularist demands of M e s Iike Bavaria and
Württemberg. To revise this settlement on the basis of nationality would destroy these
objects, not to mention raising the immense problern of how to deal with the multinational Habsburg Empire. As a signatory to the 1815 setliement, and having important
interests at stake in the Baitic, Britain could not afïord, therefore, to be uninterested in
the Geman question.
The proMem of how German unity would be achieved and what form it would
take also raised important wncems about the p o t i i l complexion of Europe. As we
have seen, British liberals were guardedly optimistic about the prospects for liberal
political reform among the German states, if only a military solution of Geman question
could be avoided." In the event that Gemany's liberals after 1848 wuld succeed
where the PauIskimhe delegates had failed, a parliamentary, constitutional Geman
state would serve to offset the conservative preponderance of Russia and to a lesser
extent Austria-Hungary in the east, as well as the unpredicbbb democratic tendencies
of France in the West On the other hand, if the Germans chose to use the sword as a
means of achieving unity, Gemany's liberal development would surely sufFer, and
Britain's isolation as a constitutional, parliamentary state would be increased.
Economically, Geman unity would also afFect Britain's ability to penetrate the
protected markets of the Zollverein

-a factor that can be seen at work in Britain's

efforts to deflect Austrian obstruction of Prussia's commercial refonn during the 1860s.'"
Naturally, such wncems were part and parcel of the desire to see Gemian unification
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effected by middle-class liberals, Finally, there was that odd assortment of cultural and
intellectual factors that disposed Britons to take an interest in the question of German
unity -their common Teutonic" heritage, admiration for Gemiany's intellectual
achievements, the fate of their shared Protestantism

-al1 of which would be affected by

any effort at Genan conso~idation.'~

In light of these factors, as well as Britain's alleged tradition of support for
"legitimatenliberal-national movements for selfdetermination, it is not surprising that
many historians focused their studies of nineteenth century Anglo-Geman relations on
this question of Geman unity and the events leading up to it. The mettle of British
policymakers has been measured against how effectively they divined the
consequences of unification, with opinions tending to be divided beîween accusations of
excessive idealism and ineptitude.13 And yet, what these studies have actually shown is
the difficulty

of making any fim claims regarding Britain's attitude towards unification.

Britain's Oerman policy" after 1848, if such a thing can be said to have existed,
fluctuated according to circumstances both at home and abroad. While most British
statesrnen accepted the Iikelihood of unification, their day ta day policies arose from
specific events and individual attitudes towards those events, rather than any deepseated sympathy or antipathy for the German national m~vement.'~
12
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This suggesfs that M i l e Britain no doubt had an important stake in the solution
of the Geman question, the British govemment never pursued this as a policy object.
Hence, white Palmerston in 1848 instructed William Strangways, the British
representative at Frankfurt, to support "any pian which has for its object to consofidate
Gemany and give it more unity and political vigor," Strangways was to do so 'without

-an attitude that can be applied to British policy for
the entire period between 1848 and 1871.'' Nor, in al1 likelihood, could it have been
any direct or unfitting interference"

otherwise. For the question of German unification, unlike the Greek, Polish or Mian
national questions, was first and foremost an intemal matter

-intemal, that is, to the

states of the Deutsche Bund. There was no foreign yoke to be thrown off in Gemany,
aside perhaps from that of Austria, whose ability to dictate the intemal affairs of Bund
declined steadily after 1850. The impulse for unity had to come M m within, resûicting
Britain's role to that of an interested advisor. Gladstone best summarked tbis attiiude
when he asserted: "The aggrandizement of Germany, by consolidation from within her
own territones, is not a matter of which other countries are entiiled to take any hostile
cognuance."16 ~ h e nonce
,
the German question was taken in hand by Bismarck
simultaneous to the emergence of German nationalism as a mass movement, Britain
lost even this limited advisory role, since the wars of unification had important
international repercussions.
As result, Anglo-German relations during this time assume an almost

schizophrenic character: on the one hand, Britain had a great interest in how Germany
dealt with the question of its nationalfuture, and Briüsh statesmen adtnwvledged as
Geman unification - in particular the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, which prornpted the G.O.M.
to daim that "al1our feeling of human dignity is outraged by forcing even one simple king to give
up his nationality." See D.M. Schreuder, "The Gladstone-Max MUller Debate on Nationality and
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much; on the other hand, Britain's actual rote in the realiration of that future was

minimal. The significanœ of this noncomrnittal stance on German unity is that it sadly
failed those Britons. like Morier, who feM a strong ideological obligation to help advance

Gemany's national consolidation. This is not to Say that Britain ought to
could

-or even

-have done more to promote unification (amiough Gennan historiography,

beginning with Treitschke, long maintained that Britain had actively obsfructed German
unity)." But from Morier's perspective, not to do so was tantamount to admitong that
Britain's farned liberalism was mere cant, designed, as its foreign cntics claimed. to
clothe Britain's naked setf-interest in international affairs. As Muriel Chamberlain has

argued, the British public Iiked to believe that 'Britain could give the law to the world
both materially and rnora~ly."'~
Thus, Britain's refusal to exerUse this authority on an

issue that was, arguably, the most important in Europe struck Morier as reprehensible.
Unbeknomst to him, the problem lay not with Foreign Office prejudices against

Germany,but with an inherent conflict between liberalism and nationalism.
What follows is an attempt to show how Robert Morier grappled with this confiict
as 1 grew in intensity during his time in Germany. This entails selectnrely exarnining
Morier's reactions to four key issues pertaining to the German question

-the problem

of federal refon, the Schleswig-Holstein conflict, the creation of the North German
Confederation, and the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine

-rather than simply enumerating

his many expressions of support for Gennan unity. The depth of Morier's cornmitment

to Geman unity and the effect this had on his liberal convictions can best be seen
through his reactîonsto these four issues. But first, some effort must be made to
explore the basis of Morier's view on nationality, which indicate the range of
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''

contemporary influences on a subject that was quickly becoming the most important of
the day.

In 1766 in response to the question, 'What are the Gemans?, Imperia1Privy
Councilor Friedrich Cari von Moser answered:
What we are then, we have been for centuries; ... disunited among
ourseives, weak from our divisions, strong enough to ham ourselves,
poweriess to Save ourselves, insensitive to the honour of our name,
indifFerent to the glory of our laws, envious of our rulers. distrusting one
another. inconsistent about pnnciples, coercive about enforcing them, a
great but also a despised people....19
What is remarkable about Moser's lament is not its negativity, but rather his
conviction that. despite its divisions, a German "nationn nonetheless existed and had for

centuries. Of course, just exactly what ccnstituted the Gennan nation remained an
open question. Nonetheless, allegiance to this abstraction grew steadily following the
eighteenth century and aquired so solid a place within the European imagination that
few were surprised by the appearance and steady growth of demands for the creation of

a German nation-state after 1815." Therefore, when Morier amved for his first visl to
Germany at the end of 1849, he too f i n l y believed that he knew what it meant to refer
to the German nation. His understanding, however, was deeper and carried far more

conviction than that of most Britons.
For the specific sources of Morier's views on nationality, we need look no further
than the man Morier traveled to Genany to visit in 1849

-Friedrich Max MTilkr.

Müller, the famous Oxford scholar of the Hindu Ripeda and a central figure in the
philological study of Indo-European languages and their "Aryan" mots, was originally
from the duchy of Anhalt-Dessau. After eaming a doctorate in philosophy at Leipzig,

19
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Miiller carrÏed on his language studies in Berlin, Paris and finalIy England, where
Chevalier Bunsen, who was keen to promote Geman scholarship, took him under his
wing and introduced him to Oxford society. In May 1848, at the age of twenty-five,
Miiller took up permanent residence at Oxford and met Morier the foliowing month,
whereupon the two became life-long fnendsn Given Müller's subsequent fame and
Morier's passion for historical investigation, as well as their shared dream of a united
liberal Germany, it can be safely assumed that Morier knew and respected Müller's
theories regarding the linguistic, racial and national structures of the human race.
Central to Müller's thought -derived from his study of Sanskrit

-was the belief

that the speakers of an Ursprache, or "original language" thought to be the root of al1
Indo-European languages, were Aryans (Sanskrit for "nobles"), who bequeathed to the
language groups that descended from them certain virtlaes which distinguishedthese
groups in the history of mankind." Greek, Latin and German were al1 descended from
the Aryan Ursprache, and the history of these "nations," which had "perfected society
and morals," demonstrateci the genius of their wmmon de~cent.*~
Aithough not the first
to associate Aryans with the speakers of Indo-European languages, Müller lent great
respectabilityto the term through his exhaustive philological studies and his efforts to
define precisely what he called the "science of language."
Unwittingly, however. Müller helped to muddy the waters conceming two closely
related concepts which belonged to the political and scientific jargon of the time

-race

and nationality. It is tnie that Müller attempted later in his career to deny any causal
N.C. Chaudhuri, Scholar Extraordinaty: The Life of the Ri Hm. Fnédkh Max MiMer (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1874), pp. 13-64; J.H. Voigt, Max MOikrs The Man and His ldeas
(Calcutta: KL. Mukhopadhyay, 1967). pp. xi-xii; F. Max Müller, My AutobEographr A Fragment
(New York: Charles Scribnets Sons, 1gOl), pp. 198-211; Wemyss, A&rnoits of Sir Robert Morier,
i,pp. 88-89.
22
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connection between language and race, largely in order to diçtinguish Iinguistics from
anthropology and to disavow the indiscret use that was k i n g made of the "Aryan"
conceptz4 However, prior to the 1870s, Müller identified race, nation and language
group more or less indiscriminately, as is evident in the following passage. m e n in

The Aryan nations, who pursued a northwesterly diredion, stand before
us in history as the principle nations of northeast Asia and Europe..-. In
continual struggle with each other and with the Semitic and Turanian
races, these Aryan nations have becorne the rulers of history, and it
seems to be their mission to link al1 parts of the worfd together by the
chains of civilisation, commerce and religion.25
Of course, Müller was not alone in conflating these concepts. Comte Arthur de

Gobineau's famous Essai sur i'lnégalité des Races Humaines, wtiich also first appeared
in 1853, was even less scientific in its treatment of race and nation, which often
appeared to be interchangeable in Gobineau's hands. ft is tempting to put this careless
use of terminology down to the relative youth of antfiropology and Iinguistics, and the
ease with which this blurred the lines then existing between science and pseudoscience. The problem, however, was more fundamental than this, for it involved the
ultimately subjective character of al1 racial and national distinctions. Müller no doubt

sensed this and believed that by basing his human taxonomy on Ianguage he was on
firmer empirical ground than racial theorists. "mhe time cornes," he argued in 1879,
"when we have to give account to ourselves of such words as genus and species.
Some people write, indeed, as if they had seen a speciés and a genus walking about in
24
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broad daylight; but a little consideration will show that these words express subjectke
concepts, and that, if the whole world were silent, there would never have been a
thought of a genus or a ~ p e c i e s . " ~
Nonetheless, where 'nations" stood in ail of this remained a hopeless muddle, as

it did for most of Müller's contemporaries. Müller generally spoke of nations in reference
to the language subgroups that had descendeci from the three major language groups
-the Aryan, Semitic and ~ u r a n i a n .However,
~
this rule of thurnb seems to have
applied pnmarily to those groups that had distinguished themselves historicatly and had
thereby added another dimension to their identity beyond that of language alone. Thus,

-

he spoke of three 'Teutonic nationsw Germany, England and the United States

-

which shared a common linguistic heritage that had facilitated their historical
distinction.*' To further complicate matters, he also referred to the 'Teutonic racew
which he wnsidered 'better than the Latin and the ~ l a v o n i c . " ~ ~
As to the Geman 'nation", Müller's views were cornplicated by his personal

attachments to his native country. His advocacy of Geman interests in Schieswig~olstein~'
and, more notoriously, his public defense of Germany's annexation of AlsaceLorraine are well known, and wntributed, along with his academic theories, to the
perception of Müller as a German chauvinist and "spiritual grandfathef to National
Socialism.

''

Obviously, Müller conceived of the German nation primarily in linguistic

and cuitural tenns, which in turn formed the basis of his p o l i i l nathnalism. For
26
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There is no question that Robert Morier was deeply affected by these various
ideas. From the time of his first visa to Gemany, he wnfiated the German nation with

the "Teutonic race," while reiterating the connection between these groups and AngloSaxon England. He described the purpose of his visit to Schleswig-Holstein in 1850 as

an effort to see with his own eyes "the persons who are riow defending the old AngloSaxon heartti"; while his first sighting of Russian and Danish ships at Kiel led him to
exclaim that it made his 'Teutonic blood boil" to see these 'Siberian barbariansn
threatening that hearth-= Müller's influence on Morier was even more pronounced in
the reports Moner prepared following his 1857 tour of the Balkans. Typically, he
considered the South Slavs, "even where most civilued," to be "mere infantsnwhen
compared with the "nations of the

est."*

Morier elaborated on this point in his

examination of Austria's military border in Croatia. Croatian society, he argued, was
based on the "absorption of the individual into a social mechanism of the several points
of which stand in strict subordination to the objects and weli-being of the whole."
Naturally, this "cornmunistic-patrïarchalnsystem contrasted sharply with the national
character of the few Germans living in the region, who felt the need for "an unhampered
individual existence, of being the centre of a sphere of self-created activity." Indeed, as
Morier saw it, no two races stood in such 'diametrical opposition" to each other as the
Slav and the German. And yet, the tme genius of the Gerrnan character was its ability
to adapt in such circumstances:

Wherever he settles, the German colonist strikes roots deep into the soil.
Industriousbeyond al1 power of description, within an incredibly shorl
space of time the vast lands are bumed into wheat fields and meadows
and orchards and flower gardens; in the midst stand his cottage and farm
buildings, and he has at once a home to which he attaches himself with a
tenacity unknown to the races that surround him. Everywhere he bears
about with him the principles of self-administration and anhough strongly
34
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averse to the Iife-in-common which charaderizes the Slav, he possesses
to a high degree the faculty of association for any objects regarding
public welfare.... He is amenable to military discipline where he
recognizes this as coincident with his advantage; but this discipline must
not be of a nature to thwart his capacity for individual development and
expansi~n.~

But it was Morier's work on land tenure and local self-government that best show
the influence of Müller and the Oxford school of historians on his understanding of
nationa~ity.~'The main point of these works was to indicate the aiment of individuality
and freedom ninning throughout the history of the Teutonic world, which in tum had
produced a unique capacity for self-government among the Teutonic nations. The
following, &en

by Morier to Gneist in 1870, demonstrates what he hoped to convey in

these works and the intellectual debt he owed to Müller and others:
i am inclined to believe that what 1 cal1 the union of a 'lord' and
'commoner' in the sarne person, in the old freeman of the Mark, the one
when within the sacred enclosure of his homeland, the other when
outside that enclosure in the economy of the Mark genossenschaff
[association], is that which specifically distinguishes and affords the
'differentia' of the Teuton in the Aryan family. In al1 other members of the
Aryan family, e.g., the Slavs and the Hindus, you have got the village
community. cultivating their fields and administering their affain in
common; but apparently nowhere except in the Teutonic community have
you got the imrnunity of the 'Septum' of the Hof in the township. % is here
that we have the embryo of a Genanic individuality in immediate
connexion with [an] organic gemeindewesen [communal condition], which
is the other pole of the Gemanic kosmos. The history of medievai
agriculture is the record of the action and readion of these two forces on
each other?

Thus, on the subject of nationality (as with each of the major themes addressed
in this study), Morier was able to claim a special knowledge, derived in this case from
his relationship with Mùller and his own Oxford background. What for most people was
simply a vague means of distinguishing between Europe's many ethnic divisions was for
Morier a scientific theory that possibly held the key to explaining broad features of
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European history. Although the scientific basis of nationalitywas as weak as that of
race, it nonetheless helped broaden the appeal of nationalist claims to political
recognition, which many Iiberals such as Morier found hard to resist. Moreover, the
exclusMty of nationalist thought

-M i l e evident in Germany as early as 184839-was

less of a concem than was the perceived obligation to do nght by those libenls abroad
who based their demands for political change on the expressed %Il of the nation." And

this. therefore, Srings us to one final strand in Moriefs thought that ran parallel to his
views on nationality

-his 'internationalmoutlook

As odd as it may sound, liberal nationalism in the nineteenth œntury was

contained within an international outlook that was as universalist in swpe as the
medieval ideal of the Respublica Chflstima. From liberalism's traditional focus on the
individual and the natural rights of man there sprang a view of international relations
which asserted the inviolate individuality of nations. Just as liberals had charnpioned the
nght of the individual to freedom from oppression, so now they defended the freedom of
nations with similar zeal. Of course, diplornatic historians know better than to ascribe
the Great Powen' foreign policies in Greece, Belgium and ltaly to any deepseated
attachment to the principle of national selfaetennination. However, the public rhetoric
of freeing oppressed nations from foreign domination grew steadily during the
nineteenth century. so much so that Gladstone felt justfied in accusing Genany of
trying to "set itseif up above European opinion" when it violated the prirtciple of
nationality in annexing Alsace- orrain ne." Gladstone's so-called 'European sense*
(wbich echoed Burke's conception of a European 'cornrn~nity")~'
placed nationality into
the context of a Europe defined by its commonatties, with each nation a member of a
39
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family whose security it was England's mission to help ensure."

Similady, Bentham,

who first coined the word 'international", provided Cobden and Bright with strong
arguments in favour of non-intervention, based in large part on respect for the rights of
foreign nationsq Through the agency of free trade, conducted not by govemments but
by 'peoples". the nation-states of the world would transcend political rivalries and benefit
mutually from one another's strengths. 'Commerce," Cobden claimed, " is the grand
panacea which, like a beneficent medical discovery, will sewe to inoculate with the
healthy and saving taste for civilkation al1the nations of the ~ o r l d . ~

Hence, m a t Guido de Ruggiero described as an "active spirit of intemational
sociability" penraded nineteenth century liberal nationalism and was as varied as the
sources of liberalism Îtseif. * AS such, if was an important influence on Robert Morier's
understanding of nationalism. Morier's continental upbringing, his father's YransEuropean peregrinations," his own gift for languages, and his Oxford background al1
provided him with wide exposure to European culture and politics, thereby freeing him
from the insularity common among his ~ n t e m p o r a r i e s .Gladstone
~
acknowledged this
in recommending Morier as a correspondent to Australia for the Moming Chronicle in
1852, a plan that was abandoned in favour of his appointment to the diplomatic service
several months ~ a t e r .In~ his
~ subsequent forty year career as a British diplomat, one of
Morier's most consistent traits was enormous enthusiasm for the language, politics and
culture of the countnes to which he was posted.
42
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Moriets intemationalist outlook was also displayed, and affecteci by his
participation in certain cuitural and political organizations -the

Cosmopolitan Club and

the Cobden Club, in particular. First fonned in 1852 at Moriefs lodgings in London, the
Cosmopolitan Club was the brainchild of Morier, A.H. Layard, and Henry Reeve, editor
of the Edinburgh Review, who hoped to provide Prince Nicholas of Nassau and

Roggenbach with introductions to various l i t e r q and intelfectual figures of the day?
Meeting on weekend evenings while Parliament was in session, the Cosmopolitan
quielcly grew in sue and reputation, attracting su& figures as poet-laureate Alfred
Tennyson, Frederick Temple, the future Archbishop of Canterùury, John Ruskin, Mount
Stuart Grant-DM, W.C. CaMght,

Chichester Fortescue, Goschen, and others.

Although the club never assumed a political character, it survived for some fifty years,
during which time it remained Whe London paradise for the intelligent f~reigner.~'
Morier. who never tired of criticking Britons for their insularity, took great pride in the
international character and long life of the ~osmopolitan.~~
If the Cosmopolitan Club was a cuitural expression of liberal nationalism's
international outlook, then the Cobden Club expressed its economic and political
concerns. Established following Cobden's death in 1865, the Cobden Club's primary
work consisted in the advocacy of free trade. However, that in itself raised larger issues
which attached themselves 'directly to the common interests of mankind," and were
therefore 'entiiled to universal acceptance," as Gladstone wrote when accepting the
48
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invitation to preside ove?the club's founding dinner in l866? The international
character of the Cobden Club was reflected in both its publications, which frequently

employed foreign authon writing on non-British subjects, and its membership, which
included many prominent European free-trade advocates. Although Gladstone used the
Club to put his own parücular spin on Cobden's legacy, the two shared a similar outlook

with regard to international affairs which Gladstone perpetuated:

mhis association takes no notice of national distinctions. We are here as
Christians and as brothers--,, No one can desire that the foundations of a
cosmopolitan philanthropy should be laid in abnegation of one's own
country. That which we assert for ourselves, vue acknowledge for others.
But whilst we cherish a pafticular attachment to Our own land, we desire
to extend Our affections beyond it, and to further intelledual and material
progress by every means in our powerdS2
Morier was a founding member of the Cobden Club, contdbuting to its
publications and periodically seMng on its cornmittee, until he broke with Î t in the late
1870s over what he perceived to be its excessive pacifi~rn.~
However, until that time
Moner took the club's role as a spokesman for Cobdenic intemationalism very seriously,
and saw 1 as a useful vehicle for the improvement of Angio-German relations

specifically. Thus, when club-founder T.B. Potter suggested electïng Bismarck an
honorary member, Morier responded by asking:

[Wlhat is the raison d'être of this club? Ijoined under the impression that
the objed ...was to colled together al1 such persons as were likely to
illustrate by their faith and works the parücular prinuples which Cobden
had fought for al1 his life. Now, of these principles, most undoubtedly, the
main or pivotal one was that the international relations of mankind should
be ruled by mutual love and g o ~ d - ~ arbitration,
ll,
and the interchange of
cotton goods and other good ofFices....Whatever good Bismarck may
have mwght in his generation to himself, his country and mankind, it is
'Objects and Constitution of the Cobden Club,' [Undated]. Cobden Papen. Chichester, West
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"

certain that he represents, par excellence. the exaetly contrary view.... If
[the Cobden Club] has becorne a rnere wllector of autographs, then for
God's sake elect Bismarck, but in that case let us also have the King of
Dahomey and [Adounreen] Rossa, who are both in the blood and iron fine
and probably personally more interesting individu al^.^^
Morier's "intemationalism" is best demonstrated through this association with the
Cobden Club, and it found its fullest expression in his promotion of commercial treaties
madeled on the Cobden-Chevalier agreement of 1860. His experiences in this field ied
hirn to regard nationalisrn as the principal impedîment to the spread of free trade, which

could only thrive in an atrnosphere of international cooperation and interdependen~e.~~
It was a view Morier held strongly throughout his Iife, while also maintaining that Britain's

special position as an imperial power demanded an active foreign policy in the s e ~ c of
e
international p e a ~ e As
. ~ late
~ as 1885, in making a 'Reply for InternationalCommerce"
at the tercentenary celebrations at the University of Edinburgh, Morier romanticaly
described intemationalism as the "special characterktic of the rnedieval university"
which smelted 'dissimilar national sentiments" into a 'universal culture cornmon to
mankind." The French Revolution witnessed an attempt to create a new fonn of
intemationalism based on the natural rights of man. It was destroyed, hovuever, by "the
entirely new phenornenon of the awakening of national, or, more correctly speaking,
ethnic self-consciousness, and the vindication of ethnic individuality in opposition to
religious or political unity." It was this latter development that most troubled MorÏer:
We naturally look about to see what countewailing forces are available to
prevent this planet, at the moment men, for the purposes of international
intercourse, it is being reduced to a tenth of its former ske, becorning a
cockpit for the rival self-assertions of national susceptibilities and
jea ous si es.^^

-
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It is diicuk to know exactly how such sentiments should be interpreted. To the

end of his life, Morier clung to a typicafly European belief in the civiiized and uncivilized
races and nations ofthe worid. and herein lay his justification for empires8 Furthemore,
among the things he perœived as threats to that empire were ideas brought forth in

"philanthropie, humanitarian, cosmopolitan, and 'esprit de siècle8garb, i-e., in the garb
most repulsive to the statesman's mind.n59Because of his excitable nature, Morier was
also prone to judging such matters from an emotional perspective. Take, for example,
the following, written to Robert Uoyd Lindsay of the National Society for Aid to the Sick
and Wounded in War during the Franco-Prussian War:
I have corne to the conclusion that al1 this work of international help is
based on a higher standard of humanity than we have yet attained or are
ever likely to attain. The inexhaustible litfleness of human nature is too
strong for the best of us hatred, envy, malice and uncharitableness are
the real forces which govern the world a long and meny life to them! ...
PIease God it won? be too long and this old unlovely planet will collapse
or be burnt up or meet with some catastrophe or another and make room
for something better. WouId it were today rather than tomomwWW

-

-

CIearly, MorÏer had a strong and infomed interest in both nationality and its
place in European affairs, even if he sometimes appeared to lack settled opinions on
these subjects. And yet, as incompatible as they appear, Cobdenic internationalism and
the kind of racia! and national theories descnbed above, with al1 their notions of superior

and inferior peoples intact, coexisted quite comfortably. The former took as its task to
bring ucivilization"to the world, and the latter provided scientific justification for both the
-

-
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In 1879 he wrote to Louis Mallet, wYouask M a t is the future I look for. 1 answer the giving Iife
and reality to the new ideas (which I vuillbriefly summarize as the international solidarity of the
civilized races of this rnicrocoçmic planet and their guardianship of the noncivilized races) by
means of the d d rnachinery." As cited in Ramm, Sir Rob& Marier, p. 138. Emphasis in original.
See also, Morier to William MacKinnon, 19 February 1890. Sir William MacKinnon Papers,
Schwl of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, P.P.MS. 1,380002 Box 44.
59
Morier to Lord Derby, 2 Jufy 1874. Derby Papers, 920 DER (15): German States l874-18?i'.
At issue in this case was the 'inviolability of private property at sea" and the challenges to Britain's
naval supremacy containeci in Russian proposais for a convention on the rights of belligerents, to
be discussed at the 1874 InternationalConference at Brussels.
Morier to Robert Lindsay, 27 October 1870. Wantage Papers, Red Cross Archives, Guildford,
DMlanIl/U60-76. Emphasis in original.

-

need to perform such a task and the right of certain powers to carry it out. In that
sense, Marier's vie-

were representative of a fairiy bmad section of opinion on these

subjects. His own most definitive general statement an the problem of nationality cornes
from a letterwritten to Lady Salisbury in 1866, the full meaning of which can only be
seen if quoted in full:

Considering the state of Eumpe this side of the British channel, I think
even the mast abject worshippers of things as they are will admit that first
principles of some kind must be sought for and that the Palmerstonian
Rub of Thumb will not help us to a rigM judgment of the political
phenornena actuaily presented by Europ....The main mot of confusion
in men's minds in regard to the problem seeking its bloody solution
between the Baitic and the Adriatic is the having attended exclusively to
the problem of nationalii and not having attended to the law of
consolidation. I believe the latter ta be a higher and more impartant law.
It is by fis impulse that human societies ascend from a less organic state
to a higher organkation; that the political mollusc develops into the
political vertebrae. The centripetal force of nationaality acts beneficially
only in so far as it assists this process. Why is it self-evident that the law
of nationality as applied ta a Panslavic Empire or to Ireland is absurd? Is
it not because the notion of a consdidateci Panslavic Empire is
ungraspable and that the idea of an independent Irish state implies the
destruction of an existing organism and the substitution of the less
organic for the more organic? Why on the other hand are ltalian unity
and Geman unity admitted bminium consensu' to be desirable objects?
It is the unconscious grasping of the fad that in each case there is
implied a change from a 'fortuitous concourse of atoms' to a living body,
and thereby 'pro tanto' an additional step taken to that organic structure
of Eumpe, the full realization of which wauld lead to that higher
consummation of international cooperation and interdependence, which I
at ieast for one believe is the 'good time coming' towards which modern
civil-kationis tendingm6'
What remains is ta show how Morier applied these ideas to the most pressing national

issue of the third quarter of the nineteenth century
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-the Geman question.

Marier to Lady Salisbury, 9 July 1866. Morier Papers, Box 33. Emphasis in original. In a similar
vein several weeks earlier, Morier wrote: 'mhe mal poIitical force at work in Europe is
consolidation, and ... nationality is oniy the unconsdous and poetical expression of this force.
Englishmen ...totally miss the fact that îhe mal p o i i i l necessîty consisis in the consoiidabion on
the framework af nationality, and that this neœssity for consolidation is just as irrepressible in
Gemany as in Italy." Morier to Lady Salisbury, 24 June 1866. Morier Papers, b x 33. Emphasis
in original.

The return of Lord John Russell to the Foreign Oflice in June 1859 marks the

beginning of Robert Morier's activism on the subject of German unity. Faœd with the
tensions produced in Europe

-and in Genany in particular -by Austria's reœnt

defeat in Italy. Russell irnmediately began gathering information on the nature of these
tensions. This was the origin of Joseph Crowe's tour of the German states in 1859, out

of which emerged his close friendship with ~orier." The central theme of Crowe's
reports to Russell was the growing desire among Gemans for a Prussian-led refom of

the Deutsche Bund, leading ultimately to unification. Prussia. Crowe wmte:
secretly sympathizes with a movement which would place her in the
proud position of the leading state in the Gemanic Confedention. This
is not ta Say that she goes with the liberal party who not only desire that
Prussia should be exalted to that position. but that federal institutions
sirnilar to those which are the basis of the govemment of the United
States should be enacted3
This was the message Crowe reportedly reœived throughout Genany. Frorn Saxony.
he claimed there was 'everywhere a tendency to promote the union of al1 Gemans,"

while from Bavana he concluded

-erroneously -that Were is no nationality in any of

the states of the second and third order.... [I]t may be assumed that as far as the vast

rnajoflty of Bavaflans are concemed there is no particuiar patnotism. or what the

Gemans cal1 particulansmus, to impede the growth and devetopment of the idea of
German unity.""
Morier, aware of Crowels reports, seconded these efforts to convince the foreign
secretary of Prussia's importanœ as the focus of a movement towards unification.
Morier's report on the development of Prussian constitutionalism had emphasized
Prussia's political fitness to lead Gemany. a theme he reiterated when examining the
62

See above, chapter 2.

" Crowe to Lord John Russell, 1 October 1859. PRO, FO 641484.
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Crowe to Lord John Russell, 21 October 1859; Crowe to Lord John Russell, 17 November
1869. PRO, FO 641484.

canfiict in Hesse-Cassell. In this latter report Morier also drew special attention to the
corruption and weakness of the German Confederation as a political entity, as seen in
Austria's manipulation of the Federal Diet at Frankfurt- For example, he described the
Diet's use of federal execution against the Hessian chamber in 1850 as 'devoid of al1
Iegal basis." In the first place, the Diet had not been legally constituted at the time since
only a minority of the original Confederate states were represented in it. Second, even
assuming the "retrospective legalitg of the Diet, it had exceeded its competency when it
ordered the military occupation of Hesse. Citing those portions of the Final Act of the
Congress of Vienna wbich provided grounds for the federal execution of 1850, Morier
denied that the conflict between the Hessian chamber and the elector met any of these
criteria. Moreover, in 1852 the Federal Oiet further violated the Final Act by abrogating

Hesse's 1831 constitution, rather than ordering the elector to amend it in conjunction
with the chamber. Morier drew a weighty conclusion from al1 this

-namely, that reform

of the German Confederation was imperative:
mhe central organ of a Confederation composed exclusively of the
Diplornatic Representativesof Cabinets, and uncontrolled by the action of
a Representative Assembly, necessarily degenerates into a secret
dynastic society in a state of chronic wnspiracy against the liberties of
the several states fonning part of aie Confederation, and ... however
liberal the organic laws of those individual States may be, they can never
protect themseives against the combined action of a central organ so
constituted. No wonder that towards the obtaining in some form or other
of a RepresentativeAssembly at Frankfort, the whole efforts of the
national party in Germany are directeci!'

Thus, bath Moriet and Crowe called attention to the national question in
Germany at precisely the same time. The main reasons for this
apparent interest in German unity

-aside from Russell's

-were the recent organization of German liberal

nationalists into the Deutsdie Nationalverein, and the beginning of a four-year long
penod of activity in Germany on the issue of federal reform. Born out of a series of
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"Memorandum on the Constitutional Conflict in Hesse," Morier to Bloomfield, 25 February
1860. Morier Papers, Box 3. See above, chapter 2.

meetings of pnmarily pro-Prussian, north German liberals in 1859, the Nationalverein
quickly became the principal spokesmen for those who supported a Meindeutsch
solution of the German question. In three years its numbers swelled to some 25,000
mernbers

- hardly a mass movement, but one which included not only middle-class

intellectuals, professionals, and govemment officiais, but also important industrialists
and financiers such as Werner Siemens and Adalbert ~ e l b r i i c k .While
~ ~ barred from
meeting in many German states

-even Prussia remained cool to it -the

Nationalverein eventually established its base in Saxe-Coburg under the auspices of

Duke Ernst, the brother of Prince Albert.
This latter point was critical to the development of Marier's early views on
German unity. As a frequent guest of Duke Ernst, Morier met and conversed with
Germany's leading liberal nationalists, men such as Rudolf von Bennigsen, Gustav
Freytag, Hermann Schulze-Delittsch, and Karl Mathy. Naturally, Roggenbach was
another frequent visitor. Their host, whom Crowe later described as "the very sou1 of
the liberalism of those days throughout Gemany," sympathized with the general aims of
the Nationalverein

-the creation of a central Gerrnan power headed up by the King of

Pnissia, with control over military and home affairs, and the creation of a representative
national parliament, In providing the Nationalverein with a safe place to rneet, Duke
Ernst also tried to exercise a conservative influence over its ~eaders.~
It was here,
therefore, that Morier aquired enthusiasm for advancing German unity by means of
federal teform.
The acüvity of the NationaIverein was, in fact, only one aspect of much larger
efforts conceming the future of the Gerrnan Confederation. In the four yean following
Pfiawe, Bismarck and the Developmentof Gemany, i, pp. 138-1 39; Hermann Oncken, Ruddf
von Bennigsen: Eh deutscher liberaler Poliüker, 2 vols. (Stuttgart Deutsche Verfags-Anstalt.
191O), i, pp. 441-476.
67
Crowe, Reminiscencesof Thirly-Five Years of My Li&, p. 411; 'Reminiscences of J.A Crowe",
unpublished manuscript, British Library, ADD MSS 41309.
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Austria's defeat in ltaly in 1859, scheme after scheme for reforming the Deutsche Bund
to gbe Germany greater unity was debated, and rejected. by Austria. Pnwsia and other

German states. In 1859, Pnnœ William proposed refoming the Confederation's military
structure. replacing a single federal anny with two amies, one led by Prussia and the
other by Austria. Austria and the Geman MitUastaaten, led by Saxony. defeated the
proposal. which was soon followed by the formation of the so-called Würzburg coalition
of Saxony, Bavaria, Württemberg, and several smaller states. They rallied to defend
their sovereignty with a proposal to renew the Çederal Acts of 18111820. whiie adding a
three-man diredory and a chamber of dekgales. In Decernber 1861 Prussia responded
by claiming the Bundwas beyond repair, and that a new Prussian-led federal state

needed to be cteated within the Confederation. Austria, by now facing further isolation
because of the proposed Franco-Prussian commercial t r e a t ~rejected
,~
Prussia's
scheme and proposed a modified version of the Würzkirg coalition's plan, which
Pnissia in tum succeeded in defeating at Frankfurt. The climax to these refom efforts

came with the Austrian-inspired Fümtentag (Congress of Princes), held at FranMurt in
August 1863. Its proposals for periodic congresses, a Diredory of fiw executives. and

a consultative Assembly of Delegates aroused considerable interest in Gemany, but
were doomed by the conspicuous absence from the negotiations of the Prussian King.
The failure of this last initiative, in conjunction with the outbreak of hostilities in

Schleswig-Holstein, brougM an end to these refom efforts."
Cleariy therefore, federal reform was 'in the air.'

It is hardly surprising that

Moner aligned himself with this cause very early on, given his connections to the Coburg
circle and the Nationalverein. In fact, Moner helped disseminate one of the first refom
proposals of this period, the socalled "Baden Memonndum."

" See below. chapter 5.
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For the details of the refonn proposals introduced between 1859 and 1863, see Huber,
Deutsche Verfasungsgeschkhte se# 1789. iii,pp. 399-435.

In September 1860 Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. as well as Russell and
Morier, amved at Coburg for a two week stay, close on the heels of a Nationalvereh
congress hosted by Duke Emst Before leaving Germany they met with Grand Duke
Friedrich I of Baden and Roggenbach, whom Morier acwmpanied after the royal
couple's departure. Morier used these meetings to further eam Russell's trust. shan'ng
with him soon thereafter the details of a reform plan d r m up by Grand Duke Friedrich

and Roggenbach. in cooperation wïth Duke Emst and the Grand Duke of Weimar.
Based on a series of separate treaties to be concluded between the member states of
the Confederation. the plan proposed the creation of a kleindeutsch federal Geman
state. led (but not initiated) by Pmssia, and joined to Austria by the existing ties of the
8und- Since the 'isolated efforts of the individual states had produced no results,"

national defence and national diplomatic representation would be surrendered to federal
authorities, led by the Pnissian dynasty and overseen by two houses of parliament
which would balance national and particular rights and

obligation^.^^

Russell was likely already aware of this proposal, which sounded very similar to

a scheme Prince Albert had described in a memorandum on Geman affairs requested
by Russell several months eariier. When asked about Gemiany's national future, Albert

argued that Prussia could easily take the revolutionary course of aligning itself with an
'advanœd liberal poiicy" to effect unification. Prince William, however was too "timid"
and too 'honourable" to take such a path. Thus, Albert had adviseâ the following course
of action:

uDenkschriftdes Freihem von Roggenbach,' SepternberlOctDber 1860, as cWd in GmBhenog
Friedrich I. von Baden unddie deutsche Politik von 18544871: B ~ ~ h s eDenkschriffen,
l ,
TagebOcher. H. Oncken, ed., in beutsche Geschichtsque//endes 19. Jahrhunderts (Osnabmck:
Biblio Verbg, 1966). xxii, pp. 217-221. For Moriets subffe embellishments, compare
'Memorandum on Refom of the Federal Constitution of Germany," MorÏer to Lord John Russell,
28 October 1860. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/63;
Morier Papen, Box 1. Repnnted in WeymSS,
Memoirs of Sir Robert Mener: 1, pp. 247-250. Russell fwwarded a copy of Moriets memorandum
to Queen Victoria. RA 1 33ff 1.

Without interfering with the Federal Constitution, and the extemal f o m of
Germany, [Prussia] ought to proby treaües with the separate States
to effect that union, which otherwise is impossible without a convulsion....
I had the sarne idea as that proposeci, according to Mr. Crowe, by Baron
Roggenbach ta the Grand Duke of Baden.... Foreign powers, and
England in particular, can do very little good by advice. We ought,
therefore. in my opinion, to confine ourselves to inculcating confidence in
Prussia at the minor courts.... Of this. Our diplomatic agents do
everywhere diametnically and systematically the revefsee7'
Grand Duke Friedrich's reform proposal, written with an eye to obtaining British
support, called on WhÏtehall specifically to pressure Austria into accepting the

arrangement.72 However, Russell had very little hope that the "double supremacy of
Austria and Prussiancould be overcome (although he suggested that Prussian pressure
on Austria over Venetia, as well as Prussia's aquiescence in Schleswig-Holstein, might
facilaate British support for federal r e f ~ m i ) Morier
. ~ ~ persisted nonetheless, writing
Russell that Austria was now uwhollyimpotent in regard to the intemal politics of
Germany," which in tum had left Austria's client States, such as Bavaria and
Württemberg, in the lurch. The time to act, therefore, was now:
m h e only remedy is the intensifying and giving pracücal direction to the
national feeling, the urging constantly ...that Germany should constitute
herself under an Emperor with a Gennan Pariiament. A strong agitation
in this sense, headed by the natural representatives of if, the sovereigns
of the third class of States, which would take away from it al1
revolutionary character, would, I feel confident, carry everything before
74

II.

Morier's support for federal reform, therefore, while strong, was cautious and
pragmatic

-pragmatic, that is, in recognizing that British support for any such

71:

Prince Albert to Lord John Russell, 18 March 1860. As cited in Martin, Life of the Prince
Consort, v, pp. 62-69. Ernphasis in original.

T2 Von England wird gewünschf daB die Aktion seiner Politik, ...wenn einmal die Vereinigung ur
einem solchen Bundestaateunter PreuBens FClhning stattgefunden hat, sich dahin andere,
C)sterreichzu bewegen, die neue Position zu akeptieren und den europaischen Frieden nicht
durch Proteste gegen die neue Ordnung zugunsten der alten unhaltbaren und leistungsunfahigen
Bundesorganisation zu kompromittieren." As cited in Oncken, G d h e n o g Ffkdfich 1. von Baden
und
die deutsche Politik, xxii, p. 220.
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Lord
John Russell to Morier, 12 November 1860. Russell Papers, PRO 30122/107.
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Morier to Lord John Russell, 26 January 1861. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/79. Emphasis in
original. Reprinted in part in Wemyss, Memoiis of Sir Robert Mo&r, il pp. 251-254.

endeavour depended on Germany avoiding the excesses of 1848, particularfy at a
moment when the tone in Prussia and at the Federal Oiet was growing increasingly
belligerent towards

en mark.^'

The recent appearance of the Nationalverein, which

included a strong radical wing, had heightened Foreign Office fears of the national
question falling into the hands of a d e m m t i c movement, "in so really undemocratic a
country as Germany," as Morier described it The Baden proposal, therefore, appeared
custom-made to ease the legitimist concerns of British statesrnen, even if it was
completely unrealistic regarding the Iikelihood of either Austria or Prussia fulfilling the
roles assigned to them in this scheme."
A year later, the Grand Duke of Baden's initiative resurfaced, only now it was

proposed that the scheme be addressed through a circular despatch to the govemments
of Genany. rather than as a motion to the Federal Diet at ~rankfurt.~
Encouraged by
the appointment of Caunt Albrecht von Bemstorff (formerly Pnrssia's ambassador to
England) as Prussian foreign minister in October 1861, Grand Duke Friedrich pressed
King William to support the proposai. William. whose govemment was heading deeper
and deeper into the crisis over a m y reform, gave his tacit approval to the plan, only to
find himself confronted by the united opposition of Austria and the Würzburg coalition,

When Morier infomed Russell
whereupon he cooled to the Grand Duke's proposa~s.~~
-
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Sandiford, Great Britain and the Schleswig-Holstein Question, pp. 49-51.
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Morier was not wrong in his assessment of the Foreign Office's concerns. Upon learning of
Bismarck'scounterproposal to the reform plan set out at the FOntentag in 1863, Russellfirmly
rejected the idea of a representative assembly "directly elected by the entire nation,' since it would
be "prettysure to lead to a revolution." Hence. his advice to Bismarck was as followç: "In
launching a new constitution for Gennany a great change has to be made. In making a great
J
forms, and
change it is desirable not to make everything new; men unused ~ Kparliamentary
chosen only for their zeal for reform, will be apt to huny on with a rapidiimich would be
dangernus to the stabiiii of Germany and perilous to the peace cf Europe.' Lord Russell to
Buchanan, 30 September 1863. PRO, FO 2441183. For Bismarck's response, see Pflanze,
Bismarck and the Development of Gemany, il p. 198.
n Roggenbach to Graf BemstoriT, 23 October 1861, as cited in Oncken, GroBhenog F M n c h 1.
von Baden und die deutsche Politik, xxii, pp. 284-293.
78 Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschkhte seit 1789, ni, pp. 410411; King William to Grand
Duke Friedrich of Baden, 2 April1862, as cited in Oncken, Gdhenog Friedrich 1. von 6aden und
die deutsche Politik, xxii, pp. 329-330.

of these developments, he acknowledged how slim was the prospect of success.
Nonetheless, he saw this as less important than the respectability these discussions lent
to the German question generally:
It is the simple but very important step of raising the question of Gerrnan
Unity to the dignity of a political question, of removing Ï t frorn the society
of pamphleteers, demagogues and more or less disreputable societies to
the more respectable and select coterie of statesmen and politicians, and
the forcing of the Govemments of Gerrnany and Europe generally to
recognize it as s ~ c h . ' ~

In the years that followed, Morier persisted in trying to win Foreign Office support
for Badenese efforts at federal ref~rm.'~But by the time of the Fürstentag in 1863 it
was clear that the rapid progress of Austro-Pnissian antagonism
Bismarck's appointment

-exacerbated by

-preeluded the woperation necessaty to the success of any

such scheme at federal reform. When Morier attended Queen Victoria at Coburg
immediately following the abortive Fürstentag, he prepared for her a memorandum on
the German Confederation which clearly conveyed this feeling of hopelessness. He
reiteratedfor the Queen his belief that a 'radical reforrn" of the Confederation was
imperative, particularly given the Yatal power over the constitutional liberties of the
individual Statesnwhich the Bund had acquired. tlowever, Morier also described the
obstacles on the path to federal reform as 'insunn~untable."~~
Similady, he admitted to
Russell that Austria's reform proposals were worthless since they failed to entrust Yhe
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Morier to Lord Russell, 6 November 1861. Russell Papes, PRO 30122/63.
For exarnple, Morier trïed to arrange a meeting between Roggenbachand Russeil in the faIl of
1862, since the former believed it to be of "an essential importance for the further direction of
Gennan affairs and the national mwernent, that the Engiish govemment is fully aware of the
necessities and of the dangers which may corne out, if we do not sucœed in consdiiating the
Gennan Confederation in one direcüon or the other." However, Russell dedined to meet with
Roggenbach, claiming he was unable to see "how we could in any way usefully splice the broken
cable of German unity." Roggenbach to Morier, 8 September 1 û62. Russell Papers, PRO
30lW63; Morier to Roggenbach, 15 Septernber 1862; Morier to Roggenbach, 6 October 1862.
Roggenbach Archive.
81
'The Gerrnanic Confederation as at Present Constituted and Proposed Refonns of the Federal
Constitution," Morier to Queen Victoria, 5 September 1862. RA 1 41/56. Reprinted in Wemyss,
Mernoirs of Sir Rob& Morier, 1, pp. 351-357. See also, Moriefs diary entries for 26 September
1863, Morier Papers, Box 54 (a).
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organ representing the national m'il,"that is, the Chamber of ûelegates (die
Vetsammlungder Bundesabgeordneten) with sovereign authority. The only alternative

left was 'a complete tabula rasa of the present system." substituting for the existing
Bund a strong north and middle German centralized confederacy W h an elective or

hereditary head

-a national Parliament-and a responsible Ministry."

However,

Morier recognized that this amounted to a revolution and not a refom. Given his

experiences with the constitutional conflict, he conceâed that such a revolution was 'one
for which the nation is not rÎpe."82
Thus, the achievement of German unification by means of federal refom, while
attractive to Morier and the British Foreign Oftice, had proven untenable. Nonetheless,
Morier's advowcy of federal r e f o n indicates his willingness to work for unification within
the frarnework of the 1815 settlement -thereby seeking, so to speak. a revolutionary
change in Europe mthout recourse to revolutionary means. Working closely with
German and British heads of state. Moder was undoubtedly caught up in the spirit of the
undertaking, which helped to silence his misgivings about the prospects of success. But

as Napokon III observed in November 1863, the Vienna treaties had "ceasedto exist."
regardless of the British govemment's refusal to acknowledge this fact The spirit of the
Vienna settlement was not amenable to the foras, national and othenuise. now tending
in the diredion of German unification. as well as those at work within the Habsburg
Empire. Morier understood this. and therefore accepted with equanimity the possibility
of a non-diplornatic solution of the German question. His readion to the confiict in
Schleswig-Holstein, which entered a new critical phase in the fall of 1863. provides
ample proof of this fact.
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Morier to Lord Russell, 6 September 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/63.

IV
Hopelessly cornplicated by treaties, guarantees and international agreements
stretching back to the ffieenth century, and aggravated by the nationalist aspirations of
Danes, Gemans and the Schleswig-Holsteiners themselves (not to mention those of
outside powers such as Britain, France, Russia and Sweden), the Schleswig-Holstein
problern was one of the most vexing diplornatic issues of the nineteenth century." Very
briefIy, Danish attempts to incorporate Schleswig into the Kingdom of Denmark in 1848
fan headlong into the demands of German nationalists, who claimed that this violated
the permanent union of the two duchies and threatened the national existence of ethnic
Gemans who were predominant in south Schleswig. Prussia's atternpt to force a
rnilitary solution of the problem in 1848-49 resulted in an Anglo-Russian alliance that
ended the hostilities, and produced negotiations with the European powers leading to

the London Treaty of 8 May 1852. The London Treaty, as well as Dano-German
agreements concluded during 1851-52, guaranteed the integnty of the Danish monarchy
and regulated its succession, while affinning Holstein's membership in the Deutsche

Bund and its union with Schleswig. The Danish king also promised to protect the
liberties of the German nationali in Denmark, and prornised fair consultation with the
Estates in the duchies. However, neither Danes nor Gemans were satisfied with the
treaty and atternpted to undo it in the decade that followed. Denmark's constitutional
and administrative encmachments on the nominal independence of Holstein, and a
policy of Danisation in Schleswig, stoked the fiarnes of German nationalism throughout
the 1850s. This in tum produced increasing belligerence from the Federal Diet at

= A çomprehensive account of the Schleswig-Holstein problem lies beyond the sçope of this
study. For a complete treatment of this subject, $ee Lawrence Steefel, fhe Schleswig-Holstein
Question(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1932). On the mle of the European powers in
the Schleswig-Holsteindispute, see Mosse,
European Poand the Geman Question, pp.
146-212. For Britain's involvernent specifically, see Sandiford, Great Britain and the SchleswQHolstein Quesüon.
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Frankfurt. By 1860 Denmark and the German states were once again on the brink of
armed conflict
As we have seen, Moriefs interest in the Schleswig-Holstein conflict began as

early as 1850, when he made a tour of the battlefront His Gennan sympathies,
originally inspired by Müller and Prince Christian von Augustenburg, only grew stronger
over time and led him to follow the conflict closely as it unfolded during the following
decade, particularly after his posting to Berfin where his contact with German liberalnationalists increased. When Russell retumed to the Foreign Onice in 1859 and
undertook to ease the growing tensions in the Elbe duchies, Morier was well-positioned
to defend the Geman national cause in Schleswig-Holstein to the British Foreign Office.
Russell's appointment coincided with a sharp increase in tensions between
Denmark and the Gennan Confederation, which Morier monitored with great interest. In
March 1860 the Federal Diet threatened a military occupation of Holstein if Denmark
refused to abide by the London Treaty's stipulations regarding the administration of
Schleswig. Although Russell urged Denmark to liberalize its administration of
Schleswig, several British papers, The Times in particular, took a dim view of the
Federal Diet's actions. A leading article on 5 May took aim at Prussia specifically, and
accused it of picking a p a r time 'for meddling in her neighbours' affairs," given the
likelihood that Napoleon III would exploit the situation to his own advantage. 'We are
careful not to inquire whether Prussia is right or wong," the article continued:
in considering that Denmark has failed to fuifiIl the obligations of the
treaties into which she has entered. We heard enwgh of the
stammvenivandtschaft affinity of race between these famous
duchies and the rest of the German people in 1848; but we were
sanguine enough to hope that people in these days were no more
inclined to go to war for sentiments than for ideas.'

-
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The Times, 5 May 1060.

-

Morier, ever sensitive to the reactions of the British press, responded angrily with
a letter to The Times' assistant editor. Conscious of Britain's fear of war against France,
Morier described German nationalism as an important rneans for forestalling Napoleon
Ill's aggressions: The Organisation of ltalian nationalï is ...for a successful
resistance of Napoleonic ideas as nothing compared with the imperative necessity of
Germany being united by the only bond which can unite her, that of national
Bewusstsein." On the other hand, in attacking Pmssia's German policy in SchleswigHolstein, The Times was in fact alienating England's best ally in any future stniggle
against France. It was in England's interests, therefore, to support Prussia as it followed

the only course open to it:
[Prussia] must stand and fall with Germany, and if the struggle is to
corne, better, far better, for her that it should overtake her whilst bonâ fide
carrying out a national policy and at the head of Germany heartily
supporh'ng her in such a policy, than in some doubtful personal quarrel,
when dynastic jealousies would be sure to put her conduct in a false and
odious lightea
Morier's preoccupation with French aggression, while not uncommon at mis
moment, had k e n heightened by viewing a recent memorandum written by Max
Duncker. In this, Duncker stated categorically that "the Cabinet of St. James [sic] must

be persuaded that Prussia is earnestly preparing for war against France," and that the
solution of the Schleswig-Holstein problem was "necessarily prefatory to such
preparations militarily and politically." Since Napoleon III would only grow bolder having
now annexed Nice and Savoy, it was only a matter of time before he sought
aggrandizement on the Rhine. Such an outcorne, however, was welcomed by Duncker:
"Nothing could be happier for Pnissia than to be attacked by France when at the head of
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Morier to Dasent, 8 May 1860. Morier Papers, Box 3. Reprinted in part in Wemyss, Mernoirs of
Sir Robert MorW, i,pp. 371-374.

~ e r m a n ~ Morier
. * ~ a g m d wholeheartedly. writing the following to Crowe soon
thereafter:
IfGermany (i-e,, Prussia) is to have Germany, she must act nationally,
and here is the idée intime. If she is to have war with France, better to
have it at once in the fulfillment of an act of national duty with al1
Germany following in her train. Believe me, it is not Pnissian appetite for
Scandinavian property which has forced on the present move, but the
Gennan and nafional movement which Pnissia is obliged to obey or be
lost.

Morier concluded that, henceforth, British policy ought to consist in 'assisting [Prussial
to place herself morally bonâ fide at the head of ~ e r m a n y . " ~ ~
Obviously, Russell had no intention of pursuing any such policy- lnstead, he
continued collecting information on the Schleswig-Holstein quarrel, frorn Morier and
others, while the tensions be-n

Denmark and the German Confederation cantinued

to grow. Between 1860 and 1862 he proposed various solutions intended to appease
the demands of both the Eiderdanes in Copenhagen and the German element in
Schleswig-Holstein, thereby taking the initiative out of the hands of the erratic Federal
~ i e t . ~Then.
*
in September 1862 Russell brought forth his infamous 'Gotha ûespatch.'
which proposed granting Schleswig the power of self-government, and suggested a
quadripartite scheme for drawing up a common budget for the Kingdom of Denrnark and
the duchies of Schleswig, Holstein and ~auenburg.~~
Russell's plan, which sounded very similar to an Austro-Pnissian proposal
floated a month earlier, marked a signifiant British policy shift in favour of Germany's
claims against Denmark. Efforts to explain this shift have pointed to the infiuence of
Morier, who remained in frequent contact with Russell following his Coburg visit two
-
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years earlier, and who attended Russell when he again visited Coburg with Queen
Victoria in September 1862, at which time the despatch was drafted.= hjlorier's later
daim to have k e n the "moral author" of the proposal no doubt contains some truth, as
he had been advising Russell for more than a year that Yhe true point of gravitation in
the whole question lies in Schleswig and not ~olstein."~'This, in addition to the proGerman atmosphere prevailing at Coburg during Russell's visit, resulted in this apparent
volteface in British policy.

However, Russell's Gotha despatch died a qui& death at the hands of Sweden
and Denmark, who rejected it outright, and the British public, which was decidedly pro-

Danish, particulariy following the betrothal of the Danish Princess Alexandra to the
Prince of Wales in earfy September. Russell's proposal received particularly rough

treatment in the British press, The Times on 18 November accusing the foreign
secretary of Writing, it would seem, under some new influence," and of "restless and yet
impotent rnedd~ing."~~
Faced with this opposition and lacking support from the cabinet,
Russell withdrew the proposal, while reiterating Denmark's obligation to fulfill its
commitments by the Treaty of

on don.'^

Undeterred, Morier persevered in trying to ensure that Britain be properiy
positioned for the war he saw pending over Schleswig-Holstein. In April 1863 he wrote
to Layard of his "intimate conviction that the question can be solved by war and war
only." What Morier feared most was that Denmark was dragging Britain into a conflict
that was not legally defensible: "If we are to fight for Denmark, the least we can ask is to
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choose our own ground." True, Britain had an obligation to presewe Denmark's
integrity, which was guaranteed by the London Treaty. However, it was folly to go to
war in order to preserve Denmark's "exceptional privilege of repudiating her
engagements," as seen in Denmark's treatment of Schleswig. Thus. Morier proposed
writing a 'handbook" on Schleswig-Holsteinthat would strengthen Russell's efforts to

Layard expressed
combat the pro-Danish majority in the House of ~ o r d s .When
~
concem that Morier intended to defend the policy of the Prussian govemment, Morier
responded that his aim was simply IYo put in a get-at-able form the objective historical
facts which made Lord John's despatches of last autumn the wisest steps which under
the given citcumstances a British minister could have taker~."'~
In the summet of 1863 Morier had good reason to fear the obloquy of being
regarded as pro-Prussian, given Prussia's recent conduct in Poland, its obstruction of
federal reform, and the growth in tensions over the constitutional confiict, which
culrninated in the furor over Crown Prince Frederick's Danzig speech. Nonetheless, he
refused to abandon his plan to write on the Schleswig-Holstein conflict from the
perspective of Russell's prffierrnan Gotha despatch. He was encouraged in this by
MLiller, who convinced Morier to write a series of anonyrnous letters to the Saturday
Review, for which Müller was willing to daim respon~ibility.~~
Morier completed the
letters in September. However, the paper refused to publish them, whereupon Morier
chose to rekase the material as a pamphlet, published under the titre The Dan*

German Conflict and Lord Russell's Despatch of 24th September 7862.8'
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This, the first of Morier's efforts at anonymous publication, was intended to

'properly orient" the British public about the Schleswig-Holstein problem before matters
there came to a head, as they threatened to in 1 8 6 3 . ~On 30 March the Danish King
had issued a patent that threatened to bring Schleswig under more direct Danish
control, in violation of the Treaty of London, The Federal Diet responded with a demand
that the patent be withdrawn under pain of federal execution. Adding to these tensions
was the failing health of King Frederick VII, who was childless. The Treaty of London
had prepared for this eventuality by regulating the succession of Prince Christian of
Glücksburg to the Danish throne, while the German Prince Christian of Augustenburg
renounced his own claim to Schleswig-Holstein. However, there remained questions
about the Duke's competence to renounce the claims of his descendants

-questions

which German nationalists seized upon as the death of King Frederick VI1 approached.
Morier bdieved that following the death of the Danish King the rising tide of Gennan
nationalism would sweep aside al1 pretense of legality in Gerrnany's dealings with the
Elbe duchies. Where M a i n stood in relation to Denmark when this happened was
therefore his main concern.

The DaneGerman Conflict attempted to vindicate Russell's previous policy by
showing how the establishment of proper relations between Schleswig and Denmark,
vis-à-vis the London Treaty, was the surest means of ensunng Denmark's integr@. In
this way, the Federal Diet would be deprived of grounds for cornplaint, while the rights of
the duchies to their own administration and representation would be recognized.
Naturally, Morier went on at length about Denmark's many violations of the London

about his plan to prepare a 'handbook" on Schleswig-Holstein, there is no evidence that Russell

enwuraged Morier's efforts.
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Treaty, while the German States were shown to be patiently waiting for an opportunity to

rectify matters:
Gemany had taken its stand and was ready for an arrangement on the
basis of Lord Russell's despatch, which was a perfectly fair basis and the
only one compatible with the arrangement of '51-52; while Denmark, by
repudiating that basis, had shown her detemination to repudiate her
engagementsw

Because he was aware that British public opinion tended to be mistrusfful of Germany's
motives in this dispute, Morier treated the national@ issue with care, focusing pnmanly
on the diplomatic side of the dispute without ignoring the 'national bond" between the

Gerrnan population in the duchies and the Geman Confederation. He muid not refrain,
however, from attacking the British press for 'hysterically pronouncing the [Schleswig-

He even went
Holstein] question to be unintelligible, and yet sitting in judgment on it"'oo
so far as to daim that the opposition of The fines to Russell's Gotha despatch had
directly infiuenced Denmark's own decision to reject it, a daim he later repeated to
~a~ard."'

In the wntext of Morier's views on the German national question, this pamphlet
is significant for several reasons. For one thing, it reveals how thoroughly he mastered

an incredibly difficult subject, primarily because it was deemed vital to German
nationalists. As The DanoGeman Confiid showed, Morier understood both the details
and the broader implications of the Schleswig-Holstein probiem better than probably any
other Briton, induding Russell. Moreover, he undertook at his own expense to use that

knowledge in order to deflect M a t he perceived to be the negative Mect this conflict
was having on British estirnates of the German national movement. Morier knew full

Ibid., p. 16.
Ibid., p. 1.
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well that his efforts stood no chance of successfully reviving Russell's proposal

-

particulariy following the death of King Frederick VI1 on 15 November, which coincided
with the promulgation of a new Danish canstiiution that provided for the outright
annexation of Schleswig by Denmark. Marier was hopeful, however, that Britain might
be detached from as policy of resolutely rdefending Denmark's integnty. as implied in

Palmerston's speech of 23 ~ u l y . 'Only
~ ~ in this way could Britain avoid what he dreaded
most of ail: British participation in a war against Germany, and the estrangernent of
Britain and Germany at the moment of German unification. In a letter to General Grey,
Queen Victoria's secretary, on his aims in -ng

the pamphlet, Morier argued:

If it is against the interest of England that there should be a strong
Germany and a strong Scandinavia. let us Say so openly and honestly,
and tell the world that where national causes stand in the way of our
interests we shall not tolerate thern. But do not let us buckle on Our
amour under the delusion ... that we shall be doing anything else than
assistjing] in carrying out a very iniquitous treaty ... which runs roughshod
over al1the principles which we have been making such a fuss about in
ltaly and elsewhere of states having the right to choose their own
sovereigns, etc., etc.lo3
Morier's anger over Pnissia's and Austria's subsequent handling of the dispute
further indicate that he regarded the Schleswig-Holstein conflict primarily as a vehicle for
the advancement of German unity. Following Frederick Vll's death, the majority in the
Federal Diet and public opinion throughout Germany enthusiastically supported a
nationalistic revival-ofthe Augustenburg daims to Schleswig-Holstein. However,
Prussia and Austria cautiously adhered to the London Treaty and quickly proceeded
with the enforcement of federal execution in Holstein and Lauenburg

-a move that was

This was the speech in which Palmerston stated that anyone attempting a violent overthrow of
Danish rights and independencewould find that 'it woufd not be Denmark alone with which they
would have to contend." Hansard (Comrnons), 3rd Series, 172:1252- In fact, in this famous
statement (which appears towards the end of an otherwise neutral speech) may well have been
intended to wam the German states of possible iniervention from another quarter Sweden in
particular, which had wamed Britain four days earlier that it would be impelled to provide Denmark
with assistance in the event of Genan federal execution. Mosse, The European Powers and the
German Question, p. 152; Steefel, The Schieswrg-HoIsiein Queslbn, pp. 150-151.
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intended to derail the Augustenburg claim, since the act of federal execution tacitly
acknowledged the Glücksburg title to the duchies.lw Thus Bismarck deftly sidestepped
the German nationalist movement,
Morier was furious at this move, claiming "nothing can equal the bad faith shown
by these two powen, both towards Denmark and towards ~ e m a n ~ . These
" ' ~ ~ actions
had betrayed the expressecl will of the liberal-nationalist majority in the Prussian
chamber, which, along with many other Geman states, had voted to recognize
Augustenburg's claims to ~chleswig-~olstein.'~
And since the British cabinet had also
denounced the German states' support for the Augustenburg cause,'o7 Britain too was
culpable in this betrayal of the German national will:
If we are in the present instance to carry out our policy of the integrity of
the Danish monarchy, and should go so far as to establish a title of
possession over a European state without the consent and against the
wishes of fhe Representatke b&&s rR that state, we should I think not
only be wmmïtîing a grave error but running amuck against the wtiole
principle of our non-intervention policy. Such a principle might any day if
circumstances were favourable seat Bourbon princes or Austrian
archdukes as lawful sovereigns in Naples and Tuscany. It would
establish a kind of EuropeanAreopagus with the powers of an Irish
Encumbered Estates Commission.... It would be the realizaüon of
Napoleon's Congress idea.lm
But the one man Morier most blamed for this derailment of the Geman national
movement in Schleswig-Holstein was the man in fact most responsible

- Bismarck.

Over the next two years, as Bismarck briiliantly rnaneuvered his way through Vie war
against Denmark and the diplomacy aimed at ending it, Morier's frustration grew. He
condemned Bismarck's efforts to dull the Pnissian king's sympathy for the nationalist
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cause; he argued that Bismarck's willingness to back the Augustenburg daim at the
London Conferenœ in the spring of 1864 was pure opportunism and that Prussian
annexation was Bismarck's mal aim; and he recognized that Bismarck had left Austria
no alternative but to agree to the Gastein Convention of 7865 which divided up the
duchies between Austria and Prussia, and set the stage for the Austro-Prussian ~ a r . ' ' ~
To Marier, Bismarck thus became *the arch traitor," who, in the Schleswig-Holstein
conflict, as elsewhere, 'proved himself consistent in one thing only, his incapacity to feel

Clearly, Morier permitted himself to be carried away by the nationalist fervour
produced in Germany by the Schleswig-Holstein conflict. He saw it as a means to
accomplish what could not be accomplished through federal reform, despite the political
risks involved in giving rein to nationalist passions. Morier knew that on this issue of
German nationalism his views were at variance with "the great body of English liberals,"
who feared its effects on the development of liberal institutions."'

However, unlike most

English liberals, Morier had watched in frustrated fascination as Prussian liberals vainly
fought for liberal refonn during the constitutional confiict- Thus, he became convinced
that somewhere something had to give

-for how long could anyone, even Bismarck,

possibly swim against the current of his time? Here, therefore, is the context into which
belongs the quotation that introduced this chapter, and which might now be cited in full:
I am of course abused as a violent German partisan.... My Standpunkf in
this question is this: I am firmly convinced that the law of nationality ... is
a natural law that cannot in the long run be resisted, and will assert itself
in Genany as well as in Scandinavia. I believe it is in the interests of
England (which desires peace and will get it when a natuml balance of
power is obtained by the great national groups ..-instead of the present
'O9 'What Anna Speich Thinks of the Schleswig-Holstein Question," [Morier to Stockmar, 1864).
Moner Papers, Box 3; Morier to Lord Russell, 9 July 1864. RA 1 93/43; Morier to Lord Russell, 19
November 1864. Morier Papers, Box 74; Morier to Lord Russell, 7 September 1865. Russell
Papers, PRO 30122182
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artificial treaty-bom balance of power) that this result should take place.
At the same time, l think that we are not called upon to assist acüvely or
as midwife at the incarnation of these ideas, and that what vue have to do
is just look on as perfectly neutral bystanders-II2

"Just look on" is precisely what Britain was forced to do after 1864, as Pnissia
and Austria headed for war, which finally came in June 1866.'13 Six weeks later, a
preliminary peace treaty was signed at Nikolsburg, which confirmeci Pnissia's smashing
victory over Austria and the latter's ejection from Gennany. Within a yeat, the
constitution of the North German Confederation came into effect, which laid the
groundwork for the final unification of Gennany four years later. Thus, the AustroPnissian War, which stemmed directly from the Schleswig-Holstein conflict, confimed
Max Müller's prediction to Morier in 1864 that, "If Pmssia attempts to swallow this small
morse1 by itself, it will stick in her throat; thereaffer it will go down together with others at
one good gu~p.""~
Morier's reaction to the Austro-Pnissian War and the reorganization of Germany
that followed show iwo things abave al1 else: his faith in the ameliorative power of the
Geman nationality, and his hatred for Bismarck. On the whole, he was pleased by the
outcome of the German war, which is not suprising given his kleindeutsch outlook.
Morier had long k

n certain not only that the success of any Mure Geman nation-

state depended on its separation from Austria, but also that such a separation was the
soundest basis for the future development of the Austrian Empire as well. This latter

-

-

-

Morier to Odo Russell, 1 February lm. Ampthill Papers, PRO, FO 918155.
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belief was reinforœd by his commercial diplomacy in Austria, which began in 1865,~'~
and by his experiences in repor&ïngon the Austro-Hungarian constitutional negotiations
taking place at the time war broke out. Once cut loose from Germany, Morier argued,
the Habsburgs would be ftee to pursue more effectively a policy of federal reform within
the Empire

-if only Hungarian nationalists could be made to see that "combination is a

higher law than isolation -that interdependence is more full of security than
independence.""6 '1 have long since corne to the condusion," Morier wrote to Lady
Salisbury during the first week of the Austro-Prussian War
that the only chance for Austria is to withdraw from ltaly and fmm
Germany.... mhe present political and material ruin of Austria is owing
wholly to the attempt made by her during the last fifty yean to carry on
under altered circumstances the dream of the Holy Roman Empire, viz,
political domination from the Eider to ~rindis~"'
After Austria's defeat, Morier remained as convinced as ever of the importance of the
integrity of the Austrian Empire, and he believed that the outcome of Koniggetz
ultimately contributed to that integrity.
Thus, while Morier abhorred what he called Yhe infamous origin of the war and
the lying brutality and rapacrty which were the motive power of the King and Bismarck in
entering upon it," he was confident that the final outwme would be a boon to both
German and European secunty,
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The great main points to bear in mind are ... that the real great benefits to
the world in general and to Gemany in particular may ...be secured if
Gemany consolidates as a whole in the shape of a centralized
eonfederacy headed by Prussia, which you will remember was always my
creed, and on the other hand if Austria consolidates as a united
~ingdom."'
As for Bismarck's contribution to this outcome, Morier believed it was more or less
forced on him by the movement of history which was naturally tending in the direction of

German unity:
The second point to be kept in view is that this good that may anse will
have arisen not through but in spite of Bismarck, that the objects which
he secured will be the objects he always most opposed and that he
remains the unprincipled scoundrel after the battle of Koniggratz which hé
was before with the additional crime on his hands of the death and
sufferings of thousands, and therefore that it ought to be quite as much
man to hate him and oppose him now as it was
the duty of eve~~honest
six weeks aga

Posted in Darmstadt after the war, Morier monitored the creation and
developrnent of the North Geman Confederation in the years that followed. In his
official and personal wrrespondence with Foreign Secretary Stanley, Morier harped on
what he regarded as the hnro principal forces doing battle within the Confederation

-

'Greater Pnissianisrn" and 'Little ~ermanism."'" The former, once the policy of
Bismarck, was now pursued by the Conservative Party in Prussia and implied the
creation of a strongly œntralized German state; the latter, on the other hand, remained
the policy of n o m Geman liberals and the new National Liberal Party in particular, who
tended to favour a federal solution of the German question. Stanley (who also received
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Moriefs Geman views via Lady Salisbury) replied that the "present tendency throughout
the world, right or m n g , is in favour of a more centralized and simple administration,"
although he shared MoRer's hope that the 'Gemany of 1900 may be a constitutional
paradise and will not require a million soldiers to protect it"'"

In fact, Morier too

believed that 'the great spring-tide of the nineteenth century is moving irresistibly
forward towards huge centralized, social agglomerations," and that such was aie likely
form of any future German nation-state. The real question, therefore, was whether this
process would be carried out in Germany by and for Prussia, or through the
instrumentality of the Gerrnan "nation" itself
[Ils the process of fusion, which must necessarily take place, more Iikely
to be effected thoroughly and healthily by means of a national body in
which the units are, ab innio, solved into one mass, each of them knowing
that the sacnfice it brings is made to the whole body, and not to another
unit, or by the bureauctatic assimilation of one unit upon the arbitrary
pattern of another unit, against the will of the unit so assimilated, and with
the sense on its part that it is sacrïficïng its individualii to another
individuality, and not to the national commonwealth?'
For Morier, therefore, as for all German nationalists, the period between the
Austro-Pnissian and the Franco-Prussian wars was one of great anticipation, as well as
great uncertainty. Most people, including Bismarck, thought it was simply a matter of
tirne M o r e the south German States formaily joined the North German Confederaüon,
to which they were afready tied through the Customs Union and the offensive and
defensive alliances (Schub- und Trutzbündnkse)concluded after Austria's defeat.
However. the constitution of the North German Confederation did liile to ease either
south German particularists' fears of Prussia's ascendancy, or nationalists' demands for
authentic national representation. The resuit, according to Morier, was 'a mongrel
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legislation of compromises which is neither fish flesh fowi nor yet good red herring, and
a political demoralization which beats even ours."'"
Acting on encouragement from Jowett and Layard, Morier decided in 1868 to
write an arb'cle on German national affairs, which he hoped the Quarterly Review would
p~b1ish.l~~
Aithough his original aim was to 'give the British public some sort of general
idea of the changes brought about in Germany" by the events of 1866, Morier once
again felt compelled to provide a historicalcontext for these events, which precluded a
lengthy analysis of the Confederation itself.12' Tite Quarterly Review declined to publish
the article; however, the Scottish liberal North British Reviéw agreed to pick it up, and it
appeared in the March 1869 number under the title "The Reconstruction of Gennany."
This article, which Louis Phillipe describeci as "the clearest analysis I ever met of the
political changes through which Germany has passed," provides a cogent summary of
Morier's liberal nationalism, and his efforts to reconcile this with Pnissia's rapidly
growing preponderance in ~ e r m a n y . ' ~
Morier structured his argument around a summary history of the German
national movement since the French Revolution, refusing to look any further back since
nothing short of "a scientific inquiry into the political physiology of the Teutonic race*
would suffice to explain why the eastern portion of Charlemagne's empire evolved into
the 'political monstrosity of the Holy Roman ~ m p i r e . " ~
And yet, herein lay the central
argument of the article

-namely, that the history of the German nation was reducible

to a political struggle for unity against the universalist pretensions of Vienna, with

Pnissia serving as the sole means by which unity wuld be achieved. Morier's rendering
Morier to Layard, 21 January 1868. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 38995.
Jowett to Morier, 11 August 1867. Jowett Papers, IIIM, 25; Morier to Layard, 29 November
1867. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 38994.
' 2 ~Morier to Layard, 3 April1869. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 38996; Mofier to Stockmar, 7 Match
1869. Morier Papen, Box 34.
126 Louis Phillipe to Morier, 12 August 1869. Morkr Papen, Box 54(a).
ln R.B.D. Moner, "The Reconstruction of Germany," Nortfi Btitish Review, 50 (1869), p. 253. .
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of the German question as an exclusively political matter arose ftom a classic Iiberalnational belief that statehood was the natural goal of al1 nations. As the Swiss liberal
junst Johann Bluntschliwrote one year later, 7 h e world should be split into as many
dates as humanity is divided into nations. Each nation a state; each state a national
being."12' For Morier, this belief had special relevanœ in Germany. where the German
nationality was itseif defined by a specific vision of statehood:
mhe wotk of German consolidation rests upon a basis altogether
different ftom that of rnere nationality. It was as a kingdom, -Le., under
the form especially consecrated by the Teutonic races to express their
notion of the State, that Germany began her political career. The idea
of national unity thus.rooted in the concrete relations of an historical past.
though dimmed, was never extinguished by the lustre of the Roman
diadem, with its anti-national daim to universal dominion, and has at no
time œased to influence her political development. It is with her efforts to
recover this unity after it had b e n disintegrated that we are ~oncerned.'~~

-

Morier perceptively recognized that the ideals (if not the reality) of 1789 were
cosmopolitan and not national; that it was the 'abstract rights of mannand not the
'concrete relations of Frenchmen, or Germans. or Italiansnwhich the revolutionaries
asserted. But Germany's rulers, rather than heeding the signs of the Gemian nation's
recent intellectual and cultural emancipation, responded to the Revolution and to
Napoleon with a wwardly retreat to particularism, best seen in the creation of the
Confederation of the Rhine. In the face of this bettayal of the German nation, and
reeling from the effects of Jena, Prussia now perceived ïts national mission. In a style
worthy of Droysen's Geschichte derpreussischen Politik, Sybel's Die Begnindung des
Deutschen Reiches durch Wilhelm 1.. or Treitschke's Deutsche Geschichte, Morier

wrote:
Now, for the first time, we perceive the distinct outlines of a people ...a
political wmmunity endowed with an organic life and a strongly rnarked

la
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individuality of its own, and with a consciousness of its collediw
existence pewading al1 the individuals who composed For those who
had eyes to see, Gemany had now at length, after a thousand years of
national existence, given birth to a State, as something different in kind
from a race, or a tenitory, or an agglomention of parishes, or a
mercantile alliance, or a school of philosophy, or a gyrnnastic society, or
a choral club; ....a movement which, from first to last, and during every
phase of its development, bore stamped upon it a national Geman
charader. For the first time in her history, Pnissia, consciously and ex
preposito, plunged into a war of the very first magnitude, and in which
she staked her very existence, not with a specific Prussian, but with the
largest and most cornprehensive national objects in view.'"

+

It was in this spirit that Morier descnbed the subsequent history of Gemany up
to 1866. The Venna Congress showed that, despite Pnissia's efforts, "the time had not

amved for a really organic reconstruction of Gennany upon a national basis." Austria
recognized that 'Prussia's natural ally was the nationalforce," and thetefore specifically
devised the Deutsche Bundto frustrate such an alliance.131 Nevertheless, the
nationalist fke continued to bum in Prussia after 1815, helping ligM the bonfire that
swept Gennany in 1848. In examining the efforts of Germany's 'political professon,"
Morier compared the constitution of the Bundwith the Frankfurt constitution of 1W9.

lncorporating definitions obtained from ~tockmar,'" Morïer described the former as
creating a Staatenbund, or 'States' Confederation," in which there occurred no
'displacement or transfer of sovereignty from the individual units to a common centre."
The Frankfurt constitution, on the other hand. aimed to create a Bundesstaat, or

"Federative Statenin which al1 rights of extemal sovereignty were to be absorbed by a
federal power, mai a legislature that included 'a national npresentation of aie entire
federal body, elected without referenœ to the individual

tat tes."'^

This latter

programme, however, implied a 'mamage between Pnissia and Gemany, that is, an
indissoluble contract in which each party was called upon to make sacrifices for the
130
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good of both." Since neither the Pnissian king nor the Pnissian people were prepared

ta commit to such a marriage, the national problem languished after 1848.'~
Morier ihen retraced the familiar ground of the 'New Era* ministry, the Hessian
and Prussian constitutional conflicts, and the federal reform efforts of the early 1860s.
Several aspects of his account warrant mention, foremost among these his reappraisal
of the Prussian constitutional conflict in light of Prussia's 'mission" to unify Germany.
Although Morier admitteci that "from the constitutional point of view the Chamber was in
the right and the Crown in the wrong," he now claimed:
[I]t may be doubted whether, as a question of political opportunity, the
Chamber was wise in pushing the constitutional doctrine to its logical
consequences. The safety of Pnissia as a State was at stake, and
imperatively demanded that she should be at one with herself; and,
above all, pointed to the absolute necessity of a strong ~ovemment.'~
This was a far cry from his eariier view of the constitutional conflict, in which Pnissia's
liberals were unequivocally shown to be fighting the good fight. However, it was a view
that corresponded well with his growing belief in the "omnipotent and beneficent action
of the State," particulariy since the state in question held the key to Gennany's national

Also noteworthy was Morier's blatant hostilii towards Austria, which amse from
Austrian efforts to deprive Prussia of the initiative in German national affairs. This was
most evident in his appraisal of the reform act Austria proposed at the 1863 Fürstentag.

Since this scheme failed to entnist the proposed Assembly of Delegates with LYhe
sovereign attributes of Germany as an independent national unit," Morier condemned it
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statesrnen." Morier, "The Reconstructionof Germany,"pp. 2-287.
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as a deliberate deception, of which IYhe reaI purpose was to cancel such limited control
as the nation actually possessed over its international relations by rneans of its local
Parliaments." As Morier understood it. the Austrian proposal ignored what he
wnsidered Yhe real forces of the nation, viz., the Pnissian State and the German
people."'37
But it was in the article's final section, which discussed the constitution of the

North German Confederation, where Morier grappled with the apparent inapplicability of
liberal nationalist ideals to the German question. A proposed draft constitution, drawn
up by Bismarck in the fall of 1866 and approved by the German state governments in
January 1867, envisaged a federal state in which Prussia would be preponderant
through its wntrol of an ail-powetful Federal Council (Bundesrat). The other federal
organ, the National Parliament (Reichstag), was virtually ber& of power, All legislation
it passed was subject to approval by the Bundesrat (which possessed the sole power to

introduce legislation), while its discussion of budgetary matters was restricted to nonmilitary expendiiure, which amounted to less than one percent of the total budget. As
Bismarck admitted in confidence to a Saxon minister, his aim was to =destroy
parliamentarism by par~iarnentarism."'~~
In March 1867 this draft constitution was submitted to a German Constituent
Assembly elected by universal male suffrage frorn arnong the states of the new
tinal
Confederation. Of the 297 seats in the Constituent Assembly, the Nao

Liberals

secured 80, the Conservatives 59, the Free Conservatives 39, moderate Iiberals (the
AltNberalen and the "Free Liberalsn)41, and the Progressives 19, with the remainder
divided among Poles, the Catholic fraction, and vanous partiwlari~ts.'~
The Iiberals,

Morier, 'The Reconstruction of Germany," p. 298.
As cited in William Carr, A Histotyof Gemany, 18151945 (London: Edward Arnold, 1979), p.
7 12Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789, iii, p. 649.
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therefore, formed the majority. However, the divisions arnong Germany's liberals (which
had been intensified by the resuîts of the war) prevented united action in the debates

over Bismarck's proposed constitution.
Morier

-concemed with the conduct of the liberals exclusively -was deeply

disturbed by the implications of their disunity, which appeared to deny the truth of liberal
nationalism. 'mhe two ideas for the realization of which the German nation has not
ceased since the War of Liberation to strive," he wrote, "are unity and freedom

-

Einheit und Freiheit." Nineteenth century German history was primarily a story of the

German nation's efforts to achieve these twin goals, which proved to be the rocks upon
which the Frankfurt Parliament foundered and sank. This therefore presented Morier
with a serious dilemma, which he summed up as follows:
Now, though there rnost assuredly exists no essential incompatibility
between these two objects, but the reverse, inasrnuch as, taking the
genius of the Teutonic race into account, 1 is difficuit to conceive of the
permanent establishment of the one without the other, yet it is not less
true that during a period of more or less revolutionary transition, a
passionate and one-sided striving for the one object necessarily calls into
life forces which act in a direction adverse to the other.... Hence rnost of
the catastrophes which have occurred in the crises of German
development have owed their origin to the mutual fiction of these two
forces.... lnstead of k i n g worshipped together at the same shrine, the
idols have been set up behind separate altars, and the priests who ought
to form part of one holy brotherhood revile each other as if they were the
ministers of rival re~igions.'~~
This is as unequivocal a statement of liberal nationalism as can be found anywhere in
the nineteenth century. However, to this expression of libera! nationalism Morier
deliberately attached a racial component, while also adopting the language of religiosity
which expressed the depth of his own ideological cornmitment to German unification.
The ideal solution to the German question lay somewhere beîween the Progressives'
concem over Fmiheit and the National Liberals' desire for Einheit. Unfortunately,

~p
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Morier, "The Reconstmctionof Gennany," pp. 304-305. Emphasis added.

Bismarck was aware that the latter "would submit to almost any conditions rather than
that a common Constitution

for North Germany ... should not come into Iife," and he

exploited this as a means to secure their support for the proposed constitution. Already
at this point, Morier recognked that this alliance between Bismarck and the National
Liberals would 'profoundly" affect the future of the National ~iberals.'~'
M e r Bismarck granted several amendments demanded by both Progressives
and National Liberals (e-g.,the introduction

of a secret ballot, a 'responsible* chancellor,

the power of the Rekhstagto debate al1 expenditure annually, the right of otficials to
seek office), the Constituent Assembly approved the constitution, and the North Gennan
Confederation came into existence. On paper, the new Gennan state resembled a
republic, culrninating.not in the person of the King of Prussia but in Pnissia's
representativeto the Bundesrat, with Prussia seMng as the presiding power (Presidial

Macht). However, Morier acknowledged that, in practice. 'lhe ovefwhelming
preponderanœ of Prussia is everywhere apparent," particularly since the King of Pnissia
was the supreme head of the federal army and possessed the sole power of declaring
war and concluding peace. The result, he argued, was a new form of Gennan dualism,
with the people of Pnissia (who made up 80 percent of the Confederation's population)
living a "double political Iife," as Pnissians on the one hand and as Germans on the
~ther.'~~
Thus, Morier posed the question: 'Which of the two natures will master the
other?" Given Prussia's predominance in the new Confederation, as well as Morier's
own belief that Bismarck was 'before al1 things a Prussian minister, serving a Prussian
sovereign, and ruling a Prussian people," one would expect him to conclude that
Gemany was doomed to be Prussianized. However, Morier could not bring himself to

14'
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make such an admission (particulariy in a public forum), since it flew in the face of
everything he believed about the destiny of the German nation. Thus, he remained
hopeful that an authentic federal German govemment would rise from the foundations
laid by the North German constitution. This, he argued. would in turn lead to the
creation of a "Federal Sovereign, Le.,to the assumption by the Crown of Prussia of a
tale, be it that of Emperor or King of the Germans, which ...will complete the national
structure of the preserit edifice," while amalgamating Prussia with Germany. The irony

was that particularism remained a stumbling block to German unity, with Prussia
threatening to becorne its proponent after nearly a quarter century of opposing it
elsewhere in Gerrnany. Morier's conclusion, therefore, appears to have been directed
as much to the people of Prussia as it was to the British public, which he hoped to win
over to the cause of German unity:
The incarnation of the German race into the German State is a great and
therefore an ideal task, the greatest and therefore the most ideal which
the century has been called upon to perform. By cutting the Gordian knot
of the German question with her sword, Prussia has taken upon herself
the sole and undivided responsibility of this task. Not only her own
destinies, but those of Europe, depend upon the manner in which she
may fuffill it. The eyes of the civilized world are upon her. Let her not
forget that "unto whom much as givenn and, à forton, by whom rnuch
is taken "from him shall much be req~ired."'"~

-

-

Thus, Iike Germany's liberals, Morier was enwuraged by the events that
followed the end of the Austro-Prussian War. Although he still harboured an immense
distrust of Bismarck, whose position had been strengthened by these events, he was
pleased with how the war had removed Austria from the scene M i l e also pointing the
way to unification, achieved in part in the fom of the North German Confederation.
Furthemore, he remained convinced that, despite Bismarck's machinations, the
historical necessity of German unification was the real moving force behind these
events. He regarded the creation of a Gennan nation-state as the means to fulfill both
Ibid., pp. 313-314. Emphasis in original.

the political evolution of the German nationafity (whose destn
iy

was 'rooted in the

concrete relations of an historical past"), and the racial irnperative that had distinguished
this people thraughout Europe's history. Ignorant of the profound dangers inherent in
his exaltation of Teutonicmsuperiority, Morier regarded tftat same superiority as the best
guarantee of political liberalkation among Germans. In that sense, at least, hi$ liberal
nationalism remained intact.
W

The outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War the following year did Iiile to aiter
Morier's opinion. Indeed, his first-hand experiences wiai the wafs wnsequences only
strengthened his conviction, first expressed in 1866, that Bismarck was simply forcing
events and that Prussia could, 'by her mere natural developrnent with, instead of

against, the liberal and national forces of Gemany, have effected what required to be
done by peaceful means and without b~oodshed."'~
Although Morier regarded France
to be the main aggressor in the war, he suspected Bismarclc of cornplicity in the matter

of the Benedetti treaty, puMished in The Times on 25 July 1870."~ Morier also infonned
the British foreign secretary as early as 30 September that he beIieved "the

Hohenzollern candidature [for the Spanish throne] was deliberately arrangeci by
Bismarck with a view to bringing about a collision with France in such a way as to make
Gemany appear to be on the defen~ive."'~~
Morier's dismay at the way these events

unfolded even led him to the fallawing Hegelian appraisal of Bismarck's place in
German unification:
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'" Morier to Stodtmar, 27 January 1871,

1 have corne to believe as the first arücle of my faim that there is no good
to be done in this world at the present time except by rascals. There may
be moments in history when Vie good* can work on its own hook and
force a road for itself, but there are whole epochs like the present in
which good can only be wrought by the 'vereinende Kraft" die stets das
Bose will und stets das Gute schafR p h e combined powef which always
requires evil and always produces g o ~ d j - ' ~
However, these sentiments soon gave way to enthusiasm for the nationalist
impulse created by the war. The war was not. he maintained, a struggle between
Napoleon III and Bismarck, but between the French and German nations. And while the
former was fighting to maintain its status as Europe's preeminent power, the latter was
fighting for a far more noble cause, 30 aquire the right of national existence." Nor did
Morier have any doubt about the war's outcorne. 'By the mere force of superior
civilization the army of citiuens will conquer," he wrote to Lady Derby on 11 August,
three weeks before the decisive battle of Sedan. At this same time, he described m a t
he regarded as the main significance of the war. 'The greatest dominating fact for you
and everyone else to grasp hold of, far out-topping al1 other fa& in its influence on the
future of mankind, is that the unity of Gerrnany has ôeen effected-n'48
To Stockmar he
was even more frank in expressing what has become the most frequently cited evidence
of Morier's Germanophilia:
You will know without my telling you how heart and sou1 I am with
Germany at this great tuming-point, not of her history only but of that of
mankind. What untold heights of civilization may not the world attain to
with a Gerrnan Empire preponderant over the destinies of Europe if
only there is as much wisdom in the upper stories of the building as there
has been valour and self-sacrifice in the l~wer."~

-

Morier to Stockmar, 25 September 1870. Morier Papers, Box 5. Reprinted in part in Wemyss,
The Memoirs of Sir Robert Motfer, ii, pp. 177-178. Emphasis in original.
'43 Morier to Lady Derby, 11 August 1870. Morier Papen, Box 34. On 5 July 1870 Morier's
longtime correspondent Lady Salisbury, widowed since April 1868, mamed Lord Stanley, the
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Memoirs of Sir Robert Moner, ii,p. 165. The diplomat Sir James Hudson, Morier's friend and a
fellow advocate of Geman unity, expressed himself simifarly 'lt al1seems like a dream this
Prussian advance into France, and yet there it is. What we Iooked and longed for, for many a
day. How we talked of it in London last year as a matter far, far off. And here it is atour doors.
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Foremost among Moriefs concems regarding "wisdom in the upper stories" was
Bismarck's attitude towarâs the Geman annexation of Alsace-Lorraine as security
against future French aggres~ion.'~~
Like Schleswig-Holstein, Alsace-Lorraine was a
flashpoint for Gennan nationalism, having once been provinœs of the Holy Roman
Empire, only to be conquered and annexed by France during the reigns of Louis XIV
and his successors. As a result, the region contained a patchwork of overlapping

influences. both Gennan and French. which hopelessly complicated efforts to assign
'national" identities to its inhabitants. Thus, Îts annexation in 1871 raised several
dÎfficult questions about the charader of the new Geman nation-state created during
the Franco-Prussian War

-questions Morier was keen to examine.

Beginning in the

fall of 1870 and continuing for the next six years. Morier made periodic tours of AlsaceLorraine and closely followed the major developments there in order to keep the British
Foreign Office appnsed of GemanyJsefforts to integrate these tenitories

In middugust 1870 Stockmar infonned Morier that Bismarck was planning
annexation. which Stockmar considered "a doubtful policy' but necessary to the
construction of 'a proper strait-jacket for the madmennin i rance.'" Morier was already
aware by this time that annexation was rapidly gaining support in Germany, and he
therefore informed Crown Prince Frederick William that he could 'not find words strong
enough to express how much I dreaded that this should becorne the national cry. i l 5 2 H,
also warned Stockmar (whose chauvinism was increasing daily) that the inhabitants of

but by the profound Gennan. Well, we must 'vail our proud tops' and hail with heart and sou1 the
advent of a new em."Hudson to Morier. 12 August 1870. Morier Papers, Box 5.
Bismarck's motive in pressing for aie annexation of Alsace-Lorraine was to possess the
strategic fortressos of Metz and Sbassburg. AJthough ha exploited Geman naüonalist
propaganda as a means to secure their annexation, ho personally dismissed the nationalists'
arguments as 'profeJsoMI ideas." Pfianze, Bismarck and the.DeveIopment of Gemany. i, pp.
484-488.
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'"

'"

Alsace-Lorraine were 'more Gaflic than the Gauls," and that their annexation would
make a "poor dèbuf' for the German ~rnpire.'~~
By September the nationalist agitation in Germany in favour of annexation had
grown dramatically, culminating in Treitschke's vitriolic essay in the Preussische

Jahrbücher, "What do we demand from FranceT, in which the National Liberal historïan
thundered:
These territories are ours by the right of the mord, and we shall dispose
of them in virtue of a higher right the right of the German nation, which
will not permit its children to remain strangers to the German Empire.... At
ail times the subjecüon of a German race to France has been an
unhealthy thing; t d a y it is an offense against the reason of History a
vassalship of free men to haif-educated barba ri an^.'^^

-

-

Having had a hand in the generation of such chauvinism, Bismarck issued a circular
despatch on 13 September announcing the necessity of Gemany's annexation of

Back in Britain, where public opinion was initiafly favourable to Prussia in its war

with France, the news of Germany's plan to annex Alsace-Lorraine deeply divided the
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On 10 August Stockmar wrote Morier of his wish that somebody would give him 'a receipt to
get rid of the whole nation [of France] like so many noxious beasts." Two weeks later, he spoke in
similar t e n s in reply to Morier's opposition to annexation: '[Mly conviction is - and this is the
reason why I should Iike to eradicate the French - that they are a set of incurable maniacs.... I
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remarkable manner with the limits of language.' Morier to Granville, 2 September 1870. PRO, FO
25512. According to Dan Silvennan, such a 'sharp delimitation of a linguistic boundary in Alsace
and Lorraine is impossible." Reluctant Unmn: Alsace-Lorraine and Imperia1 Gemany, 1871-1918
University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1972), p. 74.
Mosse, The Eumpean Powers and the G e m n Question, p. 338.
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British cabinet, which had declared a policy of strict neutrali in the Franco-Prussian
War. Foreign Secretary Granville did not believe it would be politically expedient to
oppose the proposed annexation, since this would be regarded as a departure from
Britain's non-interventionist policy. Gladstone, on the other hand, supported by
Goschen, objected on moral grounds to such a Vansfer of human beings like chattels,"
and urged that the inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine be ~onsulted.'~~
Granville had, in fact,
already taken steps in that direction. "We hear very different accounts," he wmte to
Morier on 22 September:

The French assure us that there is no part of France more French in
sentiment The Germans Say that language, semi-Protestantism, and
perhaps Judaism incline them not to a petty German state, but to a great
German nation. Others Say that in the hills they are Gerrnan, in the
plains they are French.
Thus, Granville instructed Morier to ascertain %ery quietly and discreetly, and without
any bias, what are the present feelings of Alsace and Lorraine about being absorbed
into ~ e r m a n ~ . " ' ~
In accepting this mission
followed

-which initiated a series of reports in the years that

-Morier expressed concern about k i n g taken for a spy, given that the

population in Alsace-Lorraine was "in the highest degree fanaticized and more or less a
prey to anarchf because of the war. ''13 He therefore offered his services to the British
National Society for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War to obtain a badge that
From there he traveled to Metz on
permitted him to travel to Strassburg ~nhindered.'~~
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'" Morier to Granville, 26 September 1870. Granville Papers. PRO 30129195.
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In requesting this badge from the National Society, Morier innocently joshified it on the grounds
that "1 may not pass for a swindler." Moreover, once his mission was concludeci, he wrote a long
letter to Robert Uoyd Lindsay, the National Societfs director, in which he baldly asserted: "fhere
can be no doubt that the greatest abuse prevailed in mnsequenœ of the indiscriminatemanner in
which unqualified persons used the badge....Now it seems to me of such radical importance that
the members of the Red Cross should have a kind of sacred character attached to them ...that 1
would have no hesitation whatever in insisting on very severe measures against al1 illegin'mate use
of the badge." Morier to Mrs. Robert Lloyd Lindsay, 27 September 1870; Morier to.RobeR Lloyd

the pretext of facifitating the aid efforts of the Daily News, before retuming to Darmstadt
on 16 October. The entire trip, which lasted two weeks, exposed Moner to a range of
local opinion in Alsace-Lorraine. By his own account, he spoke with people from al1
walks of Iife, ranging from bankers and businessmen to village priests and innkeepers.
His subsequent reports to Granville, which the foreign secretary praised highly and
clairned "delighted" ~ l a d s t o n e ,addressed
'~
such issues as local attitudes towards
annexation, the mannes, language, culture, and religion of the population, and the
consequences of the war. Morier wrote five reports during this mission. the last being
an assessment of what he had learned from these e~perienœs.~~~
Overall. two themes emerge from Morier's reports. The first is that, despite the
claims of German propaganda, there did not exist any substantial support for annexation
among the population of either Alsace or Lorraine. This, no doubt, is what pleased
Gladstone upon reading Morier's reports. Morier acknowledged the existence of
widespread dissatisfaction with the Second Empire, as well as the presenœ of
autonomist sentiments which looked to Germany for suppo"t But with the exception of
one fanatical Protestant pastor in Alsace, he found no support for k i n g forcibly
attached to Germany

-which appeared to confirm his eariier concerns over the

damage that would be done "ta the cause of liberty in Germany by having for sorne
years to rule over an unfree p e ~ p l e . " ' ~

Lindsay, 6 Apnl1871. Wantage Papers, DMlar1/1/2/60-76. For Morier'sservices b the National
Society during the Franco-Pnissian War, see Henry Rundle, WM the Red C m in the FrancuPNssian War (London: Longmans, 191O), pp. 39-40.
leo Granville to Marier, 2 Nwember 1870. Granville Papers. Pro 301291112. On 9 Octobr
Gladstone wmte Granville that the first hno of Morier's reports were 'crediible to his power of
impartialii, and important," and he instructed the foreign secretary to circulate them. The Pditical
ConespondenceofMK Gladstone and Lod Granvile, 18681876. Agatha Ramm, ed. Camden
3rd
Series, 81 (1952), p. 142.
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The second theme is that Alsace, despite its long attachrnent to France, was far

more German than French in its language, culture and racial composition

-rhat it was,

in rnany respects, more Geman than any part of Gemany-* Throughout his travels in

Alsace, Moner remarked on the prevalence of spoken German, particularly among the
Iower classes. Although French foms persisteci in urban centres such as Strassburg, in

the countryside
this French varnish or supeficial coating entireiy disappears. In their
speech, their manners, their dress, the style of their houses, you feel you
are among a genuine German peasantry, over which no breath of
Gallicism has p a ~ s e d . ' ~
Morier even went so far as to describe two Alsatian girfs he met as "perfecttypes of
German corneliness, pink and white with brigM blue eyes and fair hair," which tie
cantrasted with their Irish guest, described as "square, dumpy, coarse featured, with
untidy hair, and a brogue that tore the skin from inside your earsmfs4Morier's intent
here was clear: he sougM to reconcile the British govemrnent to annexation by drawing
attention to "national" factors that aquitted Gerrnany's daims to the region. "In
estimating the political and moral conditions of annexation," he wrote, Yhese strongly
rnarked Geman features of the social and family Iife of the inhabitants must not be iost
sight of."'= Of Lotraine, however, Morier said almost nothing beyond the fact that its
population was purely French and appeared to have been "constmcted upon the exact
contrary pflnciples* of the ~lsatians.'~
In his conduding report, Morier described how his former opposition to
annexation had now been replaœd by a desire to find 'some meno termine,"such as a
twenty-year German occupation of Alsace, to be followed by a plebiscite to determine
the province's national affiliation. Thus, whik still opposed to the annexation of
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Lorraine, Morier's German sympathies had led hirn to now accept German daims to
Alsace. ln justifying this change of heart, Morier wrote the follow*ng,which clearly
indicates the range of influences affecting his understanding of nationality:
To the great disgrace of the nineteenth œntury the present war has
degenerated into a war of race and it would be to ask the superhuman of
the successful race that it should end the war without taking back into its
bosom such an unmistakable bit of Gemian 'nationaiii as the Germans
of Alsace-...The Alsatians being German their virtues are Geman virtues
and their best chance of keeping and developing those virtues
undoubtedly lies in their nationality having room given to it to expand in,
or at al1 events not finding that nationality engaged in a struggle for
existence with one essentially contrary to it whose vices it might become
contaminated with, but whose good qualities are too foreign to its nature
to be easily acquired.
In this view, nationslraces possess a distinctive and enduring nature, some essential
quality that is unaffected by the intermixing of such groups. Indeed, such mixing, as had
occurred in Alsace-Lorraine, merely depnved these groups of the means for forward
progress. Thus, the good of the Alsatians themselves depended on being attached to
Gemany, and ifgoverned for the next fifty years by the best German instead of the best
French govemment, Alsace would unquestionably "reach a very high instead of
remaining on a very low rung of the social

add der."'^^

In the tumultuous months leading up to the capitulation of Pans on 28 January
1871 and the signing of a preliminary peace treaty on 1 March, German demands for

Alsace-Lorraine were the main obstacle to peace. Morier, knowing full well that
Germany's territorial demands were unalterable, concluded that France's continued
resistance was in part the result of encouragement it received from Britain. Admittedly,
the British govemment had done little more than register mild objections to Germany's
terms,lBBwhile Odo Russell, Britain's representative at the Passian headquarters in
Versailles, privately argued: 'Instead of the sacrifice of death, let her sacrifice the living,

lm
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- let the Alsatians sacrifice their nationality and Iive as Gemans for rance."'^^

British

public opinion, however, quickly turned against Germany in the fall of 1870, condemning
both the demand for Alsace-Lorraine and the bombardrnent of ~ a r i s . " ~Such
candemnaüon, Morier concluded, simply hieled the fanaticism of French leaders such
as Léon Gambetta and perpetuated the slaughter. Thus, rather than modify his stance
on Germany's territorial demands, Morier became even more adamant in their defense:

Ifs of course very fine and disinterested for us, who appropriate in lndia
every ten yeam countries the sire of Europe for the purpose of improving
Our military frontier, to consider this [annexation] a crime of lèse
humanity. But the stubbom fact remains that under the most favourable
circumstanœs had not France been stncken with paralysis before the
commencement of the war the mole of the left bank of the Rhine and
great portion of the right bank (Baden and part of Württemberg) must
have been abandoned to French occupation before the Gemian army
could be formed. This is a state of things they have determined to put a
stop to and they will proceed with the war until France says she has had
enough and will treat on the basis of the cession. Ishould like to know
what we should do in analogous cir~urnstances?'~~
On 18 January 1871 the German Empire was prodaimed, and Morier's greatest
professional wish was fulfilled. "There is a tremendous and exuberant heaithiness about
the German race," Morier wrote soon thereafter, 'as it reposes in its full manhood after
its great toil, which contrasts strongly with the diseased neighbour across the Rhine and

even with the ltalian neighbour and the teetbing colossus to the ~ast."'" And yet,
despite Germany's unification, Morier remained deeply concemed about the means by
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which Alsace-Lorraine had k e n attached to the new Empire. and what effect this would
have on Germany generally.
After examining the various ways Alsace-Lorraine wuld be inwrporated into
Gerrnany, Bismarck had finally settled on the idea of making it an imperial territory
(Reichsland), joined to the Empire as a whole rather than to any single state within the
Empire, or as a new German state unto it~e1f.l~~
It was the location of sovereignty in this
arrangement that most concerned Morier, this k i n g a reflection of his deeper unease
with the federal structure of the new German nation-state. As Morier understood it,
annexations in the past generaliy invdved transfemng the annexed region's rights of
sovereignty to the new monarch, or ttie establishment of a personal union with the new
territory such that the crowns of the two states were merged into one. In either case,
"the inhabiints of the country which has undergone the change are not enveloped in

the haze of an abstract idea of sovereignty, but can visibly behold beneath the crown the
head that wears it.w'74
Such, however, was not the case in Alsace-Lorraine, where the annexing power

was not a monarchy, 'but a confederation of sovereigns, to one of whom under the
name of Emperor is delegated by the other sovereigns the exercise of certain attributes
of sovereignty." In short, Alsace-Lorraine was declared to be "an integral portion of a

body which is not itseif integra~.""~This view of Gemany's arnbiguous political ~ t ~ c t u r e

went back to Morier's previous judgment on the constitution of North German
Confederation, which had remained largely intact in the new Empire. Of the two main
federal bodies, only the Reichstagwas a genuinely national organ, the Reichsrat acting
instead as a kind of international body in which the sovereignty of the individual states

-

-

in For Bismarck's reasons for this decision, see Silverman, Reluctant Union: Alsace-Lorraine and
Imperia1 Gerrnany. 1871-1918, pp. 34-35.
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was exercised. Moriefs main concem, therefore, was with the likelihood of Gemany
developing into a genuine nation-state in which the rights of sovereignty, rather than
awkwardly divided in this manner, would be collected in hands of a single national
sovereign

-a development that was implicit in the transformation of Alsace-Lorraine

into a Reichsland, but which was at variance with the Empire's existing ~onstitution."~

Of course, this question of where Alsace-Lorraine fit in the construction of the
new Gemany was only one of the national issues at stake. Another major issue
wncemed Gemany's ability to integrate successfully these territories in such a way as

to wunter the effects of their pnor attachment to France. And it was this question,
above al1 others, that most concemed Morier in the years that followed. Naturally, he
believed that the new German administration of the region was superior to that of the
French, which, under the system of departments, had provided no 'common bond of
uni~n."'~
Moner argued that there existed in Berlin a determination to treat the
Alsatians 'not as a wnquered race but as lost sheep returned to the national fold."

He

acknowledged that, at the outset, the administrative picture in Alsace-Lorraine was one
of "confusion and arbitrariness,"

-ÿvell-meant bungling" as Bismarck descnbed it

-

but that this was tempered by the Gemans' desire to be 'benevolent and conciliatory" in
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their handling of the region.'"

Morier even regarded the introduction of German as the

offcial language of the region, which produced strong opposition from several groups,
~~
he strongly endorsed Roggenbach's work in
as an "inestimable b ~ o n . " 'Similady,
establishing the University of Strassburg, which Morier denied was intended as a "centre
of German propagandism ... by means of which the intelledual conquest of the French
provincemwas to be accomplished- Instead, he argued that Roggenbach sought to give

the university a "wsmopolitan charactef in order to combat the "narrow and chauvinistic
spirit of a narrow nationalism."18"
Morier found it al1 the more distressing, therefore, when the Gemtan govemment
undeminecl this progress towards the national integration of AlsaceLonaine by acting
in such a way as to strengthen the region's pro-f rench elements. The most flagrant
example of this occurred with the hasty introduction of military conscription into AlsaceLorraine on 1 October 1872, which coincideci with the exercise of the citirenship
"option", in which the inhabitants were given a final opportunity to retain their French
citiienship and move their residence to France. In fact, Morier syrnpathized with the
German motives involved in both these initiatives. He believed that the idea behind the
introduction of German military law was that the AlsaceLorrainers had 'remained
Germans in everything but their political sympathies," and that it was therefore
neœssary to treat them as true citkens with regard to both rights and duties in order to
re-acquire these sympathies. "The idea of rnilitary service as the first duty of &kens and
u p n which al1 civil rights depend has becorne so ingrained in the Prussian and through
the Prussian in the German mind that that there is no room for any other conception.'

Morier to Granville, 18 October 1871. PRO, FO 163145.
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Morier refused, therefore, to ascribe to the Geman govemment "harshand inhuman
motives but the contrav with regard to its introduction of military con~cription.'~'
Sirnilarly, he praised the Geman govemment for ïts attempt, by means of the
option, ta grant Alsace-Lorrainers the means of choosing their own citiienship. T h e era
of the Geman annexations," he wrute, 'inaugurated a new principle

-neither the word

of the 'annexer' nor the 'vox populi' [by means of a plebiscite] was to decida the fate of

the inhabitants. The latter were individualiy to select their own destiny."'* It was only
owing to the ambiguity surtounding how the option was to be exercised and to whom it

applied that problems arose. Once again, therefore. Morier described the problems it
produced as the resuit of 'carelessness, rather than malice" on the part of the Gennan
authorities.'"
However, Morier wnsidered it a "grave political blundef that these two policies

were implemented sirnultaneously. In so doing, the Geman govemment induced a

large emigration of youths who were eligible for military service, while predisposing
many others to opt for France when the opportunity arose in Odober 1872. Moreover.
the bad feelings produced by these two policies alienated those Alsatians who had

decided that it was 'better to assist the Gennan govemment in their atternpt to govem
well than to indulge in a fruitless opposition." Having urged their friends and neighbours

to cooperate with Genany, this group was now denounced for its alleged 'insinœrity"
and 'cryptogemanism" as a result of the Gennan govemment's actions. Thus, Morier
believed that a delay of five or six years before introducing conscription into AlsaceLorraine would have dramatically altered the outcorne of the citizenship option policy

-
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'"

-

'the population would with hardly any exceptions, without fuss and noise, have gone

over to the German nationality."'"
In June 1873, Morier submitted a summary report on the legislation and

administration in Alsace-Lorraine during the previous year. He argueâ that the msuits of
the military levy vindicated his earlier predictions, claiming that 26.000 of the 33,000

men called never appeared.'"

He also noted that the 'productive loss" of these men

could hardly be offset by the actual2400 inductees who would march for the next three

yean. However, aside from this obvious Mernish on the German govemment's record in
the new Reichsland, Morier wrote glowïrtgly, almost boastfufly. of its accomplishments,
while restating his eariier belief regarding the natural (ergo national) suitability of the
Alsacdorrainers for Geman nile. uWhatevermay have k e n the political faults

committed by Germany in her dealings with the annexed territory," he stated:
there can be no doubt that (to Say nothing of the care bestowed on the
matenal prosperity of the country), she has introduced an administration
of justice, and a system of education far superior to anything AlsaceLorraine could have hopad for had that province remained connected with
France; and that as far as the Geman portions of the temtory, Le.,9/10
of the c ~ u n t r y ,is
' ~concerned, these systems k i n g Geman systems
and therefore in a state of actual hamony with the requirements of a
German population, an impulse in the direction of higher f o m of culture
has been given to the inhabitants which they could not have received
under their French masters.
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He wncluded by remarking that, should France regain these territories in ten or fiReen
years, it would find them "much improved* and would have no easy task raising itself to
the same level of its "Iiberated da~ghter."'~~
Better than any other episode duflng Morier's tirne in Gemany, the annexation of
Alsace-Lorraine illustrates the vidory of national over liberal convictions in his thought
His original belief that the annexation was an 'impolitic ad" that would produœ a Yeeling
of lasting biiemessnin f rance soon gave way to guarded acceptance and eventually
outright support for a German policy widely condemned by BrÏtish liberals. Such was
the price to be paid for reconciling himself to the achievement of a united Gemany that
included article 1 of the Treaty of Frankfurt And yet, it is not the fact that Morier
underwent this conversion, but rather the ease with which it was effected that is most
remarkable, indicating as it does the range of arguments that were close at hand for
justifying acts committed in the name of national unification. Morier's praise for the
administrative order and harmonious cultural assimilation of the region's "Genann
population glossed over the obvious violence done to liberal ideals such as popular
sovereignty (as it applied to the people of Alsace-Lorraine) and other basic civil and
political freedoms in the Reichsland. Moreover, the attack on religious freedom in
Alsace-Lorraine, camed out as part of the KuIturkampf, was among the most divisive
and liberally contentious issues connected with the annexation. However, that is a
subject best understood in the context of Morier's reactions to the Kuiturkampf
generally.lse
m

Lord Acton describecl the theory of nationality, whereby state and nation are
made cornmensurate, as a 'retrograde step in history." He based this assertion not on

18'
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the subjective character of nations, but on the remarkably prescient belief that al1 nondominant national groups within the nation-state must necessarily be 'exterminated, or
reduced to servitude, or outlawed, or put in a condition of dependence" by the dominant
nation claiming "al1 the rights of the community." It was as a historian of liberty,
therefore, that Acton set his face against the rising tide of nineteenth century
nationalism, demanding as it did the surrender of "the individual to the collective wi11."'~~
Robert Morier, on the other hand, embraced the theory of nationality with al1 the
enthusiasm and conviction so characteristic of the age in which he Iived. Far fmm being
fearful of its consequences, Morier saw it as the means to liberate the "natural" in man
by facilitating political association with others who partook of the same ineluctable

national character. He accepted without question the belief that human differentiation
racially, linguistically, culturally

-

-was a consequence of nature, and that the fate of

nations such as Gemany proved that the current of historical change was in the
direction of their political consolidation into nation-states. To oppose this current was to
resist nature, thereby stunting human progress. Thus, while Acton believed that
multinational states were the only true home to liberty, Morier regarded national
homogeneity, at least with respect to Gemany, as a preconditionfor the political
evolution of the German people, who already possessed a unique capacity for individual
development.
It is abundantly clear what effect the adoption of such a nationalist outlook had
on Morier's liberal views. It induced him, for exarnple, to promote changes wrought by
organized violence rather than by diplornatic negotiation; to advocate political
submission to Prussia, the most militaristic state in Europe, by the other states of
Gemany; and to defend the forced annexation and Gemanization of a region whose
primary loyalties lay outside Gemany. Adrnittedly, he remained sensitive to the threat
uNationality,n
Home and Foreign Review, I (1862), pp. 23-25.
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that the drive for national unity represented to Gennany's liberal political development,
as well as to European peace. This latter point became alarrningly dear during the
1875 Itvar-in-sight" scare, during which Bismarck tried to fkighten France into

abandoning its reamament by dropping hints of a preemptive German attack. Morier
condemned Bismarck's actions, and wrote to Crown Prince Frederick William that, "The
malady under which Europe is at present suffering is caused by German chawinism, a
new and far more formidable type of the disease than the French, because instead of
k i n g spasmodical and undisciplined, it is methodical, disciplined, calculating, cofdblooded and se~f-contained."'~~
Several months later
of Germany

-not long before his transfer out

-Morier complained to Odo Russell about Prussia's increasing influence in

the German Empire, claiming that "a constitutionalor parliamentary system even of the
least constitutional or parliamentary type is an impossibility in the members of the

~mpire."'~'But by this time is was too late to scniple over the results of German
unification.
And yet, the danger in criticking Morier for his ideological flexibility lies in the fad
that the nationalist creed was in large part the product of Iiberal ideals. The Iiberal
defence of popular sovereignty (so closely Iinked to the principle of the "nation's" right ta
self-determination) rernained the sheet-anchor of nineteenth century nationalists' claims
to political legitimacy, however inimical to liberalisrn the addition of oüter doctrines such
as racism may have b e n . Furthermore, certain aspects of Marier's Iiberal nationaiism

sunrived the addition of these other doctrines intact, foremost among these being his
internationalist outlook- He remained convinced that, in the case of Germany and Italy,
national consolidation suited the spirit of the times, whiie the survivat of altemate foms
of geo-political organkation, such as the multi-national Habsburg Empire, were equally
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well-suited to the facilitation of international cooperation and development in Europe,
while also raising the various 'backward" peoples of Europe to a higher level of

civilkation. Thus, m i l e Morier's passion for the German national cause ran roughshod
over aspects of his liberal outiook. he remained faithhl to its attitude of "international

sociability." And nowhere was this more apparent than in Moriets commercial
diplomacy in Gemany, in which he devoted himself unwaveringly to the cause of liberal

political economy and free tnde.

Chapter Five

F m Trade and Commercial Treaties. 18604864

1 accept to its extrernest lirnits Cobden's doctrihe of the solidarity of
human interests, and that the happiness of each member of the family of
nations is dependent on the happiness of al1 and the happiness of al1
dependent on the happiness of each, and therefore I refuse absolutely to
separate mere commercial interests from poiiical interests, holding them
to be inseparable.... That peace is the first of Britain's interests I
emphatically maintain, but my reading is, on pur* economic ptinciples,
the peace of the world, not the merely k i n g at peace ourselves. For
capital and wealth are cosmopolitan and not national, and the destruction
of capital by any European war affects us equally with every other
nation.'

Herein are nicely summarized several of the main features of m a t might be
termed Robert Morier's commercial liberalism. Shaped almost entirely by his
experiences in Gerrnany, Morier's views on commerce, trade and finance appear at first
glance to be characteristic of the 'classical" liberal economic thought of the nineteenth
century. And indeed, in no other cantext, including the political, did Morier so frequently
describe his views as 'liberal", while invoking the central figures of liberal economic
thought and action during this period

-Smith, Peel, Cobden, Bright, ~ladstone?

But a closer examination of Morier's economic views and his efforts to
proselytise them in Germany produces a more textured picture. Moner was an active
participant in the propagation of free-trade ideas and a close friend to many of the most
prominent German advocates of free-trade. Ouring the 1860s, his diplomatic duties
frequently involved commercial work, the most important instances k i n g his reportage
on the progress of the Franco-Prussian tariff negotiations in 1862-1863, and his role in
negotiating the Anglo-Austrian commercial treaty of 1865, as well as the supplementary
convention of 1868. Furthemore, Morier took a strong interest in the question of
Foreign Office reform, more specifically in the relationship between the Foreign Office
and the Board of Trade, leading to his testimony before the 1864 Select Committee on
Trade with Foreign Nations.
1

2

-

Morier to Salisbury, 10 November 1879. Salisbury Papers, 3MIE v. 136. Emphasis in original.
Alice Peel, Morier's wife, was the niece of Robert Peel.

Morier's economic views and his diplornatic experiences are indicaton both to
some of the principal divisions regarding economic policy within liberal thought during
this period, and to the socio-political forces that produced to these divisions.
Consequently, Moriets role in implementing British commercial policy in Gennany, as
discussed in the following two chapters, illustrates the kinds of difficulties that beset the
British govemment in its commercial dealings with Germany during the Griindungszeit.
Three problems in partiwlar are evidentFirstly, Bntainrscommercial relations with Germany were complicated by
conflicting views among liberals regarding the proper means of wnducting a free trade
policy. Although Britain's own tariff policies became progressively more liberal following
1846, a controversy arose over the proper means of inducing Britain's trading partners
to adopt free trade. By the 1860s, the tardy progress of tariff reform on the Continent
led to a short-lived atternpt by the British govemment to bring about tariff reductions
abroad through the negotiation of commercial treaties such as the Anglo-French Treaty
of 1860 and the Anglo-Austrian Treaty of 1865, the enter-piece of which was the MostFavoured-Nation clause. For some, however, this policy srnacked of reciprocity and

was therefore labekd a violation of the 'true" principles of free trade. Morier, as a
participant in the negotiation of the commercial treaty with Austria, threw himself into the
defense of this policy of concluding commercial treaties. His wtiüngs on this subject
offer insights into the way that libral thought dealt with the growing need for a more
interventionist state, even in so sacrosanct an area as that of foreign trade.
A second more serious problem was a reluctance in Britain to rewgnize

Morier did

-as

-that in Gemiany commercial questions were inseparable from the ongoing

politicaUnational struggle. The Austro-Pnissian political rivalry which grew in the years
leading up to 1866 was accompanied by Prussia's bid for the economic leadership of
Gemany, leading to a struggle whicti inevitably drew into it the German Mitteistaaten.

The high-point of the Zollverein crisis came in the period 1862-1864 over the issue of

the proposed Franco-Prussian commercial treaty, by which Prussia hoped to refonn its
tariff system while wnsolidating its leadership of the Zollverein, thereby further isolating

Austria. Hence commercial and political questions were invariably linked, a fact which
was too l i l e appreciated in Brïtain, thereby hampering the efforts of British commercial
diplomacy. This same problem reappeared in Britain's lengthy commercial negotiaüons
with Austria from 1864 to 1868- The political difficutties accompanying the Imperia1

government's attempt to enroll Britain's help in liberaiiiing its t a M system, not to
mention the effects which the events of 1866 had on Austrian policymaking, required
that Britain conduct its commercial diplomacy with sensitivity to this political dimension.
However the prevailing British view that commerce and politics were wholly distinct
spheres of diplomatic activity prevented this from coming about
Finally, this same problem was magnified by institutional circumstanœs: the
intellectual tendency to divorce commerce from politics had its physical counterpart in
the relationships between the consular and diplomatic services, and between the Board
of Trade and the Foreign Office. This duality had important consequences when it

came to the formulation and implementation of a British commercial policy in Gennany,
and in this context Morier's experiences are highly instructive.
The conclusion arising from al1 this is that the Iimited success of Britain's
commercial diplomacy in the German states during that decade of activity that began
with the Cobden-Chevalier treaty

-the heyday of Britishfree trade -was attributable

to both ideological and institutional causes. Examining Morier's role in these events
provides insight into both the working of these causes, and the dilemma commercial
treaties produced for doctrinaire free trade liberals. What is important is the peculiar
character of the liberal response Morier fomulated, and the active role he envisioned
the state as playing in the pursuit of liberal ends.

In Iight of the enorrnous interest historians have taken in the subject of Britain's
embrace of free trade in the nineteenth century, it is surprising that so little attention has
been devoted to Britain's commercial policy in the 1860s specifically, which was
markedly different from that of the preceding and succeeding periods. Traditionally, the
main focus of histonans has been on the politics surrounding the adoption of ftee trade,
and the economic beneftts which this policy a c c ~ e d
to England, although in recent
decades the latter assumption -so long unquestioned

-has increasingly been

~hallenged.~
Donald McCloskey, for example. has shown that the British national
incorne was reduced through the detenoration of Britain's terrns of trade o n e free trade
was adopted, while John Nye. sornewhat less convincingly, has challenged the very
notion that Britain was tnily a free trading nation at a1L4 Such work is certainly a
valuable corrective for the kinds of simple assumptions regarding the beneficial nature
of free trade which historians have inherited from their Cobdenic predecessors, but it
has contributed l i l e to our knowledge of officia1 commercial policy, particularly during
that active era of commercial treaties in the 1860s.
There are several possible explanations for this silence regarding British
commercial policy in the 1860s. One is the over-simplified identification of British
commercial policy after 1846 with pure principles of laissez-faire free trade. In this view,
the British govemment is seen as having had little need for any commercial policy
beyond that of unilaterally adjusting its own tariffs. As will be shown, however, this was
not the case during the 1860s. A second explanation is the tendency, among political
3
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historians at least, to interpret commercial policy as a function of foreign policy. Hence
commercial issues have tended to take a back seat to the more colorful foreign policy
issues of the period. Admittedly, hiçtorîans such as J. Gallagher and R. Robinson, and
more recently Bernard Semmel, have sought to invert this equation and show how it was
primarily economic calculations which drove foreign policys Such work, however, has
focused primarily on British imperial history rather than on British trade in EuropeFurthemore, historians of foreign policy are inclined to submerge commercial
questions into the broader context of the political history of the period. Citing Muriel
Chamberlain's work as the best example of this, John Davis sees the resutt being that,
*Trade remains, as it were, hanging in Iimbo as a factor of policyniaking, it is never
clear just how important trade interests are ... and commercial connections with any one
country

-or group of countries in the case of the Geman states -remain

undisc~ssed."~
The exception to this is Asaana Iliasu's 1965 doctoral dissertation, the only
extended work dealing specifically with Britain's atypical commercial policy in the
1860s.'

Illiasu provides an excellent account of the anomalous character of the British

commercial policy during this decade, touching upon al1 of the major commercial treaties
Britain concluded, and examining h t h the supporters and the opponents this policy.
However, for lliasu too Britain's commercial policy in the 1860s was but a component of
a foreign policy trend characteristic of the period, as he notes in his introduction:
The peculiar character of the f 860s in British foreign policy has been
given full recognition by the title ldealism and Fom@n Pdicy.... M i l e
5
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Miss Ramsay recognised the absolutist character of this idealism, she
almost wholly neglected its rnost classic example and the one which was
more systernatically applied. This was the conclusion of free trade
treaties...
In Iliasu's view, therefore, Britain's temporary abandonment of unilateral free trade was
produced by an "obsession with sewrity and influence" in the face of "the aggressive
nationalism which Napoleon III and later Bismarck had unleashed and were ready to
exploit."* While this may in part be true. 1 by no means exhausts the significance of this
policy, which had implications for more than simply British foreign policy.
Hence British commercial policy in the 1860s, when treated at all, has generally
been discussed either in the larger context of commercial policy throughout the century,
or with reference to the history of specific people or organizations
and the Board of Trade

-such as Cobden

-which were associated with the changes of aiis period.

Judith William's comprehensive account of British commercial policy in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, while invaluable, extends only as far as 1850.' D.C.M. Platt,
in his study of finance, trade, and foreign policy in the nineteenth century, obsenred that

"laissez-faire and an active tradition of commercial diplomacy can scarcely m-exist,"

-

a fact which is particularly relevant to the developments of the 1860s.'~ However, as his

own examination of Briüsh commercial diplomacy is almost exclusively concemed with
the period following the Royal Commission's Report on the Depression of Trade and
lndustry in 1886, he misses an important opportunity to test this assertion. Several
studies of the Board of Trade, such as that by H.L. Smith, and more reœntly Susan
Foreman, briefly mention the change in commercial policy which the Cobden-Chevalier
treaty initiated, but say little beyonda e i r description of the Board's advisory role in the

Ibid., pp- 8,434.
Judith Blow Williams, W s h Commenial Policy and Trade Expansion, 1750-1850 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1972).
D.C.M. Platt, Finance, Trade and Poiificsh Bntish Forean Pdicy, 18151914 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, lm),
p. 102.
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negotiations." Similarly, Arthur Redford's work on the active role played by the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce in promoting foreign trade is restrided to describing
the British government's failure to capitalize on the commercial opportuniües which
presented themselves in the 1860s.'~

The one aspect of British commercial policy in the 1860s which has attracted
considerable attention is the Anglo-French Commercial Treaty of 1860. This event was
the principal spur to the developments discussed below, through both the example that it

set. and the debate over the 'propet' operation of free tade which it initiated. Henœ
the treaty loorns large in Morley's life of Cobden, which indudes a short chapter on the
policy of commercial treat~es.'~Similarly, other more recent works on the AngIo-French
Treaty discuss the commercial histary of the 1860s generally. Barrie RatclHe, for
example, in introducing his reassessment of the Anglo-French Treaty, describes the
tariff reductions of the 1860s as a Yeeting aberrant moment," the causes of which are
still ~nclear.'~
In diswssing this "momentm,however, his concern is with Europe
generally, and not Britain specifically. Of greater interest is Iliasu's work on the motive
forces in Britain leading to the Cobden-Chevalier treaty, which contains a useful
summary of the background to the developments of the 1860s.'~Once again, lliasu
sees the Anglo-French treaty arising primarily out of foreign policy considerations.
11
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However, he acknowledges that Britain's negotiation of this treaty -and those which
foflowed from it

-marked the most important change in Bntain's commercial policy

since its adoption of free trade.
Several other works warrant mention in this context. 60th C.J. Fuchs and
Bernard Mallet, although writing much closer to the events in question -and therefore
more partial in their treatment of the subject

-neverthelessdwell on this most

distinctive feature of British commercial policy in the 1860s, that is,the abandonment of
unilateral free trade through the negotiation of commercial treaties.16 Fuchs's attempt to
account for the unparalleled stability of Britain's free trade policy includes a sympathetic
account of the failure of Britain tr, bring about greater reductions in continental ta*

in

the 1860s through its commercial diplomacy. He adrnowledged that the pdicy of
commercial treaties was a deviation from the orthodox unilateral free trade principle
which maintained that tariff reductions

were not to be made with reference to the trade

policy of other states. However, he condemned Gladstone and the doctrinaires of the
Manchester School, who terminated this policy after 1870, for misconceiving "the spirit
of these modem commercial treaties, which were bas& on slight concessions to mutual
interests and aimed neither at monopoly nor increased duties, but at a general lowenng
of tariffs. and at placing the allied countnes on an equal footing."'

And in a manner

remarkably similar to ~ o r i e r , Fuchs
'~
argued that between English free trade and
continental protection, 'there is a fundamental differenœ due to nothing less than
conflicting interpretationsof history," the former based on "cosmopoManism" and the
latter on 'nati~nalisrn".~~

16
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Mallet, on the other hand, includes a more detailed examination of the debate
over commercial treaties, as this question was close to the heart of his main subject, Sir

Louis Mallet Hoping to vindicate the policy advocated by Sir Louis, Mallet dwelt not on

the origins of the change that came in 1860, but on its termination after 1870. which he
attributed to Gladstone and Robert Lowe, and to the vested interests working on the

foreign govemments with whom Britain sought treaties. In a very partial account of the
penod (and one which also drew heavily on Morier's writings on commercial treaties).
Mallet cited with approval Sir Louis's conviction that the opponents to a policy of
commercial treaties lost a vital opportunity in 1871 to conclude a treaty with Gemany.

Such a treaty, Sir Louis wrote: 'lwuld have superseded the French treaty as the basis of
the European system of tariffs. Germany wouM have been committed for ten or twenty
years to a liberal policy.... It was an irrepanble b~under."*~

Fortunately, on the subject of Britain's commercial policy towards Gemany
specifically dunng this period. several recent works have made important contributions.

The first is John Davis's carefully balanœd study of Bnüsh commercial policy towards
the Gennan states between 1848 and 1866." Davis's condusions point to several
important aspects of British commercial policy in Germany wtiich bear closely on
Morier's experiences. Firstly, his account shows that the British govemment lacked the
requisite flexik'lity and sensitivity in applying its commercial policy to so poliücally
fractured a region as Germany. Rather than adjusting to the tangled circumstanœs
created by confiicts between particuhrists and nationalists, between the member states
Mallet, Sir Louis Mallet, pp. 90-93. Louis Mallet's comments here are testimony to the deepseatedness of the British tendency to believe that the 'liberal" bte of Gemany rested in Britain's
hands. One is remindecl of AAW. Ramsay's wild daim oiat *Armeci intervention Fn SchkomgHolstein] in 1864 would inevitably have led to the fall of Bismarck Had his Danish policy failed. as
when sincerely opposed by Great Britain it must have done, his position in Berlin. alraady
dangerous. would have becorne untenabla.... The faIl of Bismarckwould have cleared the way for
the Liberal pa*.....[A ]Wute govemment in Pnissia would have k e n at an end, and Gemany
would have been fke to develop along Liberal and constitutional Iines.' ldealism and FoMgn
Policy, pp. 218-219.
Davis. 'Trade, Politics, Perspecüves.u

''

of the Zollverein, between Austria and the Zollverein, and between Austna and Prussia,

the British govemment instead applied a general commercial policy which largely
ignored the political ramifications of trade disputes in Germany. Therefore, Davis

argues, m i l e [British] foreign commercial policy dunng the Free Trade era was a
universal set of pnnciples, specific to no one country, and non-political in its immediate
goals, its effect in the German States was a strongly destabilising one, and very
political.""

Secondly, in seeking the causes of this unbalanced British perception, Davis

points to institutional weaknesses in the way that British commercial information was
gathered and processed. Unreliable sources of information, a reluctance in the
diplomatic corps to engage in consular work (although Davis notes that Morier, among
others, was an exception to this nile), and poor coordination between the Board of
Trade and the Foreign Office al1 combined to reinforce the "non-political, universal, and
naive aspect of British commercial po~icy."~
Davis's conclusions here are supported by
the work of J.W.T. Gaston, who has argued that British commercial diplomacy during
this period was badly mismanaged by the Foreign Office, and that the causes of this
mismanagement were the Foreign Office's reluctance to depart from its traditional
preoccupationwith political diplomacy, and its resistance to working more closely with
the Board of

rade.*^

Mention should also be made of Karl Helleiner's useful study of Anglo-Austnan
commercial negotiations between 1860 and 1870.'~Although primarily a narrative
account of these protracted negotiations, Helleiner's work substantiates what Davis
found applicable to the eariier period, that is, that in Austria commercial questions were

"Ibid., p. 241.
" Ibid., pp. 341-342.
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as inseparable from political considerations as they were elsewhere in Gemany.
Helleiner, however, has argued that the British govemment was fully aware of thb
problem, and that it shaped its policy accordingly. It remains to be seen how well this
applies to the sB
ih
tir

cabinet, to the Foreign Office, or to those diplomats, like Morier,

who were responsiMe for implementing British policy in Genany. Unfortunately,
Helleiner makes no effort to place the Anglo-Austrian negotiation into the context of that
important change in British commercial policy in the 1860s of which it was a part.
Finally, Herbert Matis and Dieter Stiefel have attempted to ieexamine the AngloAustrian commercial negotiations in light of Robinson and Gallaghefs notion of "freetrade irnperiali~m."~Like Helleiner, Matis and Stiefel point bnefly to the political motives
underlying Austrian commercial policy during the 1860s. However, they claim that the
1865 Anglo-Austrian treaty

1860s

-and indeed, Britain's commercial policy thmughout the

-was produœd solely by the dynamics of Britain's socio-emnomic

development, which demanded permanent expansion into new markets and the
integration of new regions into the British ewnomic system? They support this position
with questionable evidence, taking the views of British industrialists and various

nempapen to be representative of the govemment's view, while carefully ignoring the
very serious controversy which sunounded British commercial policy in the 1860s- As
will be shown, British policy during this period was neither monolithic nor purely
ideological, but was instead nven by acrimonious institutional, political, and ideological
conflicts. In the end, these were resolved by a return to the status quo which left those
who supporteci a policy of commercial treaties ernbittered and alienated.
-
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II

In order to properiy situate Robert Morier's commercial diplomacy in Gemany in

the 1860s. two different contexts must be considered. The first is the commercial
history of the German states leading up to the 1û60s; the second is Britain's own
commercial diplomacy in Gemany dunng the same period. The former, which had an
important bearing on the latter. was characteriteci by the continued growth of the
Austro-Pnissian rivalry, which inevitably infused commercial questions with political
content. The latter. on the other hand. was charaderized by the same kinds of
motivations which inspired British commercial diplomacy elsewhere in Europe

-the

desire both to promote British commerce within the fairly strict confines of a Iaissez-faim
conception of state involvement in commercial affairs, and to spread the gospel of Free
Trade to the Continent.
The Austro-Pnissian rivalry, which. in the constellation of German affaifs,

continued to grow in importance after 1848. was the salient feature of Gennany's
commercial development on the eve of the Cobden-Chevalier Treaty. By the time of the
first Zollverein aisi in 1852, it was clear that Austria hoped to use the issue of trade as
a means to stem Prussia's growing influeme among the Geman states. A year and a
h a l earlier. the Austnan Trade Minister Kari von Bnick had begun to float the idea of a

customs union between Austria and the Zdlvemin. Bnick, who regarded the Austrian
Empire's protectionism as a source of its ewnomic stagnation, was inspired by
economic motives; Felix Schwarzenberg. the Austrian Minister-Pmident, on the other
hand, supportad Bruck's plan as it served his political aim of checking the growth of
Pni~sianhegemony in central ~urope." Economic considerations. as well as distrust of
Pnissia. inducad some of the member states of the Zo/herein to back Bruck's plan,

David F. Good, The Economic Rise of the Habsburg Empire, 7750.1974 (Berkeky: University of
Caiifomia Press, 1984), p. 80.

thereby putting Prussia on the defensive. The Zoliverein treaties were up for renewal in
1852, and since unanimity was required for their ratification, Prussia was in a difficuit

position.
The Pnissian govemment first responded by trying to win the support of the

south German states through its proposal (at the Kassel Conferenœ in the summer of
1850) of a tariff which heavily penalized manufactured goods, thereby using this offer of

a trade agreement wïth Austria as a means of postponing the broader idea of a customs
union."

But in Septemkr 1851 Pnissia scored an even more decisive vidory over

Austria by securing a treaty with the more liberal Steuerverein, led by Hanover. This

was a prelude to Prussia's attempt to bring about a union of the Zollvem~nand the
Steuememin, thereby ensuring that the Zollverein, once renewed, would be cornmitteci
to the more liberal Steuervemh tarifF, which was clearly unacceptable to Austria. It was
this which brought about the Zollvemin crisis of 1852. as sevenl south Geman states,
under the influenœ of Austria, rallieci to fight Prussia's plan. A short-lived attempt by
Bavaria, Baden and WüMemberg to resist Pnissia ended when Pnissia threatened to
leave the Zollverein and forrn its own north German customs union. Faced with this
unpleasant prospect, the recalcitrant south Geman states fell into line one by o d 0
Austria, having lost its commercial allies, agreed to sign the largely rneaningless 1853

Mittel-Eumpa agreement which delayed Austria's hope of entry into the Zdlverein for

another twelve years3' As will be shown, Austria would later lay great ernphasis on
Pnissia's commitments in this agreement.
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British policy-makers during this period were faced with several difficult choices.
On the one hand, the recent retum of stability to the Continent appeared to offer an
opportunity to encourage the spread of those kinds of liberal institutions thought to have
prevented the revolutionarywave from crossing the Channel. lncluded among these
was the idea of free trade, which was now supported by a broader section of the political

elite than ever before, On the other hand, the Foreign Office was conscious of the
danger produced by the appearance of British interferenœ in the interna1 affairs of its
neighbours. Foreign Secretary Granville, faœd with this problem. summarked in 1852
what he saw as the prudent path to be followed by M a i n in its commercial policy in
Europe. The cabinet adhered to the principle of "non-intervention", although Granville
distinguished his definition from 'Yhe meaning implied by some who use it ...that it is
unnecessary for this country to know, or take part in what passes in other countries."
Nevertheless, he believed that:
Wth respect to those intemal arrangements of other countries, such as
the establishment of Iiberal institutions and the reducüon of t a m , in
which this country has an indirect interest, HM. representatives ought to
be furnished with the views of H.M.'s Govemment on each subject, and
the arguments best adapted ta support those views, but they shauld at
the same tirne be instnicted to press those views only when fitting
opportunities occur, and when their advice and assistance is required.
The intrusion of advice which is suspected to be not wholly disinterested,
never can have as much effect as opinions given at the request of the
person who is to be influen~ed.~~

Careful agitation in favour of free-trade, therefore, was the officiai policy-line to
be followed by Britain's representatives in Germany. However, in attempting to
implement this policy, British representatives found themselves placed in an awkward
position by Pnissia's politically-motivated shifts in commercial policy. Obviously, Britain
opposed the idea of an Austrian-Zdlverein union, which likely would have resulted in
32
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signifiant tariff increases. Yet Prussia's proposals at the Kassel Conference were
equally unwelcome in Britain, prompting Britain's representativesat the conference to

make repeated representations in favour of free trade in the hopes of sinking the
Prussian plan. But once Prussia abandoned this policy by concluding a treaty with the

Steuemerein, British favour once again shifted back to Prussia, as the proposed
Steuerverein-Zollverein union offered the best prospect for British trade.
Throughout al1 of this, the Foreign Office instructed its representatbes to
carefully avoid overt expressions of preference, and to restrict themselves to general
expressions of interest that lower tariffs eventually prevail. This despite the fact that the

officiais on the scene

-men such as John Ward, the British Consul at Leipzig,

Alexander Malet, the British representative to the Diet at Frankfurt, and Lord Augustus
Loftus, the Secretary of Legation at Württemberg

-al1 encouraged the Foreign Office

to adopt a more aggressive p o l i ~ y .Probably
~~
without realizing it, these men made the
likelihood of such a change in policy even more remote, as they constantly reminded the
Foreign Office of the political character of the commercial struggle going on between
Prussia and Austria. And as Davis has pointed out, even simple British agitation in
favour of free trade took on political connotations during the Zollverein crisis?
Consciously or not, therefore, the Foreign Office probably helped avoid deepening the
widespread Gerrnan suspicion of Britain by adhering to the notion that politics and
commerce were separate matters.

The Mitte-Europa agreement established a stalemate between Prussia and
Austria on commercial matters which lasted throughout the remainder of the 1850s.
The economic depression that began in 1857 seriously affecteci the entire German
economy, but in ternis of trade policy, it strengthened Austria's protedionist outlook by
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severely damaging its industrial sector, while the depression in prices pushed newly
expanded industries in Prussia in the direction of freer trade.% Partly in response to
this, there now appeared for the first time a large number of free trade associations in
Germany. most of thern growing out of the Congress of Geman Political Economists,
founded in 1 8 ~ 8 Led
. ~ by the leading proponents of free-trade in Gemany

-men

such as Otto Michaelis, Julius Faucher and John Prince-Smith, an English-bom
naturalized Prussian citizen

-rnany of these pressure groups were converts to English

'Manchesterismn; most were sympathetic to a kIeindeutsch solution of the Geman
question; and al1 threw their support behind the Prussian govemrnent's trade p o ~ i c y . ~ ~
This latter point is significant sinœ it was under the auspices of the arch-consenrative
Manteuffel ministry that Prussia continued to move in the direction of freer trade. There
is no better illustration of the peculiar way that free trade in Prussia united the Junkerdominated agricultural sector and the liberal bourgeoisiethan the image of caoperation
between Manteufiel and ~ r i n c e ~ m i t But
h . ~for
~ converts to the Manchester school, in
both England and Germany, this "curious hybrid", as Mamn Kitchen has called it. was no
cause for concem, as it was thought that political reforrn must necessarily follow on the
heels of commercial libera~ization.~~
Parroting Cobden's rosy predictions regarding the
fruits of international free trade, PrinceSmith asserted that, 'complete free trade will
elirninate the last rernnants of international antagonisrn, amed diplomacy, and therewith
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the need for absolute centralked g o v e m m e n t ~ .The
~ ~ f a d that Prussia was bringing
about a downward revision of Zollverein tarHs went a long way towards assuaging the

conscience of those, Iike Morier, who were uncornfortable with the illiberal devefopment

of Pmssia during th& pend.
The Anglo-French Treaty of 1860, which arase fmm a combination of fortuitous
economic circumstances and careful political calcula-onin Paris and London, was
undoubtedly a watershed in the history of British commercial p~licy.~'
This treaty not
oniy helped to break down the highly protectionist

French tariff, but it also marked a

major departure from the stridly unilateralist character of British free trade which had
prevailed since 1846. Moreover, it subsequently inspired a whole string of similar

cornmerciai treaties in ~urope.'~
Mhough neither the French treaty, nor any of those

which it inspired, were "reciprocai" treaties of the kind negotiated by William Huskisson
in the 182% they nevertheless departed from the recent pracüce of avoiding
commercial treaties altogether. In adopting unilateral free trade, the Briüsh government
oflginally believed that commercial treaties were Lncroachments u p n sound

commercial principles," and sewed to "embarass the future and render d i c u l t the
execution of the very engagements they cantain.aa Furthemore, it was thought that
Britain's own example would serve to convince other States to follow suit. Indeed, it was

believed that pprotectionism abroad was the result of Britain's own protective tariffs,
40
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particularly the Corn Laws, and that unilateral tariff reductions w u l d remove the foreign
incentive for protection. This was thought to be parb'culariy relevant in the case of trade
with Gemany, where the creation of the Zo//vemin was regarded by many as an act
hostile to British trade. John Bowring's Report on the PNssian Commenia/ Union,
however, strenuously argued that the opposité was the case, namely, that the Zollverein
was a response to high British agricuitural

The only proper response, therefore,

was for Britain to deprive foreign states of the incentive for protedion by unilaterally
lowering its own tariffs.
And in the years following the repeal of the Corn Laws, the apparent results of
unilateral laissez-faim seemed to confirm this view. In 1851 the Manchester Chamber of
Commerce reported that, "The sound condition of the people of this country, as shown
by the trade retums, proves that what is known by the name of reciprocity among
nations is in referenœ to commercial pursuits a phantom or a snare."

"A

memorandum prepared by the Board of Trade four years later described an 88%
increase in imports between 1842 and 1853, and a 109% increase in exports during the
same period, leading to the conclusion that, ?rade has increased in proportion as
protection has been withdrawn." And the indirect effects of this unilateral adoption of
free trade were clear. "During this period wages have risen, crime has diminished, ablebodied pauperism has almost ~ e a s e d . " ~
It seems clear, therefore, that the decision to negotiate the Anglo-French Treaty

marked an important change in British commercial policy, and thus it was not carried
through without significant opposition."
44
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and Gladstone, who, as Chancellor of the Ex&equer, was responsible for carrying it
through at home, found solid ground for their defense. Unlike treaties of reciprocity, the
Anglo-French Treaty simultaneouslyextended the same concessions made to France to
al1 other countries- As Gladstone remarked, "What we enact for [France] we shall at the
same time enact for al1 the world." And to highlight the fact that reciprocity was not at
issue in this case, Gladstone went on:
The only reason we have not made bargains similar to the present in
former years was simply because we could not make hem- It was not for
want of trying. For four or five yeafs, this was almost the chief business
of one or more Departments of the State, and yet no progress could be
made. Why? Because we then set out upon a false principle we
argued the matter as if the concession which eadi party made to the
other were not a benefit, but an injury to itself. We have now not
proceeded upon that principle.,.. We have simply offered France our best
aid in breaking down her own vidous prohibitory ~ ~ s t e r n . ~

-

The French treaty, therefore, preserved that aspect of universality which was central to
the Free Trade dogma which emerged in the 1850s. As we will see, Gladstone's
commitment to commercial treaties was, at best, opportunistic, and was therefore
contingent on the political and economic expediency of granting "concessions"
from the days of reciprocity

-a relic

-to other states. Moreover, his experiences in having to

defend the treaty with France had a lasting impact, leaving hirn sensaive to the
accusation of having relapsed into mercantilist ways of thinking.
However, the signing of the Anglo-French Treaty did not simply signify an
important shift in the commercial policies of Britain and Fraiice. According to Helmut
Btihme, its conclusion also "exercised a substantial influence over politics generally"
Benn, l93l), p. 188. See also, Hans-Wemer Hahn, Geschichte des DeutschenZdlvereins
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1984)-p- 166; Iliasu, 'The Cobden-Chevalier
Commercial
Treaty," pp. 71-72; Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 63.
4a
As cited in Hirst, Gladstone as Financier and Ewnomist, pp. 189-190. In a similar vein, Cobden
ciaimeci: 1' will undertake that there is not a syflableon our side of the Treaty that is inconsistent
with the soundest principles of Free Tade,...We give no concessions îo France which vue do not
appiy to al1other nations." Morley, Life of Cobden, p. 802.

throughout the 1860s.'~ The reaction in Gemany in particular was immediate. On the
one hand, the treaty appeared to mark the beginning of a new era of Anglo-French
cooperation, prompting the Prussian Foreign Minister, Alexander von Schleink, to
recommend that Prussia pull closer to Austria. On the other hand. France's immediate
willingness to negotiate a similar commercial treaty wïth Pnissia offered Prussia a
means for further Iiberalizing its own tariff, to be followed by that of the Zdlverdn.
Characteristically, Prussia pursued both of these options. But the proposed
miiitary convention with Austria soon foundered, while the Franco-Prussian commerciai
negotiations proceeded quickly towards an agreement. But the Austrian govemment,
conscious that its hopes of eventual entry into the Zdlverein were at stake, was not
going to step aside without a fight. Austria successfully urged the south German States
to oppose the proposed Franco-Prussian treaty, arguing that it would be
disadvantageous to their commerciai interests. In May 1861 Austria also won the
support of the Deutsche Handelstag, a gmup of business leaders from across Germany
who supportecl Austria's desire to gain entranœ into the ~ d l v e r e i n .Mindful
~~
of this
growing opposition, Prussia quickly concluded the French treaty on 29 March 1862.
And just as the constitutional conflict in Prussia reached its climax in the summer of
1862

- pitting Junker against liberal -the treaty was presented to the Prussian

Landtag for ratification, which it overwhelrningly received by a vote of 264 to 12.''

The British govemment's reaction to these developments was detemined in
large part by the activism of the Board of Trade. Throughout the spring and summer of
1861 the Board pressed the Foreign ûffice for details on the Franco-Pnissian
negotiations, while expressing great concern that Britain's interests be represented
49
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sirnultaneously with the revision of the Zdlverein tariK5* On the basis of this. Loftus.
now the British envoy in Berlin. began to inquire into the possibility of opening
negotiations mth Pnissia. But because Pnissia was using the French treaty as a means
to carry out a more thorough revision of the Zdlverein tariff. and because of the danger

of associating such a reform with Britain

-the most liberal f'ree trade state in Europe -

Pnissia consistently sidestepped Britain's offers? Indeed, Ward, who was sent to
Berlin to aid Loftus, wamed the Foreign Office against pressing the matter too strongly,
conscious as he was of the poliücal repercussions in Gemany of British involvement-"
However, the Board of Trade, staffed largely by doctrhaire free traders. was
unimpressed by Ward's wamings. His emphatic belief that the best Britain could hope
for was a Most-Favoured-Nation treaty was dismissed by the Board of Trade as
exœssively pessimistic. Instead. the Board of Trade chose to accept Loftus's more
optimistic view of Britain's prospects

-underlining the Board's apolitical perspective

with regard to Geman affairsS
Admittedly, pressure was growing in Britain for the govemment to act. News of
the Fnnco-Prussian negotiations produced a flood of petitions to the Board of Trade

demanding that British commercial interests be ofkially represented at ~erlin? The
Manchester Chamber of Commerce, for example, wanted assurances that Britain would,
at the very least, secure a Most-Favoured-Nation treaty mU1 Pnissia. claiming, quite
absurdly, that British trade in manufadurecl goods mth the German states 'had been
-
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almost annihilatedmsinœ the creation of the ~ol~verein."The narrowiy commercial
views of the Board of Trade, therefore, were seconded by those of British business
organizations which were now beginning to exert pressure.
At the Board of Trade, however, there was at least one person who remained

nominally sensitive to the complicated nature of the negotiations taking place in Bedin.
Louis Mallet. who joined the statistical department of the Board of Trade as a junior clerk
in 1847, and who sewed as the private secretary to two of the Board's presidents, had
worked his way up through the ranks to becorne a first class clerk in 1857."

In 1860

Mallet was appointed as Cobden's aid in negotiatîng the Anglo-French commercial
treaty which introduced him to the very different world of diplomatic work, and which
established his reputation as the Board of Trade's expert on commercial mattefs."

From this important experience Mallet quickly tsecame a friend and devoted disciple of
Cobden

-so much so that Rdorier later remarked, Yeu are not only a Cobdenite pur

sang, but ...you have realized, more perfedly and more completely than Cobden did
himseif, the higher and more ideal side of the Cobdenic creednBO
Mallet, like Ward, soon carne to realize that Britain, before pressing too strongly
for a treaty with Prussia, should first content b e l with seeing the successful signing and
implementation of the Franco-Prussian agreement, which still faced signifiant
opposition in Germany despite its ratification in Pnissia. Hopeful that the French
negotiators would be successful despite the "inteminable prolixiües of Geman
diplomacy," Mallet was convinced of the 'disadvantages of this unwieldy Confederation,
incapable, as it seems to me, of al1 healaiy political acti~n."~'In Febniary 1862 Mallet
received firsthand exprienœ with the negotiations, as he was sent to Berlin to aid
-
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Loftus in pressing for a Most-Favoured-Nation agreement. His unsuccessful efforts in
this direction (and quite likely his discussions with Ward) soon led him to believe that
British diplomacy could best be employed to ensure the success of the Franco-Prussian
treaty in Gennany itself.
Back in London, Mallet was asked by Foreign Secretary Russell for an opinion

on whether the proposed treaty between France and the Zollverein was favourable to
British interests. In a long memo to the Foreign Office,Mallet summarized the course of
adon now recommended by the Board of Trade. After noting how the treaty was
favourable to both British trade interests and the cause of free trade in Europe
generally, Mallet put his finger squarely on the problem confronting Britain:
[lJt cannot be hoped as regards the Zollverein that this country could
obtain singlehanded, even from the govemment of Prussia, concessions
at al1 qua1 in value to those which have k e n secured by the recent
negotiation [between Prussia and France]. That govemment [Pnissia] is
still too much under the influence of class interests that nothing short of
reciprocal concessions which it is in the power of France either to confer
or to withhold could ... have induced them to agree even to the reductions
which this treaty would effect.
Britain, through its own free trade initiative, had deprived itself of "the most effective
weapon in negotiations with the Governments of GermanyInthat is, reciprocal
concessions, and it therefore lacked the bargaining power which France still possessed.
The conclusion arising from this was that, henceforth, the government should exert

whatever pressure could be 'brought to bear upon those govemments which from
various motives of a narrow policy" were "retarding and obstruetingnthe treaty. However
Mallet left no doubt as to the importance of what was at stake for Britain in the growing

Zollverein crisis:
It is difficult to merestirnate the value of obtaining for the trade of this
country a freer access to the markets of the Germanic Union. The States
comprising it contain a population of 33,000,000 steadily advancing in
wealth and civilkation, and it is easy to foresee that even if the
govemments of the vast and contiguous empires of Russia and Austria

should refuse to adopt similar refoms, the manufactures of Western
Europe, once allowed to arculate freely thmugh the heart of Germany.
would soon Rnd their way in spite of customs houses to the cwntn'es
which lie beyond its frontiermB2
Mallet was correct in his estimate of affairs in Gemany, for the most serious
opposition to the Franco-Ptussian treaty appeared followïng its ratification by Prussia.
During this period, the conflid over the treaty grew into a hrll blom crisis more serious
than that of 1852-53. The treaty changed the Zollverein tariff on 161 items

-changes

that required the ratification of the other Zollverein States." But with the exception of
Baden and Saxony. the other states. supported by Austna, refused to accede to
Prussia's wishes. Pnissia replied that the Mure of the Zollverein was at stake, and that
its renewal was contingent upon the acceptance of the treaty by the other Zollverein

states." The result was a deadlock, which was very troubling for the British
govemment, which was anxious to see the Zdlverein tarifi reformed on the basis of the
French treaty. Britain's response, therefore. was along the lines suggested by Mallet.

namely, that Britain draw back from active agitation and instead do what it wuld to
promote the treaty in Germany. Thus, as Davis states, the British amude was now
charactetized by Watchfulness and a little oil in the w ~ r k s . ' ~
Ill

In November 1862 the Foreign Onice infonned Loftus of the government's
'eamest desin to see the Franco-Prussian Treaty of Commerœ adopted &y Austria and

Bavaria." To this end, Morier, first attaché in Berlin, was instnicted to travel to Vienna
and Munich to make inquiries as to M a t chance there may be of an agreement k i n g
corne to on the subject of this treaty khneen Prussia and the minor German states

"Mallet to Foreign Office, 28 Apnl 1862. PRO BT 3/61.
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belonging to the ~ollverein.'~Three weeks later. Morier desaibed for the new British
Ambassacior to Prussia, Andrew Buchanan, what he saw to be his two main objectives
on this trip. The first was to establish what were 'Wie positions actually ocarpied by the

parties whose differences of opinion have hitherto prevanted the ratification of the
treaty." The second was 70 ascertain from personal enquiry ... what counter influences

and forces might be a work, from whose action an abandonment or modification of
these positions migM be uttimately hoped for."m ln other wonls, he intended to watch,
and provide oil.
The choice of Morier for this fact-finding mission was detemined pnmarily by his
expressed interest in commercial affairs. In addressing the Select Committee on Trade

with Foreign Nations in 1864, Morier asserted that the feeling among those in the
diplomatice
ce
n
is

"who wïsh to make a serious profession of diplomacy is to devote a

considerable amount of attention to ma-

conneded mai trade.""

And indeed.

Morier's service as a junior diplomat in Venna and Berlin coincided with the attempts by
Lord Clarendon in 1857, and Lord John Russell in 1860, to enroll the diplomatic service

in the collection of commercial information, a job previously left almost entirely in the
hands of consuls.69 Morier, ever eager to please, distinguished himself through his

active aid in preparing these commercial reports."
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friend of several of the main figures entrusted with the collection of commercial
information in Germany, men such as JA. Crowe and John Ward. During his frequent
trips to Beriin in 1861-1û62, Ward no doubt discussed the problem of the FrancoPrussian commercial treaty with Morier, and it is Iikely that Mallet did as well.
Throughout the spring and summer of 1862, Morier divided his time between reporting
on the constitutional wnflict in ~russia,"and monitoring the reaction in the Gennan

press to the conflid over the Franco-Prussian commercial treaty." He was also
charged with translating the tex&of the various protocols regarding the treaty? Finally,
Morier helped to draw attention to hirnself by offering to compile a bluebook report on
the Zollverein, 'as against the dissolution or reconstitution of that instiion in 1865."~~
Morier appeared well suited, therefore, to report on the Zollverein crisis.
On the eve of Morier's departure from Berlin, Mallet wrote Morier to offer his ouun
appraisal of the situation in ~ermany.'~Loftus appeared to be convinced that Germany
was going to split, both potiically and commercially, into north and south confederations.
Mallet, on the other hand, did not think that Austria had enough to offer Bavaria and
Württemberg -the two principal opponents to the French treaty

-to compensate for

losing their connection with Pnissia. He predicted, correctly, that "after much delay and
protestation, these States will end up swallowing the Treaty and falling back into ranks.'
His real interest, therefore, was in Austria's motives: '[l]t is essential to know whether
she [Austria] has any solid commercial object in fomenting these dissensions or whether

her policy is due to political motives." Mallet was responding here to a recent report
from Vienna that the Imperia1govemment was considering the liberalkation of its tariffriff76
71
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If Austria's opposition to the French treaty was based on commercial considerations,

then there was little hope k a t the Austrian offer of tariff refonn mis genuine. However,
ifAustria's obstructionism was strictly political, then there remained some scope for

commercial agitation in Austria. The real danger, insufar as Mallet was wncemed, lay
in the possibility of Austria successfully gaining entry to the Zollverein:
These commercial unions, however necessary in the case of
aggregations of small states, are very undesirable in themselves.... There
are many concessions which Austria might make to British trade, which
she would be prevented fmm making as members of the Germanic
Union.
Mallet therefore cancluded that "al1 efforts of English diplomacy" should be directed
towards keeping Austria out of the ~ o l l ~ e r e i n . ~
Mallet's views here reflect the fact that, although more sensitive than most at the
Board of Trade to the strong political character of the commercial conflict in Gerrnany,
he was nevertheless guided exclusively by what he considered to be the best interests

of Britain commercially. He appears to have been oblivious to the danger that the policy

he was urging on Morier was itself politically loaded.
Morier, on the other hand, had his own very dear ideas on the source of the
conflict in Germany, which he outlined in a lengthy memorandum to Buchanan several
days before leaving for ~ienna.'~
In this memorandum Morier sought to place before the
Foreign Office a thorough history of the Zollverein crisis frorn its origins in 1860, at least
insofar as he understood it. He had no doubts about the value of the franco-Prussian
treaty, which, through its exclusion of difFerential duües and its movement in the

direction of establishing a revenue tariff pure and simple, would fonnally inaugurate in

Prussia "a commercial policy based on liberal principles* corresponding to Peel's

Mallet to Morier, 22 December 1862. Morier Papen, Box 32
Morier to Buchanan, 18 üecernber 1862. PRO, ÇO 64IS3l. See also Morier Papers, Vol. F.

refonns of the 1840s. The implication here, of course, was that Britain, as the leading

free trade state in the world, had an important stake in the outcome of this crisis.
Morier began by outlining the major commercial developments that had taken
place since the opening of negotiations between France and Prussia. Originally, most

of the Zoherein States were on side with Prussia in the negotiations. But in September
1861 Austria set forth its objections to the treaty, which it based on the 1853 agreement
between itsetf and the Zollvereh Paragraph one of that agreement stipulateci

that

Austria and the Zdlverein would work towards a united customs union, while paragraph
two wntained a Most-Favoured-Nation clause."

Johann von Rechberg, the Austrian

Foreign Minister, argued that the French treaty violated this 1853 agreement by making
Austria's entry into the Zdiverein contingent upon its acceptanœ of the terms of the
French treaty. Morier, anxious to vindicate Pnissia's policy, rejected Rechberg's
arguments as 'intrinsically worthless" since they al1 involveâ "some protectionistfallacy
long since exploded amongst the intelligent classes in Europe." He saw nothing in the
1853 agreement which gave Austria a treaty right to "force upon the Zollverein a

commercial suicide"; nor was it possible that Austria was serious when it offered in July
1862 to enter into the Zollverein with al1 of its non-ûerman provinces. The conclusion

he drew h m this was that something more than commercial considerations were at
work here.
Morier then tumed to what he regarded as the real source of the crisis. His aim
was to trace what he described as 'Yhe course of the two great political streams ninning
in opposite directions, on whose banks are respectively grouped those adherents and
opponents of the treaty, with whom political rather than commercial motives are
predominant." Because of his intimate knowledge of the crisis over federal reforrn
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which had so reœntiy threatened the peaœ of Germany, Morier viewad the commercial
conflict primarily in ternis of the Geman national question, on which, as has been
shown, he held a number of well developed viem."

He reiterated these vie-

here (the

ongins of the federal refonn question in the ltalian War, the Weindeutsch-gddeutsch

split, and the different state structure envisioned by each of these groups). and he then

argued that each state's response to the Franco-Prussian treaty was detennined by
their attitude regarding federal reform. The growïng popularity of the kleindeutsch plan,
for example, producad the socalled 'Würzburg coalition8of Bavana, Württemberg,
Saxony, and Hanover, which feared the pnissianization of Germany. Following

Prussia's abrupt rejection of the federal reform plan dram up by Saxony's MinisterPresident, Ferdinand von Beust, in October 1861, and the announcement of Prussia's
support for Roggenbach's pian for the creation of a Pmssian-led Geman federal state
M i n the Confederation, the Würzburg coalition joined forces wîth Austria in opposing
Pnissia's commercial plans. It was no coïncidence, therefore that the supporters and
the opponents of the Franco-Prussian treaty more or less coincided with the supporten
and the opponents of a Weindeutsch programme of federal refom:

The revivification of the Zollverein by a liberal tariff and a continuance of
the union in its present extent exady coincides on the field of industry
and commerce with what the party of ' L i e Germany" desires on the field
of politics. On the other hand, the inclusion of Austria with al1 her nonGennan provinces into the Zollverein exadly tallies with the views of the
'Great Germannparty."
In conclusion, Morier argued that whatever the political objects of Pnissia were in this
dispute (and he had carefully avoided discussing these), he saw them as running 'side
by side with liberal commercial principles, whereas the exact converse is the case as

regards Austria." Buchanan. in forwardnig this memorandum to Foreign Secretary
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See above, chapter 4.
Morier to Buchanan, 18 Dacember 1862.

PRO,FO 64/53l.

Russell, praised Morier for having placed "in so clear a light the various influences which
have prevented the ratification of the ~ r e a t y . " ~
Morier's first stop on his mission was Vienna, where he immediateiy received an
audience with Rechberg. Morier asked Rechberg what the grounds were for Austria's
opposition to the French treaty; whether he believed Austria's entranœ into the
Zollverein was a "pracücable object"; what was "te maximum sacrifice Austria was
prepared to make to attain this abjeet"; and whether, failing this, Austria WOU#consider
entering into a commercial treaty with Britain. Finally, Morier assured Rechberg that his
mission was simply ta collect data, but that 'it would afford great satisfaction to H.M.'s
Government were they able to infer from the data so collecteci that there was a
probability of Austria's soon entering into negotiations with us for a treaty basecl upon
the liberal principles of that condudeci between England and France."
Morier's report of the conversation which followed seems to suggest mat his
principal interest was a treaty with Austria. Morier countered Rechberg's daims that
Austria could not enter into a negotiation with Britain while the Zollverein talks were still
pending by pointing out that 'no more effectuai pressure could be applied to the
Zollverein than the entrance into negotiations with us upon the basis of a liberal tariff."
The perception in north Germany was that in the event of a customs union with Austria,
the Zollverein would becorne protectionist. An Austrian commercial treaty with Britain,
negotiated "upon an advanced liberal scale," would dispel these fears.= However,
Rechberg's response ta these overtures

-a response which tallied suspiciously well

with Morier's previous memo on the source of the Zollvereh crisis

-dernonstratecl the

pointlessness of appealing to Austria's commercial seW-interest. The Austrian Reichsrat

Lord John Russell, 20 December 1862. PRO, FO 244/181.
Morier to Buchanan, 22 Oecember 1862. PRO, FO 64/538. See also Morier Papers, Vol. F.
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did not desire a liberal commercial policy for its own sake, "but only as a means to a
closer commercial union with the Zollverein."
It appears. therefore, that Morier had quickly deviated from his original task of
infomation-gathering and of carefully urging Austria to end its opposition to the FrancoPrussian treaty. However, the altemate task, suggested to him by Mallet, of
discouraging Austria's entry into the Zolherein was far more difîïcuit, particularly as
Rechberg made clear that this was Austria's principal goal and that Austria was
considering forcing the issue. Morier sought, therefore, to use the bait of a treaty with
Britain as a means to deflect Rechberg from his plans regarding the Zollverein. Morier

knew full well that Prussia would never agree to the conditions necessary for Austria's
entry into the Zdhterein, and so he chose to defer the issue by portraying the proposed
treaty with Britain as a step on the road to Austria's ultimate goal. This same line of

argumentation, however, may also have k e n intended as much for the use of those at
the Foreign Office who would read his reports as it was for Rechberg. Having already
established beforehand his belief that Austria was acting from political motives, Morier
was able to demonstrate this by showing how his repeated appeals to Austria's
commercial self-interest, in the form of a proposed treaty with Britain, were met by a
refusa1based on political calculations.
This strategy, however, was unnecessary in Moriets next several intewiews, two
with Max von Gagem, an old friend and an influential member of the Imperia1 Foreign

Ministry, and one with an Austrian official named Strache whom Morier regarded as a
sounding board for the Austrian manufactunng classes.84 The most important fact
Morier gathered from both men was that Austria's opposition to the Franco-Prussian
84

Morier to Buchanan, 23 Decamber 1862; Morier to Buchanan, 26 December 1862; Morier to
Buchanan, 30 December 1862. PRO, FO 641538. See also Morier Papers, Vol. F. Morier
wnsidered Sbache's views to be highly relevant since he typiied 'the middle classes of the
German population from whose ranks almost the entire constituencies of the present Reichsrath
are recruited and in whose hands is the entire press of this capital."

treaty was indeed exclusively poliücal, and that it was inspired by the belief that Prussia
was deliberately using the treaty as a means of establishing its own commercial and
political hegemony in Germany. Each of them asserieci that Pnissia was coercing the
smaller states in the Zollverein into accepting the treaty (which is what Prussia's threat
to break up the Zollverein really amounted to), and both wamed very strongly that
Austria could not sit idly by white this happened. It therefore was from a combination of
motives, both of them political, that Austria was detemineci to subvert the treaty: the
desire to defend Austria's own precarious position in Germany, and the 'obligation" to
defend the independence of the Mittelstaaten. Strache infomed Morier that the Francs
Prussian treaty would involve "the definitive exclusion of Austria fmm al1 politicalas well
as commercial participation in the affairs of aie Confederation, and would in fact be the
mediatiition of the small and middle states."" Gagem was even more blunt:
The long and short of the matter is ... that we shall never allow Prussia
nie dulden) to coem her northem neighbours into signing the French
treaty.... [Wje have it entirely in our hands to stop the ratification of the
treaty, and it is a power we shall certainly use if Prussia does not choose
to come to terms with u@
s. '
Faced with this, Morier stood little chance of making any headway on either the
plan to smooth out the ratification of the French treaty, or the altemate plan to conclude
a treaty with Austria. And worse still, both men reaffimed Mallet's greatest fear,
namely, that Austria would force its way into the Zollverein, but on its own terms, which
would be fatal to the cause of free trade in Germany and would make a separate British
treaty with Austria impossible. Strache promised that once Austria had secured
"immediate and unconditional entrance into the Zoliverein," it would reform the existing
tariif, 'so far as that refonn is compatible with a moderate system of protection"; while
Gagem, somewhat more diplomaticaliy, implied that Austria was willing to consider the
85
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Morier to Buchanan, 26 December 1862. PRO, FO 64f538. Emphasis in original.
Morier to Buchanan, 30 December 1862 PRO, FO 641538. Emphasis in original.

abandonment of protectionism. but that the French treaty was dearly unacceptable, h o t
because the tarir of that treaty goes too farin a liberal dimction, but because it is, in

itself, a radically vicious tariff, based upon vicious pnnciples ... and in many points
purposely aimed at, and hostile to

US."^

The apparent conclusion arising from al1this was that, given the political
character of Austria's opposition to the Franco-Prussian treaty, there was Iittle Britain
could do to advanœ its own commercial interests, either by backing Pnissia or by acting
on its own. Morier believed that the key to Austra
is'

policy lay in the confidence Austria

placed in its allies among the Mittelstaaten:
Not in the protectionist sympathies of Bavaria and Württemberg, not in
the commercial vices of the tariff of the French treaty, not in the belief
that she can appeal to a "Great German" public beyond her frontier is the
backbone of Austria's Zollverein policy to be sought; but in the conviction
that the personal hatred of the Elector of Hesse for the King of Prussia,
and in the traditional jealousy of Hannover for Prussia, she possesses
allies whose fidelity will stand the test of popular storms, and whose
position taken up for political purposes only she is ready to defend
"à outrancé," if necessaryE8

-

-

Morier had doubts, however, about the likelihood of Austria succeeding in this
attempt to advance its German policy. The reason was the divided nature of the
AustrÏan Empire. Those classes on which the govemrnent could depend for political
support -ethnie Gerrnans and the urban industrial classes

-were largely protectionist

and opposed entry into the Zoliwerein. The landed interests, on the other hand,
particularly in Hungary, favoured freer trade, but lacked a strong political voice. The
danger was that the Austrian Reichsrat might actually -me

a genuine federal

parliamentary body, which the October Diploma of 1860 seemed to portend."

Such a

development would have entailed the entry of non-Gemanelernents into the political
87
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The October Diploma attempted to refom the Habsburg governrnent on a federal basis by
creating a central parliament whose deputies were chosen from provincialdiets.

Ming classes. Morîer believed, therefore, that the Gerrnan elements in Austria were

seeking to avoid this possible source of political min by attaching themselves to
Gemany through a customs union
of the February Patent of 1861

-a strategy which was the commercial equivalent

Should the non-Gennan elernents, partiwlariy the

pro-free trade agrarian interests in Hungary, corne to be dominant in the Reichsrat, then
such a union would be doomed. at least in the protectionist form envisioned by those
Morier called IYhe Geman centrali~ers."~'Morier's conclusion here was no doubt
infiuenced by his eadier conversation with Strache, who painted a gloomy picture of
what was at stake in the Zollverein crisis: 'We have ... but a short time before us. If the
non-German provinces of the Empire enter the Reichsrath, we (i-e.,the Geman
element) are swamped. We must therefore at every risk bind outselves to Germany
and sewre a p01j7f d'appui there.n92
After spending ten days in Vienna, Morier traveled to Munich in the first week of
January 1863. Morier had hoped that his old friend Franz von Roggenbach would
provide him with introductions to several leading figures in the Bavarian govemment,
such as Prince Chlodwig Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst. However Roggenbach's failure to
leave Mers for Morier left him with nobody to see but Kari von Schrenk, the Bavarian
Foreign Minister, and he was not hopeful of leaming much from him.93 Such appears to
have been the caseg4 From his interviews with Schrenk, Morier gathered that Bavaria's
main grievance was that it resented k i n g dictated to by Prussia. Morier very strongly
urged Schrenk to get the Bavarian government to ratiry the Franco-Prussian treaty, but
-
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The February Patent, formulated largely by Anton von Schmeriing, curtailed the power of the
provincial diets and returned to a unitary state, thereby reversing several of the federal reforms of
the October Diplorna.
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appear to have been fomarded to the Foreign Office. Cf. Buchanan to Lord Russell, 31 January
1863. PRO. FO 641539.

was told that Bavaria feared retaiiatmn from Austria. Furthemore, Schrenk claimed that
before ratQing the Franco-Prussian treaty, Bavaria hoped to retain the possibility of
securing a more favourable commercial treatment for Aum*a than at present existed

-

a view which Austria reiterated at the Zollverein conference in Munich several months
later.'= Ail in all, Schrenk simply cunfimed Morkr's belief that the Bavarian govemment
wanted to remain in Iine with the protectionist sentiments of south Gemany. as well as
to retain the fnendship of Austria, rather than joining with the free-trading states in north
~erman~.~
Upon his return to Berlin, Morïer prepared a report which analyzed the findings of
his trips to Vienna and

unic ch."

Refemng to his memo of 18 Deœmber, Morier

claimed that, with one exception, his original opinions on the nature of the Zollverein
crisis remained unchanged. Only his belîef that Austria was not seriously seeking
entrance into the Zollverein had now changed. For he now believed that, wtiatever
might originally have been the Imperia1government's intentions, it now intended to make
"very serious efforts" to effect a union between Austna and the Zollverein. However
Morier's original doubts about the likelihood of Austria succeeding remained unchanged.
While noting that these 'plans at present occupying the thoughts of Austrian statesmen
cannot be accused of wanting in greatness of conception," the actual attainment of the
proposed union was an eventuality "littlelikeiy to be realized."
Bavaria, on the other hand, shared very IittIe in Austria's grand vision of change.
Instead, as Morier saw it, Bavaria's govemment was determinecl to prevent change as
far as possible:
Away from the great high road of commerce and apparently unconscious
of the important commercial revolutions k i n g afïected around her,
--
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Bahme, Deutschlands Weg zur GroBmacht, pp. 140-141; Hahn, Geschkbte des Deutschen
Zollvereins, pp. 176-177.
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Bavaria appears to me wrapt [sic] up in petty provincial prejudices, unable
to realize the great interests which are cornmon to the Zollverein as a
whole, tirnomus as regards to change and Wnt above al[ things on
maintaining in her power the status quo as long as existing treaties will
allow it to Iast
The Bavarian gwemment's intention, therefore, was to delay the r a t i f i o n of the

French treaty until 1865 when the ZdIwerein treaües came up for renewal. It was then
hoped that the admittance of Austna would weaken Prussia's hegemonic commercial
pdicy and act as a check on the freetrade tendencies of north Germany generally.
With regard, therefore, to obstacles to the ratification of the French treaty,

Austria and Bavaria each was pursuing its own agenda, which together made Morier
somewhat pessimistic about a speedy end to the cnsis. Th8 crisis, he argued. 'is
inseparably wnneded wiar the political questions now agitating Gemany." Nor had the
recent change of govemment in Pnissia done anything to facilitate a resolution to the

confiict. Thanks to Bismarck.
the power which by its moral weight and infiuence would be naturally
called upon to beat d o m an opposition residing solely in the cabinets, is
at present so sunk in the public estimation of Germany that its voiœ is
powerless and impotent, at least for good.

The Franco-Prussian treaty was a legacy of the 'New Era" ministry which, in Morier's
view, had placed itself at the head of the liberal Party in Gemany. The continuance,
therefore, under Minister-President von Bismarck of the same commercial policy
initiated by his predecessors had produced a "disharmony" which weakened the
influence of the Prussian cabinet among the member states of the Zollverein.

But like al1 devotees to the cause of fkee trade, Morier was convinœdthat the
question would not uiümately be settled by diplomats and statesmen, but by the
overwhelrning force of enlightened public opinion. The educated population of Gemany
understood where its self-interest lay

-in alliance with the cause of liberal refomi. The

Zollverein crisis, therefore, was part and parce1 of what Morier, and other British liberals

at the time, saw as a European-wide stniggle against the dying remnants of the old
order. During this period Morier was closely observing, simuitaneously, several distinct
but related manifestations of this stniggle within Gerrnany

-the constitutional confiicts

in both Pnissia and Electoral Hesse, Austria's constitutional experimentation, and the

fiera debate over federal reform within the Bund. The Zollverein crisis was simply the
commercial side of an ongoing process of ideological ducation in Gemany:
[Hjopeless as aie stniggle appears upon the diplomatic chessboard,
everyday gives fresh proof of the manner in which the liberal principles of
the treaty have penetrated into the mass of the population....Whether,
when the time comes, the reactionary govemments will be strong or
wurageous enough, for the sake of purely seffish and dynastic reasons,
to face this unanimous public opinion and carry out a policy opposed to
that opinion and diametnwlly hostile to the material interests of their
population is a question which the actual state of litics in Gemany and
Europe when the time cornes will have to decide.

E"

When seen in the context of both British commercial policy in Gemiany during
this period and Robert Moriets own diplomatic experiences to date, Morier's mission is
significant for a number of reasons. In the first place, it points to the growing awareness

that a more active policy was required from Britain if it hoped to capitalize on the
commercial opportunities created by the Anglo-French Treaty of 1860- Quite clearly,
Morier ptayed a significant role in this consciousness-raising effort. The last of Morier's
reports were submitted to the Foreign Office at the end of January 1863, and were

communicated to the Board of Trade several weeks later.* Morier, anxious for
feedback from his superiors, complained about "the grim silence with which my
memorandum and reports on the French Treaty have been received," prompting him to
retrad his offer to write a bluebook on the ~ollverein.'~
However, Morier's pessimism
IbM. Ernphasis added.
Lord Russell, 31 January 1863. PRO, FO 641539; Cf. Board of Trade to Foreign
Office,17 August 1863, regardingthe Board's reception of Moner's reports. PRO, BT 3/64.
Morier to Layard. 8 February 1863. Layard Papers, British Library, ADD MSS 39105; Morier to
Lord Russel!, 7 Febniary 1863. Russell Papers, PRO 3O/22/8l. Several days later, Russell
conveyed his thanks to Morier. Lord Russell to Bloomfield, 11 February 1863. Morier Papers,
Box 87.
49 Buchanan to

regarding ofFicial reaciion to his reports was entirely unfounded. For within several
months of receiving them, the Board of Trade used Morier's 'able" reports as the basis
for ordering the most extensive examination of the Zolherein since the Bowring
~eport.'~'
Wth the date for the renewal of the Zollverein treaties approaching, and amed
with Morier's reports, Mallet saw fit to inform the Foreign Office in no uncertain terms as
to the Board of Traders position on the Zollverein crisis. Three aspects of Morier's
reports in particular -his pessimism regarding Austria's willingness to accommodate
the Franco-Pussian treaty, his doubts about the Iikelihood of Austria gaining access to
the Zollverein, and his strong preference for Prussia

-had a direct impact on the

Board's position. Mallet informeci the Foreign Office that he neither believed nor desired
that 'the course taken by Austria can be sucœssful," and that it would only complicate
things further in the immediate future. He also reiterated his opposition to the idea of
Austria entering the Zollverein, as this would 'eventually retard, if not altogether arrest
al1 liberal progress." With regard to Pnissia, however, Mallet fully endorsed Morier's
views:
[My Lords] c m therefore only hope that Prussia may have the wil as she
appears to have the power of compelling her confederates to continue
their union with her on a reformed Iiberal principle, and of constraining
Austria to move in the same direction on independent grounds.

On the basis of this view, Mallet requested that Morier specifically be instructed
to prepare a cornprehensive report on the Zdlverein as to "the industrial and commercial
progress, and the actual econornical condition of the states composing the 'German
Customs Union' and as to the probable character and changes which rnay be made in
'O' Mallet to Foreign ûffice Undersecretary, 17 August 1863. Encloseci in: Lord Russell to Lowther,
26 August 1863. PRO, FOE44183. See al=, Board of Trade to Foreign Office. 17 August 1863.
PRO, BT 3/64. In 1839, the Finance Cornmittee sent Dr. John Bom'ng to observe the
proceedings of the Zolivereib conference in Berlin. In July 1840 Bowring published his findings in
a lengthy Report on the Prusshn Comrnembl Unmn. Brown, The Board of Trade, pp. 106-1 15.

it." The scope of Morier's report was to be incredibly wide. It was to indude the

collection of data on the folowing

diverse subjects: commercial legislation throughout

the Zollverein; the distribution of industry and the condlion of those manufactures which
competed with British fimis; the condition of the 'consuming class" as shown by
population change, wage rates, and the wst of living; the extent of foreign trade;
customs revenues; contraband trade; and finally, 'Yhe relative strength of the
progressive force of the free trade Party on the one hand and of the resisting power of
monopoly on the other."
It does not appear that Morier ever prepared such a report.lo2 Nevertheless,
Mallet's instructions are illuminating. The extensive nature of the proposed report, and
the choice of Morier to prepare it, suggest that the Board of Trade now realized that it
was sorely uninforrned as to the cornplex character of Zdlverein politics. The proposed
report was an attempt to rectify this problem. Conscious that Bntain was being left
behind in the race to secure commercial treaties

-both France and Prussia had by now

concluded treaties wÏth Belgium in addition to their treaty with one another

-the Board

of Trade was getting ready to act as soon as an opportunity in Germany did finally
present itself. Although the Board of Trade had complained to the Foreign ûffice as
early as 1861 that Iimited information prevented it from acting more decisively on the
commercial opportunaies created by the AngkFrench ~reaty,'" only now was any
senous effort made to address the problem.
Furthemore, Morier's original reports, and subsequent developments at the
Munich Conference, apparently strengthened the conviction of those at the Board of
Trade, like Mallet, wtio believed that Britain's best interests lay with Prussia's victory
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Aside from Maltet's instructions to Morier, there is no m a r d in the files of either the Foreign
Office, aie Board of Trade, or Morier's personal papers to indicate mat mis report was ever

ygpared.
Board of Trade to Foreign Onice,5 February 1861, as cited in Davis, 'Trade, Politics,
Perspedives,"pp. 310-31 i.

over Austria, and with the
oniatrus
rtf

of the latter's attempt ta gain admittance to the

Zoiherein. However, Morïer's strong emphasis on aie high political stakes that were
being played in Gerrnany also led the Board to acknowledge that direct pressure from

Britain was perhaps dangerous, and that, at best, Britain wuld 'only hope" that Prussia
would prevail. And this is precisely how things developed. Bavaria's attempt at the
Munich Conference to force Prussia to treat with Ausûia by raising the prospect of a
south German customs union was doomed by the weakness of Austria's position, bound

as it now was to Pnissia over the question of Schleswig-Holstein. Eeginning with
Saxony in May 1864, the remaining ZdEverein States accepted the Franco-Pnrssian
treaty one by one. By October Pnissia's vidory was camplete, whereupon Bismarck,
who had refused to treat with M a i n until the French treaty was conciuded, now agreed
to negotiate a commercial

treaty with Britain, The negotiations went very quickly, and

the treaty was signed in May 1865.
IV
One final important point about Morier's reportage on the Zollverein crisis is that
it demonstrated the need by the Foreign Onice to address gmng
neglectful of cornmercial

criticisms that it was

policy in general. Morier's mission, originating in the Board of

Trade, was a rare example of wordinated action on the part of the Board of Trade and
the Foreign mce,the latter reacting here to the former's earlier cornplaints about its
inability to acquire good information on commercial developments in Gennany. The
choice of Morier specifically, whose interest in commercial matters was well known, is
further evidenœ that the Foreign Office was becoming increasingly sensitive to

cnticisms of its inaction on commercial matters.lo4

'O4 Davis argues that Moner's appointment was an ad hoc attempt to address the fact that 'the
British representative system was not really suited to reporbing on both economic, commercial and
political matters." "Trade, Politics, Perspectnres,' p. 328.

The source of the problem here was the institutionalkation in Britain of the midVictorian belief that commerce and politics were separate issues. Take, for example,
the very poor relationship that existed between the consular and diplomatic services.
The nature of diplomacy during this period generally required ütat diplomats be drawn
from the a r i s t o c r a ~ ythereby
, ~ ~ ~ producing a distinction between consuls and diplomats
which, according to Platt, "poisoned the air between the diplomatic and consular
services and penetrated into practically every corner of consular adrnini~tration."'~~
J.A.
Crowe, the British Consul at Leipzig, attested to this feeling when he compiained that
"consular agents are, as a rule, at a diiadvantage as compared with diplomatic
agents....A consular agent leads a solitary Ife, out of touch with the interchange of
thoughts. facts and policy which take place at the diplomatic

The fiip side

of this was that diplomatic agents, disdainful as they were of commercial work, were left
out in the cold as to important commercial developments. Morier, in pressing for
Foreign Office refom several years later, noted that, "lt is not once or twice that I have
seen envoys waiting in the anteroom whilst the capitalist railway contractor was closeted
with the Foreign ~ i n i s t e r . " 'Furthemore,
~~
the perception among boa consuls and
diplomats was that the Foreign Offrce

-that 'capacious but silent maw" -cared very

little for the commercial information which they for~arded.'~~
Aîthough this was not
always true, the fact that the commercial reports of consuls and those of secretaries of
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In a fine example of why this was so, Morier's appointment as Secretary of Legation to HesseDarmstadt in 1866 was deemed unacceptable by the Grand Duke, as îhis rank was not one of the
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pains to point out to the Hessian govemment that he was only a Secretary of Legation, he was
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legation were kept distinct and published separately rigM up to 1861 illusttates the
prevailing tendency to regard diplornatic and consular work as wholly distinct, even
when both were concemed with ~ r n r n e r c e . ~ ' ~
The probfem was further magnified by the ambiguous relationship that existed
between the Foreign Office and the Board of Trade during this period. With the
adoption of free trade. and thus the use of tariffs for revenue rather than protection. the
responsibilityfor tariffs gradually passed from the Board of Trade to the Treasury.
Edward Cardwell, as President of the Board of Trade, further shifted the bulk of the
Board's functions in 1853 to shipping and railways, as the perception grew that in an
age of free trade there was no longer any need for a govemment department which
concemed itself specfically with trade. As this happened, the Board began to lose
touch with its main sources of commercial information abroad.ll'

Therefore, while the

Foreign Onice and the Colonial Office continued to regard the Board of Trade as their
principal source of advice on commercial mat ter^,^'^ the Board found it increasingly
difficult to offer what it considered sound advice in light of its isolation from foreign
affairs. It has been shown that this was the Board's view specifically with regard to
German affairs.'13

Indeed, the whole question of relations between the Board of Trade and the
Foreign Office finalIy came to head in large part because of the Zollverein crisis and the
perception that Britain was not doing enough to represent its interests in Germany. As
early as 1061 the subject of the Franco-Prussian treaty prompteci Mallet to agree with
Cobden that the Foreign Office and the diplomaüc service generally took too little
interest in commercial matters. Wondering what wuld be done to infuse the Foreign
'O Board of Trade to Foreign Office, 8 November 1861; Lord Russell to Board of Trade, 20
November 1861. PRO, BT 3/60.

''' Smith, The Board of Trade, pp. 58-59.

Davis, "Trade, Politics. Perspectives," pp. 4142.
Board of Trade to Foreign Onice,5 February 1861. PRO, BT 3/59; Board of Trade to Foreign
Office, 3 August 1861; Board of Trade to Foreign Office.26 November 1861- PRO, BT 3/60.
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Officewith something of a acommercialspirit.' Mallet complained: The Foreign Office

has neither the knowledge nor the disposition to watch and direct these questions in a
practical and efkient manner. Between the two stools, the business falls to the
ground."'14 This was precisely the view taken by Associated Chambers of Commerce
several years later, when it addressed a mernorial to Foreign Secretary Russell to
cornplain of the addoubleactionnof the Board of Trade and the Foreign

Noting

the movernent on the Continent towards free tnde (a clear reference to the sluation in
Gennany), the Chambers of Commerœ demanded that the govemment should pay

'constant and unremitting" attention to the question of foreign tariffs, and that t should
be ready to take 'prompt action' on information h m abmad.

The pressure created by this, and other representations to the govemment, led

in 1864 to the formation of a Select Committee on Trade with Foreign Nations. Chaired
by the textile manufacturer W.E. Forster, the cornmittee's rnembers included Cobden,

Thomas Milner Gibson, the President of the Board of Trade. and Henry Layard,
Parliarnentary Undenecretary at the Foreign Office. Among the problems it was to
address, aside from delays in the proœssing of commercial information from abroad,

was the fear that Foreign Onice officiais did not possess the requisite knowledge to be
able to convey al1 relevant commercial information to the Board of Trade. Furthemore,
there was the fear that =theForeign Secretary may, in such questions as have both a
political and commercial bearing, lose sight of the latter from the former k i n g constantly
kept under his eye by the officiais connected with his own department."116 On the basis

of this, it examined two proposak: one, that a commercial department be established
within the Foreign Office; and two, that the relationship between the Board of Trade and
Mallet to Cobden, 1 Octobar 1û61. Cobden Papers, West Sussex Record Office, Piece #137.
"Mernorialfrom the Associateci Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom to Earl
Russeil,"24 February 1964. Conespondenœwith the Associated Chambers of Commerce.
Pariiamenfaty Papers, 1û64, vol. 58.
'16 'Report fmm the Select Committee on f a d e with Foreign Nations,' British Parliamentary
Papers, vii, 1864.
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the Foreign ûffice be improved, and that the former be given greater responsibiiiï over

questions of trade.
Of the witnesses calleâ before the cornmittee, four are of particular interest:

Edmund Harnmond. Permanent Undersecretary at the Foreign Office, Mallet, Lord John
Russell, and Morier. Hammond was dead set against al1 of the proposaak plaœd before
the cornmittee, which he regarded as 'useless and objectionable". He rejeded the

notion of elevating the position of the Board of Trade on the grounds that it rnight lead to
conflicting instructions to agents abroad; similarly, he rejected the idea of a commercial
department within the Foreign CMce on the grounds that the Foreign ûffice was already
oveiworked. Hammond hoped to retain in the hands of the Foreign Office al1 of the
power of conducting both political and commercial negotiations abroad, probaMy out of
the fear that doctrinaire free traders of the kind found in the Board of Trade would be
insenslive to political considerations
Commerce feared."'

-the exact opposite of what the Chambers of

Hammond's testimony is signifiant in that it ensured that the

cornmittee's recornmendations remained a weak compromise on the original proposals.

Mallet, on the other hand, overwhelmingly supparted exadly the same proposals
Hammond opposed. He endorsed both the idea of a commercial department in the
Foreign ûfF~ce,and that of creating a semidiplornatic establishment at the Board of
Trade which would be ernpowered to cornmunicate diredy mth consuls and diplomats.
His only concem was that, in either case. the changes include the granting to the bodies

in question of the same executive responsibility as the Foreign ûffîce at present enjoyed
in diplornatic affairs. When Layard, who supported Hammond's opposition to the

'j7 YMin~tes
of Evidenœ, Select Cornmittee on Trade with Foreign Nations.' BMsh Parliamentary
Papers, vii, 1864. Gaston has argued that underlying Hammond's objections was 'a
deteminationto pprevent Board men from breaching the walls of the Foreign ORce in order that
they might interfere with the traditional political preoccupation of his establishment as they
pursued their free-rade ambitions." T a d e and the Late Victorian Foreign Office,' p. 321.

proposals k i n g discussed, asked Mallet to expand on the idea of creating a "politiwcommercial deparbnent" in the Foreign Office, Mallet responded:
1-cannotin the slightest degree recognue the distinction which has been
attempted to be drawn between commercial and polical knowledge of
business.... I think that they are so inextrïcably mixed up as to make it
very necessary that the conduct of both principles and details should be
in the hands of the same minister and the same department.'18

As things stood with the Board of Trade, Mallet saw it as actually exercising a
negative influence over events; for îts existence gave rise to expectations which, in its
purely consultative capacity, iî could not fulfill, as it was unable to influence events. A
good example of this arose in connection with the proposal of an Anglo-Austnan treaty
of commerce in the spnng of 1862. Although the British had responded to Rechberg's
overtures with a draft treaty, they failed to make any headway, as has been shown.
Nevertheless, the British Ministet in Vienna, Lord Bloomfield, continued to make
proposais to the Imperia1govemrnent. When asked if he knew anything about these
ongoing efforts by Bloomf~ld,Mallet scored an important victory by painting out that the
Board of Trade had received no further information from the Foreign Office on the
matter. Meanwhile, the commercial community in Britain, responding to the Board of
Trade's original interest in the matter, had continued to pressure the govemment to ad.

even though the Board of Trade was in the dark as to the Foreign ûifice's
communications with

us tria."^

lmnically, it was this effort by British businessmen

which eventually led to an opening for the British to begin negotiations with

ust tria.'^

Finally, with regard to the well known aversion of diplomats to enter into
commercial matters, Mallet acknowledged that sorne, such as Morier, actively promoted
the cause of British commerce abroad, but that such diplomats were an exception to the
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rule. He suggested as a remedy that political economy be one of the subjects on which
attachés be examined.'"
Russell, like Hammond, oppased the idea of elevaüng the status of the Board of
Trade. His opposition, however, was based on his familiarity with the nature of foreign
politics, and he used Morier's reports from Gemany to argue his case. Morier's reports
had made it clear that, until the issue of Austria's proposed entry into the Zollverein was
settled, neithet side was prepared to Iisten to Britain's plans for a treaty. Russell
therefore cited Morier to support his daim that the officers at the Board of Trade would
inevitably fail in regard to matters connected with political affairs, since "there is the
closest connection

in ail foreign countries between the political and commercial matters

which those countnes cany on." Russell believed, therefore, that only a diplomat
farniliar with the political landscape could make the necessaryjudgments in such a
situation.'"
Undoubtedly Moner was called M o r e the Select Cornmittee because of his role
in reporting on the Zollverein crisis, a subject which came up frequently during the
questioning of various messes. Moreover, as a diplomat who "made rather a
speciality of commercial work," Morier was cailed in to counter the claim that the Foreign

Office and diplomats generally eschewed commercial work. Thus Layard, who
questioned Morier more than any other committee member, used his testimony as proof
that, indeed, the Foreign Officewas very interesteci in commercial matters. He dwelt at
length on Morier's reports, getting him to describe their detaited nature. Furthemore,
when asked if he believed whether it would have made any diierenœ ifMallet had been
dispatched to Berlin to press the Pnissian govemment for a treaty, Morier said no,
arguing that Ward, who was well-respected and very farniliar with Gerrnany, did al1that
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was possible. Indeed, Morier argued that he and others had been told beforehand by
the Pnissian goventment of the general reductions which they pfanned to introduœ into

their tariff, and that they fully intended to offer these reductions to Britain as soon as the
matter of the French treaty was sett~ed.'~

In effed, therefore, by showing that the Foreign Office was doing al1 that was
possible to represent British commercial interests in Gemany, Monet played right into
the hands of those, like Layard and Hammond, who opposed the aims of the Select
Cornmittee. Similady, Morier inadvertentiy undermined the proposed idea of more direct
communications between the Board of Trade and diplomats abroad. Aithough he
agreed that, 'direct communication, what I might cal1 an organic connedion between the

feedenand the digesting apparatus," was undoubtedly a good idea, he later admitted
that because of his own personal correspondence with such people as Layard and
Mallet, he had never encountered any communications problems personally. Layard,

seeing an opening, then succeeded in getang Morier to adrnl that such private
communication existed with al1 diplomats, if they chose to keep it up. By implication.
therefore, the idea of pWng the Board of Trade into direct communication with
diplomatic agents was moot, as this would simply formalire what already existed
inforrna~ly.'~~
It might appear, therefore, that Morier too opposed the proposals to reform

relations behneen the Board of Trade and the Foreign Office. Such, however, was not
the case. As a diplomat, he f e l compelkd to defend the diplomatic seMœ against the
charge that it neglected commercial issues, despite his awareness of the very real
neglect that did exist. Moreover, his own views on these subjects were, at this point, still
developing. His ZoIIverein reports provided h b k t real exposure to the new trade

opportunities created by the Anglo-French Treaty, and as yet he was not entirely
conscious of how the orthodoxy of laissez-faire frae trade was being replaced,
temporarily at least, by the enthusiastic pursuit of commercial treaües. He was not,
therefore, aware Mat these changes also necessitatedchanges in the institutional
machinery in Bntain responsible for the condud of commercial diplomacy. This,
however, was about to change, through both his g M n g friendship with Louis Mallet
and his appointment to the British commission inquiring into a refom of the Austrian
tariff.12'
The direction which Morier's views on this question would take can be seen in
Mallet's closing remarks to the Select Cornmittee in 1864. When asked by Layard if he
did not believe that many of the cornplaints being examined by the cornmittee arose
from the constitution of Britain, and from the habits of the British people, M o prefer
doing their own work to allowing a govemment department to do it for them." Mallet
responded:
I do not think that anybody can contemplate with any degree of
satisfaction the idea of the Govemment undertaking to do for merchants
what they could do for themselves. But in an enonnous Vade Iike the
foreign trade of England, of course, there must frequently be occasions
on which the intervention of the Government is neœssary.... The larger
the trade, the more often 1 is likely to happen that the intervention of the
Govemment becornes neœssary to see that the trade is not obstructed
by the regulations of fonign govemments.'"

The question of reforming those British institutions responsible for commercial

diplomacy, arising as it did out of the Zdlverein crisis, was about to move on to a new
stage of devekpment. However, now the issue would be linked to the gfowing
controversy over the actual wisdorn of negotiating commercial treaües and thereby
abandoning unilateral free trade. Typically, Moner threw himself squarely into the center
-

-

-

-

--
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of this controversy, drawlhg upon his experiences during the Zdlverein crisis, and
quickly gaining recognition as an expert on commercial affairs in Germany. Placed on
the frontlines in the negotiation of a commercial treaty with Austria,

Morier now

discovered just how dysfunctional the machinery of British commercial diplomacy was.
He also now leamed how difficult it was to negotiate a treaty of commerce without being

able to offer tariff reductions as bargaining counters. Moreover, these negotiations
confirmed his earlier belief that, in Germany, commercial matters were heavily
politicized, and that special prejudices were harboured against Britain specifiwlly. All of
these factors made the conduct of commercial diplomacy in Germany a difficuit and
seemingly pointless task,

But rather than losing faith in commercial treaties as a means for spreading free
trade, Morier became, next to Mallet, Britain's most vociferous defender of this
controversial policy. Drawing on what he knew of both the conduct of commercial
diplomacy in Germany and the German liberal understanding of free trade, and, more
directly, from his reading of Cobden, Morier produced a remarkably coherent theory on
the need for M a i n to embrace multilateral free trade in the form of commercial treaties.
The fact that he found hirnself defending a policy which was already in place, but which
was soon doomed to extinction, indicate that Morier's ideas were by no means
exceptional. Instead, they were expressions of important divisions within British liberal
economic thought during this period.

Chapter Six

F m Tmde and Commercial Treatieus. 1864-1870

Pnor to 1864, the kinds of instiMional problems examined by the Select
Cornmittee on Trade with Foreign Nations atttacted very little official attention. The
explanation for this lies with the nature of Britain's tnde policy prior to 1860, and with

the kind of commercial diplomacy it required. Having adopted a policy of unilateral tariff
reductions, the British govemment's commercial diplomacy in Europe was restrkted
primarily to making representations in favour of free trade among the European pouvers.
As Platt noted, Yaissez-faire and an active tradition of commercial diplomacy can

scarcely cosxist," which in pnctice meant careful propagandiung on the part of
diplornats and consuls, but little more.' This was the essence of Granville's instructions
to the diplomatic service in 1852:

Unilateral free trade produced a growth in exports

which confirmed the view that the best policy was no policy; or at least one which
minimized acvite

diplomatic initiatives on the part of the govemment. In such

circumstances, friction between the institutions responsible for infonning, formulating,
and implementing commercial diplomacy was also minirn~ed.

Similarly, tension between these institutions began to rise with the change in
policy that the Anglo-French Treaty of 1860 signaled. The spate of commercial treaties,
sornetimes called the 'Cobdenite Treaties", which followed from the h g leFrench
Treaty, marked the transition from a mainly passive to an adive commercial policy.
Only then did the inadequacies of the British commercial information-gathering and

processing organs becorne evident. The Foreign ûffice,responsible for canying Mis

new policy forward, became m o n dependent on the advice of the Board of frade,' while
the latter cornplained of the inadequacy and slowmss of the information it received from
abroad. The free trade zealots at the Board of Trade saw it as their responsibility not

' Plat Finance, Tmde and Politcs in BMsh Forei@nPdicy, p. 102.
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only to advise the Foreign Office on commercial matters, but also to ensure that the
Foreign Secretary remained vigilant in capitalizing on apparent commercial
opportunities. Foreign Onice mandarins such as Hammond, on the other hand,
resented the suggestion that they were iII-trained for the job of conducting commercial
diplomacy. The growing aerimony between the two departments, which was obvious in
the proceedings of the Select Committee in 1û64, arose therefore from the new
commercial cirwmstanœs of the 1860s.' ' M e shall so worry them that they will regret
having called us into activity," Hammond testily remarked when the actkism of the
British commercial community

-aided by several well-placed private interests-

created the commercial opportunity with Austria discussed klow-'
Hence, the rise of a new, more active commercial policy was closely related to
the issue of reforming the institutions responsible for British commercial policy. And
indeed, after 1864, the main impetus to Foreign Office reform was a growing
enthusiasm for commercial treaties. Having made their case regarding the
shortcomings of the current system, the advocates of commercial treaties argued that
Britain's abilii to use these treaties as a vehicle to spread free trade in Europe
depended on institutional refom at home. Not everyone, however, was convincd that
Britain's move from unilateral to multilateral free Vade of the kind created by the
commercial treaties of the 1860s was a wise one. Opposition to this change in British
commercial policy, apparent right from 1860, rernained throughout the decade and
ultimately prevailed. Thus the defenders of a policy of commercial treaties faced a
struggle on h o fronts: from those defenders of the status quo who opposed reforming
the Foreign Office; and from those dogmatic free traders who feared that the negotiation
4
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of commercial treaties was a retrograde step in the progress of British commercial
liberalism.
Morier and Mallet were the two strongest and most outspoken proponents of the
new policy. For them, Foreign Office refom and commercial treaties went hand in
hand, and they both worked strenuously in the service of these goals throughout the
remainder of the 1860s and beyond. Working side by side in commercial negotiations
with Austria between 1865 and 1868, they discovered just how diicuit it was to extract
tariff reductions from other States without the freedom of making reciprocal concessions
in retum. Their eventual success, however, only strengthened their reçoive. Indeed,
Morier's faith in the power of commercial treaties led him to conclude that a policy of
unilateral free trade actually ran counter to the genuinely cosmopolitan aim of
commercial liberalism. that aim being to spread free trade throughout Europe and
eventually the world. To realize such a goal, however, Britain required powerful
institutions designed specifically ta maximize its ability to civilize Europe's commercial
relations. On this subject too, Morier and Mallet were in perfect accord, agitating both
publicly and privately to create what Cobden calleci a 'Free Trade department" in the
Foreign ~ f f i c e . ~
Their failure to realize either plan was eviâent by the eariy 1870s- Nevertheless.
Morier's experiences demonstrate h m yet again events in Gennany helped to test the
boundaries of British liberalism. Much of the initial enthusiaem over commercial treaties
was inspired by the glittering prospect of gaining access to the vast markets of the
Zollverein and the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and of using free trade as a means for

liberalking Gerrnany. However, just as the commercial frustrations

produced by the

Zollverein crisis challenged the Foreign Office's laissez-faimattitude regarding

commercial policy, so did the equally fnistrating experience of negotiating a commercial
lbid.

treaty with Austria cal1 into question the viabiiii of using commercial treaües as a means

of spreading ffee trade. These debates over both institutional refom and commercial
treaties tumed on the question of what should be the role of the state in advancing the
cause of commercial liberalisrn, with the decision coming down in favour of laisez-faire.
Morier, who chose the losing side in both cases, nevertheless defended his views with
appeals to the most idealistic aims associated wïth the liberalisrn of the Manchester
school. Once again, therefore, Germany became the ground on which canfiicting British
visions of the liberal state collided.

Pmssia's irnpending victory in the Zollverein crisis, evident by the end of 1864,
was welcomed in Britain. The ratification of the Franco-Prussian treaty by the remaining

Zollverein states not only freed Prussia to treat with Britain, but it also leff Austria
isolated. This, it was hoped, would prompt the lrnperial government to consider carrying
out a tarïff refomi independent of the Zollverein. In the fall of 1864, however, Bismarck
threatened this possibility by vaguely promising, at some undeterrnined time, to revisit
the idea of an Austru-Zollverein union.' Morier complained bitterly to Lord Russell that
Bismarck's promises, although insincere, were nevertheless disastrous. They rekindled
hope in Austria, and, like the 1853 treaty, could be used by the protectionist interests in
the Zollverein as a means of delaying further commercial liberalkation. On the other
hand, Morier argued:
ifAustria can be once got to see [sic] that al1 hope of union with the
Zollverein is vain, that the latter is embatked on a career which must with
increasing velocity lead towards free trade, she will in selfdefense be
forced to look about her and establish freer intercourse with us, with
France, with Italy, and all other trading communities, and so be dragged
nolens volens in a free trade direction.'
7
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This was an idea Mallet had entertained since 1862when Austria fimt hinted that
it might seek commercial treaties with Bntain and France. At the Ume, Lord Russell was

skeptical of Bntain's chances in negotiaüng with Austria, seeing that France still
possessed bargaining counten which Blitain did not. Mallet, however, was less
skeptical. Just now beginningto develop an enthusiasm for commercial treaties, Mallet

was not wnvinced that Austria's tariff refom need be lhited neœssarily by the kinds of
reciprocal concessions France was willing to make. Aithough he offered no clear
indication of how Britain could exîract a broader measure of ta*

reform frorn Austria,

he nevertheless argued that, "the direction in which the commercial diplomacy of this

country might be usefully exerted lay in "seeking to obtain pnctical wn.œssionsfor
British tnde mthout in any way nising the broad issues of reciprocity and protection on
which Lord Russell appears to think our demands can alone be ba~ed."~
This of coune was the most serious problem Britain fa&

with regard to the new

breed of commercial treaties. Between 1840 and 1860, Bntain reduced the number of

articles liable to import duty from 1,146 to fortycight, the most important exceptions
k i n g the duty on wine and spirits. and timber.1° Britam thus possessed little to bargain
with, even if "tariff bargains" had been considered acceptable, which, by the 1 8 6 0 ~
they
~

were not. Gladstone and Cobden had stressed ttiat the minor wnœssions made to

France in 1860 were not 'reciprocal", but raoier, as Mallet put it, 'they afforded the
French govemment a convenient pretext for doing what it was thought to be the interest
of France to do.""

France, on the other hand, still had a large number of protectionist

duties which it could use in negotiations with other states, such as Pnissia and Austria-

The dificulty therefore lay in trying to find a way for Britain to participate in the growing
circle of commercial arrangements k i n g created after 1860. Admittedly, British trade
Mallet to Foreign ûffice, 19 May 1882. PRO, BT 3/61.
Imbh, Economic Uements in the Pax Bntannii. p. 154.
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stood to gain from these treaties by virtue of the Most-Favoured-Nation status it enjoyed
with France, and later Prussia. But as long as it remained merely a spectator, Britain
could not hope to specifically obtain what Mallet had called 'practical concessions for
British trade". And as the experience of the Franco-Prussian treaty had shown, Britain
needed to move quickly on commercial opportunities when they presented themselves.
Otherwise, they would be forced to await the resuits of negotiaüons

with third parties.

In January 1865 one such opportunity arose. Russell forwarded Gladstone a
letter from Somerset Beaumont, the leading member of a deputation of the British
Chambers of Commerce which had traveled to Vienna to press the Austrian govemment
to ernbrsa fme trade." Aithough the deputation had met with only lirnited s u ~ c e s s . ~ ~
Beaumont, Member of Parfiamentfor Newcastle and a shareholder in the AngloAustrian Bank, sucœeded in getting the Austrian govemment to consider the idea of
forming a joint Anglo-Austrian commission to inquire into a refom of Austria's tariffs.14
Aithough Beaumont was acting without the British govemment's official sancti~n.'~
and
although he exaggerated the willingness of the Austrian govemment to commit itself to

free trade, he nevertheless chose precisely the right tone to attract the govemment's
attention: '[In only depends upon the English government to seize promptly and
unhesitatinglythis excellent opportunity in order to get a favourable and even popular
treaty of commerce with Austria." Beaumont adverted to the disappointment produœd
by Britain's inabiiity to get a separate treaty of commerce with Prussia, Britain reœMng

Hammond to Gladstone, 3 January 1865. Giadsbne Papers, ADD MSS 44183.
Helleiner, Free Trade and F~stration,pp. 28-36.
Adolf Beer, Die &tenekhibche HandelspdSk im Neunzehnten Jahmundetf (Vienna:
Manz'sche Hof-Veriag, 1891), pp. 318-319.
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Russell responded immediately to Beaumonts letter, infoming him that he could not 'stipulate
to yield a shilling of the public revenue...without the express sanction of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer,"and mat he had to keep both the Board of Tade and the minister in Vienna infonned
of al1his actions. Lord Russell to Beaumont, 3 January 1865. Gladstone Papers, ADD MSS
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only what France did through its treaty with Prussia- 'Such need not be the case with
Aum-a," he arguedt6
The British govemment's response to this promising development was
immediate. Beaumont, in conjunction with the British Chargé d'Affaires in Vienna,
A.GG Bonar, was instructed to pursue the idea of a joint commission of inquiry with the
Austrian govemment, and they were dispatched copies of Main's commercial treaties
with France and Belgium, as well as the draff proposal for a treaty with Austria drawn up
in 1862.17 Although Bonar did not think it wise to press the Ausüian govemrnent too

strongly while the Zollverein talks were still pending." he was encauraged by the
pessimistic reports coming fmm Berlin regarding those negotiations.lg On 9 February
1865 he informed the Foreign Office that the Austrian govemment had agreed to the

commissi~n?~
The British govemment's enthusiastic response to the idea of an Anglo-Austrian
commission of inquiry is, at first sight, rather surprising. Although the prospect of tfying
to bring commercial enlightenment to the highly protectionist Austrian Empire may have
appeafedto free trade missionaries at the Board of Trade and the British Chambers of

Commerce, to the Foreign Office such a task promised to be bng, frustrating, and, in al1
likelihood, Mile. Moreover, the govemment risked embarrassment at home should the
commission corne to naught, despite Beaumont's claim that it would be easy to "nip the
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negotiations in the bud.""

Finally, there was the danger that such a commission would

encourage hopes in Austria that Britainwas prepared to make tariff concessions in order
to secure a treaty. This was precisely Layard's concern, as he feared that the Austrians
were already 'under the delusion mat we can give them equivalents in the way of a
reduction of duties on any article in our tarir

-something which apparently was

impossible.*

On the other hand, Austria's repeated refusals in the preceding months and
years ta wnsider the idea of a commercial treaty with Britain, as well as the gloomy
picture ofBritish trade with Austria which Morier's reports had created. left the
government open to alternatives. The proposed commission was just such an
alternative- Since the commission of inquiry was to examine Austria's tariff, and not
Britain's, this was a ta& acknowledgment by Austria that Britain had no further
reductions to make. Moreover, the Foreign Office was mare that France too had
approached the Austnan government to inquiry about a treaty, which no doubt increased

the pressure on the Foreign Office to act q u i ~ k l y .Finally,
~
since the Austrian
govemment was bound to face s t i i opposition at home to the idea of a commercial
treaty with Bntain, the commission appeared to be a fairly harmless way for the Austn'an
govemment to broach the subject without committing themselves to a treaty.
There was some disagreement, however, with regard to this latter point. Lord
Russell, encouraged by Beaumont's rosy reports and anxious for a treaty, prefemd the
idea of first getting Austria to commit to a treaty, the details of which would be

hammered out by the commission of inquirye2' William Hutt, VicePresident of the Board
of Trade and one of the appointees to the pmposed commission, also preferred to press
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for a treaty, fearing that the Austrian govemment would be 'under no obligation, not
even of a moral kind, to accept the tariff which this commission may laboriously
prepare."'

Bonar, however, who was in direct contact with the Austrian govemment,

strongly urged the Foreign CMice to back off on the issue of a treaty:
mhe Austrian govemment have acquiesced in this commission on the
express and sole understanding that it was as yet to be only a
commission of inquiry, and not a conference for the final negotiation of a
treaty; that they could not enter into direct negofattrOns unül alter the
termination of the Zollverein conferences; and that if such negotiations
were commenœd now their progress would be at once arrested and
postponed by the ~eichsrat
h?
Even the subject of the commission itself was a delicate one for the Austrian
government, leading Bonar ta wam against both publicity in Britain, and the premature

amval of Hutt in VÏenna? These disagreements over how to proceed demonstrate
once again how the association of Britain with commercial refom in Gemany created
political difficuiües that were often too little appreciated in Britain.
Morier caught wind of the proposed commission in early February, and ha
immediately began petitioning the Foreign Office for an appointment. He claimed to be

unconcemed about what his officia1 status would be, either as "tnslator, attache, or
penmender," his main concem k i n g the chance to experience first-hand "al the details
of a treaty of commerce.'28 In support of his daim, Morier pointed to the seven years he
had serwd in Vienna, and to his previous ZoIîverein work. He also drew attention to his

" Hutt to Layard, 120 Febniary 1865. Layard Papers, ADD PSS 39113.

Bonar to Layard, 13 Februaiy 1865. Layard Papers, AD0 MSS 39113. Emphasis in original.
See also, Bonar to Lord Russell, 14 February 1865. PRO, FO l2O/43l.
Bonar to Lord Russell. 13 February 1865 (Telegram); Bonar to Lord Russell, 2 March 1865.
PRO, FO l2OI43l- The 7ïms first alluded to aiese commercial developments in Austria on 1
February 1865, raprinting an a d d m which Hutt had delivered to the Gateshead Chamber of
Commerce. Hutt, whose indiscretions would later seriously complicate matters. asserted that,
'Some very intelligent and energetk gentlemen. who know more of what is going on in Vienna
than f do, give us the assurance that even the Austrian Govemment is disposed to nmoâel their
singulariy absurd taM.' On 13 Febniary The fimes disclosed the Austr-an govemmenYs decision
to form a commission of inquiry.
Morier to Layard, 8 February 1865; Morier to Layard, 14 February 1865. Layard Papers, AMI
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personal aquaintance with Max von Gagem, the head of the commercial department of
the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Alexander Mensdorff, the Austrian Foreign
Minister, and other supporters of free trade in the Austrian g~vernrnent.~
At this early
stage, Morier harboured serious doubts about the likelihood of obtaining 'brilliant

resuHsnin negotiations with Austria. However, he was confident that Britain could
accornplish a great deal "in the way of agitation," particularly in Hungary, if the
commission could successfulty pendrate beyond official circles,"

Morier's enttrusiasm

was no doubt dampened by his previous attempts to urge a treaty on Austria; hanever,

his conviction remained that the logic of free trade wouM cary the day ifonly it cauld get

a hearing out of doors

-a view typical of British commercial liberalism during this

period*
Marier's efforts proved successful. Morier, Huit and Bonar were al1 appoint4 to

the commission."

Thrilled with his appointment, Morier irnmediately threw himself into

the work, seeking out an interview with Cari von Hock, the Austrian Deputy Minister of
Finance and an expert on ta*,

who was in Berlin at the time negotiating the

commercial treaty with the Zollverein. From this interview, Marier was able to draw a
detailed picture of the many difficuities M a i n facal in entering into commercial

negotiations with Austria. Above ail, Morier hoped to make the Foreign Office mare

that both political and personal issues would likely have a strong influencé over the
proceedings, and that Britain therefore needed to rernain sensitive to this.
Although Hock was one of the strongest supporters of free trade in the Austrian
government, he objected to the timing of the proposed Anglo-Austrian commission of

" Morier to Layard, 14 Febniary 1865; Morier to Layard, 18 February 1865. Layard Papers, ADD

MSS 39113.
Layard, 18 February 1865. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 39113.
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inquiry, as the negotiations with the Zdlvereiin were still not completed. According to
Hock, the protedonist temper of the Austrian Reichsrat meant that it would be "totally
impossible to get it one step forward in a liberal direction except by the actualbribe of
equivalents," which Britain

-unlike France and the ZdILerein -could not ~ f f e r An
.~~

Austrian commercial treaty with the ZdIverein, therefore, had to precede one with
Britain, Mile the Anglo-Austrian commission prornised to make the passage of a
ZolIve~ieintreaty through the Reichsrat more diicult
Jealousy of foreign industry is the one ruling passion which animates [the
Reichsrâfj and of al1foreign industry that of England is the one which fills
it with most dread and apprehension.... It will require the 'utmost
management and conciliation on the part of the govemment to pass even
the modifiecl tafifF which forms the basis of our negoüations with the
Zollverein, and unless we get real concessions from Pnissia Idespair of
its passing through the Reichsrath; and this is the moment,' he [Hock]
cantinued, "which our government chooses for irritating to the utmost, by
the prospect of an Anglo-Austrian commission for the furtherance of free
trade pnnciples, the interest which can cornmand the rnajority of the
House, whose consent to the proposed tariff [with the ZdIverein] is the
first indispensable step to a more liberal p o ~ i c ~ . " ~
Hock also addressed specific wnœms regarding the commission itself. For one
thing, he feared that the entire project was an intrigue worked out between Madame
Blaze de Bury, a major shareholder in the Anglo-Austrian Bank, and Beaumont

-a

cancern later shared by Morier. Furthemiore, Hock disliked the fact that the commission
was wmposed only of representatives from Britain and Austria. He preferred including

representatives from the Zollverein, France, Belgium and Switzerland, since this would
help to remove what he calleci "the special jealousies and fears entertained towards

Morier regarded Hock's views as important sinœ they showed how intertwined
politics and commerce were in Austria, and how Britain specifically faced diiculties
32 Morier to

Ibid.

Layard, 25 February 1865. Layard Papers, AD0 MSS 391 13. Emphasis in original.

arising from fears associated with its status as an indusüial powefhouse. But rather
than advising the Foreign Office to defer the commission, Morier persisted in the belief
that the cause of free trade in Austria generally could only benefit from Britain's
involvement. Unlike Bonar, who hoped that none of the Amtrian

commissioners would

be prote~tionists,~~
Morier believed that the presence of at least one protectionist, such

as Joseph von Kalchberg, the commission's chairman, would give the impression of
impartiality to the commission, and who, after all, would be no match for Wree
Britishers." This confidence arose from Morier's view of Austria as a state whose
immaturity with respect to commercial liberalism offered Britain an opportunity to act as
both teacher and model:
A childish ignorance of the most elementary facts connected with finance

and commerce is the principal feature of the Austrian mind, official and
unofficial. An inquiry upon so large a scale with al1 the experience of
England at its disposal must fumish the [Austn'an] govemment with a
'case' which sooner or later cannot but break down al1 before it.js
Morier saw Britain's task, therefore, as more than simply that of preparing the ground for
a commercial treaty with Austria. Condescension leavened by evangelism, wtiich

typified the British attitude regarding the progress of ftee trade in Gemany, infomed
Morier's view of his role in the upwming negotiations. Indeed, Morier hoped that the

mole experience would go a long way towards M n g him personally to becorne 'one of
the diplomatic free trade apostles which public opinion is sa loudly clamouring for in
~ngland."~~
It would be another two months, however, before the first meeting of the

cammission. The delay, which resulted from the Austrian govemment's desim to awaït
the results of its Zollverein negotiations, gave Morier a chance to examine the situation
more carefully. The first serious problem confronting the British govemment was the
Lord Russell, 22 February 1865. PRO, FO 120/431.
Morier to Layard, 25 Febniaiy 1865. Layard Papen, ADD MSS 39113.
37 Moner to Lord Russell, 4 March 1865. Russell Papen, PRO 30122/82.
35 Bonar to
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composition of the commission. Although Somerset Beaumont had expected an
appointment, the Foreign Onice rejeded the idea on the grounds that, although he
represented the Associated Chambers of Commerce, he did not adequately represent
Manchester, Liverpool, the iron trades or mixed woolen

manufacture^.^^ Morier

concurred in this decision, sarcastically remarking that, "It would never do for the
commission to appear in the Iight of an auxiliary steam power to assist the fiapping sails
of a private pecuniary e n t e r p r i ~ e .Furthemiore,
~~~
Beaumont's actions helped eliminate
him from consideration. For example, he grossly exaggerated Mensdorffs readiness to
immediately enter into a treaty with Britain. Beaumont's daims thrilled Russell, but they
ran completely counter to Bonar's more reliable reports.40 This no douM strengthened
both Hammond's and Layard's aversion to letting commercial diplomacy be conducted
by anyone other than diptomats; as probably did the angry letter Beaumont wrote upon

being passed over, in which he glorified his w n role in Vienna and wntrasted it with
Foreign Office inefFiciency in commercial matters."
However, the business cornrnunity in Britain did not take the same view. The
Associated Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom wamed Lord Russell that
Beaumont's exclusion threatened the future sucœss of negotiations with Austria; m i l e
W.E. Forster threatened to raise the question in the House of Commons, thereby

producing publicity .hich the Foreign Office and the Austnan govemment were anxious
to a~oid.~'Faced with this, Lord Russell consented to adding Beaumont to the list of
commissioners.* Morier greeted this news with regret, particularly as his fears had
grown that Beaumont had important connections to Madame de Bury and the Angle
38
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Austrian Bank. Nevertheless, he hoped that Beaumont would be 'less mischievous
between two tame elements Iike Hutt and myself than if roaming wild among the
purlieus of ~ i e n n a . ~

Meanwhile, the Foreign Oniœ had issued general instructions to Morier and the
other British commissioners to clarify what the government's objectives were in agreeing
to the commissi~n.~
These instructions indicate not only the diculty of Britain's
position in negotiating commercial treaties in the absence of equivalents, but also the
Foreign Onice's reaction to the criücisms aired during the m e n t Select Committee.
Having noted that the only duties retained by Britain following the AngleFrench Treaty

were those deemed absolutely necessary for the purposes of revenue, the Foreign
Qffice now wamed that the commissioners were "preduded from entertaining proposais

for the reducüon of any duties levied by this country without the express sanction of
H M ' SGovemment." The reason: "every possible reducüon has already been made in
the most liberal ~ p i r i t . ' ~
This wncern over the danger of slipping into a tariff bargain with Austria was
foremost in Gladstone's mind as Chancellor of the Exctiequer, and it persisted
throughout the negotiations. Sonar immediately assured Layard that the Austrian
govemment was 'perfectly aware" that M a i n had nothing to give them in the way of
duty reductions."

Several weeks later, however, a telegram from Bonar asking whether

Gladstone would consent to the repeal of the timber duties prompted Layard to condude

44
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that "the idea of reciprocal concession had not been a b a n d ~ n e d .This
~ anticipated a
later clash between Morier and Gladstone over the utility of using Britain's remaining
duties as a bargaining chip for extrading concessions ftom Austria.
Having issued this waming against making tariff bargains, the Foreign Office
also reminded the commissioners of the importance of fully consulting "al1the
manufacturing and commercial interestsuof Britain. For this reason, the British
govemment invited the various commercial organizations of Britain to send
representatives to ~ienna.~'This decision appears to have been in keeping with views
expresseci by the 7ïmes severat months earlier in response to a recent tour of the British

Chambers of Commerce by John wardmso
Ward, who was sent to inforrn the Chambers

of Commerce on the pragress of the Anglo-Zollverein negotiations, concludeci that the
commercial classes in Britain failed to understand the difficulties of conducting
commercial diplomacy in

en an^." The fimes,

on the other hand, took Ward's tour as

evidence that the Select Committee had effected a fundamental change in the charader
of British commercial diplomacy:

The new era of diplomacy has fairfy begun. The policy of the future is
peace and the development of trade, and the duties of the Foreign Office
are daily becoming more commercial. Ambassadors and Secretaries of
Legation wili no longer be careful to interfere with Royal mamages, to
support a tottering ministry, or to baffle schemes of territorial aggression;
such things will be allowed to take their course; henceforth the business
of the diplomatic agent will be to study the rise and fall of markets or the
course of exchange, and to send home periodical reports on the
commerce of our neighhurs. As a corollary to such a change, ouf
Ministers abmad will take fheirhstrucûbns from Chambers of Commerce
insfead of the Foreign ~ecretary.~'

* Layard to Bonar, 5 April1865.

Layard Papers, ADD MSS 39114.
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One c m only imagine Hammond's reaction to these remarks. In any case. the
Foreign ûffice was not yet prepared to relinquish contml of its commercial diplomacy
with Austria to men of commerce. The Foreign Oniœ was fully aware of the Austrian

govemrnent's delicate position with regard to these negotiations with Britain, while. as
Ward had indicated, the commercial interests were not. Thus, while the commissioners

in Vienna were ordered to consuit those representatives from the British Chambers of

Commerce accredited by the BritÏsh govemment. they were also wamed against placing
them into direct contact with the Austrian govemmentU To this same end, they were
also ordered to prevent any "unauthorizd' publicity k i n g given to the deliberations and
decisions of the wmmission. Such publicity would only mate premature hope in Bntain
while exciting 'additional hostility on the part of the opponents of change in

us tria.""

This was Iikely directed at Hutt and Beaumont specifically, neither of whom were
diplomats, and whose indisaetions had already wmplicated matters.
Once he had his instructions. Morier was anxious to proceed directiy to Vienna,
despite Austria's daims that the wmmission would have to be delayed until the AustroZollvemin tteaty was signed. Knowing full well that the treaty with the Zollvedn was al1
but wmpleted, Morier feared that the Austrian govemment was considering backing out

of the commission now that it realized the strength of the protectionist opposition. It was
his hope, therefore. that he rnight be of sorne use in wnjuring up support for the
commission in ~ienna."
Morier arrived in Vienna at the end of Mar&. whereupon he arranged an
interview wiVi Kalchberg, the commission chairman and Ading Minister of Commerce. to

- -- -
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fathom the Austrian govemmertt's

intention^.'^

Kalchberg assured Morier that he was

aware that Btitain had "iiie if anything" to give in the way of equivalents for Austrian
tarifF reductions, and that his main wnœm was to attract British capital and British
enterprise? What most interesteci Kalchberg was British financial support for Austria's
railway-building, in whih he had a persanal interest. This Wied well with what Morier
had leamed from Hock in Berlin, who had claimed that the wmmission was devised by
Beaumont, de Bury, and the AngloAustrian Bank to attract British in~estment.~
Most likely this peculiar explanation regarding the origins of the commission was
partially true, thereby showing just how tangled were the circumstanœs confronting the
British commissioners. Although the Austrian govemment had been forced to privatüe
railway construction

after 1854, the increasing Iikelihood of a conflit3 with Pnissia

prompted the government to promote an extensive railway-building programme in
1864.'' ln the hopes of attracting foreign capital, a number of consortiums wmposed of

prominent memben of the Austrian aristocracy

-

K~lmer were granted licenses to wnstnict

-"temptresses" according to Gustav

ine es.^

And the Anglo-Austrian Bank was

among those involved." The commission, therefore, far from being a simple expression
of Austria's desire to embrace free trade (which, in any case, seemed unlikely given that
the Austrian Ministry of Commerce which oversaw the commission was a stronghold of
protectionism), was also the fruit of personal intrigues inspired by potitical calculation.
From his inteMew with Kalchberg, Morier concluded that the task at hand would
be a diïcult one. Setting aside the complicated motives at work on the Austrian side,
Morier to Foreign ôffïce, 29 March 1865. PRO, FO 71693.
E.G. Staudinger and S. ûeer, "Die Aussenwirtschaftiichen Beziehungen ru Grossbritannien,"
Die Habsburgemnarchie,A Wandruszka and P. Urbanitçch, eds. (Vienna: Vdag der
Osterreichischen Akadernie der Wissenschaffen,l989), vi, p. 719.
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the most serious problem was the statist mentality of the Austrian govemment with
regard to commercial affairs. Accarding to Morier, the Austrian political mind did not
realize that the conditions necessary for private Bnüsh investment in Austria were Yhe

spontaneous liberation of AuMan trade and industry from the kgislative dead weight
which bears it down."
That through the floodgates thus opened capital and enterprise would of
themselves flow in is a proposition requiring proof- That the British
government can as little direct the course which British capital should
take as it can regulate the adion of the tides is a tniism, which it is not
easy to prove a truth here...-We want your capital, they Say, you want a
reduction of duties; why should we not exchange one for the other. But
the We' and the 'you' remain the Austrian and English g ~ ~ m m e n t s .
A good example of the Austrian govemment's muddled perspective in this regard waS

the absurd suggestion by one Austrian cabinet minister that for every one hundred miles

of railway line which the British undertook to build, the tariff would be reduœd by a

Still awaiting the first meeting of the commission, Morier used the opportunity to
educate several of the Austrian commissioners on the importance of commercial treaties
as he understood them. Morier would later develop a comprehensive theory regarding
the role of the modem commercial treaty in the spread of free trade, but the beginnings .

ofthat theory appear here for the first time. In a memorandum to Gagem, Morier
endeavoured to dispel two Yallaciesncommonly associated with Britainls pursuit of
commercial treatie~.~
The first was that Britain, in employing commercial treatiis, was
asking a favour for which it was bound to offer an equivalent. In rejeding this idea,
Morier was sirnply carrying out the instructions of the Foreign ûffice.
More serious, however, was the misconception that Britain's commercial policy
had a "specific English interesf at kart." Morier rejeded the argument that Britain,
62
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Morier to Foreign Onice,29 March 1865. PRO, FO 71693. Emptiasis in original.
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owing to its superior power of cheap production, occupied an &exceptionalposition in the
industry of the worid which renders the application of fke trade principles in some
mystenous way specifically advantageous to her," and not to others. What Britain
wanted

-bearing in mind that the govemment did not act exdusively in the name of the

manufacturing interest

-was "the cheapening to the utrnost possible degree of her

imports." Why? Because the superior efficiency and therefore cheapness of production

in Britain was producd by the "econornical administration of the system," which was
itself the Yhe rssulf of ~ornpefition."~
As Mon'er understood it, therefore, free trade was
less about winning British access to foreign markets than Î t was about stimulating the
circulation of goods generally, the result of which would hincreased wmpeütion,
increased efficiency, and lower prices al1 amund. He denied, therefore, that the British

the apostles of an 'id& which for its own sake we are desiring to preach:
we are acting, like al1 reasonable people, wïîh a view to Our own interests,
but it so happens that our interests are identical with those of the persons
with whom we desire to act.
Thus, Britain was not acting out of a "philanthropical regard for the partners we
wish to take into the concem," but rather out of concem for the cause of free trade
general~y.~'This was classic Cobdenic intemaüonaiism. and was perfectiy in keeping
with Morier's cosmopolitan understanding of international re~ations.~What is of

particular interest, however, is Morier's focus on the import side of the equation, which

he would later pariay into a compelling defense of commercial treaties as the best
means to spread free trade. He sought to draw attention away from the belief that
internationalfree trade was a British ploy devised by and for British producers, who
alone stood to gain from it. Moriefs concem for the British consumer, who he believed

Ibid. Emphasis in original.
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gained equally from al1 increases in the circulation of goods, became the basis for
challenging both Gladstone's strictures regarding tariff bargains, and British
unilateralism generally.
However, it was the Cobdenic tone of Morier's arguments that was most in
evidence (Cobden died the same day Morier penned this letter). When Gagern passed

Morier's Ietter on to Lorenz von Stein, Professor of Political Economy at the University of
Vienna and Kalchberg's deputy on the commission of inquiry, it drew the kind of
response typical of continental skeptics of British free trade. Stein, who had sneeringly
dismissed the British Chambers of Commerce's missionary efforts in Austria fwe months
earlierIsTlaunched a Listian attack on Morier's arguments. He noted, for example,
Britain's relatively m e n t adoption of free trade, and that prior to 1842 Britain had been
highly protectionisï He also challengeci Morier's suggestion that the British commercial
systern was an authentically liberal one, noting that in some respects, Austria's trade
policy was as liberal as ~ n t a i n ' s .Morier's
~~
attempt, therefore, to present the case for
free Vade in a universalist light made little ground against the entrenched arguments of
protectionists such as Stein. He was encouraged, however, by the favourable attitude
of Emperor Francis Joseph, whom Morier and Hutt inteMewed several days later. After
having spoken to the Emperor of both the material gains and the political good-will
which a commercial treaty with Britain would yield, Moner conduded that Francis Joseph
was "inclined to take a favourable view of ouf side of the argumentmsg
67

When the British Chambers of Commerce issued an address to the Ausfrian Chambers of
Commerce encauraging it to examine the me* of free @de, Stein mponded in the economic
weekly Austne: 'pn/le frankly conf&ssto Our belief that we have already enough documents,
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On 22 April the Anglo-Austnan commission of inquiry finally met for the first time,
but as yet no clear agreement had been reached as to the commission's raison d'être?

The British Foreign ûffice, acting under the assumption that the commission's work was
to fomi the basis for a commercial treaty, had forwarded the commissioners a draft

proposal for that purpose. However, Austrian intentions regarding the commission, as
has been shown, were less straighfforward. Kalchberg had previously assured the
Austrian cabinet

-falsely -that the British had no intention of urging a treaty upon

ust tria,^' and once the commission met, he wntinued to worlc against British efforts to
clam this issue. '2 For example, Kalchberg used the Austro-ZdIvemin h a t y of
commerce, signed on 11April, to argue that Austria would be unable to consider any
further tanff changes for at least two or three years."
Mensdorff, on the other hand, took a more favourable view of Britain's proposais.
When pressed for an opinion on the British draft treaty by Lord Bloomfield, the British
Ambassador in WennaY4Mensdorff noted that now was not the time to force the issue
since the Austro-Zdlverein treaty still had to be approved by the Reichsrat. However,
he maintained that article two of the draft treaty, which proposed fixing Austria's tariff at

a maximum ad vaîorem rate, should be the main task of the commission, and he

as a rna~imurn.~"
proposed a duty of twenty percent ad v a l o ~ m

questions of traâe can also be seen in his willingness to support the Austrian commercial
community's petitionsfor the reorganization of the Trade Ministry. See Kofmer, Partament und
Verfassungin &temich, i, p. 199.
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The British delegation, therefore, lacked a clear perception of Austria's intentions
by the time the commission first met. On the eve of that first meeting, Kalchberg further
dampened British hopes by claiming that the commission's findings and the proposed
treaty would have to be mooteâ in the Reichsrat TarifF Committee examining the
Zollverein treaty before anything conclusive wuld be d ~ n e . ~Faced
'
with this,

Bloomfield and Bonar resigned themselves to the possibiîii that a simple MostFavoured-Nation treaty might be the best that could be hoped for.
At this point, Morier undertwk to give direction and force to the British positionHe too originally had been pessirnistic about the likelihood of signifiant tariff reform in

Austna. True ta his character, however, Morier saw the commission of inquiry as a
rneans ta distinguish himself. Once in Vienna, therefore, he worked strenuously behind
the scenes identifying where the principal opposition lay, and generating support for a
broader measure of refonn. Familiar with the Byzantine character of Austrian
administration, Morier aimed at fonnally committing the Austrian govemment to a refom
of its tariff in wnjunction with Britain, thereby increasing the cost to the government of

delay and possible failure.
To this end, Morier immediately challenged Kalchberg's daim that the

commission's work had to first pass before the Reichsrat Tariff Committee. He pointed

out that the desirability of the AngbAustrian commission and the proposed commercial
treaty with Britain had already been established, and that this was the basis for Britain
entering into talks with

ust tria.^ In the opening meeting of the commission of inquiry,

Morier reiterated this sarne point:
[Hlowever d i r e n t our views may be in regard to the means of attaining
our end, our end is the same, that we are cooperating in a common
cause;... that uppermost in out thoughts therefore through every phase of
76
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the inquiry ought to be the honest desire to arrive at the true causes of an
evil which both o f us recognize to be such."
Moner also sougM to Iight a fire under his colleagues. At the beginning of May,
he wrote a lengthy letter to Layard examining the problems confronting the British
delegation in Austria. Forernost among these was the treatment of the British
commissioners as "suitors" who had to be content with whatever minimum of resuîts
could ba obtainec!. Worse still was the willingness of Bloomfield and Bonar to accept
this role, and to regard a simple Most-Favoured-Nationtreaty wiai Austria as the best
that could be hoped for. Such a treaty as this, Morier argued, was a comparatively
minor measure of refom, and ought to have been conduded prior to the appointment of
the commission. If, at the end of the day, that was al1 that Britain obtained, then the
result was total failure
sin-

-which would be particularly disgraceful to the Foreign Office

"a treaty of this sort is undoubtedly one for the conciuding of which the ordinary

diplomatic staff ought to s u f f i ~ e . " ~ ~
Morier suggested. therefore, that it be made ciear that Bntain agreed to the

commission on the understanding that the Austrian government was "sen'ously
detennined upon a radical measure of tariff refonn and had made up their mind to carry
it out in the forrn of a treaty" with Britain. He also emphasked the 'Valse position" M i c h

the Austrian govemment would find itseîf in both at home and abroad if it maintained this
passive attitude towards the comrnis~ion.~

Morier then addressed Bloomfield speafically in the hopes of getting an Austrian
cornmitment to taW reforrn. Aithough Bloomfield was not a member of the British
delegation, as ambassador he conducted m a t of the official communication with the
Austrian govemment. Moteover, Moriefs colleagues on the commission do not appear
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to have k e n very effective: Hutt complained of both Bonar's unsuitedness for
while Hutt himself, as Morier
commercial work and Beaumont's untnistworthine~s;~'
later noted, was "quite at his wit's end and was getting deeper and deeper into the mud
and quite at a loss what to do.w82Morier therefore drew up a note which Bloomfield
submitted to MensdorfF in response to Kalchberg's claim that following the passage of
the ZolEverein tarifF, no further taMF refom could be wnsidered for several years.
Echoing Morier's earlier complaints, Bloomfield's note stated:
For the negotiaüon of a simple treaty of commerce, which should not
contemplate tarifi changes, the ordinary diplomatic intercourse between
the two govemments [of Britain and Austria] would have sufficed; by
naming the intemational commission to prepare the way to a treaty of
commerce the two govemments have virtually pledged themselves to
attempt at least a more comprehensive mea~ure.'~
Hutt also took up this same tone, and for the next month both Bloomfield and Hutt

pressed the Austrian govemment to acknowledge that the commission was aimed at
carrying out a serious refom of Austria's t a M M And it appeared that they were
successful, as Mensdorff approached Bloomfield on 7 June with a promise to
reconstnict the c~mmission.~
However, Morier knew better than to expect much from this promise. He had by
this time seen the original minute from the Austrian Ministry of Commerce regarding the
aims of the commission of inquiry, and it confirmed his earlier suspicions. This
document, issued by Kalchberg, indicated that the commission was intended ail along
as an unofficial body, and that it was 'designedly constructed with a view to not acting."
81:

Hutt to Layard, 5 May 1865. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 391 15. Hutt, however, held Morier in
high regard and wnsidered him the only member of the commission who was 'specially fMd for
theSe duties by his talents, infannation and industiy.' Hutt to Lord Russell. 18 May 1865. Russell
Papers, PRO 30/22/43. See also, Hutt to Layard, 6 April1865. Layard Papers, AD0 MSS 391 14.
82 Morier to Layard, 18 August 1865. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 391 1683 Bloomfieldto Mensdofi (wpy), 9 May 1865. PRO, FO 120l431.
Hutt to Lord Russell, 11 May 1865. PRO, FO 71693; Bloomfield to Lord Russell, 25 May 1665;
Bloomfield to Lord Russell, 1 June 1865; Bloomfield to Lord Russell, 3 June 1865; Huttto Lord
Russell, 5 June 1865. PRO, FO 120f431;
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Helleiner, Free Trade and F~stration,pp. 49-50.

It was only thanks to Mensdorff's genuine interest in the cammission that it ever
received official status. As to Kalchberg's intentions. Morier speculated that Madame de
Bury was the source of the problem. At some point, Kalchberg had got himseif 'into her
clutches" in connection with a railway enterprise, whereupon she pressured him to use
his position to their advantage. Thus, Morier argued, 'It was her mouth that Kalchberg
sought to stop and by creating a commission incapable of producing a result he thought
he would succeed in doing t h i ~ . " ~
What de Bury's role was in these pmceedings, and how much of what Morier
reported was me, is unclear. Given Morier's suspicious nature, he may well have
exaggerated both her significance and Kalchberg's plotting. And yet, it is clear that de
Bury was somehow intimately connected with these events. On 25 May Bloomfield saw
fit to wam the Foreign Olke that Hutt was falling under her i n f l ~ e n c e .Four
~ days later,

Hutt wrote a troubled letter to Layard in which he camplaineci of Beaumont's mysterious
connections with de Bury, and of intrigues directed against himself. His closing
comments, when read in light of Bloomfield's letter, sound highly suspicious:

If it should hereafter appear that there is any connexion between the
action of the English commissioners and the 'concession' to Madame de
Bury of Iines of railway or other commercial advantages in this country,
I
let that matter not be imputed either to my blindness or indiscretion.
simply cannot help

-

One final point that lends credence to Moriets speculations was the anomalous
position of Baron Hock in al1 of this. Quite justly, Morier describeci Hock as the "real
man at the Ministry of Finance ...who has done more in a free trade direction than any
other statesmen since ~ n i c k . And
' ~ ~yet Hock remained aloof from the commission of
-
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inquiry. One reason for this was his belief that the timing of the commission was poor:
Austria first had to settle its affairs with the Zollverein, and negotiations with Britain only
complicated this taskg0 Another reason, however, was Hock's distrust of Kalchberg,
who previously had opposed HoWs liberal trade policy, and who now had arranged an
Anglo-Austrian commission of inquiry without consulüng the Imperia1govemment's
principal free trade advisor. It would appear, therefore, that Hock sought to maintain his
distance from the commission, in part because of its suspicious origins.
Whatever Austrian intentions were regarding the commission, it proved to be a
total failure. The predominantly protectionist character of the Austn'an delegation and
the absence of a specifically defined objective prevented the British delegation from
making any progress towards Austfian tarie reform. By the beginning of June. Hutt,
Bloomfield and Morier were al1 exa~perated.~'Morier, who saw the commission as a
microcosm of the Austrian govemment generally, summarked his feelings in an
unusually virulent manner in a letter to Layard:
Acwstomed as we are in England to only seeing the first class of
Austrian officials ... it is impossible to f o m a notion of the vileness of the
second class of Austnan officials, the bureaucrats bred in and through by
generations of bureaucrats; men who have as much an idea of patriotism
or of the goad of the public service as plantation niggers, whose one
serious idea is how to fiIl their stomachs and find their wives and
daughters in srnart clothes. whose one ambition is m e miserable
decoration, whose one passion is envy and jealousy of their official rivals.
Fill each department with a number of independent bunches thus
composed and add here and there a wire puller outside the department,
consisting of çorne iiterary Jew or bankrupt professor wt~ois k i n g bribed
to write up the individual or the department in the most vend press which
exists in the world, and you have a picture of the present Austrian
govemment*

See above. See also, Adolf Beer, Die Ostenekhische Hand-eIspditik,p. 324.
See,for exarnple, Hult's lemof 5 June to Bloomfield, in which he described the problems cited
above, and concluded mat, "it is comparatively useless to prolong the enquiry in an international
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Having vented his spleen, Morier then pointed to the problem of the newlycreated Reichsrat, and the khronic disease of mixed nationalities out of which the
Empire is composed." True, the presenœ of class interests in the Reichsratgave it a
wherenœ lacking in the Empire's administration; however, this worked to the
disadvantage of the British delegation, owing to the peculiar alignment of Austrian
political and commercial interests.
mhe bourgeoisie and the manufacturing and industrial dasses are
identical, and whereas with us ftee trade was the rallying cry of the
Liberals, and protection that of the privileged classes, we have hem
exadly the reverse, free trade being supposed to lie only in the interests
of the landowners, and protection being the class cry of the Liberals who
represent the middle classes."
Thus, as was the case elsewhere, Morier's sharp political insights and carefully infofmed

opinions were rnarred by highly personalized conjecture and outrigM ranting

-a fact

that likely diminished the impact of his reportage. The image of extreme fnistntion
which he conveyed, however, was undoubtedly shared by his colleagues.
In such circumstanœs as these
commission

-and in Iight of the questionable origins of the

-it was not at al1surprising to find 1 moving quickly towards dissolution.

Mensdorff's promise to reconstruct the commission was accompanied by a request that
its meetings be suspended for two months, and the British agreed. Morier went to
Carlsbad to treat his gout, and Hutt retumed to England.

It is likely that the Austrian government had already decided by this time to
extract itseif from the ernbarrassing commis~ion.~
And even if it had not, events in

England hastened such a decision. On 9 July, in preparation for the upcoming genenl
election, Hutt addressed his conaihients at Gateshead. Running unopposeâ, Hutt was

free to devote his speech to a discussion of his recent work in Austria. Repnnted in The

"Ibid.
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Accordhg to Helleiner, 'One can hardly avoid suspecüng that tk Austriano had already made
up their mind to disband aie commission when they were still talking about its reconstructionafter
a Wo month adjoumment' F m Tmde and FmstmaM, p. 51.

m e s two days later. HuWs speech was a colossal blunder which embarrassecl both the
Austrian and British govemments, and ensured the demise of the commission.
In an effort to inflate his importana and skill, Hutt launched into a very partial
history of the Anglo-Austrian commission. Aside from gMng it publicity (which the
Foreign Onice had expressly forbid) Hutt was extremely injudicious when discussing
Kalchberg. whom he described as one of his 'many enemies in Venna". Having
reiterated Morier's belief that Kalchberg never intended for the commission's findings to
be utilued, Hutt claimed that Kalchberg. ''in pursuance of his crookeâ policy, was really

committing his Govemment to engagements far more serious than he imagined." This.
of course, was tnie, but it was hardly diplomatic to be advertising the fa&

But worse still was Hutt's spurious daim that he had forced Mensdofi to
suspend the commission, and that, as a consequence. "every element of protection and
obstruction in the Austrian Cabinet has been removed. and that the ministem who are to
replace those who have given in their resignation are, to my knowledge, men of
capacity, men of intelligence. and men who thoroughly understand the commercial

exigencies of their c~untry."~
As early as midJune, the Foreign ûfhce was aware that
a cabinet shuffie was pending in

enn na? But for Hutt to leak this news prernaturely,

and in such a way as to imply that he was the author of the Austrian change in

govemment, was incredibly stupid. For those opposeci to Foreign Office reform. HWs
speech was perfect proof of why commercial diplomacy was best left in the hands of
diplomats. For. if the Vice President of the Board of Tnde could be so grossly
indiscreet, what might be expected of lesser officials?

" ~ h eTimes, 11 July 1865.
Lod Russell. 19 June 1865. PRO. FO 1201431.

66 Bloomfield b

Layard was convinceci that Hutt's blunder would anger MensdorfF, strengthen his
enemies, and destroy Austrian wnfidence in the discretion of Britain's cornmissioners."
Morier was even more alarmed by HuWs impropriety:

If Our worst enemy in the Austrian empire had had to devise the means
most proper to render our position at Vienna a perfectly untenable one
and to destroy al1 our hopes of success, he could not have hit upon
anything so well calculated to effect this purpose as this piece of
electioneering magniloquence.... [W)e shall find when we retum (if we
retum) the few converts we had made fallen back, Iike New Zealand
Haugh-Haughs, to protectionist cannibalism and ready to rend their
teachersg8
Morier too worrïed about the effect this would have on Mensdorff, concems that were
soon confineci by ~loomfield?~
If the Austrian g o m m e n t had previously harboured any doubts about the

wisdom of continuing with the commission of inquiry, these were now confirmed by the
bad press created by Hutt's speechto0It came as no surprise, therefore, when, one
month later, Mensdorff suggested doing away with the commission in Iight of its
unpop~larity;'~'and several weeks later official notification was given of the
commission's temination. It appeared that al1 of Britain's hopes to aid the Iiberalization
of Austria's tariff, and its efforts in that direction, had been in vain.

''Layard to Lord Russell, 11 Juiy 18%.

Russell Papers, PRO 30/2Z/l5D.
Morier to Lord Russell, 14 July 1865. Russell Papers, PRO 30122143. See also, Morier Papers,
Box 1. To Mallet, Morier mte:'In the way of indiscretion, insolence, arrogance, and bad taste, it
beats...anything which the wildest imaginationwuld have conceived." Morier to Mallet, 21 July
1865. Morier Papers, Box 44.
Bloomfield reported that Mensdorff was "muchdispkasedwwith tlutt's speech* Bloomfield to
20 July 1865. Layard Paperç, ADD MSS 39116.
Layard,
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dark as to the p o l i i l feaftires and programme of our future ministfy, people abroad would
appear to be well informeci on this point...Thus, Mr. Hutt, the English Minister of Commerce [!], at
a late meeting of his conçtituents. gave ihem the positive assurance that he intendedwithin two
months to conciude an Anglo-Ausbian Commercial Treaty with the new ministers in Vinna, who
were al1 in favour of a free trade poiicy! That would certain@be a new surprise." Ibid.
'O' The Austrian Charge d'Affaires in London, Count Ulndcy, told Layard that "Mensdorff was
desirous that the commission which was unpopular in Austria should not meet again -the bad
feeling which existed against it arose, he was desired b inform me confidentially, from HWs
speech." Layard to Bloornfidd. 30 August 1865. Layard Papers, AD0 MSS 39116. See also
Bloomfield to Lord Russell, 17 August 1865. PRO, FO 71694.

Hawever, such was not the case at all. On 23 August Layard infomied

Bloomfield that, "One good result of Hutt's speech seems to be that, rather than meet
the commission again [sic], the Austnans are ready ta give us a treaty of cammerce."'M
And wÎth that, the Angfo-Austrian commission of inquiry was transformed into a formal
negotiation for a commercial treaty. In ligM of Austria's repeated refusals to even
acitnowledge that such a treaty was the aim of the commission, this volte-face was a
welcome surprise in Main.
Il

Several factors produœd Austria's sudden change of heart regarding an AngloAustrian commercial treaty. Amang these was the realization in Austrïa that al1 hopes of
securing a customs union with the Zollverein were in vain. Although this passibilii was

al1 but destroyed with the ratification of the Prusso-French commercial treaty by the last
of the Zollverein States in October 1864, Austrïa had still hoped that its own treaty with
Prussia might leave the d w r open to a future union. However, this never happened.

Unlike the 1853 Mitte/-Eumpa agreement, Austria's latest treaty with the Zollverein,
which came into force on 1 July 1û65, contained no definite provision for further
consideraüon of a customs union.'"

Henœ, there was no longer any need to remain

evasive toward British proposais for a treaty.
Furtherrnore, the conclusion of the Austm-ZoIIwerein treaty had forced the
Austrian government to begin work on a new general tariff. This proposed tariff (which
Hutt had also tactlessly denounced in his election speech) cantinued to employ a

system of differential duties, and as such would likely be a serious obstacle in

commercial negotiations with other powers such as Britain and France. Conscious of
this, Mensdorff infomed Bloomfield in mid-June that he had laid a proposal before the
Layard to Bloomfield, 23 August 1865. Layard Papers, ADD MSS 39116.
BClhrne, DeutschIands Weg zur G M a c h t , pp. 180-181; Long, 'EfMs to Secure an AustroGennan Customs Union,"p. 68.
'02

lm

Austrian Council of Ministen recommending immediate commercial negotiations with
Bntain, hoping that they could be conduded pnor to the implementation of the new
Austrian tariff- 'Far greater agitation and dissatisfaction would be caused and
maintained in Austrian industrylWMensdorff explained,
by the apprehension of probable and dosely imminent negotiations with
England and France upon an unknown basis, than would be experienced
ifat the present time, immediately Mer the treaty with the Zollverein,
negotiations upon the rame basis were m m e n œ d and biwght to a
conc~usion.'~

MensdorWs proposal to the Council of Ministers was reje~ted.'~~
And yet two
months later the Austrian govemment was prepared to negotiate a commercial treaty
with Britain. Why the sudden change of heart? The explanation lies in the increasingly

desperate state of the Imperia1govemment's finances. When the new Austrian Minister
of Finance, Count Johann Larisch, examined the budget in early August, he discovered

an eighty million lonn d e f i ~ i t . 'With
~ the threat of war against Prussia growing, the
govemment hoped to increase its military expenditure; however. faced wiai a financial
cnsis of this magnitude, the Austrian finance cornmittee strongly recommended a
redudion in military spending. As one member of the Reichsrat stated: 'We are
confronted by a financial ~olferino."'" Wai most of the c u m t income going toward
servicing the state's debt, and with ecanomic conditions stagnant, the govemment's
domestic credit had al1 but dried up, and it was forced to look to fomign sources.
In early August Bloomfield informed the Foreign Onice that the Austrian
govemment was in search of a foreign loan, and that none other than Somerset
Beaumont was acting as an agent for the British banking house of Banng and Glyn in
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the negotiation of a loan to Austna worth Wenty million pounds ~terling.'~
Beaumont,

however, had informed Mensdorff that such a Ioan muld only be secured if the leading
commercial men in London were show that Austria was serious about Iiberalïzing its
tariff-lo9To this end, Mensdorff suggested the immediate negotiation of an Anglo-

Austrïan commercial treaty on the &sis of the draft proposal submitted in 1862,"'

Kalnoky making the same offer two weeks later to ~ayard."' Thus, MensdorfPs

previous desire to secure a treaty, blocked by the Austrian cabinet, was now faaiiited
by the promise of a British loan.

Wth a formal commercial negotiation finally within reach, the British govemment

needed to act quickly - a fact not lost on those who were critical of the Foreign Office's
commercial dipiomacy. Within days of Mensdorffs proposal, W.E. Forster informecl
Layard that he was "rnost anxious that Our Foreign û f k e should not throw obstacles in
the way of such an arrangement but should strike while the iron is hot." Forster feared
losing this favourable opportunity through the replacement of the existing Ausaian
ministry by a 'cenfraliung and more purely German govemment," which wuld no doubt
favour Austria's protectianists. Having Ieamed of Morier's abilities from Beaumont,
Forster therefore suggested sending Morier back to Vienna immediately to aid
Bloomfield in concluding a treaty wtiich would be 'as creditable to Our govemment as it
would be advantageous to the country,""2
At that moment, hmever, Morier was haking up his establishment in Berlin in
preparation for reassignment autside of Gemany. Lord Russell originally proposed
sending Morier to Japan, belkving erroneously that he wished for that appointment.113
Blaomfield to Lord Russell, 8 August 1865. PRO, FO 7/694.

'w Bloomfield ta Lord Russell, 13 August 1865. PRO, FO 71694.

Bloomfield to Layard, 17 August 1865, PRO, FO 7/694.
Layard to Bloomfield, 30 August 1865. Layard Papers, AOD MSS 39116.
'12 W.€. Forster îo Layard, 25 August 1865. Layard Paperç, ADD MSS 39116.
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However, Monets loud protestations soon corrected that imptession,'" and he was
instead offered a post in ~thens."~But once Morier leamed of Austria's willingness to
sign a treaty, he hinted that he would like to be appointed to the negotiation.ll6 Claiming
ta have done more than his fair share of the work, Morier objected to "being thrown
overboard with Hutt" now that things appeared to be on track.'17 Both Beaumont and
Mallet -the latter having been appointed as the chief negotiator

-also recommended

sending Morier to Vienna, claiming that "they could not get on without him.""'

Russell

appmved this sugge~tion,~'~
and on 7 September Morier was instnicted to proceed to
Vienna to aid Bloomfield and

all let.'^

Mallet, who afrived in Vienna just ahead of Morier, brought with h.im a proposed

draft treaty. According to its terms, Britain would extend Md-Favoured-Nation status t0
Austria, while Austna would levy a fixed ad v a f m duty on British goods, the amount of
which had yet to be determined, although Mensdorff had hinted at 15% or 20%.
Furthemore, Austria would undertake a major examination of its tarïff with a view to
discoven'ng where further reductions were possible, and it would immediately reduce by
half its duty on rags. AI[ of this was in keeping with Britain's eariier proposals. However,
article 7 of the draft also stated that the British government wouid recommend
Parliament abolish the remaining duties on timber

-a point which clearly conflicted with

eariier daims that Britain had no further reductions to make.'"
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'"

Indeed, this latter article had al1 the trappings of a reciproeal concession, which
Gladstone had previously warned was not to be made.'"

And for the moment,

Gladstone appeared to hold fast to this principle. asking that the offending article be
removed from the proposed draft'" However, he almost immediately changed his mind
on this issue. On 12 September he circulated a memorandum to the cabinet which

There k i n g a prospect of a favourable commercial Treaty with Austria, in
which the principal (so-called) concessions would be made by her, but
she would desire to have something to show on the other side, Lord
Russell wishes that we should forthwith promise to abolish al1 remaining
duties on timber in 1866, the abolition to take effect no later than 1867.
Given that Gladstone expected a substantial Vade surplus that year, he agreed that the
conœssion could be made without conœm over its effects on public re~enue.'~'Most
of the cabinet ministers agreed to the timber concessi~n,'~~
but not without reservations.
'Like concessions will be expected by other countries in future negotiations for
commercial treaties," claimed Lord Stanley of Alderley. He therefore agreed to the
reduction only if it was seen as a "condition" of signing the treaty -a distinction which
Morier found himself grappling with several months later.12'
Upon arriving back in Vienna, Morier quickly discovered that the circumstances
were no more conducive to commercial negotiations now than they had been when he
left three months earlier. "1 cannot feel sanguine about anything connected with this
country," he informeci Lord Russell. The state of affairs which he had described the
previous spring b a s 'cosmos' itself compared to the actual chaos!" He was refemng
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here to the tumuit created by the Ernperor's latest round of constitutional

[It] is as if some gigantic raiiway company in England, disgusted with the
frauds of its directors, had requested the headmaster of Eton to
recommend to thern three of the best conductecl boys, and trusting the
latter's sense of honour and chivalrous modes of thought entrusted to
them the entire management of its affairs! There is an absence of
political and administrative knowledge which is quite appalling.ln
.

Moriets skepticism was soon jusüfied, as endless delays and Austrian

prevancation prevented them from making any progress on the treaty. The main source
of delay was the loan which the Austrian govemment so desired. Sinœ it was by no
means clear that the loan was secured, the Austnans began to back away Rom the
treaty, probably hoping that such pressure would srnooth out the loan negotiations. The
British, on the other hand, took the opposite approach: "The signature of a treaty of
commerce with this country," the Foreign Office hinted, "will facilitate the loan
contemplated by that c~untry."'~'This game of diplornatic cat and mouse went on for
several w e e k ~ , much
' ~ ~ to the consternation of Morier, who feared that the commercial
negotiations were merely a sideshow, orchestrated in large part by Beaumont. Marier
argued that the only means to avert a 'gigantic diplornatic fiasco" was to threaten to
break off the negotiations unless the Austrian govemment gave proofs of their intention
to negotiate in eamest. 'The screw, and nothing but the screw, is the only means we
have of obtaining Our obje~ts."'~~
Meanwhile, Lord Russell had further raiseci the stakes by suggesting that a
British loan be made contingent upon Austria's sale of Venetia to ltaly.13' Morier was

Morier to Lord Russell, 20 September 1865. PRO, 3MZZlSE.
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Iikely unaware that Russell had Iinked the loan to the Venetian question; thus, when the

new Austnan Minister of Commerce. Baron Bernhard Wüllerstorf, approached Morier
and Mallet with a request that Bntainls good offices be used to facilitate closer Austro'~~
hinted that he
Italian commercial relations, they welcomed the ~ e a . Wüllerstorf
disappmved of Austria's refusal to recognize the new ltalian state, and thus he hoped
that "administrative action," mediated by Britain, might be a step in the direction of
mending relations between the two powers. Morier, on the basis of his recent
experiences with Lord Russell in the Schleswig-Holstein dispute,'33 concluded:
1 cannot conceive of any work more congenial to you personally, more
exactly realiUng the kind of work whicti it is the specific business of
England to perfomi in Europe, more likely to conciliate the opinion of the
world, or more calculated to refiect credit upon the English govemment,
than the successful attempt to bring about a material reconciliation
between Austria and ltaly pending the political recoriciliation which for a
long while to corne appears so prob~ematical.'~~

However, Morier's hopes were badly misplaced since Wüllerstorf was likely using
this scheme to soften the bfow created by his counterproposalto the British draft treaty.
After almoût two months of delays, the negotiations finally wmmenœd at the beginning
of November. Much to the dismay of the British negotiators, the Austrian
counterproposal demanded the abolition of British duties on wood, timber and corn, as
well as reductions of the duties on wine, beer, meal, tobacco, and beetroot ~ u g a r . ' ~ ~
Britain's repeated daims that it had nothing to give in the way of equivalents (now with
the exception of the duty on timber) had been completely ignored, and the negotiations
ground to a screeching halt.
Moner despaireci at this tum of events. He was convinced that the prevailing
motive on the Austrian side had been the belief that a treaty negotiation would help to
-
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obtain a loan in England. As this possibility became more remote,'" the Austrian
negotiators required something in return for the concessions they proposed to make,
and thus they demanded M a i n give up fiscal duties amounting to some E700,OOO.
Although bitter, Morier tooked for a means of saivaging something from the negotiation.
He therefore suggested signing an interim treaty in which Britain would grant Austria
Most-Favoured-Nation status in retum for reduced Austrian duties on several key
articles, in addition to an Austrian cornmitment to perform a more comprehensive tarïff
revision within a f& penod by means of an international cornmi~sian.'~~
Almost
simultaneously, the Austrian cabinet decided to punue a similar course of action.'38
Above all, Morier was determined to prevent Britain from appearing that it had
acted in bad faith in these negotiations. "We are not asking for concessions," he wote
Clarendon, 'but only urging upon Austria to do by treaty and with our cooperation that
which she herseIf, Le., her rninistew and the Empire, have admitîed is good in her Own
interest

By this tirne, Marier's work with Mallet had enabled him to more fully

develop his theory regarding the proper operaüon of commercial treaties and Bntain's
role in their spread. Since any offer of equivalents would produce immediate cries of
'reciprocityl" from British opponents of commercial treaties, it might appear that Britain
was wnsigned to a stridly passive rok in the facifitation of increased trade

-a view

associated with the pst-Cobden Manchester school of Robert Lowe and John

Morier rejected this view. Instead, he regarded appeals to the seif-interest of
foreign powers and the invocation fnee trade's cosrnopolitan benefits as important tools
-
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for convincing foreign states to work with Britain in tariff reform. Once a state decided,
either by the force of circumstances or thmugh the spread of free trade doctrines. that
tariff reform was desirable, Morier proposed that Britain present it with the following
argument:
You are about to refom your tariff. ... Compose the best tariff you a n ,

having regard solely to the cirwmstances of your own production,
and to
foreign ûade generally. Of foreign trade in this sense we are, par
excellence, the npresentatives. We are cosmopolitan M e r than
national traders. Then is nothing we don't buy and nothing we don't sell,
for we not only bring our own produœ to the market, but we are at the
same tirne the e n t r i t of the trade of the world. Now, in the work of a
systematic tariff reform see what advantages the coopention of such a
partner affords you. The stored up experience of a decade of freetrade
stands at your senh,
our fedgers are ready for your inspection....Al
that we ask in retum for the assistance rendered to you is that you should
at once give us the t a M you have thus autonomously refonned, and
which you mean uitimately to give to the whole world."'
The emphasis here was on 'autonomous" tariff refom; that is, the view that Austria was
net entefîng into a negotiation with Britain specifically, but W h the trading world

generally. Thus, Morier's arguments continued to express that universalkt mentality
which emerged alongside

-and had served to justify -unilateml free trade in Britain:

Nothing can be more absurd to those who have comprehended the first
pnnciples of free trade, than the idea that a reduction of the tariff of one
country is a concession to the countries with which it trades. It is so
absurd that nothing but the tenacity of the error when exploited by
selfishness and hypocrisy, can acwunt for Ïts existence in our œnt~ry."~
Morier soon found himseif forœâ to grapple with this problem of equivalents in
relation to commercial treaties. Exasperated wÏth the Austnan position, Bloomfield
recommended that Morier be sent to London to give a verbal report of the sRuatÏon in
wenna.lQ Morier's departure, which coincided wÎth Beaumont's, did not go unnoticed.
The Viennese press took it as evidence that the negotiations had been broken off, whik
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the BirminghamDaily Post, better informed, reported that the object of Morier's trip was
"the representation of certain concessions" which the Austn'an govemment hoped to
obtain in retum for "the very liberal arrangement" it was considering with Britain. The
paper went on to daim that, "It can scarcely be supposed that our govemment will allow
these trifling obstacles to stand in the way of an anangement which would immensely
develop the trade between the two co~ntries."'~
Morier amved in London on 17 November, and his report, along with dispatches
from Mallet, convinceci the govemment that the negotiation was at a critical point. and
that its success depended on a gesture of goodwill from Britain. Gladstone, therefore,
carefully outlined for Morier the position he was to take upon his retum to Vienna. The
only concession which the government was willing to consider was a reduction of the
duty on Hungarian bottled wine -a reduction that would cost Britain between sixty and

eighty thousand pounds. Gladstone demanded, therefore, 'satisfactory proof that this
branch of commerce would derive from the reducüon such benefit as might fairly warrant
the loss of revenue." Othetwise,

he needed firm assurances that this concession would

lead to the signature of a treaty, and not simply to "other promises of inquiries and
commissions, or general assurances of good d i ~ ~ o s i t i o n . " ' ~
Morier, however, dissented from Gladstone's instruction. To make the wine
concession conditional on the finalkation of the treaty, he argued, meant abandoning a
principle he and Mallet had been at pains to repudiate:

viz.: that under no circumstanœs could the character of a so-called treaty
of equivalents be admitted in regard to aie treaty under discussion, but
that the negotiation owled its origin solely to the desire of both parties that
the commerce of the two countnes shwld be developed and ... that the
best means to obtain this object was the construction of the Austrian tarïff
with the caoperation of Great Britain.... [lp seems to me that we cannot
give up this principle or even swerve from it in however slight a degree
T U
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without p",ng
Vienna.

an entirely false colour to ail that has hitherto passed at

Moreover, to make the wine reduction contingent

upon the signature of a treaty created

the appearanœ that Britain was not only engaged in a reciprocal tariff bargain, but was
also driving a very hard bargain indeed, given the extent of Austria's concessions. This
was an important issue in the debate over commercial treaües- Lowe, the most
vociferous opponent of such treaties, argued that Britain had extorted reductions from
other States through aie use of reciprocity treaties in the 1820s. and claimed that the
new breed of treaties was a retum to this system.'"

Thus. if commercial treaties were

to be successfully defended against their detractors, it was imperative that any
reductions Britain made be seen as "fair and jusf in themselves.'"
Gladstone, athough "charmed to find himsetf at odds with a man who goes
further in the matter of free trade than myself,' did not agree- In response to Marier's
objections, he attempted to outline more precisely his position with regard to tariff
equivalents, and in so doing he helped modify Morier's view on the use of inducements
in commercial treaties, Gladstone made a distinction between protectionist duties and
fiscal due
its.

The former, he argued, should be "destroyed for their own dements,"

regardless of the benefits derived from their abolition. The latter, however, were not
oppressive and did not foster contraband trade. Their surrender, therefore, could be
justified, but only if the increased trade compensated for the revenue Iost. Such was the
case with the wine duty: 1' am not willing to give up 60,000 to 80,000 per year for
nothing; but for sbmething of sensible magnitude such as the adoption by Austria of a
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liberal commercial systern ... Ithink we can give it p.""^ Morier was impressed with
this argument, and later made it his own. However, he still believed that:
in the present unenlightened state of public opinion on these subjects, not
only abmad but in England, the chances of making this just, but subtle,
difference carnprehensible to the multitude would be small, and that for
the present our main efforts should be direded towards eliminating the
word 'concessionn from the diplomatic phraseology used in international
transactions connected müi ~rnrnerce.'~
In the end. the British concession on wine duties, dong with a modified plan to
sign a sirnplified tteaty with several details to be hammered out by an international
commission, opened the door to finalking the negotiations. In an intewiew with Morier,
Wüllerstorf expressed his gratitude at having something to show in the way of British
concessions, and the way now seemed open for the signing of a treaty.15'
However, Morier's concems regarding how the wine concession would be

interpreted were soon proven correct. The Austnan delegaüon claimed they were
unable to provide proof that the concession would resuk in a substantial inmase of
trade. According to Gladstone's instructions, therefore, the concession could be
granted only if 1 led to the immediate signing of a tteaty. However, word of the
concession had been leaked to the press, and, according to Bloomfield, the 'very great
satisfaction on the part of the public" over this concession had Ieft the hands of the
Austrian govemment "comparatively free at an important moment." To withdraw it now
would be disastmus. On the other hand, Bloomfield argued that ha could use this
'promise of [an] unconditional concessionnto obtain further redudions of the Austrian
duty on rags.15' This was predsely what Gladstone and Morier both objected to, that is,
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the use of the Wne concession, 'in medium" as a bargaining tool to obtain fumer
reductions.
Clarendon too appears to have misunderstood the finer points of Gladstone's
conditional offer of the concession. In very ambiguous tenns, he authorized Bloomfield
to grant it, 'if such a concession on their part is required in order to lead to the
conclusion of a satisfadory and comprehensive arrangement such as shall give the
promise of a greater extension of the commercial relations

between England and

e us tria.''^^ As it tumed out, the Austnans refused to further reduœ their duty on ragsS1"
and this becarne one of the issues left to the international commission for finalkation

later, H i l e the wine concession stood.
But the major obstacles to an agreement had now k e n removed and on 16

December 1865 the Anglo-Austrian treaty of commerce was signed.'" By its ternis,
Britain and Austria granted Most-FavounbNation status to one another, M i l e Austria
committed itsetf to reducing by 1 January 1867 its import duties on British goods to a
maximum of 25 percent ad valorem, with a further redudion to 20 percent on 1 January
1870."

For their efforts, Morier and Mallet both received the Companionship of the

Bath (Morier being the first of his rank to ever raceive this distinction), as well as Mde
praise from their superiordn Morier, describing for Layard what he considered to be
the greatest triumph of the treaty, fell back upon his conviction that autonomous tariff

reform lay at the heart of the modem commercial treaty. What the Austrian treaty
created was the precedent of
Clarendon to Bloomfield. 7 December 1885. PRO. FO 7l695.
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Layard. in pioviding Gladstone with a history of the negotiations for presentaüon to the cabinet
claimed:
of the hard work fall upon Maliet and Morier to whom really the credit of the treaty is
due. Without their labours and the great knOW1edge they brought to bear upon the subject,
nothing cwld have been done." iayard to Gladstone, 3 May 1866. Layafd Papers, ADD MSS
la
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39120.

a general tariff reduction on one side not balanceci by so-called counterconcessions on the other, a precedent which shouid be of no small use to
us in stoming the Russian and other protectionist strongholds, and the
establishing of which is the most briiliant vindication of Our policy during
the course of this year in the teeth of Bob Lowe, Disraeli and al1 those
who were intending to attack us.15B
But the work was not over yet. S i n e the Austrians insisted on preserving their
system of calculating wstoms duties by weight, it became necessary to add a protocol

to the treaty defining an Anglo-Austrian commission charged with grouping together
similar articles of trade, and assigning to those groups the units of value to which the ad
v a l m m rates would be applied,lS9 This task fell to Morier and Mallet, who were both

appointed to the commi~sion.'~~
Shortly before the commission's first meeting, Mallet
claimed: 1' do not think we need fear undue pro~rastination."'~'Unfortunately, Mallet
could not have been more wrong.

The complicated negotiations invoived in finaling the supplementary convention
provided for by the 16 Deœmber Anglu-Austrian treaty were carried on intemittently
over a two and a half year period, with the final protocols being signed on 1 July 1868.
Many factors contributed to the slow pace of the negotiations. Aside from persistent
stalling by the Austrians, characteristic of the previous negotiations, the most serious
problems amse from the outbreak of the Austro-Prussian war in June 1866, and the
redrawing of relations between these two states after the war. What most concems us

hem are those aspects of the negotiations that had a direct bearing on the British
debate aver commercial treaties.
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On 12 June 1866, four days before the beginning of the Austro-Pnissian war,
Mallet and Morier submitted a lengthy memorandum to the Foreign Onice outlining the
history of the present commission and defining its objectives. As an attempt to place
their opinions on record in anticipation of the commission's suspension pending the
outbreak of war, this memorandum is an excellent précis of Mallet's and Moriets views
regarding free trade and modem commercial treaties, and was clearly intended as a
defense of these against their opponents at home.'=
Naturally, the memorandum was filled with stock references to the 'pemicious
systern" of protectionism, "radically extirpated and fonnally renounçed" by Britain in
favour of the law that 'intercourse and not isolation is the destiny of communities as it is
of individuals." More impartantly, however. the memorandum described how the
modem commercial treaty was a natural outgrowth and extension of unilateral free
trade. Acwrding to Mallet and Morier, Britain's free trade policy had initially proceeded
on:
the knowledge that it is impossible for a country to import too much, thaï
exports must follow imports of which they are the necessary and only
possible payrnent ... and on the beliefthat the necessdy of receiving
payment for their products which they sent to England, would gradually
lead foreign countries to remove their restrictions on the goods which
they took from her in exchange.'=
The key bre, therefore, was the fact that Britain's 'knowledgea gave rise to a healhy
"belier abroad that freer commercial intercoursewas beneficial. This belief atone,
however, was insufficient to break d o m the deep-seated mercantikt mentality that
existed in Europe. 'Thus when the national work was completed, the internationalwork
commenced and a new era opened for commercial treaties." Britain specifically was
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entnisted with acting in the international interest, which it did by guaranteeing through
commercial treaties that its policy would be maintained.
From this point of view it becomes apparent that in such treaties al[
questions of so-called concessions or counterconcessions, of tarifi
bargains and exchanges of equivalents, can find no plaœ and cannot for
a moment be admitted.'a
What Mallet and Morier were attempting, therefore, was to defend their
negotiation with Austria against the accusation that it departed from Britain's nowestablished tradition of unilateralfree trade. By renouncing the use of concessions and
equivaknts (and therefore ignoring those granted in the 16 Decernber treaty), they
averted the heresy of reciprocity, while reinforcing the view that Britain was simply the
mid-wife to autonomous tarifi reforms undertaken by other States. Thus, Britain's plaœ

at the bargaining table arose from the belief not only that it stood to gain from the
negotiation, but 'in a far higher and in a much larger measure, that the latent wealth and
vast productive forces of Austria should be made to contribute their share to the
common stock of European prosperity and that so great a nation should hold her proper
place in the match of progress and mankind."lB5
The need to defend not only Britain's methods. but also its motives in these
negotiations arose from the strong negative perception abroad which saw British free
trade as imperialistic

-a perceptionwhich, as has k e n shown, was particularly strong

in Gerrnany. The emphasis, therefore, lay on the unique character of commercial
treaties concluded with Britain, as opposed to those concluded between other European
states. Britain's objection to the latter type of treaty was that they generally involved
reciprocal concessions made by both parties, which was not the case with British
commercial treaties. As Morier had been at pains to point out, Britain sought only to
serve as the facilitator of foreign tariff reform, and that it was therefore acting on the

basis of general principles rather than specific interests. Obviously, the suspect origins
of the first Anglo-Austnan commission of inquiry, followed by the question of the loan to
Austria, cast doubt upon such universalist daims on the part of Britain. Nevertheless,
the success of a policy of commercial treatks depended on the maintenance of this
view.
It was not surprising, therefore, to find the Board of Trade adoptïng Morier's and
Mallet's positionwith regard to the unique character of commercial treaties concludeci
with Britain. Evidence of this appeared in November 1866 as the British awaited the
reconvening of the Anglo-Austrian commission. In the wake of the Austro-Prussian war.
the new Austrian chancellor, Friedrich von Beust, sought to broaden Austria's relations
with France, which included negotiations for a commercial treaty.lm Bonar, having
learned of the terms of the proposed Franco-Austrian treaty, reported that Britain was
surely the winner from these negotiations. The Franco-Austrian negotiation had
involved reciprocal tariff reductions, and therefore each side had been able to
'purchase" reductions which Britain, bereft of equivalents, could not. Nevertheless,
Britain's Most-Favoured-Nation treaties wiai both wuntries ensured that it too shared in

Bonar's letter eamed him a sharp rebuke from the Board of Trade, which
claimed that he was wrong to believe that ït was in Britain's interest for Austria to
resewe any tariff reductions it intended to make until after it used them to obtain
reciprocal concessions from France.
Her Majesty's govemment on the contrary have a h y s believed and
urged that the wïsest policy for Austria, instead of entering upon a course
of pieœmeal refomi and entangling herseif in a series of tariff bargains
with other countries, was to revise her wstoms' system on general
pnnciples and in her own interest in cooperation with England, a country
which has no special demands to make upon her.
-

-
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The tariff Austria devised with Britain's cooperation wuld then be used as a concession
to be granted or withheld in negotiations with other powers. The only exception to mis
involved commercial treaties with Prussia, as Prussia's Most-Favoured-Nation treaty
with Austria made Austrian concessions granted elsewhere useless as bargaining tools.

In conclusion, the Board referred Bonat to Mallet's and Morier's memorandum of 12
June for clarification.'*
Ironically, the one exception to the general rule described by the Board of Trade
became a major stumbling block in the negotiations several months later. After more
than a year of protracted haggling over definitions of "maximum* versus 'average"
values, and over the classification of goods, the British negotiators appeared ready to
abandon their efforts.'69 Then, quite abruptly, the Austrians offered the Foreign Office a
protocol outlining a large number of tariff reducüons they were prepared to make, in
addition to a treaty of navigation. By the ternis of this protocol, the Austrians pledged
themselves to give effect to these changes before the end of 1868, but on the condition
that they be kept secret until such time as Austria had concluded its latest round of
It ~
appeared, therefore, that Austria hoped to
commercial negotiations with ~ r u s s i a . ' ~

fuifiIl its treaty obligations with Bntain, but only after using the reductions granted to
Britain as a bargaining tool in its negotiations with Pnrssia and the Zollverer'n.
This proposal placed the British govemment in an awkward position. The British
negotiators in Vienna, as well as the Board of Trade, al1 utged that the protocol be
Board of Trade to Foreign Onice,10 DeCernber 1866. PRO, FO 71776. Bonar testiiy replied
that the Austrian govemment was not yet convinced that its w
siest
policy was to 'revise her
customs system on general principk only and in cooperab'onwith Engbnd, regardles of her
peculiar relations with other powers." Bonar to Stanley, 15 December 1866. PRO, FO 71776.
This was implicitly acknowledged in the memorandum of 12 June, which sîated that 'the principles
of free exchange have never formed the subjed of discussion bdween the govemments of
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signed. as the Austrian reductians were ~ignificant'~'However, the British Foreign
Secretary, Lord Stanley, whose foreign policy was characterized by extreme caution,'"
was very uncomfortablewiai the Austian demand for secrecy. Fearing that Parliament
and the British commercial comrnunity would dernand to know the details of any tariff
changes agreed to by the govemment, Stanley concluded:
Although it is not for England to iay d o m for Austria a code of public
morality, it is incumbent upon the British govemment to take care not to
lend itself to any transaction with Austria which might be looked upon in
this country or in Europe as one ofquestionable charader, more
especially if England ... is to obtain in an indirect manner some
advantage from a third wuntry.lM
Stanley's last remark intimated that Bntain too would enjoy any concessions extradecl
by Austria from Prussia.
In light of Stanley's opposition, it was once again decided that Moner should
travel to London to give the govemment a personal explanation of the complicated
questions involved in the proposed Austrian pr~tocol.'~~
Moner amed in London on 14
August, and laid before the govemment an assessrnent of the situation and a possible
solution to its dilemma. Austria's demands for secrecy, he argued, did not anse from a
desire to use the concessions granted to M a i n as bargaining tools in its most reœnt
round of commercial negotiations with Pnissia. Surely Prussia knew already that the
reductions Austna plaœd on the bargaining table were ones previously granted to
Britain, and which Prussia would automatically come in for by virtue of its MostFavoured-Nation status with Austria. What was really at issue, Morier argued, was the
Austrian govemment's position vis4vis the Austrian public. Austrians had been aware
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of the need for tariff reforrn sinœ at least 1865, but they hated the idea of this k i n g
done by rneans of a treaty with England:
To force the Austrian govemment therefore at once ...to publish the tariff
reductions they propose to give to us and thus to appear before their
public as if they were giving up al1 their chances of obtaining counterconcessions from the Zollverein, and opening up the Austrian market to
the dangers of British competiüon mthout an equivalent in the shape of
an enlarged Zollverein market, would be on our part ...to Say the least of
it an unneighbourly a&'"
Morier recognizedthat the British government would not be party to a secret
protocol, and that any agreement that was signed would have to be published
immediately following the termination of negotiations mth Austria. Morier suggested,
therefore, that the Austrian protocol be tewfiffen such that the negotiation was merely
aaoumed until the difficulties alleged by the Austrian govemment were resolved.

However, he also suggested that the British govemment establish 1 July 1868 as the
final date for non-publication of the protocol, after which time the British govemment
would be free to publish the results of the negotiation. Finally. Morier suggested that. in

retum for Britain's forbearance, Austria agree that the Pnissian treaty and the British
protocol be published sirnultane~usl~.'~~
It is undear just exactly what Morier's motives were in rnaking this proposal. On

the one hand, he certainly recognized the second-hand benefits Britain would receive

from Austria's efforts to bargain with Pnissia using concessions already granted to
Britain. On the other hand, he was also keenly aware of the political difficulties Austria

faœd in associating its tariff reform with Bntoin

-henœ the Austrian government's

desire to make it appear that the tariff reductions it agreed to had been granted to

---
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Prussia and not 6ritain,In

His praposed solution appears to have addressed both of

these issues,
Thus it is not surprising that the govemment agreed fo sign a protacal along aie

iines he suggested, atthough Hammond, Permanent Undersecretaryfor the Foreign
Office, blocked Marier's suggestion regarding simultaneous publication of Austria's
agreements with Prussia and

ri tain."' In any case, it appears that the nobility of

Morier's enthusiasm for sewing the greater cause of Free bade was suffering from his

extended dealings with Austria. "[Ir any qualm of conscience is justifled,'' he wrote

Stanley, 'it is not in regard to the British manufacturer or the Prussian govemment but in
regard to the Imperia1 government." He took cornfort from the fact that, should the

Austrian govemment find #self unable to pass the new Zoilvemin tariff through the

Reichsrat, then it woutd be placed in "about as difficuit a position as a govemment could
wish to be in" through the publication of the September protocal with Britain on 1 July
1868.'79

In the end,virtually al1 of the reductions deteminecl upon by the Anglo-Austrian
commission were ineorporated into the Austro-Prussian commercial treaty, signed on 9
February 1868.la0The Anglo-Austrian suppiementary convention was then signed on 1

July 1868

-the final deadline stipulated in the September protocal. But freed from the

requirement to publish simuitaneously its agreements with both Pnissia and Britain,
Austria published the Pnissian treaty almost immediately following its signature. This, of

course, had no effect on the impfementatbn of these treaties. However, it was a
particularly nasty Mow to Morier and Mallet, and was an ignominious condusion to thme
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and a haif years hard worlc Their extensive efforts in aiding Austria to reform its tariff
were doomed to obscurity, since 1 now appeared that Prussia, and not Britain, had
effected that refom. Because of their conviction that Britain, through its negotiation of
commercial treaties, had a special role to play in the propagation of free trade, th& fact

was particutarly fnistrating for bath men, For Morier, it was simply further proof that the
work of defending commercial treaties, and that of reforming the Foreign Onice, went
hand in hand,

I hardly need say that the one principal difficulty in Our way Dn negotiating
with Austria] was the knowledge the Austrians had that the Foreign Office
did not care about the treaty and the belief that Parliament was equally
indifferent on the matter. They in fact believed that Mallet and Iwere two
free trade maniacs and were the only persons who cared for the r e ~ u l t . ~ ~ '

The inspiration for Morier's comments here came fiom the grwving strength of
the opposition in Britain to commercial treaties. With Russell's departure in 1867, what
Morier called "the Hammondian portion" of the Foreign Office gained in influence.'82
Harnmond's opposition to a policy of commercial treaties
Morier

-a constant concem for

-was likely inspired by his animosity towards the Board of Trade, and towards

Mallet personally, whom he regarded as a "mischievous assistantnintent on usurping the
commercial duties of the Foreign ûffice.la3 A much more senous development,
however, was Robert Lowe's appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1868.

Lowe's long-standing opposition to commercial treaties ensured that he would use the
Treasury to obstruct such a policy whenever possible. Moreaver, Gladstone tao had
begun to lose his taste for commercial treaties, perhaps from his ex~eriencesin
negotiating with Austria. It was under his first ministry, therefore, that this policy began
to fall out of favour. Initial evidence of this appeared in 1869 when the Treasury set
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itself against proposed commercial treaties with Spain and Portugal on the grounds that
the treaties threateried valuable revenues derived from the wine duties levied against
those states. Lowe then unilaterally reduced tobacco and sugar duties without bothering
to consult either the Board of Trade or the Foreign t ni ce.'^
It was in reaction to these developrnents specifically, as well as to his own
experiences in Austria more generally, that Morier undertook in 1869 to place a powerful
defense of commercial treaties before the Briüsh public. The method he chose was a
series of four letten wtitten to the ManchesterExaminer, which were reprinted as a
pamphlet one year later by the Cobden Club Titled "Commercial Treaties: Free Trade
and Intemationalism," and signed 'A disciple of Richard Cobden," the letters were very
well received and were regarded by some as the definitive statement on the new breed

of commercial treaties.lB5 As Morier later explaineâ, his aim was to place the question
of commercial treaties 'on a scientific basis which no free trader and no political
economist can possibly a t t a ~ k . " ' ~ ~
Morier's principal theme in these Ietters, addresseci to Lowe specifically, was the
refutation of the main arguments against the use of commercial treaties. The central
claim of the anti-treaty school was that all treaties of commerce were incompatible with
a policy of free trade. "Take care of your imports, and your exports will take a r e of
themselves," was their daim.'"

How couM Britain possibly advanœ its interest in any

commercial negotiation with another state when it had nothing to offer in the way of
equivalents? Lowe, in stating his opposition to the proposais of the Select Committee
on Trade with Foreign Nations, had remarked: *Itis as if a person should go into a S ~ O P
t0 purchase goods for ready money, but should first throw his purse into the Tharnes....
1BL

Iliasu, "The Role of Free Trade Treaties in B e s h Fo-n
Policy,' pp. 383-393.
See, for example, Fuchs, The Trade H i c y of Great Britain, pp. 34-35; Morley, The LiTe of
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Therefore, we enter into a course of negotiaüons which it is impossible to bring ...to an
advantageous

conclusion."'^ In the spi& of laissez-faim, Lowe had then added to this

Lord Melbourne's plea, 7Nhy can't you let it alone?"

-an implicit attack on the acüvism

of the Board of Trade and its incursions into the realm of commercial dip~ornac~.'~
Morier attempted to address one by one each of the arguments against
commercial treaties. First, he denied that modem commercial treaties were
incompatible with free trade since. at worst, they produced no tariff change at all, while,
at best, they produœd tariff reductions. Tarifi increases, on the other hand, had no
place in these treaties. Added to this were the effects of what Morley called me sheetanchor of free trade," that is, the Most-Favoured-Nation clause, which was a common
feature of al1 modem commercial treaties. "The Alpha and Omega of the modem h a t y
of commerce," Morier claimed, "is the setting up of an international bamer against the
raising of custom duties." Through the action of the Most-Favoured-Nation clause the
commercial treaties concluded since 1860 had produced what Morier called a 'great
commercial confederacy," and an "Anti-Monopoly International Alliance" among the
states of ~ u r o p e . ' ~
Morier also rejeded the view that Britain had nothing to bargain with and that
commercial negotiations were therefore pointless. As we have seen, Morier considered
the promise of British assistance in the reforming of a foreign M e ' s tariff to be a
powerful tool indeed. More significantly, however, Morier now entertained the possibility

of using Britain's few remaining duües as a means of coaxing tarifF reductions from other
states. Gladstone's influence hem is m a t evident.

--

- -

'" 'Select Cornmittee on Trade with Foreign NaticnslnHansaridl3rd series,vol. 177. col. 1883.

lbid., cd.1862.
[Robert Morier], Commercial Tmabés: F m Tmde and Intemaüona/&m. Four Letters by a
Disciple of RichardCobden (London: MacMillan 8 Co., 1870). All references are to the collection
of these letten contained in the Morier Papen, Box 72.
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To the Chevaliers, the Fauchers, the PrinceSmiths, the language of Mr.
Lowe, and the attitude taken by the British Treasury, is incomprehensibie.
That the Chancellor of the Exchequer ... should make one reduction after
another in the tariff of the largest importing community in the world on his
own account, and without, apparentiy, so much as consuiting the
President of the Board of Trade or the Foreign Secretary, and finding out
whether such reductions migM not be made available to enlarge the
very
international free-trade area ..-is a piece of singular eccentricity
trying to the temper of the foreign free-trader, who would much prefer the
active cooperation of Great Britain in the work of putting down actual
duties to the "rnissiona~tracts. to whose distribution Mr. Lowe would
apparently restrkt the active f o m of Our diplornacy.19'
Obviously, Morier was aware that the use of tariff reductions in this way sounded
very much like reciprocity. What he attempted, therefore, was to rehabilitate the term,
and to distinguish it from protectionism.'~ True reciprocity, Morier argued, only involved
tariff reductions, never increases- Lowe had ciaimed that *the plan for negotiating
commercial treaties was the mother of the heresy of reciprocity versus free trade."
Morier responded by asking, 'Having thrown open Our ports to the world, is it a heresy to
free trade principles to claim as a right that the world shall open its ports to us," that is,
that they should "reciprocate"? He even went so far as to suggest that reciprocity was
implicit in Grotius's reference to the indefeasible right of every nation to "draw nigh to,
and to traffic with every other nation."lg3
This was an unmistakabie challenge to the British tradition of unilateral free
trade. True, at one time, unilateral tariff reductions on the part of Entain had sewed a
valuable purpae. But aecarding to Morier, that was simply the resuit of a happy
"historical accident." At the time when Britain first embraced free trade, it already
possessed a large cosmopolitan trade. But because many of its imperiaf C

U S ~ O ~ ~ ~ S

were not 'civilited enough to have prohibitive or protective tariffs," it was relatively easy
.-

lglIbid.
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Mallet also attempted to rehabiiii the terni 'reciprocity" through a Cobden Club pamphlet of
the same name published in 1879.
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Navigation of Rivers Treaties." Morier to Lady Salisbury, 5 November 1867. Morier Papers, Box
1.

for Britain to double or triple its exports simpiy by opening the import valve. Thus, "we
have not ceased to talk as if it were a law of nature that exports should be able to take

But in the increasingly competitive commercial community of
care of themsel~es."'~~
Europe and Arnerica, this was no longer true, thereby rendering useless Britain's longstanding policy of unilateral ftee trade,
Cosmopolitanism and universalist pretensions had k e n the stock in trade of
and
~ were asserted with a combination of
unilateral free trade rhetoric since the 1 8 4 0 ~
moral evangelism and scientific certitude which never developed elsewhere so
completely as they did in Britain. 'The Weafth of England," wrote the Times in 1848. "is
the weaith of the world; and the poverty of England is the poverty of the ~ o r l d . " ' ~ ~
Morier, in his final letter, very deftly t w k this article of faith regarding unilateral free
trade, and made it appear to be nothing more than a national prejudice.

The British national character, he argued, was an "inorganic and illogical unionn
of two very different types. On the one hand, Britain was a trading and industrial
community engaged in a massive cosmopolitan commerce 'of which Venice, Holland
and the Hansa offer but dim prototypes." From this experience, Britain was brought
under the influences of cooperation, interdependence, and the exchange of good offices

-"in a word, intemationalism." On the other hand, Britainwas a military power par
excellence, holding in subjection "an empire of two hundred millions by the iron grasp of
our battalions and the prestige of our maritime supremacy." From this experience,
Britain was forced to develop seif-relianœ, patriotism and loyaky

-"in a word, to

develop nationalism." The problem was that it was the vices of the latter that tended to
dominate the British national character:
lt is ...the strange predominance of the military type amongst the classes
who ought to be especially under tfie humanking infiuenœ of the
--
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[Morier], Commercial Treafïes.
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commercial type which causes the phenornena with which we are
concemed.
The main features of British insularity -'pride, wntempt for everything not English, an

incapacity to understand or appreciate social and poritical foms not specifically Our own,
disregard for the feelings of others, and an overbearing manner in our international

-these were now also being displayed by politicai economists and the

dealingsn

merchant classes, IYhe raison d'être of whose existence is intercommunion and
international cooperation." A dogmatic adherence to unilateral free trade, therefore, was
an extension of this malformation of British naüonalist sentiments:
A purseproud, shopkeeping nation, wallowing in a surplus of four

millions, and, like an alderman at the sight of a beggar, kindling into
ferocity at the mere mention of two pauper govemments like those of
Spain and Portugal, is not a beautiil sight in either the eyes of gods or
men.'=
It is little wonder that Morier chose to remain anonyrnoos in the publication of

these letters. However, he was careful to avoid alienating Gladstone personally.
Although he noted that Gladstone had of late tumed against the use of commercial
treaties, he believed that six months service as Foreign Secretary would free him from
the "vitiated atmosphere with which the fallaeies of the British freetrade school have
surrounded him." But for Lowe and the Manchester school, Morier had no sympathy:
Conformable to that strange nite which seerns to demand that a race of
dwarfs should invariably succeed to a race of giants, the followers of
Grotius dwindled down to a set of pettifoggers ... and we in Our day have
witnessed the way in which the name of Adam Smith has been made to
cover the worst and meanest forms of eg~isrn."~
Mallet, while still in the dark as to the letters' author, exclaimed: 1' cannot Say
how great a sewice I consider them to have renderd to the cause. ... I am not without
hope that a certain impression might be made even upon this stupéd and stubbom
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generati~n."'~Once he leamed of Morier's authonhip, he expressed his
disappointment that there were not 'thme people in England instead of two who
undentand the principles of commercial p d i ~ ~ .Odo
" ' ~ Russell. in forwarding a copy of

the Ietters to Granville, noted that when they fïrst appeared, they made a geat
sensation in the commercial world. Having observed that Morier was the likely author of
these 'powerfully m e n nletters, Russell used the opportunity to strongly endorse
Morïef s service in ~ e m i a n y ?As
~ late as 1875, with protectionism on the upsurge

throughout Europe, Mallet still held that Morier's arguments were a 'mmplete
vindication" of a policy of commercial treaties, and had never been sucœssfully

Sadly, however, Morier was fghting a losing battle. By 1870, there were no
longer any strong supporters of commercial treaties in the cabinet. while Gladstone had
failed to make the re-conversion Morier so desperately hoped for.2m The Anglo-French
treaty of 1860

-a model for those which followed -now faœd the grom'ng strength of

French protectionists, led by the new French president Adolphe Thiers. The treaty was

terminated in November 1872 and replaced by a more limited one, to be followed in
1882 wiai a simple Most-Favoured-Nation treaty.*03 Added to this was the economic

depression of the 1870s. which significantly strengtttened the protectionist cause
throughout ~urope? But even prior to this, Gladstone had becorne openly opposed to

Morier, undated. Morier Papers, Box 41.
Mallet to Morier, 24 March 1870. Morier Papers, Box 34.
rn 'It is an immense pity," Russeil wrote, "that Morkh great talents shoufd vegetate at Darmstadt
when he might be so usefilly employed at some more important German p s t . My diplornatic
drearn would be Morier st Stuttgart or Munich [Moriets next post], and Lord Acton at üedin.' OdO
Russell to Granville, 11 ApA 1871. Granville Papes, PRO 30/22/92.
ml Report of the Pmmedings of the Cobden Club Dinner (London: CasseIl, 18751, pp.
O.
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In 1875, W.E. Forster suggested sending Morier on a tour of European capitals to 'sec
was doingnwith regard to the upward ravision of tarÎffs then taking place. A SekctWn from me
"Mallet to
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commercial treaties. In a memorandum prepared for the Foreign Office in 1871, he
revived several arguments that had k e n used against the Anglo-French treaty in 1860,
such as the undesirability of inserting Britain into the stniggles between protectionists
and free traders abroad, and the need to preserve vanous revenue-generating dutiesm
Looking back on the era of commercial treaties, Gladstone later remarked: "We failed in
every case. 1 douM whether vue advancd the cause of free trade one inch."20B

Lying among Morier's many arguments in his 'Commercial Treaties" letters was
one further criücism of Lowe and his supporters:
Mr. Lowe is of the opinion that the Govemment should have no
commercial policy, and would simply destroy the department which has
hitherto been the depository of the free-trade traditions of this nation. I
maintain, on the other hand, that the Govemment should have a very
distinct and positiie free-trade policy, and that the consultative
department of the Board of Trade should henceforth be incorporatecl as
an integral portion of the Foreign Office, and be made the responsible
instrument for carrying out that p o l i ~ y . ~ ~ '
Morier clearly regarded Foreign Office reforrn and a positive commercial policy
based on the negotiation of commercial treaties to be closely related objects. Nor was
this an unreasonable assumption, as the opponents of both tended to be the same
people. Lowe and Hammond were the most prominent of these, although their motives
differed. Hammond had very iiile interest in matters of trade. and simply resented the
presumption of "fanatical" free traders at the Board of Trade who sought entry into the
inner sanctum of diplomacy in order to carry out their commercial ~chemes.~~'
Lowe, on
the other hand, 'on general principles of taxation," disapproved of the use of revenue--

Dianes of Edward Henry Stanley, 115fh Earl of Derby, John Vincent, ed.. Carnden FM Series. vol.
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generating duües as bargaining counters in commercial negotiation~.~~~
He believed,
therefore, that by opposing Foreign Oniœ refonn, he could prevent men like Mallet ftom
putting into pracüce their plans for a policy of commercial treatie~.~"
And perhaps the main source of this conflict was the failure of the 1864 Select
Committee on Trade with Foreign Nations to provide a satisfactory solution to the
problems it examined. What ultimately emerged from the cornmittee's
recommendationswas a clumsy compromise on the Board of Trade's initial proposais.
Rather than creating a commercial department within the Foreign Officepossessing
sufftcientauthority to conduct a coherent policy (as recommended by Mallet), it
amalgamated the Foreign Office's Consular Division into a new Commercial

and

Consular Division, which served as a go-between for the Foreign Office and the Board
of Trade. This was in addition to the already existing Commercial Department of the
Board of Trade, headed up by Mallet. The unfortunate result of this was the existence
of two govemment departments responsible for foreign trade, neither of which held
anything more than an advisory ro~e.~"Mallet, although originally enwuraged by the
plan to create a commercial deparhnent in the Foreign Office,soon recognized its
shortcomings and feared that the new arrangement would only injure Britain's
commercial interests abroad. 2'2 *1 see nothing but weakness and inefficiency as a
result of the present dual system," he lamented. "Power separated from knowledge,
action uninspireci by interest, interest chilled and suspended by inaction, divided
responsibility, want of unity and continuity, circumlocution, delay, and feeb~eness."~~~

--

-
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Like Mallet. Morier's first-hand experienœs with the inefficiencies of the Foreign

ûffice led him to agree that the new arrangement was as bad or worse than the old one.
In a letter which anticipated many of the arguments set out in his 'Commercial Treaüesn
letters, Morier outlined for Lady Salisbury his views on the need for Foreign Office
reform, and how this related to commercial policy generally. Firstiy, Morier believed that
the deformity of the administrative instruments charged with giving effect to commercial
policy was a "fatal hindranœ in the way of our having a commercial policy at all":
As Our administrative machinery is at present wnstituted, no international
step can be taken otherwise than through the Foreign mce and the
Board of Trade. Thus there is pemanently established a dualism (1 will
not cal1 it an antagonim) which theory and practice have long sinœ
established ...to be absolutely fatal to a fnrit-bringing initiative, and to an
efficient executive. 214

Secondly, Morier claimed that the solutÏon to Mis problem lay in amalgamating these iwo
weak departments into a single strong commercial departrnent in the Foreign ûffice,
and he recommended that Mallet head up the department

-a proposal certainly

distasteful to Hammond, who suspected that the 1864 Select Committee had been
struck in order to create an undersecretaryship for

all let.^^^

As a further justification for

such a refonn, Morier pointed to the conditions created by the increasing penetration of
British capital abroad. No doubt referring to Beaumont's roie in Austria, he argued that,

'

'These folks with their associated chambers of commercé, their Parliamentary
machinery in England, and their entire absence of any scruples human or divine are not
easy people to deal with." As a diplomat having to deal vrith such people, Morier
believed that he could neither properly assist nor thwart them without a IYhorough
mastery and knowledge of their business," which only a properfy wnstituted commercial
department could provide.
214
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However. MorÎer was convinœd that before any such refom could take place, it

was first neœssary to dispel the economic fallacy that
Free Trade implies having no commercial policy, or M e r the purely
negative policy of letting things be until Providence and cornmon Knse
(neither of which has as yet shown much inclination to stir in the matter)
be pleased to inteHere and bring other nations besides ourselves to
acknowiedge the saving truth of the Gospel accordhg to Free rade."^
It al1 came back, therefore. to the need to challenge the largely unquestioned wisdom of

unilateral free trade, and with it the Bntish laissez-faire approach to commercial
diplomacy in general. Recognking the necessity for refom depended on the belief that

a more active policy was actually needed. And yet, to a genention of Britons raised
amidst the prospenty apparently produced by unilateral free tnde, this belief was by no

means self-evident. Morier, a resident and close obsenrer of Germany for the past
decade and a han, peneived how fragile Britain's economic dominanœ was, and he

therefore saw commercial treaies as a means to bind Britain to European growth
generally. "Howevetmuch we may wish politically to slip away from intimacy with

European countries," he warned, %vecannot help commercial relations daily growing up
with an increasingly rampant growth.""'

*
I have argued here that the conduct of British commercial diplomacy in Gemany

during the Griindungszeit was beset by ideological and institutional difficulties, such as
controversy over the very nature of the policy being implemented, and the intelledualgiving nse to an institutional

-tendency to divorce political a d commercial mattem. It

is pointless to ask whether, in the absence of these difficulaes. Bntain would have fard
any better in its commercial dealings the Gennan dates. For, if there were no

controversy over implementing a policy of commercial treaües (which presupposes a
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willingness to abandon unilateral, laissez-faire free trade), then presumably Britain would
already have possessed the institutional means for g ~ i n effect
g
ta such a policy- This
was the case in Prussia and Austria, both of which irnplemented active and highly
poMcited commercial policies, and thus possessed ministries of commerce far more
influential than the Board of Trade. In Main, however, the active trade policy
implernented in the 1860s was an aberration, and its difficulties resuited from this very
fact
In seeking to explain Morier's alignment with this policy, and his attendant
support for instlutÏonalreform, much of the cause certainly lies with his pro-Geman
sentiments. As British commercial policy in the 1860s promised a broadening of AngloGerman relations

-one of his fervent wishes -he wuld not but support it. He was

also no doubt impressed by what he saw of the active and effective role which the
Prussian govemment, through its Handelsministerium, assumed in commercial matters.
Added to this were his personal contacts with Gennan free traders, with whom he
strongly ernpathized-

But Morier's Germanophilia by no means exhausts the question, for his British
influences were equally, if not more important. He continued to carry on his defense of
Cobdenite commercial treaties, although with far less success, even after k i n g
transferred to Portugal, Spain, and then ~ussia."' In 1884 he spoke on this question of
"international commerce" in addressing the tercentenary proceedings at the University of
Edinburgh. fhroughout this time, he regarded himself as a Cobdenic intemationalist and
he firmly believed that his views were perfectly consistent with the free trade doctrines of
"tat great Balliol man," Adam Smith. *19

-
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What Morier's commercial experknces suggest is that the debate over
commercial treaües was indicative of a deep, even fundamental division within British
liberalism during this period- Free trade, one of the least questioned of nineteenth
century liberalism's articles of faith, was here subject to important differenœs of
interpretation with signifiant implications regarding the role of the state in a commercial
society. In this case, Morier assumed a position on the liberal spectnim that rather
rapidly shiied to a place on the outer fn'nge. However, with regard to religious matters

and the issue of Gertnan policy during the Kulturkampf;Morier's outlook landed him
squarely in the middle of liberal opinion which, in this case, appeared decidedly illiberal.

Chrpter Seven

Vaticrn Politics and the KuIturkam~f.1870-1876

In his biography of William Gladstone, John Morley made the following daim
about Gladstone's powers of perception with respect to the Roman Catholic Church in
the nineteenth century:
[Gladstone] was one of the very few public men capable of discerning
that the faIl of the temporal power of the Pope rnarked a more startling
change and a profounder crisis in human history, than the unification of
Italy, the unification of Germany, the reconstructed republic in France,
perhaps even than the preservation of the Arnerican union. He knew the
force of ideas in the world; ... he was alive to the fact that moral crises
brought on by change in intellectual outlook and temperature, are of
deeper cbncern than questions of territory, or dynasty, or form of
govemment. The moral crisis is M a t reaches furthest and matters
most.'
Undoubtedly, Morley, and probably also Gladstone, overestimated the importance of the
changes that took place in Rome in 1860 and 1870 relative to the other poritical and
military events that rocked Europe in the third quarter of the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless, Morley's statement captures the perception at the time regarding the
uncertain Mure of Roman Catholicisrn as a political and moral force in Europe, and the
preoccupation of liberal thought with this problem. Furthemore, the "change in
intellectual outlook* that Morley saw at work affected much more than simply the
Catholic Church, for it was one that involved the ongoing encroachment of secularizîng
thought into, and the subsequent displacement of religious thought from, large areas of
European society. lt is into the wntext of this 'secularization of the European mindnthat

Morier must be placed, with respect to his experiences both in Britain and in ~errnany.'
The Kulturkampf,or "struggle for civilization", is one of the most problematic
episodes in nineteenth century Gerrnan history for historians, like David Blackboum and
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Geoff Eley, who have argued against the Yailure of Geman Iiberalisrn" thesis3 And yet
the cornplicity of German liberals, particularly the National Liberais, in Bismarck's
campaign against the Catholic Church in Germany can be interpreted in several ways.
On the one hand it can certainly be taken as evidence of congenital flaws in the
character of German liberal thought, refiecting an acceptance of the Hegelian
metaphysical conception of the state which, when yoked to the struggle for national
unity, established the state to an abnormal extent at the centre of Germanysspolitical
~onstellation.~
But when the Geman liberal reaction to the KuIturkampf is set alongside
the reaction of other liberal states such as Britain and the United States, Blackbourn and
Eley's doubts about the standard against which Geman liberalism is measured gain
currency. The little wotk that has k e n done on the subject of British reactions to the
Kulturkampf confimi such doubts. According to Kurt Meine, the British people

"instinctively stood on the side of the German Empire" which they believed was
defending the principal tenets of Prote~tantism.~
Erich Schmidt-Volkmar supported this
view, claiming that Bismarck's struggle against the Catholic Church found an attentive,
and variable echo in Eng~and.~
Mary Washington shows British opinion moving through
3
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several stages. In the first, 1871-1873, the British interpreted the Kulturkampf in IigM of
their hostility to the aggressive attitude of the Papacy, and therefore strongly supporteci
Bismarck's policies as those of a kindred Protestant power. From the passage of the
May Laws to 1876 the Papacy was still regarded as a threat, but Bismarck's illiberalism
began to cost him the support of British opinion. After 1877 this support continuecl to
decline as the perceived threat from Rome receded and Germany emerged as a
colonial and ewnomic rival to England.'

Furthemore. the American readion to the

Kulturkampf paralleled that of Britain, alaiough American opinion was even slawer to

cool to Bismarck's tactics than was the case in Britain.'
This suggests that mid-century liberal thought, not only in Gemany but also in
established 'liberal" states such as Britain and the U.S.A, was sorely strained by the
difficulties of reconciling the many avowed aims of s e ~ l a ~ with
o nupholding those
civil and individual Iiberties that lay at the heart of the liberal creed. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the personal and professional reactions of Robert Morier to the
Kulturkampf and to Roman politics during the first half of the 1870s. Two aspects of

Morier's religious and politico-religious outlook deserve doser examination. The first is
Morier's official conespondence with the Foreign ûfiice during the period he was posted
in Bavaria, which was the most Catholic of the Gerrnan states; this period conesponds
to the first four years of Bismarck's anti-Catholic crusade. The second concerns
Morier's personal contributions to the religious debate through both his wriüngs for
MacMillan's Magazine, and aie efforts he made, in conjunction with Gladstone, to
7
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demonstrate how the dogma of Papal infallibility would conflict with the civil allegianœ of
Catholics.
I

The history of the Roman Catholic Church from 1860 to 1870 forms the basis for
understanding at least part of the German Kulturkampf, although by no means al1 or
even the most important aspects of it. In 1860 ltalian troops entered the Papal States
and defeated the Papal anny, thereby reducing the Pope's temporal authority to the city
of Rome, which existed solely by virtue of the presence of French troaps in Rome. But
while the loss of the Pope's temporal power was a severe blow to the prestige of the
Papacy (hitherto regarâed as a legitimate and influential actor in the Eumpean statesystem), intellectual developrnents leading up to this period also called into question

the

future of Catholicism in its present state in Europe. The most important of these was
the rise of liberal Catholicism within the church itself, first in France, and later in
Germany. As H.A. McDougall has argued, German liberals had the "ambitious goal of
reconciling Catholic theology and modem critical thought" of the kind found in the
writings of David Strauss and o t h e r ~ .The
~ objective pursuit of truth, it was thought,
would promote religion and freedom within the church. and thus history was seen to be
the natural means for carrying out this goal and meeting the challenge presented by the
growth of critical, oiten secular tho~ght.'~
One of the most eloquent and leamed defenders of this new approach was lgnaz
von Ddlinger, a Catholic theologian from Munich whose influence extended not only to
German Catholics, but also to foreigners such as Lord Acton, who lived and studied with
-
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hirn from 1849 to 1855, W.E. Gladstone, who constantly wnsulted Dollinger on religious
issues, and eventually Morier. In discussirtg "Universities, Past and Present" in 1866,
Dollinger identiied German universities as possessing a "histaric sense" which
exceeded that of al1 other universities. Dollingerwholeheartedly embraced the fact that
the interest formerly taken in philosophy in the university had now given place to history.

"Thetime will corne," Dollinger wrote:

-

when the philosophy of history the hardest won, but perhaps the most
precious resuit of academic scholarship will have to face the great task
of proving that the forces that govem and fashion universal history are
spiritual forces, v k ideas; it will have to trace the form and workings of
these ideas through al1 times and changes, and so bring more fully to
Iight the ail-pervading plan of Divine Govemment which alone can make
history comprehensible."

-

Three years earlier, Ddlinger had presided over a meeting of Catholic theologians in
Munich, which distinguished itself by endorsing the idea of complete intelledual freedom
for Catholic scholars. Dollingefs opening address urged Catholic intellectuals not to
fear the application of new scientific principles to their work, and praised Germany as
the spiritual home of Catholic theology.12 Dollinger also distinguished himself at this

Gelehrtenversammhng by recommending that Catholic societies address themselves to
the growing social question, but unlike his CO-religionistWilhelm von Ketteler, he
opposed the entry of Catholic associations into the political arena+13One observant
follower of the events in Munich was the young Charlotte von Leyden (later Charlotte
Blennerhasset), another fnend of Morier and Acton who went on to becorne a wellknown German Catholic historian and biographer. lnspired by what she had seen, von
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Leyden wrote: =Westand at the beginning of an intellectual evoluüon, and we must be
participants in that evolution if the distinction between simple and yet alluring
hypotheses and scientifically proven realities should be effected.""
This, however, was not how Rome viewed these developments. Pope Pius IX
and his secretary of state, Cardinal Antonelli, regarded the growth of liberal theology
with deep suspicion. Their response took two fons. First, the Pope issued a brief to
the Archbishop of Munich reminding him of the Geman scholars' obligations to the Holy
See, M i l e condemning their claims to be able to pursue independent religious and

theologiwl investigations." Second, in December 1864 the Papacy issued the
infamous Syllabus of Enors as an appendix to the encyclical Quanta cura- The spirit of
the Syllabus can be summarized by citing its conclusion, which asserted that "it is an
error that the Roman Pontiff can and ought to reconcile himself with progress, with
liberalism, and with modem ci~ilization."'~Whatever the Papacy's reasans for placing

on record its opposition to the perceived advance of modemity, it is not at al1 surprising
that the Syllabus aroused intense suspicion among non-Catholics and deeply troubled
many Catholics, particulariy liberal theologians.
Related to these events was the status of Catholicism in pre-unification Germany
and the n'se of political Catholicism as a force in Germany, and in Prussia and Bavaria in
particular. It must be remembered that, while Gerrnany was the birthplace of the
Reformation, as late as 1855 Catholics cornprised more than fîfty-threepercent of the
population in the Oeutsche Bund, the iargest contingent being in

ust tria-l7 The status of

Roman Catholics within the many states of pre-unification Germany depended largely
on the religious composition of the states in question and the disposition of the various
14
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rulen regarding their Catholic populations. Alaiough Frederic Spotts has argued that

the Refomation and subsequent p o l i i l developments left Catholics "as a body
disadvantaged, leaderless, and insecure

-a situation that was intensifid throughout

the nineteenth century,' this is an ovenimplification of the situation within the individual
states of the Geman C~nfederation.'~In the wake of the Revoluüonary wan, the
Papacy wncluded concordats with Bavaria, Pnissia, and 0 t h German states in order

to redraw dioœses to conform to the new state boundaries. as well as to regulate
financial support and assure freedom of religious activiaes. But politically, the church
had lost a great deal in the revdutionary period, and made only modest gains in the

period that followed. In Prussia, Catholics failed to secure equal representation in the
civil service and universities, and the general tenor of the state's policy was to protect

the Protestant character of ~russia.'~In predominantiy Catholic Bavaria, Catholics

naturally fared much better. although both Maximifian I and Ludwig Iwere fim believen

in state supremacy as well as toleration for other minority sects mthin Bavaria- Pemaps
the most important gain for Catholics in Bavaria was Ludwig 1's support for the
University of Munich, which became a centre of Catholic scholanhip, largely under the
aegis of Dallinger, who also served as the university's representative to the Bavarian

Landtag from 1845 to 1 8 4 8 . ~
It was not until 1848 that active political Catholicism appeared in Gemany,
taking its place alongside the liberal and radical forces challenging the status quo
throughout Gemany. Catholic representatives to the Frankfurt Parliament included

such figures as August Reichensperger, Ketteler, and Wllinger, who together formed
the so-called Catholic Club which set forth a loose genenl programme that included the
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defense of Catholicism, civil rights, and a preference for a grossdeutsch solution to the
German question- In October 1848 the first Catholic Congress met in Mainz where,
arnong other things, the unbridled liberalism of the Paulski~he
was called into question,
both for its tendency towards seculafization and for the typically scant attention the
growing social question received at the hands of lai'ez-faire Iiberals. The year 1848
was also significant for the impulse it gave to the development of a strong Catholic
press; the rnost important papers that emerged dunng this period were the Rheinische
Volkshalle, the Mainzer Journal, the Deutsche Volksblaft in Stuttgart, and the Ko/nr;sChe
~olkszeitung.~'

But it was in the periad following 1848 that the most important changes for
political Catholicism took place in Germany. In 1850 the king of Prussia, Frederick
William IV, wisely resisted consenrative calls that the Prussian constitution granted
during the revolution be abolished, and chose instead to revise it. Something of a
drearny romanticist, Frederick William 1V rebelled against the most conservative
interpretations of what Heinrich Bomkamm has called "die altpreussische Staatsideenin
which the person of the king sewed as the binding force between the state and the
evangelical Protestant chur~h.'~Instead, Frederick William IV was fascinated by the
hierarchical traditions of medieval society and was devoted to the divine sovereignty of
the church, Catholic or Protestant, within the spiritual realm. His reign, beginning in
1840, was characterized by attempts io reconcile religious divisions within Pnissia and
to restore good relations with the Catholic Church in particular.n Thus, among the
changes visited upon the Prussian constitution in 1850 was the addition of articles
21
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granting to the churches of Pmssia the right to independent management of their affairs.
This gesture, along with the establishment of a separate Catholic department within the
Prussian Ministry of Religion and Education, not only left Prussian Catholics with greater
freedorn than their south German wunterparts, but it also encouraged their political
activism, which Morier would later identify as being important to the way events

subsequently unfolded." A 'Catholic fraction" under the leadership of the
Reichensperger brothers and Hermann von Mallinkrodt was fomed in the Prussian
Lower House, and in 1858 it formally assumed the title Fraidion des Zentnrms or Centre
Party which it was to use until its dissolution in 1933. In the 1855 elections the Centre
retumed fw-five members to the Prussian Landtag and this number rose to fifty-seven
in 1858. However, the Centre's continued support for a grossdeutsch solution to the
German question saw their numbers plummet until 1870, when events radically altered
the party's

fortune^.^'

Catholics in Bavaria, wntrary to expectations, found their eircumstances even

less favourable after 1848 than before, despite the successful attempt by Catholic
clerics to force the scandalous Ludwig I from the throne. Maximilian II,Iike his
predecessor, was strongly wmmitted to the idea of state supremacy, and he was also
interested in achieving equality for the Protestant minority within Bavaria. Hence his
refusal to drop the necesstty for state approval of church appointments, as demanded
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by the Catholic d e r g ~ .The
~ ~most salient expression of political Catholicism in Bavaria
first appeared in the eariy 1860s with the rise of the Refomrvemin, which was formed to
counter the Iiberal, klehdeufsch ideas of the ~ationalverein." Prominent among its
leaders was the Bavarian Edmund J6rgt who as a young man had served as Dollingets
secretary, but whose fierce Bavarian particularism led him to help fonn the Bavarian
Patriotic Party, which was the precursor to the Bavarian Centre ~ a r t y - ~ '
While Prussia's expulsion of Austria frorn Gemany through its victory in the
Austro-Prussian war of 1866 was decisive in determining the future shape of the
Geman national state, it was equally decisive in detemining the fortunes of German
Catholicism. It is not surprising that Catholic opinion in Germany prior to Koniggratz
generally favoured the idea of including Austria in any unified German state. Now that
this was impossible, Catholics faced the prospect of becorning a minonty in a Prussianled unification of Gerrnany, the consequemes of which were not bst on the leaders of
the Catholic politicaf movement. 'The worid stinks," dedared Hermann von Mallinkrodt
upon learning of Austria's defeat."

But it was not simply the question of numbers that

alamed Catholics. In more general ternis, the Austm-Pnrssian dualism that had existed
in Gerrnany prior to 1866 was underçtaod in tenns of Catholicism and wnservatism
venus Protestantism and liberalism, with the defeat of Austria apparently throwing
Gerrnan Catholics into the amis of the power which had k e n the focus of Weindeutsch
liberalism. The dilemma confronting Catholics was only intensifid by the Syllabus of
---
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Errors, which enabled anti-clencal liberals to brand Catholics with the label of
obscurantist and anfiprogressive '~ltramontanes".~~
Although by no means a fair
characterization, and certainly one that did not apply to liberal Catholics like Dollinger,
the label lent itself to the portrayal of German Catholics as anti-national, which served
Bismarck well in his search for Reichsfeinde in the years following q870.
The issue of papal infallibiiii deciskely drew al1 of these various strands
together. On 26 June 1867 Pius IX dedared his intention to convene a full ewmenical
council, Vatican 1. Wthin a month of this announcement, Acton predicted that papal
infallibility would be the central issue of the council. He was soon proven correct3'
Responses to the Pope's plan to submit the infallibility issue to the council
foreshadowed later events. Politically active Catholics such as Ketteler, Ludwig
Windthorst and Hermann von Mallinkrodt, al1 of whom later accepted the dogma, felt
that the Pope's timing was bad, and feared that it would simply prompt renewed
criticisms of Catholics by liberals bent on secularization, fears that were soon r e a l i ~ e d - ~ ~
Another fear was that the infallibility dogma would bring Catholics into conflict with their
own national authorities, an issue that was central to Gladstone's and Marier's
subsequent involvement in these affairs. At first glance it would appear that this same
issue concemed Bismarck, who, in the wake of the disastrous Zollparfament elections of
1868, explained to Pnissia's representative to the Vatican, Hamy von Amim, that
Catholic policy appeared bent on humiliating Prussia and thwarting German national
goals."

But on the specific issue of infallibility, Bismarck was much more cornplacent.

Although Arnim bombarded him with despatches prophesying the most dire
consequences of the infallibility dogma, Bismarck resisted calls for Pnissia to take a
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Ieading rote in opposing the Pope's plans, and daimed that he preferred ta act in

concert with the other German powers on this question.%
Nor was it long before such an opportunity anise. On 9 ApriI 1û69 the Bavarian
minister-president, Prince Chloâwig von Hohenlohe-Scfiillingsfürst, sent a circular letter
to European gwernments warning that, "Governments are confronted with the serious
question whether, and in what f o n , they would have to advise the Bishops subject to
their authority, or, at a fater stage. the Council itself, of the perilous cansequences to
which such a deliberate and fundamental disturbance of the relations of Church and
State rnust inevitably lead."j5 The inspiration, and most likely the author of this circular,
was none other than Dallinger, who took it upon himseff to spearhead opposition to the
airns of the upcuming council, an opposition that was strongest within

avaria.^ Writing

under the pseudonym *Janusnand aided by his regular correspondence with Acton,
Düllinger published a series of articles in the Augsbuiger Ailgemeine Zeitung attacking
the pretensions of the Papacy, past and present, and waming what the proposed dogma
implied. His most seflous daim was that the dogma would elevate Pope Boniface Vlll's
SuIl Unam Sanctum, which announœd the doctrine of absolute papal sovereignty, to the
status of a required Catholic belief. The resutt, he believed, would be deleterious:

Every Catholic Christian is thus bound to believe ...that the popes
m e s s an absolute power over al1 princes and authoriües ... and that by
their sovereign power they c m interfere at discretion in al1 state affairs,
depose princes, annul laws, and regulate war and p e ~ t c e - ~ ~
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Bismarck's reluctance to enter officially into the debate over papal infallibilii
finally weakened in the summer of 1869, when he entered into talks with Hohenlohe and
the Foreign Minister of Württemberg, Friedrich von Vambüler, aimed at coordinating the
official, but secret response of the German states to the upcoming council. It was
agreed that Bavaria would make specific proposals to be conveyed to Rome by an
'unofficial plenipotentiary", and that al1 bishops departing for the council would be
wamed of their govemment's position on the political questions raised by the infallibility

which the Hessian minister-president denied existed. Morier was neverthekss
convincecl by his sources that it did indeed exist, and offered the Foreign Officethe
following comment on its significance for Germany nationally:
Thus the Germany of the Peace of Prague will, if not officially at least
practically, be represented at this important juncture by the most Catholic
of the Geman powers acting on its own behalf and on that of the great
Protestant power acting on behaif of the North German Confederation.
And by a curious play of circumstance the offensive and defensive
alliances entered into ...between Pnissia and Bavaria with a view of
paving the way towards the national union between North and South ...
will be first acted upon in the spirit if not in the letter upon the old
bafflefield of Pope [vs.] Emperor.
Morier considered it a 'happy accidenr that the proposed scheme for joint German

action depended on the person of Prince Hohenlohe, and was wnvinced that, 'a united
Gennany should be able to show a common front and airow into the s a l e the weight of
a national unit, at a crisis which cannot fail to recall the memofy of the long stmggle in
which Genany and ltaly stood forth as the respective champions of the secular and
ecclesiastical a ~ t h o r i t ~ . " ~ ~
Obviously, the political response was only one part of the growing debate over
the infallibilii question. Theological and philosophical issues were also raised and used
The Catholics and German Unity, pp. 211-212.
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to challenge the Pope's plans for the council, aithough political considerations were
never far from the surface. German bishops met at Fulda in September 1869 in order to
discuss, among other things, the attitude they shouid take regarding the proposed
dogma. Fourteen of the twenty bishops present agreed upon a remonstrance which
They also issued
condemned the definition of the proposed dogma as "unpropitio~s."~~
an address ta German Catholics reassuring them that, despite DBllinger's claims,
'Never and under no circumstances can a general cauncil proclaim doctrines which are
opposed to the principles of justiœ, to the rights of the state and Ïts authority, to morality
and to the fine interests of science or to the just fteedom and weifare of

nation^.^' But

despite such massurances, many people worried that the infallibilist forces in Rome
would prevail once the council convened. Jowett believed that the 'Ecclesiastical
casuistry is practically inexhaustible," which did not bode well for the council's
o~tcome.'~The British Foreign Secretary. Clarendon, was also cancemed about the
ability of the Gemtan bishops to resist the Pope's supporters once they gathered in
Rome, fears shared by ~orier."
The Vatican Council opened on 8 December 1869, and the apparent
detemination of many Geman prelates to oppose the definition of the infallibility dogma
quickly began to erode. Dollinger and Acton persisted in their attempts to convince the
general public about the dangers of infallibility through the publication of the 'Letters
from Romenby 'Quirinus", but the infallibilistswere dearly in the as~endant.~
The
Augsburger Ailgemeine Zeitung, which published D6llinger's ietters, also reprinted the

text of a petition from Geman Catholics to the Pope, praying for the infallibility doctrine.
Windell, The Cathdb and Geman Unity, pp. 215-216.
Morier to Clarendon, 30 Septernber 1869. PRQ, F.O. 25512.
Jowett to Morier, 12 November 1869. Jowett Papers, IIIM, 33.
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Morier, watching these events from Hesse-Darmstadt, feared that such attempts to
weaken the infallibilist cause would have the opposite effect, strengthening the
'opposition* by revealing to them the relative strength of the hm parties, "te
quantitative majority for the infallibility [sic] and the qualitative preponderance against

R~ On 13 July 1870 the assembled delegates voted in favour of infallibility, and on 18
July the dogma of papal infallibilitywas proclaimed in the constitution PastorAetemus.
Writing four years later, Morier cited Shakespeare's description of "a tale told by an idiot,
full of sound and fury, signifying nothingluto describe this event. He then added that

not only irrevocably wmmitted an immense portion of mankind to an
inconceivably degrading fonn of Pagan Caesar-Worship, and once for al1
poisoned those living waters of the Christian faith which the staunchest
Roman Catholics had hitherto held to be the common inheritanœ of
Christendom and incapable of being tampered with but has, wherever
two or three Roman Catholics are gathered together, sown the seeds of a
confiict between the Spiritual Power and the Temporal Power which
sooner or later will have to be fought to the bitter end.&

-

On the same day Pastor Aetemus was proclaimed, France declared war on Pnissia,
thus beginning events that would end with the defeat of France, the annexation of
Alsace-Lorraine by Gemany, the occupation of Rome by Italian troops, and the
crowning of Prussia's King William I as emperor of a united Gemany. The political,
national, and religious tensions created by these events f o m the immedîate badrdrop to
the Kutturkampf

Up to the outbreak of the FrancsPrussian War, ecdesiastical questions only
occasionally entered into Morier's official duties, although his interest in such issues
never waned. A good indication of this is the strong interest he displayed in securing
4s
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Robert Morier, 'Prussia and the Vatican: From 1850 to the Vatican Council," MacMillan's
Magazine, 31 (187675), p. 84.

the posting to Rome when it became vacant following Odo Russell's appointment as
assistant undersecretary at the Foreign Office in 1870. As soon as he leamed of the
vacancy, Morier told Jowett of his desire to replace Russell, whose suitabili for the post
Jowett himself had questioned: '1 doubt whether [Russell] has a comprehensive grasp of
things; he is too much within ecclesiastical circles. The Pope said of him that he was
not a good Catholic, but he was a sad Protestant. which 1 think expresses his political
~tandpunkt*' Morier, who came to know Acton through his residence at Tegemsee in

Bavaria, was aware that Acton had Gladstone's ear and decided therefore to request his
support, even at the nsk of "appearing the most degraded of begging letter impostors."
Claiming, as he had in the past. that his remaining in diplomacy depended on getting
this p s t , Morier went on to justify the request:
1 do not believe there is any specially qualified candidate in the field; if
there were 1 should not consider myseif justified for the post But in the
absence of such 1 do honestly believe that 1 have this much better than
rny neighbours that through you, Blennerhasset and others 1 should be
able to keep up a healthy connexion with the liberal Catholics in England
and ~ e r m a n y . ~ ~

-

On 7 September Granville informed Morier that Edward Lytton had turned down
the Rome post, and that the Queen had approved Morier as a second choice, aithough

she hoped that the appointment would not be immediate as she wished to retain
Morier's services a little longer in ~ e r n a n y .Morier
~ ~ happily accepted the offer,
regretting only that he could not go immediately in order to witness the ltalian "invasion"
of ~ome." But not everyone at Whitehall was so keen on the idea of Morier's
appointment. Gladstone added the following comment to Moner's letter of acceptance:
"1 am not sure it is not time for Morier to leave Germany. But he will agitate himsetï
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much in the lofty atmosphere of Leontine l orne."^' Although Morier would certainly
have bridled at this suggestion, he too had begun to feel that he had become persona

non grata in Germany because of the perception that, as one Prussian diplomat
described it, 'He is truly the enemy of ~ r u s s i a . " ~ ~
Five months passed. whereupon Morier wrote to the Foreign Office to remind
Granville that he had been prornisedthe Rome mission once affairs there settled dom,
and that since they now had there was no reason not to proceed with the t r a n ~ f e r . ~
However, within days the Foreign Office informed Morier that the British mission ta the
Vatican had been abolished due to the loss of the Pope's temporal power. Morier was
deeply disappointed at this tum of events, daiming that he had yeamed for the p s t
W h a morbid craving like that of the Hebrews in the desert of the Holy

and."^

Twenty-two years later he was offered the Rome mission once again, but he was by
then Britain's ambassador to Russia, a post he felt he could not leave. Nevertheless,
Morier lamented to Gladstone that, "Rome has been my dream ever since you named
me as poor Odo Russell's soccessor in 1870 and 1 lost the succession owing to MrHammond's wrious notion that an ambassador to the King of ltaly could simuitaneously
transact business with the

ope."^^

Although he had nat sewred the Rome posting, Morier's interest in the
ecclesiastical question in Gemiany was now sparked. Thus, when he was appointed
chargé d'affaires at Stuttgart four months later," he quickly wrote once again to Acton
requesting a list of the current riterature on the Catholic movement for fear that, without
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such guidance, he would be 'drowned in unimportant pamphlets." Morier also reported
his interest in preparing a report on the Pmtestantentag, a movement among
Protestants which he believed shared much in common with the Old Catholic movement
which had îrisen in opposition to the infallibility dogma." But no sooner had he setüed
into Stuttgart h e n Morier leamed that Granville intended to recall H.F. Howard from

unic ch.^' In considering who would replace Howard, Granville wote to Odo Russell to
ask his opinion of Morier, whereupon Russell inforrned hirn that Morier had already
expressed a willingness to see the Stuttgart and Munich missions 1Yhrown into one
chargeship" which he would be happy to manage."

However, Granville decided to offer

the Munich mission to Lytton, feeling that the Foreign Office would then have aime
most intelligent men in Gemany [Lytton, O. Russell and Morier] to watch the progress of
unification, and to report on the religious question, which has Munich for its centre."'
Morier, however, appears to have been better inforrned than his superiors, as he
knew before Granville that Lytton intended to decline the offer of Munich. Morier

therefore wasted no time in contacting Acton. On the pretext that Acton had promised
hirn a letter of introduction to Bishop Carl Joseph Hefele of Rottenburg, one of the last
German bishops to capitulate at the Vatican Council, Morier once again began to press
...
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his own claim. Aithough he admitted that he was 'not up in the great ecclesiastical
question which makes Munich so interesüng rigM now," he nevertheless believed that
he was as well suited as any other candidate in this regard. Morier then argued that the
development of the mstitution of the new German Empire was his "peculiar province,"

and that he was therefore well suited to observe 'the way in which the Bavarian
Government has been obliged to throw itself into the amis of the Empire to obtain a

foothold against the clencal party at home."'

Morier also continued to press his daim

with the Foreign Onice. informing Granville that he desired the Munich mission sinœ it

was 'clearly the only place except Berlin in which the Geman movement in all Ïts
phases c m be studied, and the Old Catholic question and the German constitutional
question would Mord matter for serious and interesting work." He wncluded by noting
that the Old Catholic question was one of 7he most important of the

da^.'^^

Morier was correct about Lytton's intention to decline the offer of Munich, which
left the field open to George Petre who was next in line for promotion. But Petre, like
Howard. was a Catholic, and since Granville was waiy of sending another Catholic to
Munich at such a delicate jundure in Geman affairs, he and Gladstone settled upon
~orier." Although his appointment was still not official, Morier pressed Granville that
the transfer be hastened in order not to miss either the sÎtting of the Bavarian Landtag or
a series of lectures Dollinger was scheduled to give at the University of

unic ch? On 10

February 1872 the Foreign û f k e officially notified Morier of his transfer, and within a
month he had relocated to

unic ch.^

Because of his studied awareness of bath the wnstiMional problems
confronting the new German Reich and the centrality of Bavaria in this connection,
-
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Morier a M d in Munich well apprised of the probkms confronting Bavaria. Indeed,
even while still at Stuttgart he paid close attention to Bavarian affairs insofar as they
related to the question of Geman unity. Several months before his ûansfer, he had
sent a long despatch describing the wnflid that had adsen over a failed attempt to
introduœ Pnissian military law into Bavaria, and he analyzed its constiMional
implications for the new empird6 At issue was the legality of any usurpation of the
nghts of the local legislatures by the Rnperial legislature, and the Reichsrat in parocular.
As has been shown, Morier conceivsd of German unity as best k i n g achieved by

striking a balance between the forces of federalbm and centralism so that neither
national goals nor local self-government was sacrifiad. The attempt to introduce
Prussian military law into Bavaria solely on the basis of the Bavarian king's approval
through the Reichsmt appeared to threaten such a balance, and "the only perrons who
rose to ...defend the privileges of the local legislatures belonged to the Uttramontane
fra~tion."~
At this stage, therefore, Morier appears to have regarded the parücularist
sentiments of the Bavarian Catholics in the Landtag, bound up as it was with the Patriot
Party, as a source of heaithy opposition to the centralking tendencies of Pnissia and the

Reich. This would soon change, however, as Morier's attachment to German unity
grew.
It is dear that once Morier amved in Munich, he planned to place ecclesiastical

questions at the top of his agenda, both professionally and personally, feeling that they
were of vital importance to Germany's future. In this regard his relationship with Acton
is important once again. Morier had followeâ Acton's and Dollinger's actions closely
during the Vatican Coundl, and had sought to keep up a correspondence with Acton in
the period that followed. As a result, he seems to have fallen under the spell of Acton's
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powerful and leamed rhetonc, a not uncommon effect that Acton had on those to whom
he wrote? Naturally, therefore, it was to Acton that Morier tumed when he was
transferred to Munich, requesting that Acton write him a letter of introduction to Doltinger
and that he let Morier have 'another 20 Tacitean lines Iike those in your Iast letter
wndensing endless political information into 'extractum amis'." Morier placed
enomious emphasis on meeting Dollinger, going so far as to daim that, 'my whole
future at Munich depends on rny starting under favourable auspices with this great
ecclesiastical tauroma~hia.~~
As proof that in subsequent years this would prove to be
true and that Morier would lean heavily on Dollinger as a valuable source of
ecclesiastical and political information, is a comment Morier offered to the Foreign M c e
a little over a year later. Reporting Dollinger's selection as President of the Academy of
Munich, Morier exclaimed that Dollinger's election was received with, 2he greatest
satisfaction amongst al1 those who look upon the fearless assertion of critical and
scientific tnith as the only antidote to the doctrines of the ecclesia docens teaching
through the infallible mouthpiece of an absolute p~ntiff."'~
Acton's response to Morier's request contained a letter of introduction to
~ollinger." More importantly, however, it strongly influenced Morier's view of Dollinger
and the Old Catholic movement with wtiich Dollinger was associated. While many
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Acton's letter to Dollinger appears to justify aie faith which Morier placed in him, as Acton
describeci him and Odo Russell as having 'the best heads in our diplornatic corps." rdie besten
Kdpfe unserer Diplomatie.7 He went on to daim that "although Morier sees the religïous question

from the standpoint of a politician, he nevettheless has one eye open for that reason, and for the
last two years in Hessen he has reported endlessly and very well on church affiirs. The position
of Lutz is a most attractive proMern for a man of his talents and opinions, and he is ideally suited
to exercise a useful influence." rObwohl Morier die religiose Frage vom Standpunkt des Politikers
betrachtet, hat er doch ein offienes Auge dafùr, und hat seit mei Jahren, aus Hessen, unendlich
vie1 und gut aber kirchliche Dinge berichtet Die Stellung des Lutz ist fûr einen Mann seiner
Begabung und Gessinung das anziehendste Problem, und er ist gant gemacht einen nutzlichen
Einfluss zu Ciben.q Acton to Dollinger, 5 March 1872, as cited in lgnaz w n Ddllinger und Lord
Acton: Briefiechsel, 1850-1890 (Munich: C.H. Beck'sche, 1971), iii,pp. 52-53.

Iiberals in Germany cynically regarded the Old Catholics as but a means for creating
further divisions within the Catholic Church and thus upheld the Old Catholics dunng the
Kulturkampf with this in mind, British liberals familiar with the vagaries of Geman
religious questions, like Gladstone, saw the movement as a genuine means to effed a
healthy regeneration of the Catholic Church and perhaps thereby pave the way to a
reconciliation between Protestantisrn and Catholicism. This, of course, was not to be,
even if the appearance of the Ofd Catholic movement in the 1870s did appear to some
to portend a great schism in the Catholic ~ h u r c h Dollinger
.~
was no Luther, and the

Old Catholics were doomed to remain but a sed arnongst Catholics, unable ever ta
secure the support of more than 30 or 40,000 adherents throughout al1 of ~emiany?
Characteristically, Bismarck recognized this too: "1 exped nothing from this movement ...
which has nearly fizzled out and will leave behind scarcely a trace. The people by and
large have taken IMe or no interest in it; they have remained indifFerent to it, and only
professors, lawyers, writers and a few priests have set the tone without winning over the
masses."74 It was equally characteristic of Bismarck, however, to offer his sympathy
and support to Dollinger upon leaming of his excommunicationfor his refusal ta retract
his stated opposition to infa~libility.~'
C.B. Moss, The Old CatholicMovement, Its Origins and Histoty (New York: Morehouse-Barlow,
1964), pp. 226-242; Gardon B. Thompson, The Kulturkampf(Toronto: MacMillan, 1909), p. 38.
73 Schmidt-Volkmar, Der Kulturkampf in Deutschland, pp. 23-24,66; Buchheim, Geschichte der
christlichen Parteien, pp. 206-208; Thomas Nipperdey, Religion im Umbruch: Deutschland, 18701918 (Munich: C.H. Bedc, 1988), p. 13.
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f lch erwarte gar nichts von dieser Bewegung. die ... bereits in dem Sand verlaaft und kaum
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daran beteiligt; es kt indiirent geblieben, und nur Professoren, Advokaten, Lieraturen, und
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Adon, on the other hand, through his first-hand experiences at the Vatican
Council and his dose personal frïendship with Dollinger. had acquired an understanding
of the Old Catholic movement and its place in Germany that was far more
camprehensive than that of most, as he advised Morier:
In getüng the bearings at Munich, and above al1 in wnvenring with
Dollinger, the fint principle is to disünguish ... the relÏgious question and
the political movernent which has become connected to it For you will
very soon perœive that the agitation is not only caused by two distinct
sets of ideas, but is camed on by two distinct and even highly
antagonistic sets of men.... And for that purpose there are Wo great
secrets to be known: that Ddlinger acted from necessity not from design.
from mere motives of conscience, not from the impulse of intellect; and
that his party is not the movement.
To demonstrate this, Acton pointeci to D8llingets opposlion to papal infallibil-ity. It was

not Dallinger's intention, Acton argued, to start a movement of reform or revolution.
Rather. he simply said "no, I w-ll not teach it":
There was nothing whatever in al1thb but the conviction that it does not
become a just man to tell a L....It seems plain enough to Say that
religion is truth ...and I did not know in al1 those years that I was sitting at
the fmt of the only teacher in my church who held that maxim in his heart
and soul, and who was to make it the pivot of great refomis.... For
Catholicisrn itseff is not a speculative theory, but a doctrine subject to
historic tests. and the application of those tests is a process in which
sophisms are inevitably exposed. We start no new idea. We only
propose to detemine how much of out theoiogid and ecdesiastical
system has been the work of mendacity, and to elimïnate it when 1 has
b e n ascertained.

Like Jowett, Acton displayed no fear that science, and historical science in particular.
could threaten the truth of Christianity. The mal threats came from within the church,
from the erron committed and perpetuateâ by ultramontanism.

The real value of Acton's advice, at least for Morier, came from his insights into
the political ramifications of these ecclesiastical issues. He understood that while the
Old Catholic movement claimed Ddlinger as their own, DBllinger himself was not a part

of the movement and his real supporters lay outside of it. Moreover, rnuch ofthe
support the Old Catholics received in Gemany

cornes from the idea mat they are friendly to unity. But that wnnecüan is
not inherent, but caused by circumstances, especialiy by the intolerance
of Ultramontanes in Bavaria and their unskillfullness at Berlin. Windthorst
is a man perfectiy unconvinced by the Counal, and Ït is for his separatist
purposes that he has wntnved to get Oie Uttramontanes into their
present position, Fmm all I can discover, Bismarck is not influenceci by
the apparently obvious motive that Ultrarnontanismwould make the
entrance of Cis-Ceithania into the Empire fatal to its existence, while
Altkatholicism [sic] would be a Iink between North and South and a
barrier against the intrigues of [the French representatnleto Bavaria]
Lefebre de Behaine. He [Bismarck] still reckons on building with
protestant mortar, and would be glad at the same time to make friends
with Rome. It is a great mystery to me h m the intelligent and practical
leaders of the Ultramontanes should have made such rnistake~.~~
Although Bismarck's legislative and administrative assault on the Catholic
Church in Prussia was just about to begin (six days later, on 11 March, the School

Supervision Law, which made the appointment of school inspectors Wie responsibility of
the state alone," was enacted), Acton's "Tacitean" analysis was remarkabiy accurate,
particularly on the question of Bismarck's intentions, at least in the immediate futuren
And it is equally clear that Morier was strongly influenced by this analysis, which brought
to Iight th8 political character of the Old Catholic movement and which was a theme that

Morier would later reiterate.78 Having already written about his desire to get a copy of
one of Dollinger's lectures printed in extenso in The Times or the Daily Mail, and having
already begun a translation of the lecture and a summary of the lecture series, Marier
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now claimed: '1 want to bring out the contrast afforded by them to the hammer and tong
productions of the miiiint portions of the Old CathoIic m~vement."'~
Once in Munich, Morier wasted no time in making clear to the Bavarian
govemment that British sympathies, as least as he understood them, were solidly
behind the state authorities in their stniggles with the "Uttramontanes". In his first
intem-ewW h the üavanan king, Morier congratulated Ludwig II on 'having amongst his
subjects a man who was doing such mighty work in confounding the poiïics of the
Jesuits and who so nobly defended what might be termed the liberty of the historical
conscience." In his assessment of this interview and of the character of the king, Morier
displayed an understanding of the growing

ecclesiastical confiict in Gemany that might

well have corne from the rnost violently anti-ciericai wing of Geman Iiberalism: "In the
great struggle between culture and obscurantism, civilkation and Papocracy now raging
so fiercely in Germany, the King appeared to me to be sincerely and from conviction on
the right

ide."^'

Several days later, Morier had an interview with the 8avarian Minister-President,
Count Friedrich von Hegnenberg-Dux. Hegnenberg, along with the strongly anti-clerical
Bavarian Kultus minister, Johann Freiherr von Lutz (the author of the infamous federal

Kanzelparagraphen or "pulpit paragraph", whicti prohibited speaking against state laws
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Apnl 1872, Dollingeriana II, Bayerische Staatsbibiiithek [BS].

in church), had fashioned Bavarian ecclesiastical policy in a way that paralleled and
often anticipated that of Prussia, which obviously pleased ~ismarck." Morier reported
that in this n
i terve
iw

they discussed the violence of Bismarck's speeches in the Prussian

House of Deputies dunng the debates over the School Inspection Bill. Moner felt that
there was "a certain misproportion between the mis en scene of the Prussian
Govemment and the ostensible object to be obtained."" He believed that Bismarck was
too poliiic a man to be as passionate as he was during these debates without having a
rational motive. Hegnenberg agreed with Moner, explaining that Bismarck surely "held
in his hands the threads of a real conspiracy directed against the ~ r n p i r e . " ~
Clearly,
Bismarck never saw the Kuiturkampf in these temis, even though he liked to give the
impression that he did when it served his purposes. Neverthefess, Hegnenberg's
comment points up the opaque character of Bismarck's policy during the opening
skirmishes of the religious struggle. For someone like Morier, who heartily hated
Bismarck but was sympathetic to the attempt to roll back the "Jesuitical" influence in
Germany, such opacity was no doubt troubling.
This situation was only made more acute by the rumor that Bismarck had
dispatched Arnim on a secret mission ta Rome. of which Morier could leam nothing from
either Hegnenberg or Odo Russell in ~ e r l i n .Several
~
days later, Arnim passed through
Munich on his retum from Rome, whereupon Morier discussed with him the objed of his
trip and Bismarck's policy in general. By Morier's account, the conversation began with
his suggestion that Bismarck's recent anti-Catholic outbursts in the Pnissian House of
Deputies had probably been intended to soften the Pope up in advance of Arnim's
arrival, whereupon the Prussian envoy was then to make a peace offering of some kind
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to Rome. Arnim reportedly confinned Morier's suspicions, claiming that Bismarck's offer
was: "Let the partisans of the Pope cease in Germany to make common cause with
Guelphs, particularists and Poles, kt them in France cease to identify themselves with
the party of revenge, and Prussia will once more be the friend and ally of former days."
Unless the Catholic clergy throughout Germany ceased to receive their orders "from a
body whose avowed object was the overthmw of the German Empire," the result would

be a 'war to the knife between Emperor and Pope.* The Pope, however, reportedly
refused this offer.=
As the conversation progressed, Morbr's strong suspicions of Bismarck led him

to draw several conclusions indicative of the kind of intemal conflict that Bismarck's
policy towards the Catholics engendered in those, Iike the German liberals, who
supported that policy. Morier descnbed at length Arnim's views on the vacuity of the
Roman court and the role of the Jesuits in directing Ultramontane policy, and noted that
until the recent elimination of the Cathofic ûepartment of the Ministry of Public Worship
in Prussia, he had been amazed at the complaœncy of German liberals in the faœ of
the Centre Party's obvious hostility to the empire. This therefore made Bismarck's
proposed allianœ with the Pope that much more cunous. With an eye to the political
and diplomatie implications of this affair, Morier offered the Foreign Office the following
analysis of what the alliance implied:
m h e alliance offered, or said by Count Arnim to have been offered, by
Germany to the Court of Rome was in its nature one not only not hostile
to, but neœssarily friendly, to Itaiy.... What was the 'service' which the
Chancellor asked for in retum for such services as Gennany might render
to Rome? It was that the Pope should join Gennany in her crusade
against Ultramontanism and Jesulism and therefore pro tanto side with
Germany against France. But what power would gain more than ltaly
from a domesticated Pope, won back from the errors of Ultramontanism
to a purified Catholicism, and lending the prestige of his spiritual
supremacy to modem and liberal ideas?
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However, Morier's long experiences with Bismarck led him to d m H a t was probably a
fairly accurate conclusion regardingthe Chancellor's motives. Noting that the 'one
constant and unvarying feature" of Bismarck's methods, domestically and abroad, was
to 'never finally commit himself ta the a m i m e n t of open baffle without first offenng
some preposterous or impossible condition of alliance to the antagonist for whose final
overthrow every measure hés been provided," Morier concluded that such was probably
the case here. Arnim's mission to Rome simply enabied Bismarck to Say:
I have done everything in my power to be on good terms with Catholicism
and a Catholic Pope; it is Uhramontanism and a Pope bound hand and
foot by the Jesuits who have thwarteâ me; I am on the defensîve and
shall in consequence act in accordance with the great principle of
Prussian military tactics that the only sure defensive is an eariy and
unexpected o f f e n ~ i v e . ~

While al1 of this would seem to indicate that Morier saw through Bismarck's plans
and was confident that the proposed allianœ was but a ploy, this may n0t have k e n the
case. In a private letter to Granville attached to his report on Arnim, Morier informeci the
Foreign Secretary that. 7he thing l most dreaded was the possibilii ... of [Arnim]
succeeding and of the young Empire beginning its career with so ominous a gift as a
papal benediction." On the possibility of the Pope abandoning Rome and taking up
residence in France, Moner expressed even greater concem for the future of the
empire: "Could it be that Prussia thinks it would be better to have al1eggs hostile to the
Gerrnan Empire in the same basket? Or that ail hope of a 'modus vivendi' with France
k i n g lost and believing the patriotism of the Gennan Catholics to be stronger than their
Papolatry, she would be glad to see as it were the Pope lose his cosmopoliin character
and appear in the guise of a Frenchman?"" The whole afïair was dearly quite troubling
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to Morier, who seems to have preferred the confrontational approach, just then
beginning to emerge, to any kind of fiiendly tranic between Rome and ~ e r l i n . ~
Around this same time a new scanda1formed in Munich around the financial
chicanery of a middle-aged spinster by the name of Adele Spitzeder. The vehemenœ

of Morier's anti-Catholic views can once again be seen in his report on the activities of
Spitzeder, which also attracted the attention of the Prussian representative to

avaria.^^

Spitzeder, a former actress, started a financial bubble by undertaking "banking for the
people" in which she borrowed small sums of money from peasants and artisans,
promising to pay them back at a fixed rate per month with two months in advance. A
number of high profile Catholics were diredors of the bank, which especially appealed
to the Catholic poor, although both the Catholic press and the National Liberal press in
Bavaria denounced Spitzeder's activities. The bubbk quidtly grew in sire, along with
Spitzeder's popularity, which led to concems that she might be able to influence the
upcoming municipal election to the advantage of the derical Party. This prompted the
govemment to cal1 for an inquiry, whereupon the bubbie burst and Spifzeder was jailed
on charges of fraud.8' Scarcely able to conceal his approval, Morier m

e the Foreign

Office: "It would be difficult to exaggerate the blow which this gigantic swindle has

inflicted upon the Ultramontane cause.... In a word, the cause of the infallible Pope ...
h a been hopelessly i d e n t ï d in the eyes of educated -hany

with that of this modem

financial Circe and her obscene ultramontane crew.""
a0

Morier's conclusions regarding the veracity of Arnim's daims O
! have made an offkr to the Pope
were strenuously challenged by fellow diplomat Augustus Paget Morier ïater responded to
Pagers criticisms by claiming that he had received independentconfirmation of Arnim's mission
from a 'high dignitary of the Catholic Church belonging to the Old Cathok party-' Morier to
Granville, 9 August 1872, PRO, FO 149181; Morier to Granville, 27 March 1873. PRO, FO 148182.
ln fact, it appears that Arnim inflated the importanceof his visit to Rome, and that no such alliance
was contemplated by Bismarck. See George O. Kent, Arnim and &ma&
(Oxford: Clarendon
Pr-,

1968), pp. 79-80.
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As Berlin began to turn up the heat on the Kuiturkampf in Prussia. the attack on
Catholicisrn becsrne more closely associated with questions of Gerrnan unity, at least
insofar as Morier understood it from his vantage point in Munich. A good example of
this arase in the wake of Bismarck's attempt to appoint Cardinal Hohenlohe, an
outspaken opponent of infallibility and the brother of the anü-derical Bavarian
statesman, Prince Hohenlohe, as the Prussian representativeto the Vatican. Rome
rejected the appointment, wtrich led to the withdrawal of al1 Pnissian representation

there." This piaced Bavaria, which continued to be represented at Rome. in an
awkward position that was only made worse by the fact that the m o l e issue of separate
diplomatic representation for the states wmprising the new empire had been called into
question after unifi~ation.~~
Furthemore, the composition of the Bavarian Landtag,
mich Morier described as "exactly divided between two parties, one of which represents
the most violent forms of uitramontanism and particufarism and desires nothing more

than secession from the empire and the creation of a chfias based on the principles of
the Syllabus, whilst the other is keen in its endeavours to bnng about a yet more
[intense] form of unity than that consecratecl by the Gennan constitution," exacerbated

an already tense situation. Thus, by kaving their representative in Rome, the Bavarian
ministry brought upon itseif a 'chorus of indignation" in the liberal and national press,
while in Berlin Bavaria's actions were taken as a national i n s ~ l t . ~

'Bismarck's nadion to Rome's rejection of Hohenloheis interesfingin light d his own

resistance to attempts to get MorÏer appointed at Berlin, first in 1867 and then following Odo
Russell's death in 1884. and must no doubt have irked Morier in retrospect '1 have been Minister
of Foreign Affiirs for about ten years,"Bismarck announced in the Reichstag, 'and in the
diplomatic service for twentyone years, and I believe mat I do not exaggerate when I Say, that this
is the first time I can remernber that such a question [of diplotnatic appointment4 has been
answered in the negative." Thompson, The KuiWrkampf, pp. 49-50.
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Nor did the Bavarian govemment's problems end there. Hitherto the Bavarian
ministry had successfully trodden a path between the liberal, ultramontane and
pafticulanst parties by appearing in Berlin to be in full support of the anti-Catholic
crusade while abstaining from taking drastic action at home. But as more and more
legislation directed against Catholic influence came before the Prussian Landtag,
Bavarian RberaIs, "the Party who represent progress in Bavaria and whose one idea of
progress at the present moment is ...to deal vindictive blows to the pretensions of the
Roman Curia," began to challenge the ministry's actions. Among the criticisms leveled
at the govemment in the liberal Allgemeine Zeitung was that it appointed infallibilist
bishops and parish priests while "looking on with folded amis at the excommunications
hurled against the Old Catholic clergy," that it had raised the salaries of the priesthood
and founded professorships filled by infallibilists, and that it had limited the rights of the
Old Catholic clergy. Morier consulted Dollinger on these charges, but the latter
defended much of what the govemment had done on the grounds that circumstances

often forced their hand, while noting where the govemrnent had opposed ultramontane
influence- But the real issue was how this affected Bavarian-Reich relations, and Morier
concluded that the failure of the Bavarian govemment to cal1 upon Bismarck to introduce
his Prussian ecclesiastical laws into the Reichstag meant that the "appeal to Caesar, so
hatefut to Bavarian particularists and ultramontaneslnwould henceforth be "the salient
feature of the liberal programmenin

avaria."

The introduction and swift passage of the infarnous May Laws in 1873, the
Prussian govemment's most drastic action to date against the Catholics, inspired no
officiai comment from Morier, although he would have plenty to Say about them in an
unofficial capacity the followïngyear. He was, however, following closely the policies of
Bismarck and Adalbert Falk, the new head of the Ministry of Religion and Education,
% Morier to

Granville, 17 Febniary 1873. PRO, FO 149182.

even if he abstained from official comment And it is ciear that, despite his deep-seated
hatred of Bismarckian politics, Morier was not unhappy about the course that the lron
Chancellor had decided ta take in dealing with German Catholics. In a long ietter to
Jowett examining the place of Britain in international affairs, Morier wrote:
I cannot tell you whether Bismarck will be able to beat the Jesuits (though
I am pretty confident the German Empire will) but he has at last gone the
right way to work, and certainly if y w have not had any secret

communications with hirn and have not seen the bills introduced last
week into the Prussian Parliament there is a most exZraordinary identity
of views between you and him as to the modus operandi.
Morier was referring to the educational cornponent of the May Laws hem as being "the
right way to work", as he regarded this as helping to foi1 the ongoing ultramontane
efforts to get the secular education of the Catholic laity into the hands of the clergy.
Having noted the drastic legislative measures that Bismarck was enacting to

cany this out, Morier appears to have kit a need to defend the Prussian govemment on
the grounds that Genan circumstances were unique and therefore demanded such
drastic action. That this programme rnust appear monstrous to English eyes as an
infringement of the plainest pflnciples of individual liberty is natutal and so I see the
Spectator treats it; but it is in perfect accordance with those Prussian pn'nciples that

have made Prussia the most powerful state of modern days." To explain this point,
Morier referred to the vital place of the Pnissian public servant, whether civil employee
or military officer, in "the van of national culture," and he cited this as being the
keystroke of Pnissia's success. Al Pnissian military offïcers, for example, were
deliberately exposed to a 'very high minimum of culture" ranging from dancing to a
knowledge of the ancient world.
That the Catholic ecclesiastical employee should have been the only
category left out and abandoned to revel in ignorance and Unbildung was
a special favour which the Curia has not been wise enough to know how
to [retain]. There is nothing therefore to shock public opinion, but just the

contnry. The excegtionai state is to have an end. But m'Il and can the
measure succeed?
This was to be Morier's only comment on the May Laws for the present, although it is a
revealing one. Instead, three other issues captured his attention in the following period:
the possible death of Pius IX ,the election of a bishop by the Old Catholic community,
and affairs in Alsace-Lorraine. In each case it was the politickation of the ecciesiastical
stniggle, particularly insofar as it affected German unity, that conœmed him most.
A great deal of the odium associated with the infallibility dogma was naturally

connected to the person of the Pope, and thus Pius IX's faiiing health in 1873 aroused
speculation on the Mure of Vatican policy. Morier discussed the subject with several
people, Dollinger arnong them, and drew several interesting conclusions about Pius IXs
career and the possible effects of his death. Morier had no doubt that Pius IX's death
would radically affect the Catholic Church and that the ultramontanes would lose
considerable ground as a result. Morier's reasons were based on his conviction that
Pius IX was not rnerely the passive tool in the hands of Antonelli, the Jesuits, and the
Comrnittee of Geneva which Arnim and others believed hirn to be. Morier felt that the
events of Pius lx's Iife took his papacy 'altogether out of the ordinary category of Papal
annals" and gave it an air of the supematural. 'His political refoms, the halo which
these threw around his name, their failure amidst the revolutionary tunnoil of 148,the
shooting down by his side amidst those turmoils one of the most faithful fnends and
rising prelates ... the teaching and overlapping of the mystical25 yearç of his reign, the
promulgation of the dogma of the lmmaculate Conception, the Vatican Council," al1 of
these Morier cited as elements that went into creating a 'personal 'culte" of the Pope,
which he actively fostered at every possible opportunity, thereby enormously
complicating the role of his successor. However, Morier was convinceci that al1the
burning issues of the present, infallibility and the Kulturkampf, would fade into the
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background upon Pius IXs death and relations between the Papacy and the kingdom of
ltaly would move front and centre. The Italian government's concem about the title
deed to Rome would certainly indue it to rnake concessions to the Curia and to fhtd an

arrangement that would enable it to remain the centre of Roman Catholicisrn. with al1 of
the material advantages that this entaileci. Barring an unlikely decision by the College of

Cardinals in favour of martyrdom, Moner was certain that rewnciliation would follow the
Pope's death, which eventually proved to be correctg7
Around the same time, Morier inforrned the Foreign ûffïce of an upcoming
congress of Old Catholics in Cologne, whose purpose it was to elect a bishop. Having
consulted Dellinger on the possible implications of this event, Morier provided Granville
with a long despatch sumrnarîzing Ddinger's conclusions, to which he added his own
opinions."

According to Morier, the event was important for a number of reasons. It

was the first time sinœ the proclamation of the infallibility dogma that 'a body
representing distinct and definite doctrines, with an organïzation and a hienrchy of its
own, and with an authority duly condituteci to enforce both doctrines and disciplinenwas

to have formally separated itself from the body of the Catholic Church. This therefore
raised the question of which of the two doctrines would prove to be the stronger magnet,
the old with its radical new additions, or the new which was decked out in the "venerable
traditions and trappingsnof an earlier period.
But while Morier was careful to reiterate Acton's comments on the divided nature
of the Old Catholic movement, he was very hopeful that the upcoming congress would

prove to be the beginning of something even more important. Morier hoped that
following the election, the bishop's name would be submitted to Pruasia for recognition

" Morier to Granville. 23 May 1873. PRO, FO 149182.

gs Hnring subrnitted a copy of this despatch to Dollinger for his approval, Morier selfsffacingly
comrnented: "One ought not perhaps to attempt a diagnosis with such slight knowledge, but I find
that the more I leam the slighter my knowiedge seems and one ïs bound a sume time or other to
deliver an opinion. A dipkmatic reporter cannot always remain a 'dumb dog'." Morier to DWllinger,
[May] 1873, D6llingeriana II, 6s.

of his episcopal jurisdiction so that in Pnissia 'Yhe Old Catholic community will become
an established church." It was Marier's conviction that the soi1 of the new Gerrnan
empire could easily sustain this healthy g e m within the diseased body of the Catholic
Church, pehaps thereby portending a new beginning for the church:
Why should not a few generations see the growth of a Gennan church,
as the earîier centuries witnessed the autonomous and independent
growths of the metropolitan churches of Syria and Afn'ca, and why should
not such a church combining faith in the great cardinal doctrines of
Catholicity with the keen search after truth peculiar to the Gerrnan nation,
not becorne the Catholic Church of the future round which al1 that is
healthy in the other churches will cl us te^?^^
An indication of how important Morier wnsidered this upcoming congress was
his decision to include a copy of this despatch in his correspondence with Gladstone,
who he knew was interested in the Old Catholic movement and a friend of Dollinger. On

the question of the future of the Old Catholic movement, however, it does not appear
that Dotlinger and Gladstone saw eye to eye. Dollinger was wnvinced that the reform
of the church, however diseased, could only be accomplished from within, and he
believed that the creation of a schism by the Old Catholics wuld serve no purpose.
This was the stand which he took at the first congress of Old Catholics held in
Septernber 1871, and according to Charlotte Blennerhasset, Dollinger was fim on this

point: 'The waming against the creation of an independent community is Ddllinger's last
word. There is no question that he will ever change his mind."loOThis also seems to
have k e n his view in advising Morier on the upcoming congress: 'The Old Catholic
community merges with the Utrechters, it exists on hope (of Mure unity and
rejuvenaüon of the church); at present it is centrifuga1 because of the falsehood and
tyranny that prevail in the Centre Party; but it remains (or rather wants to and should
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remain) centripedal, that is, prepared for reconciliation and yeaming after h W 1 O '
Gladstone, on the other ha&, appears to have thought that participation in the Old
Catholic movement was ethically more consistent than the stand that was taken by
those like Acton, who acknowledged the authority of the Pope by remaining in his
communion and yet repudiated what the Pope declared to be an article of faith. "It
stnkes me that it is in principle far less anarchical," Gladstone wrote, "to seek for
Christian ordinances at the hands of a provisional but orthodox organization such as the
ait-Catholische [sic], than to daim the title at once to be within the pale and privileges of
a certain communion and to exercise the power of annulling by privatejudgement its
solemn and formal ordinanœs of faith."'M Furthemore, Gladstone, like Morier,
harboured hopes that the Old Cathofic movement might prove to be a source of
Christian regeneration, which could only corne about by seeking to establish ties with
other branches of Christianity, something that was later attempted. Gladstone believed
that ifthe Old Catholics were to survive and to avoid the 'snare of Erastianism", they
should seek to re-establish ties with, among others, the Eastern Orthodox Church,
which would thereby enable that church to aid the Old Catholics in future consecrations
of bishops, etc.'03
The meeting of Old Cattiolics took place in June, and the assernbled deIegates
chose Joseph Reinkens as their first bishop.lo4 In November, Pnissia officially
acknowiedged Reinkens's election, and several weeks later the govemment of Baden
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followed suit and recognüed him as a Catholic bishop."'

ln his first pastoral address

after k i n g elected, Reinkens discussed the manner of his electian. which he regarded
as a retum to the ways of the old Christian church in which there existed an organic
salidanty between the clergy and the laity. Reinkens regarded his election as signaling
a retum to the idea of the church as 'a body embracing the entire wmmunity of the
faithful, in a word, the absenœ of caste," h i l e also expressing his desire to bnng about

a reconciliation between the Catholic and evangeliwl faiths.'= Moriefs reaction to
Reinkens's address reveals the effect of the seeds of douM planted by Dollinger
regarding the Old Catholics' future. He was unable to determine, he daimed, whether
the Old Catholics were really a movement with sufficient momentum to carry them
thmugh, or whether they simply represented an attitude of opposition to the 'rnadness of
the times".

D(V1hether in fine the Old Catholics are men who have branched off along
a new highway leading to a land of promise or merely passengers
shunted in a siding leading nowhere but at least affording them a gmund
of vantage whence they may view the impending collision ktween the
opposing forces of church and state.
Ta Morier, the Old Catholic movement had begun to appear as another Refomation,

taking place in the land of the Reforrnation, but lacking the key elernents mat had
distinguished the original. This is not to say that Morier was without hope that the Old
Catholics might still thrive. But characteristically, Morier considered that this could
happen only airough the politickation of the movement, and even ü e n its prospects

were poor:
The case would ... stand very dÏfierently if the Old Catholic element could
be used as [a] supplementingforce ta a political movement. A national
Geman church based on Old Catholicism and vindicaüng to itself such
privileges as were forrneriy enjoyed by the Gallican church and strong
la5
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enough to treat with Rome on equal ternis would give to the 'credo' of
Bishop Reinkens a political raison d'être which it has not at present got.
But hem again the exceptionally Protestant charader of Gemany
renders such a prospect illrusory.. m h e Old Catholics not only cannot
aspire to play a great political part but it may reasonably be doubted
whether their alliance with the present Pnissian govemment materially
adds to their strength or to their prospects of ultimate success.'"
It was typical of Morier to view the case primarily in political ternis and to seek to
fit Î t exclusively into the German context; others like Gladstone saw it from a wider

C h M a n perspective. Ddlinger's infiuenœ is unmistakable, as Morier had begun to

move further and fbrther from his earlier belief that the Old Catholics held great promise
as a strictiy ecclesiastical movement Another influence was likely that of Jowett, who
also cornmented on Reinken's election and on the May Laws. 'How do you neo-

Catholics get on?", he sarcastically asked Morier before going on to express his
approval of the Old Catholic's decision to elect a bishop, which he klieved at least
cornrnitted them to the struggle. However, he too was sceptical of their ultimate

success:
There is no fire in their bellies or in their veins; no real burning sense that
the world requires to be made better. The 'Historical Conscience' is
really as much violated by a great deal of Protestantism as by the Jesuit
infallibility. Where is the political or social or spiritual fire which can cany
them on exœpt as malcontents or non-jurors? They have no thought of
placing religion on a really moral or even a historical foundation.
On the general subject of the May Laws and the Kulturkampf. however, Jowett was
unequivocal: he 'heartily" wïshed Bismarck success. Several British papers, the
Spectator in partiailar, had defended German Catholics in their otniggle with the state.

arguing that religious communities should be left to themseîves so long as they only
meditateâ treason in the Mure and not the present. Jowett rejected this as k i n g too
abstract a view of the case. 'Of course there are several things to be considered."

Jowett admitteci. "We must act with moderation and not send Jesuits to the gallows.
But this is obvi~us."'~~
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The Old Catholic movement, which attracted a great deal of Marier's attention,
was not the only aspect of the Kufiurkampfthat concemed him. As has b e n shown,

Morier's attentions were generally drawn to issues that he fek might affed the Mure of
German unity, and nowhere was this question more pressing than in Alsace-LorrainePart of the cost of German unification had been the inclusion into the new empire of
these two French provinces which were approximately eighty percent ~ a t h o l i c . ~ ~ ~
Furthemore, at the time of the provinces' annexation the Catholic clergy in AlsaceLorraine were already strongly poliiicized awing to the increasing anti-clericalism that
had characterized the last years of Napalean Ill's empire, It is not surprising, therefore,
that the disposition of the Catholic population in Alsace-Lorraine towards their new
masters in Berlin was perceived to be central to al1 attempts to integrate the provinces
into the Gerrnan empire."0
Morier, as we have seen, took a strong interest in affairs in Alsace-Lorraine right
from the time of their annexation, and this interest continued throughout the remainder

of his time in ~errnany.'" The pivot of this interest remained the Iikelihood of
successfully assimilating the provinces into the empire, and thus his attentions were
generally drawn to either local developments that affected the proess of assimilation or
the policies emanating from Berlin insofar as they affected this process. Gerrnan unity
remained Morier's point of focus, and it is into this context, therefore, that his interest in
religious questions in Alsace-Lorraine is best fMed.
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From the outset, Morier hoped and believed mat Alsace-Lorraine cauld be
successfully joined to the new Germany, a view which subsequent scholarship has
shown was not entirely unrealisti~."~Thus he remained sensitive to anything that
threatened this proces of integration. Obviously French national sentiments, bath in
Akace-Lorraine and in France, pased a serious threat to Genany's contrai over the
annexed provinces. But in the years immediately following 1871, political Catholicism
grew in importance in AisaceLonaine, especially once the Kuiîurkampf m a n .
Attitudes tawards the annexation were detemined, in part, by relïgious affiliation. Two
major groups emerged from 1871: the autonomists, or 'modus vivendi party" as Marier
descnbed !km, who accepted annexation as a fait accompii and resigned themselves
to securing a degree of self-government for the new Reichsland; and the protestes,
who were implacably opposed ta German rule. The former group was comprised

primarily of Protestant liberals who were prepared to adapt to the new predominantly
Protestant regime, and who identifieci with the anti-dericalism of the Gennan National
Likrals; the protesters, on the other hand, were an uneasy coalition of Catholics, Jews.

and radical republicans."'

There were, of course, important exceptions to this

bifurcation of attitudes along religious lines

-several leading Alsatian Catholics, such

as the bishop of Strassburg, Andraes Raess, associated themselves with the liberal

Catholicism of the Mairu circle of German ~atholics.'" In the main, however, political
Catholicism was drîven into opposition to the new status quo by the effects of the
KuIturkampf
112

-an oppositionthat was encouraged by France. This combination of

Awrding to Dan Silveman, 'Until aie Zabem affair of 1913-1914, aiere was at least an even
chance that Alsace-Lorraine might be successfuliy integrated into imperhl Germany." Reludant
Union: Alsace-Lorraiiie and lmpenal Gemany, 1871-1918, p. 3.
'13 SiIvennan distinguishes beniveen the protesten and the Catholic movement, but as Vtki
Caron and Paul Hyman have s h m , C a t h o were
~
the majw force behind aie protest
movement, making it difficult to draw distinctions. Silverman. "PoliticalCatholicism and Social
Democracy,"pp. 4243; Caron and Hyman, The Çailed Alliance: Jewish-Catholic Relations in
Alsace-Lorraine, 1871-1 914,"Leo Baeck lnsütute Yeartiook, 28 (1981): pp. 4-5.
'14 Silveman, Reludant Unbn, p. 91.

Cathotic and French opposition to German rule in Alsace-Lorraine became the focus of
Morier's attentions.
Until 1873, Morier's reportage on Alsace-Lorraine dwelt upon constitutional and
administrative issues such as the legal status of the new RerChsland, the introduction of
the military levy, and the exercise of the "~ption"."~But as the ecclesiastical confikt in
Germany grew, its effects on Alsace-Lorraine began to draw Morier's attention. The first
serious proof that Bismarck intended to extend the Kulturkampfto Alsace-Lorraine came
following attempts by the vicar general of Strassburg. Ignace Rapp, to organize a
"Cornmitteefor the Protection of Catholic Interests." Eduard von Moller, the
Oberprasiaent of Alsace-Lorraine, feared that this group would organize Catholic

opposition in the upcoming Reichstag election of 1874, and he therefore suppressed it
and had Rapp e~pelled."~Morier reported that the ultramontane press in AlsaceLorraine and in Germany made extensive use of this incident Yo fasten the charge of
perseeution on the German govemment and to establish a well-authenticated case of
martyrdom." Morier clearly disapproved of the use that the Catholic press made of this
episode. Nevertheless, the "doubtful legality and the very undoubted arbitrarinessnof
Rapp's expulsion had led even the loyal German press to question Mollets actions.

Thus, there began to emerge for the first time doubts in Morier's mind regarding the
wisdom of Bismarck's methods in the Kutturkampf as they affected the progress of
Alsace-Lorraine's assimilation: "1 cannot but think that it has been a mistake on the part
of the German govemment to select Alsace-Lorraine as the ground for their anti-papal
cr~sade.""~

But Morier's liberal conscience was not sufficiently disturbed by the 'undoubted
arbitrariness"of the German govemment's actions in Alsace-Lorraine to lose sight of
'15
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what he believed were Vie real obstacles to the region's incorporation into Germany -

France and the international forces of ultramontanism. On 27 May 1873 the principal
mouthpiece for the Catholic/particulanst movement in Bavaria. Vaferland, happily
mmrnented on Adolphe Thiers's defeat and MacMahon's election in France- This was,
Morier believed, "curiously illustrative of the solidarity, constantly adverteci to by Prince
Bismarck, which exists between the ultramontanes of Germany and ail those political,
social and religious elements in and out of Germany, against which the new German
When the annual German report an the administration of
Empire is a living prote~t.""~
Alsace-Lorraine came out in June, (prompting Morier to sing the praises of German
rule),'lg it led to heated attack by Windthorst, the leader of the Centre Party, against
Bismarck in the Reichstag. Windthorst challengeci the legality of Rapp's arrest, to which
Bismarck responded by inforrning Windthorst that he ought instead to have attacked the
German emperor *as dictator for enacting such a law.* Bismarck's wrg
i gn
il g

aside,

Morier too questioned whether the chancellor was jutiied in using "exœptional powers,
granted to him to meet 'cases of danger to public safety' for the purpose of getting rid of
a troublesome clencal antagonist likely to prove a formidable electioneering agent."
Nevertheless, Morier was careful to make a distinction between Bismarck's actions and
the general question of Alsace-Lorraine in German hands: "[Tlhat the expulsion of
Father Rappi [sic] from Alsace-Lorraine ... should have been the only charge which
could be substantiated against the dictatorship of the annexed province ... is a strong
argument in favour of the general justice and moderation wiVi which the territory has
been go~emed."'~~

When departmental and circle elections were held in Alsace-Lorraine in July
1873, Morier happily reported that the attempt by the extreme wing of the protester
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movement, the Ligue d'Alsace, to encourage abstention from voting had failed. and that

the high voter tumout had retumed mostly 'moderate' candidates. that is, autonomists
But as the Reichstag eledions of 1874
and few 'chauvinists" or "~Jtrarnontanes".'~~
approadied, Morier's concerns about the fate of the moderate autonornists grew- He
attributed the rapid increase in the fortunes of the clencal party to the vociferousness of
the French press's attacks on the autonomists and to France's atfempt to portray

Alsace-Lorraine as 'a Poland whose piteous cries shall melt the strong heart of Europe

and be a scanda1 to ci~ilization."~As Morier saw it, the French Republic was directly
responsibfe for the unholy alliance that fomed behneen the radical republican forces in
the protester movement and the Catholic forœs in Alsace-Lonaine. This strange
coalition, in which the republicans, unlike the autonomists. set aside their anti-clericalism
in order to pursue the goal of protesting the annexation, was seen by Morier as being

fomied primarily to prevent the success of ?hose men whose sole object is to obtain for
their country the possibility of determining to a certain extent its own de~tinies."'~
Morier believed that one of the principal forces behind the Catholic component of this
coalition was Bishop Raess, who was not overtly ultramontane. but who nevertheless
electioneered from the pulpit to favour retuming candidates who would strengthen the
Centre in the Reichstag. Morier took this as proof that Yhe clencal 'lever a boudier'
preached in the pastoral was a rnovement ni the aid of the ultramontane opponents of
Prince Bismarck's po~icy."'~"
The Reichstag elections were held in February 1874. The imperial constitution

granted Alsace-Lorraine fifteen seats in the lower chamber, but no independent

'" Moner to Gnnvilk, 4 July 1873. PRO, FO 149182; Morier to Granville. 30 July 1873- PRO. FO

149182.
Morier to Granville. 15 January 1874. PROl FO 149185
Silverman, 'Political Caholicism and Social ûemoctacy," pp. 44-46; Morier to Granville. 28
January 1874. PRO, FO 149/85.
'21 Morier to Granville. 28 January 1874. PRO. FO 149185.
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representation in the federal c ~ u n c i l . ' The
~ ~ results of the 1874 election were a
resounding victory for the clericailprotester coalition, with the autonomists failing to
secure a single seat. Eleven of the fifteen deputies elected were clericals, including h o
bishops and five priests, and the other four were protesters.lm Morier's reaction was
predictable. He was furious that his modus vivendi party, whose programme he
believed was IYhe only one based upon reason and comrnon sense and likely to be

acted upon, to bring about desirable resuits," had been outmaneuvered by the
clen'calfprotester coalition. It was, he rationalied, surprising that the autonomists even
succeeded in securing the number of votes they did, given "the frantic efforts made on
the one hand by the Chauvinists on bath sides of the Vosges with the scnrpulous aid of
the Parisian press to rally the party of protest, and on the other by the clerical party to
secure the vidory of the ultramontane candidates." He now saw very little hope that the
assimilation and development of Alsace-Lorraine could procetrd peacefully.ln
Morier's fears appeared to be confirmed by the reception the depuües frorn
Alsace-Lorraine received in the first sitting of the Reichstagafter the elections. The first
Alsatian depuîy to speak was Edouard Teutsch, who rose and delivered an angry
condemnation of the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, and cited the celebrated Heidelberg
jurist, Bluntschli, to support his daim that the annexation was illegal. Nor did Teutsch
leave any doubt as to where the loyaities of the deputies from Alsace-Lorraine lay: " m e
find nothing in the teadrings of morality and justice, absolutely nothing which can
pardon our annexation to your empire....Our hearts are in fact irresistibly attracted
toward our French fatheriand. Two centuries of life and of thought together create,
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between the members of the same family, a sacred bond which no argument and much

less any act of violence can de~tro~."'~'
Morier regarded Teutsch's address Yoolish and
impractical," but interestingly enough, he reserved the bulk of his criticism for the way in
which the address was received by the German deputies. Rather than adopüng the kind
of 'chivalrous demeanof that befitted the first meeting in the political forum of the

conquerors and the conquered, the Geman deputies laughed coarsdy at Teutsch and
interrupted him throughout his speech. MorÏer regarded the deputies' behavior as
"disastrous in the extremensince it would likely destroy any credibility that the Gemans
had succeeded in establishing in Alsace-Lorraine through their administration of the
provinœs, and would thus obstnict their integration into Gemany. It was because of
this that Morier regarded the whole incident "as tragic a one as any placed on record in
modem parliamentary

annal^."'^^

Moriefs reaction certainly suggests that he was personally ashamed of the
actions of the Geman deputies. which is testimony to just how strongly he identified
with the fate of Germany and the Germans. The only bright spot in this incident was the
reaction of Bishop Raess from Strassburg, who responded to Teutsch's address by
claiming that the Catholic priests of Alsace-Lorraine recognized the validity of the
Frankfurt Treaty. Morier, who had previously regarded Raess as a wily ultramontane
enemy, now wholeheartedly endorsed the bishop's views, particularly since they even
extended to "branding ...the agitation fomented in France principally by the French
ultramontanes, against those Alsace-Lorrainers who have been trying to find a 'modus
vivendi,.n130 Moriets reevaluation of Raess is a good final indication of how deeply his
hopes regarding the future of the Gennan empire infomed his understanding of the
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religious question in Alsace-Lorraine, irrespective of the very senous challenge that the
annexation represented to liberal ideas of freedom and seifdetermination.
IV
By the end of 1873 Morier's eariy enthusiasm for the anti-papal crusade k i n g
camed out by the state authorities in Germany began to cool. But the source of Morier's
doubt was not the fad that Iiberal principles were being violated by the legislative and
administrative measures of the Kulturkampf Instead, it was his fear that the means
Bismarck was employing might have effects contrary to those desired, and that the
perseeution of Catholicism in Germany would win sympathetic support for the followers
of the Pope. This. of course, is precisely what happened. In the Reichstagelections of
1874 the Centre party doubied its vote and its representation, thereby becorning the

second largest faction in the lower chamber.13' Furthemore, theonias
toci

of Gerrnan

liberals with the authoritarian policies of Bismarck during the Kulturkampf, so damaging
to their credibility, was matched by a subsequent identificationof the Centre as the
defenders of liberal, constitutional, parliamentary govemment.lW

The first signs of Morier's real-üationthat the Kulturkampf migM not have the
desired effect on Vaticanismu in Gennany came at the end of October 1873, when he
aquired a copy of a confidential report, drawn up by the Prussian government, dealing
with conventual and religious establishments in Germany. Imperia[ fegislation had

ordered the expulsion of the Jesuits from Gennany the previous year, and the ostensible
abject of this report was to detemine the relationship between the remaining religious
orders in Germany and the Jesuits. Morier perceived, hawever, that the inquiry was
- -
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directed primarily towards identifying possible connections between these religious
orders, and France and Rome. He studied the report with considerable interest and
drew the following conclusions:
That secret inquiries and reports of this nature are an unavoidable
necessity in a confiict Iike that raging between Pnissia and the Vatican
must Ifear be adrnitted. On the other hand it cannot be denied that they
are not without a certain flavor of the Inquisition, a topsy tuwey kind of
Inquisition in which the state sits in secret conclave on the heresies
against the Divine Right of Kings....Where so much that is good is
involved in necessary solidarity with so much that is unavoidably evil is it
not to be wondered at that many who are not ultramontanes or enemies
of the Prussian state and the Gemian empire should detect a note of
persecution in the action of Prince
Several months later Morier viewed another confidential Prussian report, this
time dealing with the Old Catholic movement in Bavaria. The author of the report bluntly
stated that the Old Catholic movement's opposition to Rome could easily be tumed to
"great practical advantage" since the terms ultramontane and Reichsfeind, Old Catholic
and patriot, were at that moment identical. Morier agreed with the author's criticisms of
the Bavarian govemrnerrt's half-hearted attitude regarding the struggle with Rome, and
added that the 'only Bavarian minister thoroughly in eamest in cambating the
[pretensions] of the Vatican was Prince Hohenlohe." Morier regarded the report's
evaluation of the üid Catholics to be typical of what he called aie 'narrow Protestantism
of North Germany," which launched him into another lecture about the ethical rectitude
of the Old Catholics. And in a manner reminiscent of Dollinger's 1866 lecture, he noted:
[IJtrequired several generations of the ffee atmosphere of German
university Iife and the skill and leaming of a sdrool of theology trained in
that atmosphere and constantiy exposed to the criticism of Protestant
science, to establish the ne
d
io
rct
of anti-infallibility.... In this sense Old
Catholicism is undoubtedly the legitimate offspring of the German
university and could have had no other parentage.
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However, Morier's doubts about the aggnssiveness of the Prussian government
resurfaced once again when it came to examining the political dimension of Old
Catholicism. Morier estimated that four-fifths of the movement had joined frorn political
motives, a number that would have been higher were it not for Bismarck's tactics, which
i tm
i.
had the effect of casting the Pope into the role of vc

These same tactics also

prevented the movement from acting more in tandem with the Bavarian g ~ v e r n m e n t ' ~ ~
By the spring of 1874 Moriefs doubts about the wisdom of continuing the
Kulturkampf in its present form had grown, partly as a resuit of the perceived danger,
fostered by Berlin, that war with France might be one of the resuits. Moriefs
observations revealed the first stirrings of a policy-line that Bismarck nurtured into the
war-in-sight crisis the following ~ e a r . 'But
~ ~it was the attempt on Bismarck's Iife by a
young joumeyrnan, Kullmann, who belonged to a Catholic working-man's association
that brought home to Morier the dangers wntained in Bismarck's ecdesiastical policy,
which now not only threatened to consolidate support for the Catholics in Gerrnany, but
also placed strains on the federal structure of the empire by aggravating federaustate
relations, especially in Bavaria. The immediate effect of Kullman's attack and
Bismarck's dramatic reaction to it was the polarkation public opinion to an extent thaï
Morier found 'deplorable." He was particularlytroubled by Bismarck's cynical use of the
event to reinforce the image of German Catholics as Reichsfeinde, and by the National

Morier to Derby, 13 March 1874. PRO. FO 149185.
In February of 1874 Morier had an interview wîth de Behaine, in which he summarkedwhat he
believed was the 'refrain" being sung by the official, semi-official, and National Liberal press in
Pnissia: 'The Party of the Centre ...in the German parliamenthas identified itself with the
rebellious bishops of Germany, the French bishops make wmmon cause with aie Geman
bishops, the French govemment ostentatiously patronizes the French bishops, therefore the part'
of the Centre and the French govemment are one. But as every question, once it has reached a
certain stage of intensity must be settled by the needle gun, and as this r'emedy cannot be
employed on a political party in one's own country, if the Centre party becornes unmanageabte the
only o
' bjectif
for the needle gun is the French govemment Therefore sooner or later ifthe
ecclesiastical confiii intensifies France will have to be attacked." Morier to Granville, 15 Febnrary
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Liberals' servili in this regard.lS Morier estimated that Bismarck's attempt to explode
the attack into one on 'Geman unity and freedom" alienated at least a third of those
who made up the political opinion of Gennany; this segment of the population was now
k i n g assigned 'a place in the felon's dock side by side with Kullmann." Morier believed
that Bismarck's personal interrogation of his assailant and his fiery balcony speech w r e
cynically orchestrateci to give 'their cue to a thousand seMle pens" throughout the
empire in order to spread the message that "Kullmann and the p o l i i l opposition to
Prince Bismarck's ecclesiastical policy are one." Aiways sceptical of Bismarck's relianœ
on emotional appeals during the Kuiturkampf. Morier now feared that this a
tccit

was

backfiring to the advantage of the ~atholics.'"
Kullmann's attack also prompted Bismarck to extend immediately the scope of
the Kutturkampf in an attempt to take action federally against not only recalcitrant
bishops and priests but also the laity. This would force the Bavarian government
actually to use its teeth in the conflict, which Morier felt it had hiiherto avoided in order to
protect its small majority in the Bavarian Landtag. Although the Bavarian ministry had
consistently shown a readiness to keep pace with Bismarck in his anti-Catholic crusade,
Morier argued that when push came to shove, the ministry abstained from implementing
the kind of serious measures contemplated in ~ e r t i n . 'To
~ support this view, Morier
pointed to an attempt by the Prussian govemment immediately following Kullmann's
attack to get the states to crack down on the Catholic press. Bavaria responded by
claiming that the press law in question was federal legislation and that it was not
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therefore its responsibilityto enforce the law, which only enraged Bismarck further and
exacerbated the already strained relations between Berlin and

unic ch.'^'

It should be noted, however, that Morier, in this charaderkation of the Bavarian
govemment's attitude toward the Kulturkampf, was not always consistent. Earlier in the
year Bismarck had introduced federal legislation perrnitting the govemment to expel
andlor imprison recalcitrant priests and bishops- In a rare display of liberal outrage,
Morier condemned the proposed law as a disgrace to the principle of liberty and
believed that Bavana, two-thirds of whose inhabitants were Roman Catholic, should
have led the attempt to oppose the legislation in the Reichsrat. However, the law
passed the Federal Council with Bavarian approval, which Morier took as evidence of
the 'abject servility of that body on al1 matters known to be the pet hobbies of the
dreaded ~hancellor."'~
On the other hand, it was Bavarian influence in the Reichsrat
that had prevented Bismarck from forcing through a version of the anti-Jesuit law that

was even more severe than the one passed in July 7872. In fact, the Kulturkampf in
Bavaria had pretty rnuch fun its course by the beginning of 1874, while even prior to that
time the Bavarian ministry had sought to Iirnit the impact of the federal laws passed, not

only in order to retain office, but also no doubt as an gesture of Bavarian independence.
Thus, Morier was nght to suspect that there did indeed exist the danger that
federaustate relations would be affected by tergiversations on the part of the Bavarian
ministry, even if he misinterpreted the motives involved."'

Moner to Derby, 24 August 1874. PRO, FO 1149185.
Morier to Derby, 30 March 1874. PRO. FO 149185. Several months iater, when Bismarck
responded to accusations from Jdrg that the Chancellor was not keeping the States informed on
foreign policy issues by noting that Bavaria had not even summoned the standing cornmittee on
foreign affairs over which it was to preside, Morier took mis as evidence of "he?[Bavaria's] abject
fear lest by doing so she should excite the wrath of the dreaded Chancellor." Morier to Derby, 11
December
1874. PRO, FO 149185.
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Bismarck carefully saved the bulk of his anger over Kullrnann's attack until the
opening of the Reichstagin December, when he lodged his infamous accusation against
Jorg and the Centre party in general: 'You may try to disown this assassin, but none the
less he is clinging to your c~at-tails."'~~
Bismarck's outburst in the lower charnber
gravely worried Moner, who feared that the Kuiturkampfwas beginning to spin out of
control:
[Tjhe frenzkd enthusiasm with which the Chancellor's charges (against
the Catholicsl have been received by the m o l e bulk of the liberal party,
the fury which the most unobjectionable of the remarks made by his
opponents has excited are undeniabte facts and 1 therefore come to this
conclusion that in the present temper of the national rnind, the majority
whose passions, words and feelings are daily molded into a& on which
the future of Gennany depends, have entirely lost their power of
discriminating between black and white, and are wildly and blindly
following the impulse given by a leader Wo, ifhe has not already done
so is rapidly losing control over himse~f.'~
Hence, it finally appears ta have accuned to Morier that the National Liberals
were themselves becoming sullied through their avid support for Bismarck's
ecclesiastical policy, Mile Bismarck had becorne unpredictable and dangerous. Given
his ties to ieaders of the National Liberai Party, Morier was no doubt troubled by this
realization. Nor were these fears allayed by future events. During the war-in-sight crisis
which erupted in April 1875, Morier offered the Pnissian crown prince his vie= on the
way the ecclesiastical confiict was developing, views shared by DBilinger. Aithough
initially supportive of the Falk iaws, both Morier and D811inger now realked that, given
the character of the Pnissian bureaucracy, the implementaüon of this legislation would
bnng about 'an irreconcilable conflict, debauch public opinion, and degrade the Liberal
party by infecting them with the lust of persecution and into~erance."'~~

'" Erich Eyck, Bismarck and oie German Cmpire (New York: Norton, 1958), p. 210.
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Aside from Bismarck's attempt to 'intemationalire" the ecclesiastical conflid via
the war-insight scarel1" Morier's offidal attentions during his lest year in Gemiany
remained focused on the the pressure Bismarck brought to bear on Bavaria over the
ecclesiastical conflict According to Morier, the presence of a papal nuncio, Monsignor
Bianchi, in Munich was the key to Bismarck's latest attempt to secure Bavarian support
for his ecclesiasücal policy. Morier's first intimations of this came at the end of 1874

when Bismarck declared in a Reichstag speech that Bianchi had apparently
commented, We only thing that can help us now is revolutïon.' Morier took this as
evidence that Berlin was putting more pressure on Bavaria to effect a complete
diplomatic break with Rome, though he doubted if such a thing would happen.la
Several months later Catholic bishops in Bavaria issued an appeal to the Pope for
support in their struggle with the Geman govemment, and Morier saw this as indicative
both of the importance of religious questions relative to federaVstate relations. and of

the tactlessness of the ultramontanes in Bavaria. Religious affain being one of the few
areas left to the discretion of the states, Morier argued that Bismarck had succeeded in
getting his anti-Jesuit laws passed because of federal cuntror over questions of domicile

and settlernent. The anti-Jesuit laws, however, did not affect in any way the status of
the churches in the various Geman states, a fact Morier regarded as central to the
tensions now growÎng between Munich and Berlin.
To attempt to fit a representative Catholic state like Bavaria and a
representative Protestant state like Pnissia to the measurement of a
common set of ecclesiastical laws would involve the arnputating
apparatus of a Procrustean bed. Neveftheless, in the present temper of
public opinion in Gemany and the present state of the Imperia1
Chancellor's nerves the contrast afforded by the humiliations inflicted
upon the Pnissian Episcopate and the impunity enjoyed by their Bavarian
colleagues is felt to be a source of considerable danger.

'" See above, chapter 4.

'* Morier to Derby, 1 Decemkr 1874. PRO. FO 149185.

Morier argued that the continued presence of Bianchi at Munich, as well as a Bavarian
representative at Rome, only heightened this danger and shouM have prompted the
Bavanan episcopate to hold their tongues. The bishops' address to the Pope, however,
showed that this was not the case. Evidentiy Morier had now corne to believe that the

dangers to German unity resulting from the continuation of the Kulturkampf outweighed
the need to roll back Rome's influence in Gemany. Geman ultramontanes, however,

failed to see the dangers they were skirthg:
It is to cal1for a miracle to suppose that language not one mit less
violent than that used by foreign ecclesiastics wîll be tolented within the
Marches of the Empire by the powerful statesman who in an evil moment
has staked his personal reputation on crushing a m e r which for fifteen
centuries has successfully resisteâ the atternpts of ia temporal rival to
bend or break 1.'"

When the episcopal see of Bamberg became vacant in Aprii, Morier worried
once again about the fate of the Bavarian ministry, forced as it now was to find a
replacement suitable to both Rome and Bismarck. The rninistry was anxious not to lose

the slender hold it had over Bavaria's clencal electorate, but it also did not want to

appear to be lacking in 'imperial zeal." Morier believed, however, that one thing was
certain: Bismarck's policy had welded into un@ Catholics of every shade?

Moreover,

the pressure that Bismarck was putting on Bavaria appeared to have led to a
heightening of Bavanan particularist sentiments. Morier took as evidence of this the
Bavarian king's unexpected decision in August to inspect the troops personally for the

first time in four yean. Ludwïg II, Morïer balieved, chose to make this Bavarian patriotic
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gesture in reaction to recent demands in north Gennan National Liberal papers that
Bavarian particularism, as manifest in its attitude towards the KuIfurkampf, be stamped
out in the name of national ~nity.'~'SeveraI months later these same papers were
joined by the Bavarian National Liberal press in wndemning the continued presence of
Bianchi in Munich, whose role they regarded as more propagandistic than diplornatic.
Morier sincerely doubted that Bianchiwas actually seeking to stir up ultramontanes in
Bavaria, who did not much Iike him, and he believed that the whole affair was inspired
by Bismarck's press bureau. Fearful that these press aüacks portendeci a fresh attempt
by Bismarck to get rid of this papal thom in his side, Morîer noted that it was 'an

abnorrnal phenornenon pregnant with danger tu the relations between the North and
South of ~errnany."'~~
As the end of Marier's time in Gerrnany approached, he appears to have become
disillusioned with both Bismarck's prosecution of the Kulturkampf and the Bavarian
govemment's inabiiii to find a means to carry on the struggle against Rome without
either threatening Genany's federal structure or toadying to Bismarck. This latter point
was brought home to Morier through an incident involving a British Catholic priest
named Gill who was expelled from Pnrssia two years eariier for his support of the
Catholic cause, and who was then also expelled from Bavaria in August 1875. Morier
regarded Gill's expulsion from Bavaria to be 'a mere pieœ of obsequiousness on the
part of the Bavarian govemment to Prussia":

To expel a man as a rogue and a vagaknd from Bavaria for having
corne into collision in Prussa with the most draconian of the lately
enacted Pmssian ecclesiastical laws, and for this expulsion ta be enacted
by the representative Catholic state in Gennany, is about as rnonstrous a
proceeding as can well be imagined.

-

-

- -

--

"'Morier to Derby, 23 August 1875. PRO, FO 149186.

Morier to Derby, 26 September 1875. PRO, FO 149186.

But M i l e Morier was inœnsed at this 'palpable act of injustice" against a British citizen,

and believed on principle that the case ougM to be taken up with great zeal by the
British government, he nonetheless preferred to let sleeping dogs lie so as not to have
to "tugh that religious question which in Genany sets everything on a blaze which

cornes near it."15' Thus, on the eve of his departure from Germany. Morier's fears that
the religious struggle had shifted ta a ground more dangerous than could justify its
continuation were sufficiently great to convince him that not even the liberty of a fellow
Englishman was worth the risk of further aggravation.

v
The last aspect of Morier's involvement in the ecclesiastical canflict of the 1870s
is the personal role he took both in seeking to vindicate German policy towards Rome,
and in attempting to demonstrate the dangers that papal policy represented to
hannonious relations between church and state. The former came about through a
series of articles, entiiled 'Prussia and the Vatican," which Morier wrote for MacMillan's
Magazine in 1874-1875, while the latter resulted from the discovery of what he believed
was a patent example of how the dogma of infallibilitywould bring Catholics into collision

with the state authorities in their own country. In both these episodes, Morier's
relationships with Acton, Dollinger, and especially Gladstone were of great importance.
Morier's first religious discussions with Gladstone came with the appearance of
David Strauss's last work, The Old Faith and the New, in t 872. From his friends, Morier
had received mixed reviews of Strauss's work. Dr. Johann Brandis, private secretary to
the Empress Augusta, wrote that he liked the book, but was left asking, '1s the world
really going down to the Tartanis ...and civilization backwards? Have railways in fact
brought us back to the Nordic age?"lS2Jowett, on the m e r hand, was less pleased with
- -
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the implications of German scholanhip. 'Are we," he wrote to Morier, Yo be sunk in
materiakm and sensualism fully rising [to] a sort of sentimentalism because Strauss
and othen have shown that the gospels partake of the character of other ancient

writings, or because DaMn has imagined a theory by which one species may pass to
an~aier'?"'~
Ernst Stockmar was also highly critical of Strauss. infoming Morier that he
thought 'a book of that sort ought not to be m e n for the public at large[;] he ought to
have gone much more deeply into rnatters or to have remained ~ i k n t . " 'Morier
~
agreed
with Stockmats criticisrns, and added to these the following comment:
The dissecting knife is not an instrument with which you can constnict.
He is quite nght in not believing in a God or in a future state if he cannot
believe in them, especially if by doing so ha can get nicreased enjoyment
out of Lessing and Mozart, but in a scientific work he is bound to show
how this disbelief hangs scientifically together with his dernolition of the
Christian myth and I am totally unable to discover that he has done so.
His substitution of an irrational unwnscious universum for a conscious,
rational Weit-al1 pervading God seerns to me to be six of one and a half
dozen of the other. And if one is to be religious (which he goes in for) it
seems to me easier and much more rational to have one's partie fini with
the latter than with the former.
In terms of skepticism, Morier preferred Lucretius' De rerum natura to ~trauss.'"
Knowing of Gladstone's strong interest in religious questions and his fnendship
with Ddlinger, Morier felt justified in fonnrarding to the British Prime Minister a pamphlet

wntaining a series of articles on Strauss's book written by Professor Huber, 'one of the
main pillars of the academical Old Catholics in Munich." It was Morier's hope that
Gladstone would help to get the articles published in England. Claiming that he knew
Strauss well, Morier used this opportunity to share with Gladstone a cnticism that was
absent from the many reviews he had read of The Old Faitti and the New:
The point I allude to is the way in which the idealism which so strongly
characterked his fomer mitings even where he was making the most
unspanng use of the scalpel has in the present work shriveled up and
Jowett to Morier, 16 January 1873. Jowett Papen, IIIM. 45.
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Morier to Stockmar, 25 December 3872. Morier Papars, Box 35.
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disappeared a resutt of which I atûibute wholly to the psychological
effed of the political changes through which Genany has passed in the
last seven years. The tremendous realities of national success seem to
have filled up the whole spaœ before allotted to ideal views of humanity.
The ground fonnerly occupied by the Temples of the Gods has b e n let
out on building leases, and a religion of the practical, the sober, and the
unideal has taken hold of men's minds. I do not think this m'Il last long
but it is a curious feature.

Morier concluded by notirtg that Dollingerwas pleased with the Prussian government's

plans to revise those articles of constitution granüng the churches independent
management of their affairs, adding that, 'If the Catholic Church can survive such
medicine it will certainly corne out a very different
Much to Morieh surprise. Gladstone responded to his letter and offered his own

feelings on Strauss. Gladstone remarked that he was glad Strauss's book had not
acquired much notoriety in England. but lamented that it had counterparts there which,
Yor every practical purpose are just as deplorable, and some of which in opinion go
even further-" Of Strauss he wrote:

The amiml of Strauss and so many others at materialisrn as the result of
their tail [sic] and of the light and researches of the age is. I do believe,
one of the strangest and most pitiable phenornena upon record in the
history of the human mind. Though Strauss's book did not seem to me to
indicate any genenl decay of vigor, yet there really are some particular
arguments, such as that of connecting the immortality of the sou1 with the
plural@ of workls, which appear nothing less than puerile.'"
Encouraged by Gladstone's reply, and fired up by the religious controversy that

was now raging around him in Germany, Morier sent Gladstone a long and thoughtful
letter examining how representative Strauss's sœptical ideas were among the
'cultivated" classes in Germany, and how this carnpared with religious belief in England.
This letter is a clear exarnple of how Morier's views were suspended between the older
orthodoxy of his parents and the reformist, even positïvist views on religious belief that

'= Morïer to Gladstone, 30 Janwry 1873. Gladstone Papers, British Library. ADD MSS 44437.
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characterized that generation which Frank Turner described as k i n g "between science

and religion"

-a generation that 'found the Christianity in which they had k e n reared

too limited for their intellects and the scientii naturalism that bid for their allegiance too
restrictive for the range of their ideals and

aspiration^."'^^

The most interesting aspect of Morier's response is the way in which it reveals

how he perceived the state of religious belief in Germany, a perception that, as his
parenthetic additions show, was strongly informed by the ideas of people like Jowett and
Acton:
I should be inclined to Say that, though in a majority of cases, al1traces of
dogmatic belief had disappeared, there remained very generally a
religious and devotional feeling in regard to Christianity as the central fact
in aie religious experiences of mankind; that, for instance, as (wholly
irrespective of the mythical character of the Homeric Gods and heroes) it
is impossible to conceive that (as long as the human mind is constituted
as it is, Le. as long as man is man) Homer will cease to be a central and
ultimate fact, a fixed and immovable star in the political consciousness of
mankind, so it is impossible to believe that the individuality and doctrine
of Christ (irrespective of the supematural episodes interwoven into the
narrative of his Iife and of the dogmatic formulas which shaped
themselves out of the theological controversies of the first four centuries)
will continue (as long as the spiritual nature of man remains what it is, Le.
as long as man is man) to be the uttirnate and central fact, the fixed and
immovable star in the spiritual and religious consciousness of the human
minci.

Although ostensibly speaking of religious belief amongst the "highly educated" in
Germany, Morier deariy identified himseif with these same beliefs, which accepted that,
in the state of human knowledge as it existed in the time of Christ, 1Yhe miraculous was
the only conceNaMe fonn under which the impression produceci by such an individuality

could ernbody itsetf." It was the unfortunate character of Strauss's work that he took the
miraculous in the scripture as an important basis for its rejecüon, whereas Morier
believed that the Bible's Vrst rude attempts to measure the immeasurable" were now of
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lMe interest to man, who had had eighteen centuries to trace the workings of Christ's
Iife and L
Yo note the concrete manifestations of this life."'"
Having noted where Strauss's ideas fell short, both spiritually and scientifically,
Morier went on to place his ideas into the larger context of the emergent 'atheological
religion," or 'Christianity precipitatedmai humanitarianismuthat he believed was gaining
cumncy in Gennany. Morier's conclusion was that, due to the national character of
Germans who possessed a ugreatercraving for harmony and equilibnum between the
spiritual and the intellectual," a genuine union of humanitadan and Christian ideas was

more likely in Germany than in England. The only serious dark spot on the horizon was
the abandonment of restraint by the Darwn
ia
in

school, which attacked those who still

believed in God and the immortality of the sou1 W h a viruknce which, if we were not
provided with a better police than was the case at Alexandria in the fourth century, might

reproduœ scenes enacted under Cyril the bi~hop."~Clearly Morier was one of those
caugM between science and religion.
However, it was the political rather than the philosophicalaspects of religious
controveny that most interested Morier. As eariy as 1869 he expressed an interest in
writing a history of the Catholic Church and its relations wïth Germany since 1815, but
complained that the pressures of the job left hirn no time to do

But by the end of

1873, with the KuIturkampf in full swing, Morier decided once again to undertake the

task, his objed now having k e n modified by events. H.E. Manning, the Archbishop of
Westminster who had converted to Catholicism in 1851, was a staunch defender of the

'" Morier to Gladstone. 31 May 1873. Gladstone Papen, ADD MSS 44438. Emphasis in original.
'" lbid. Several months later Morier m t e again to Gladstone to note the appearance of a

pamphlet by J. Frohschammer, a critic of the Vatican Council and a proponent of the cornplete
separation of religion and science, noting that Frohschammets vievus conesponded COmpletely
with his own on the question of the 'unthedogical Christianity" prevailing am0ngSt wdkdu~ated
Gennans. Morier to Gladstone, 29 August 1873. Gladstone Papers, ADD MSS 44439. On
Fmhschammer, see Acton, 'Conflicts wiüi Rome," Home and Fomign Review. 4 (1864). pp- 667690; F. Lichtenberger, Hisfory of Gennan Thdogy in the Nineteenth Century,W. Hastie,
Edinburgh: T. 8 T. Clarke, 1889), p. 597.
'6' Morier to Odo Ruwrll. 13 November 1869. AmphiIl Papers. PRO. FO 918155.

infallibility dogrna.'=

Naturally. once the Kulturkampf broke out in Prussia. Manning

castigated the Pwssian govemment for its actions and denied that infallibility in any way
threatened the civil allegianœ of Catholics in ~ e r m a n ~ Manning's
.'~
vie-

inœnsed

Morier. who now decided that the time was right for him to try to enlighten the British
public on the true nature of the religious conflict raging in Gennany. In ûecember 1873
Morier wrote to Max Müller to ask him what kind of footing he was on with Delane, editor

of The Times. Morier was most anxious to respond to what he called Manning's 'most

barefaced assertions about the relations between church and state in Prussia." He had,
he claimed. "access to sources of information which no other Englishman can have"
thanks to his relationship with DMinger, and he believed that his own views conformed

to those hitherto expressed by The Times. He prefened, however, to remain
anonymous.'"
The Emes declined Moriefs proposa^.'^^ However he did sucœed in getting
MacMÏlfan's Magazine to print a series of four anonymous articles entitled "Prussia and

the Vatican," which appeared at the end of 1874 and the beginning of 1 8 7 5 . ' ~After the
-

'" Chadwick,The Vctodan Churdi. pp. 299-301.
H.E. Manning. 'Ulbamontanisrn and Christianity.' Contemporary Review. (1874). pp. 683-702.
'" Morier to MOller. 29 December 1873.Morier Papen, Box 2.
'" Dbllinger asaibed The Times1refusal to gmwing British wnœms regarding the course the
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Kuiturkampf was taking: 'In Gennany there is not as yet even the rernotett chance of
reconciliation and successful ordering of church-state relations. and I understand that in England
one looks on in displeasure at this struggle in which the state has advancd to oie point of
imprîsoning bishop. That is also no doubt the reason why The fVnas has rejected Marier's letter
against Manning.' p n Deutschland ist noch keine auch nur entkrnte Aussicht auf Veisdhnung
und gedeihliche Ordnung der Beziehungenmsi chen Staat und Kinhe. und ich begfeik. dass
man in England m l Misbllen dam Kampfe, in wekhem der Staat bis zur Einspemng von
BischCSfen...vorschreitet, zuschaut Das ist wohl auch der Grund warum die Times Moriets Briefe
gegen Manning zurückgewÏesen hat.21 Ddllinger was confident. howerer. that Morier possessed
the ability to convey to the Briash public what was at stake in the stniggle. Dollinger to Acton. 11
Febniary 1874. As cited in lgnaz wn Wllinger und Lord Adonr BtWWchse/, 1850-7890,iii,p.
175.
The question of anonymity was extrerneb important to Morier. When William W h h let slip his
idenüty as the author of the 'Pmssia and the Vaticanm articles, Morier severely rebuked him. and
asked that he 'put people on some other scent...You could say you knaw for certain that it was
Countess Leyden. or Mallet or much better...CaMghtm W.C. Cartmight was an obvious choice
as he had already written on the religious wnflict in Gennany in a sirnilar rnanner, and was
strongly opposed to the Jesuit order. Morier to White, 15 February 1875. White Papem PRO, FO

'"

first three articles appeared, Manning wrote a letter to MacMillan's to answer some of
the charges leveled against him by Morier. who rejoined with a letter of his own that
appeared in December 1874. The entire episode thereby provided Morier with an
opportunity not only to offer his views on the nature of the religious conflict in Gennany,
but also to place on record his opposition to the infallibility dogma, the most serious
consequence of which he believed to be the threat it posed to church-state relations.
Morier chose to approach the question of relations between Pnissia and the
Vatican historically, and his first article examined the effects of the Peace of Westphalia
and its reiteration of the principle of Cujus regio, ejus rekgio in particular. Morier's
second article traced relations between church and state in Prussia up to 1850, and his
third exarnined these relations between 1850 and the Vatican Council. Morier's last
article was an analysis of the Prussian and Geman legisfation ?O which the Vatican
decrees gave rise," that is, the Kulturkampf. Coached by Dollinger throughout
(Gladstone commented to DBllinger at one point that he clearly perceived in Moriets
work "some of the stores of your mind, admirably used by the writef), Morier laced his
account with criticisms of contemporary Vatican policies, and, as the title of the final
article indicates, saddled Rome with the principal responsibiiii for the confiict in
~errnan~.'~'
The basis of Morier's argument in the first three articles was that Christendom
had sought for faeen centuries to find a rniddle ground between the dreams of
Justinian, in which the church would have become LYhe handrnaid of the state," and
Morier
Hildebrand, whereby the state mnild have become 'the slave of the chur~h."'~

traced the oscillations between these two ideas by focusing on a number of formative
events in the evolution of church-state relations in Germany- These included the
36418; Cartwright, "The Religious Movement in Gennany," Edinburgh Revîew, 137 (1873),pp.
E$-519;
The Jesuits: Their Constitution and Teaching (London: John Murray, 1876).
Gladstone to DClllinger, 14 December 1874. Gladstone Papers, ADD MSS 44140.
lBB
Morier, "Prussiaand the Vatican," MacMillan's Magazine, 30 (1874), p. 464.

Westphalian settlement, which established a modus vivendi between Catholics and
Protestants that 'determined once and for al1the e ~ c l e s i a ~ cconfiguration
al
of
Germany" by building up both churches 'into the fabric of the state"; the development in
Prussia, principally under Frederick II, of religious toleration, of resistanœ to
encroachment by the chureh on the domain of the state, and of the date's right to
determine what beionged to the civil and spiritual realms; the dangerous infusion of
secularizing Enlightenment thought into Prussian religious affairs via Das allgemeine
preussische Landrecht of 1794; Frederick Wlhelm IV's constitutional

reforms of 1850,

which effeetively tord the Catholic Church 'Spread Ultramontanisrn and obscurantism to
your heart's content"; and of course, the Vatican ~ o u n c i l . ' ~
Morier wavered back and forth between condemning the Prussian government
for its "singular blindness to the forces reafly at work in the Catholic worid," and
condemning the Papacy, particularly in the nineteenth eentury, for exploiting this
weakness in such a way as to erode the rights of the state in favour of "an autocracy
based on the personal senritude of every individual, and the unconditional submission of
every corporation" to ttie militant church.'"

The c m of his thesis was the organic

connection, established dunng the Refomation, between the church and the state in
Germany, and which had no counterpart in England:
in England, religious liberty, combined with political liberty, has resuited in
the unfettered growth of innumerable free religious associations side by
side with the Established church, and while maintaining the union
between the latter and the State, has deprived the Church of al1
obligatory rights over the indiidual cituen. In Amerka, the same
combination has resuited in the realbtion of the essentially modem idea
of the Free Church in the Free tat te.'^'
Morier was fully prepared to recognize that the unique situation which developed in
Germany was no better or no worse than circumstanœs in England. Indeed, he
vol. 30, pp. 468, 472, 559-584: vol. 31. PP- 72-76.
Ibid., vol- 31, pp. 82,84.
lrlIbid-,vol. 30, p. 468.
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believed that Germany owed much of the richness of its cultural and spiritual iife to this
situation. It was only once the Papacy rnoved decisively to realize Wat rnarvelous ideal
of will-less obedience invented by the genius of Loyolanthat this situation became
untenable and forced Bismarck to seek to restore some kind of ba1an~e.l~~
It is unnecessary to examine here the details of Moriefs historical account, which

clearly reflected the influence of Dollinger and Acton, whose own quarrels with the
Papacy were wuched in similar ternis. Of greater interest is Moriefs final "Prussia and
the Vatican" article, which examined the most important legislation of the Kulturkampf
and assessed its propriety in the light of the actions of Gennan 'ultramontanes." It was
here that Morier most clearly expressed not only his views regarding the place of religion
in modem society and the dilemma that this posed for Iiberalisrn, but also his

preparedness to identify himself with the illiberal religious policies of Bismarck. W h
respect to this last article, it must be rernernbered that while Morier was preparing it,
Gladstone had corne to Munich to visit Dollinger and had stayed with Morier. and that
soon after this visit Gladstone had published the pamphlet The Vatican Decrees ril Theri
Bearing on civil ~llegiance.'~~
This pamphlet, wherein Gladstone set forth the

proposition that, "[Nlo one can now become [a Roman Catholic] wnvert without
renouncing his moral and mental freedom, and placing his civil authority and duty at the
mercy of another," struck a deep chord in Morier and no doubt reinforced his conviction
that "Vaticanismnwas an evil that needed to be combated with ail of the tools available
to the modem

173

tat te."^

Added to this was the joint effort of Morier and Gladstone to

Ibid., vol. 31, p. 86.

Bismarck, whose contempt for Gladstone is legendary, was so pleased with this pamphlet and
the one entitled Vatibanism wtiich followed, that he sent Gladstone a persona! letter of praise for
his efforts. Erich Eyck, Gladstone, Bernard Miall, trans. (New York: Augustus M. Kelly, 1968), pp.
249-250.
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Murray, 1874), p. 12. Within weeks of its appearance, Moner wrote 'What an invaluable amwnt
of good has already k e n done by your pamphletnand added that there were two objects to be
constantly kept in view 'one, to enlighten Protestantsand show thern the immense gulf between

expose a concrete example of the dangers which Vaticanismucreated,17'Which further

helped convince Morier th* he and Gladstone were fighting the same baffle.
Marier's analysis of the KuRurkampf pmper in this final article took as its starüng

point the creation of the Gerrnan Empire in 1871, and the subsequent formation of the
Cent= Party, wtiich he describecl as a rnere tool of the 'clerical wire-pullers" in Rome.
Geman Catholics, having been the 'spoilt children of the Pnissian Govemment" for the
preceding twenty years, had no reason to expect that this would change with unification,
nor did Bismarck give them any reason to think othenivise. But rather than abstaining

fram provocation, Rome sought conflids with the civil power at every tum, 'and the
Protestant feeling of the country was outraged by the wholesale application of
exmrnmunicatkn to al1 those who refused directly or indirectly to subscribe to the

Citing the case of Dr. Kaplan Wollman, a professor of Theology at
Vatican decree~."'~~
Braunsberg, whom the archbishop of Breslau asked be ordered by the state to read out
the infallibility dogma to his students, MorÏer pointed to what he believed was the political
prinaple involved:

[IN brougM out into strong relief what appears to us the radically false
position in which the Prussian State, and with it every other modem
State, is plaœd in conflicts with spiritual bodies by that so-called cardinal
principle of modem Liberalism, that the Sate as such has not got to
concern itself with religious dogmas. The a b s u t i i of the doctrine is at
once apparent when we consider sucfi extreme cases as Thuggism and
Monnonism, both of them religious dogrnas, and the attempt at teaching
or enforcing eithet of which would, in a civilized society, necessarily Iead
to criminal prosecution and repressive measures of the moût stringent
kind. We cannot see how the fad that a dogma, incompatible with the
existence of the State, is taught by an old establistied religion instead of a
the principle involved. The Jus
new fanatical sect in any way
Cavendi is inherent in the State, and inalienable. [sic] The right to be
dangerous cannot be aquired by pre~cription.'~
Vatican Catholics and non-Vatican Roman Catholics....The other to enlighten Roman Catholics-'
Morier to Gladstone, 20 Novernber 1874. Gladstone Papers, ADD MSS 44445.
17' See below.
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Morier then proceeded chronologically through the various Prussian and German
legislation that had been passed to deal with this pmblem.'"

Starting with the 'pulpit

paragraph" of 1871, he argued that the principle of the law could not be refuted since
the state was responsible for the maintenance of puMic order, threatened by the

sermons of infallibilist priests. Turning next to the School Inspection Bill, Morier also
gave it his YuIl assent" since education was the responsibility of the state, which could
not therefore admit 'of a rival and independent authonty." He then gave his assent to
the anti-Jesul law insofar as it deprived the order of its corporate rights and prevented
Jesuits from publicly teaching the doctrines of Rome. Marier did disapprove, however,
of the way that the law left the individual states responsible for its enforcement, since
this left each state free to "disinfect one district and infect another, as may seem good to
them," a veiled reference to Bavaria's application of the law. Ignoring the first of the
May Laws and tuming to the second, which curtailed the church's powers to punish its
members, Morier emphasized that the Catholic Church was an esbblished church in
Germany, which meant that such punishments could well obstruct Catholic state
employees from fulfilling their public duties. Since the Catholic Church was now using
such punishments for political purposes, he "heartily approved" of making it an indictable
offense to intimidate public servants and eledors with the threat of excommunication.
Regarding the third May Law, which ernpawered the state to intervene in ecclesiastical
discipline through the establishment of a civil tribunal for ecclesiasücal affairs, Morier
feared that the arbiiranness of the Prussian bureaucracy could lead to abuses of this
law. Nevertheless, he approved of the law and rnainbined that the state must retain the
ability ta restrain members of an established church from exercising their public duties,
even of a spiritual kind, in such a way as to 'infiict injury on the comrnunity." Morier
realized that the last of the May Laws, which regulated the educaüon and employment of
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the ciergy, would seem "a harsh one to our English eyes." But given that the
Ultramontanes regarded Catholic seminaries as their 'base of operationsuand that al1
their "hopes of future empire" were wrapped up in them, and that the law was, to
Morier's mind, only a retum to a former state of things, he afso gave it his approval. The
only aspect of the law that concerned Morier was the provision that penalties would be
levied against priests who broke the law as well as those who followed afterwards to fiIl
the vacated parish. His reasons for rejecting this provision are indicative of the ends he
bore in mind throughout his analysis: 'Could any rneasure b better adapted than this to
kindle'feelings of disloyalty

-to foster the belief that aie Govemment of the Protestant

Emperor was really attacking the religion of the Catholic lieges, instead of merely trying
to break the necks of an intolerably arrogant priesthood...Y
Morier concluded by noting that he based his analysis on the merits of the laws
themselves, and not on their manner of application, which he believed had been
excessively harsh. 'Uncompromising legislation, with moderation and conciliation in the
manner of its application," would have been by far the best way to approach the
problem. The Prussian authorities' failure to see this had rendered a real senrice to the
Vatican through the creation of martyrs. This proviso aside, Morier was adamant in his
support of what Bismarck had done:
In passing generaf judgment on these laws, we cannot ... but express our
approval of the principle whkh underlies them, because in it we recognke
the first serious attempt made. from the liberal point of view, to abandon
what we consider to be the great political heresy of the day, v k , the
dogma of the isolation from each 0 t h of Church and State.... That which
God has joined together it appears to us vain for men to attempt to put
asunder ... and consequently that the State, which must occupy itself with
morality, cannot, for the present at least, ignore re~igion.'~
These articles, which someone at the Kanische Zeitung believed had been
written by Dollinger and translated by Gladstone, were well-received by Morier's friends,
Ibid., pp- 279-280.

with the exception of ~ o w e t t . 'Although
~
he had not yet seen Moriefs Iast article,

Jowett nevertheless believed that the probiems in Germany were the same as those he
faced at Oxford, that is, the difficuity of finding 'any intermediate between superstition
and the negation of religion." But Jowett remained scepücal of the solution offered by

both Gladstone and Ddllinger, whom he believed to be the inspiration behind Moriefs

[Ils not Charilaus [Gladstone] Ultramontane and Uitrapratestant in one?
WantÏng in his innemost sou1to support the ritualists who are our
enemies at home by attacking the Catholics who are our fues at a
distance? And do we not al1 know that the Pope (or rather the Jesuits
plus Archbishop Manning) are 'liars and the fathers of it' but that the
masses of Catholics are peaceable?...And has not D[allingerj a very
poor sense of historical consûousness wtiich he applies to forged
Oecretals but not to the pretended prophecies of the Gospels? All
Christian se& are in a great deal of trouble when they are confronted
with history."'
Jowett's suspicion that Gladstone was associated with Morier's efforts was a
well-founded one, particularly with regard to Morier's quarref with Manning, who had
angrily attacked both Morier and Gladstone for their views on ultramontanism. In a letter
to his father in febniary 1875 Morier claimed, '1 am (between oursefves) hunting in
couples with Gladstone, and supporting him by flank attadcs."'"

This cryptic remark

was a reference to Morier's attempt, in wnjunction with Gladstone, to bring before the
British public a scanda1that he believed would prove decisively how "Vaticanismm
endangered the rule of law in modem society.
On 14 November 1874 Morier m i e a long letter to Gladstone describing the
conduct of George R. Gordon, his predecessor at the Bntish mission at Stuttgart. In

1843 Gordon, then living in Rio de Janeiro, was marrieci to Rosa Justine Young by a
chaplain of the Church of England; both Gordon and Young were mernbers of the
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established church. In the course of the next hnrenty-six years, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon had
three children as they moved from Rio to Bem, to Hannover, and finally to SMtgart.
Sometime after 1859 Gordon took up with a Catholic woman by the name of Emilie von
Beulwitz. Mrs. Gordon first leamed of her husband's indiscretions in 1866, but bore with
them until ütree years later, when Gordon became so public about his affair that she
decided to retum to ~ c o t l a n d . ' In
~ 1871 Gordon and Beulwitz also moved to Scotland.
whereupon Gordon converted ta Catholicism and asked the church to marry the two of
them. A Catholic priest in Manchester wnsulted the church in Edinburgh and was
infomed that there was no impediment to this marriage: on 29 August 1871 Gordon and
Beulwik were mamed at St Chad's in Manchester. Advised by Manning ta submit his
case to the authorities in Rome, Gordon did so, and in June 1874 the HoIy Office at
Rome declared that Gordon's former mamage was null, and therefore not an obstacle to
his second mamage. Consequently, when Gordon came into the possession of his
family's property upon the death of his father in 1873, his new wife was officially
recognized as Mrs. Gordon, which prompted the original Mrs. Gordon to bring legal
action against her husband, which she won.'84
Having presented Gladstone with the facts of the case, Morier eagerly outlined
what he believed were the salient features of this scandal:
1. That an Englishman in high position in the service of the crown publiciy
and deliberately in the law courts spits in the face of the Queen's
supremacy by alleging that he knows his first mamage is valid according
ta British Iaw but that as it is not valid according to the law of his church
he is not bound by the British law and he is free to commit what the
British laws describe as the crime of bigamy.... 2. That the public
ministers of a religion which though not established enjoys the protection
of the laws and of the police, officially and professionally and above al1
publicly, aid and abet a subjed of the Crown in a criminal ad.
~

~

Gordon's personal conduct was likely the source of Queen Victoria's cornplaint that Gordon
had made himself unpopular in Stuttgart, prompting the Queen to recommend his removal from
that post Queen Victoria to Lord Stanley, 26 September 1867. RA 82413.
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AIso at issue, of course, was the status of the children of Gordon's first union. In
nullifying this mamage, the Catholic Church had in effect declared the offspnng to be
illegitimate. Morier daimed, however, to have seen another document by which the
Pope himself had agreed to legitimize these three Protestant children, perhaps to avoid
further

scanda^.'^^
When presented with the facts of the case, Dollinger had immediately informed

Morier of its significance. What the Pope had in effect done, Ddlinger believed, was to
declare al1 Protestant mamages in al1 countries wtiere the Tridentine decrees were
received, that is, al1 western European countries, England excepted, as nuIl and void.
More serious still was that Rome was 'practically alluring converts from Protestantismto
Vaticanism with the bait of Polygamy," thereby giving "a sacramental character to a
union which would be a disgrace to a properly conducted brothel." Reinforced by this
advice from Dollinger, Morier was extremely anxious to get the case before the public:
When îhis case becomes known ...even the sleepiest cheesemonger
must understand what the [Vatican] decrees have effected, because it is
dear that such an act of barefaœd aggression against the Queen's
prerogative woufd never have been stood by Roman Catholics before the
~ounci~.'~
Gladstone's initial response to Morier's revelations was one of guarded interest.
He was intrigued by the details of the Gordon case and its relation to the question of the

civil allegiance of Catholics, but he also wanted to establish the exact canonical
bearings of the case.'"

Having already begun ta prepare a reply to Manning's

refutation of his Vatican DeCrees pamphlet, Gladstone decided to include in it a
derence to the Gordon case and therefore sought out Dollinger for advice. as he often

did.la
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Morier, meanvuhile, was forging ahead with his plans to expose the scanda1 and
to disgrace Manning in the process. His response to Manning's attack on his 'Prussia
and the Vatican" articles (described by Gladstone as 'as crushing a performance as 1
ever read") concluded with a Iist of questions which he put to the archbi~hop.'~~
The last
of these was an obvious reference to the Gordon case:
1s Dr. Manning perfectly certain that cases have not already arisen within
his own jurisdiction in which clerical persons have been brought into a
wnfiict [of allegiance] and have decided (since 1870) in favour of the
Curial jurisdiction with the following result, vk.that, if not themselves
guilty of criminal offenses, they have aided and abetted subjects of the
Queen in the commission of criminal offenses (i-e.,criminal according to
British faw) in contempt of Her Majesty's s~prernacy?'~
Having put this question to Manning, Morier then intended to get a skeletal account of
the Gordon case, without any names k i n g mentioned, inserted into a smailer Gennan
paper in the hopes that it would then be picked up by the Allgemeine Zeifung. In order
to do this, hovuever, he feit that the case first needed to be brought before the English
public, and he pressed Gladstone to look into this que~tion.'~'Morier's anger with
Manning's conduct in this debate also wntinued to grow, prompting him to exclaim that
he had "never felt before what Jesuitisrn really means in the moral history of man," and

that he had "never bfore thoroughly apprehended the word ~ n t i - ~ h r i s t . " ' ~ ~
Manning's response to Morier's challenge did nothing to quel1 Morier's anger. In
letters to The Times and the Daily News, Manning denied any knowledge of the kinds of
conflicts alluded to by ~ o r i e r . 'This
~ ~ infuriated Morier, who claimed that Manning's
awareness of the Gordon case was undeniaMe sinœ he had himself seen al1 of
Manning's letters on the subject. 'Can gross lying be made grosser or more palpable
than this?", he asked Gladstone. Because he perceived that the British press was
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wanning to Manning, and because of the weakness of his own voice, Morier appealed

once again to Gladstone to insert the Gordon case into his upcoming pamphlet.
Furthemore, he informed Gladstone of DBllinger's claim that the Cuna had k e n
strenuously avoiding this particular matrimonial iswe ever since the Council of Trent
precisely because it was such a provocation to Protestants:
Now apparently for the first time the experiment has k e n made in the
vile corpus of an Englishman, the Pope feeling I suppose certain of the
temper of BAish philistinism, and laissez aller and above al1 the palpable
Egyptian darkness on al1 these matters which lies upon us like a layer of
coaP
But at the sarne time that Morier was working himself up into frenzy over this
issue, Gladstone was already beginning to back away from it. Although he rernained
intensely interested in the ecclesiastical aspect of the question, Gladstone had leamed
that the injured side of the Gordon family did not want the subject referred to publicly,

and he asked that Dollinger inform Morier accordingly. Hencefoith Gladstone
detemined only to refer to the case very vague^^.'^^ This proved to be very unfortunate
for Morier, who had already prepared a reply to Manning which The Times had agreed

to publish. However Gladstone informed Mrs. Gordon-Young's cousin of Morier's plans
to make the case public, whereupon the edlor of The m e s was infoned that Morier's
letter contained inaccuracies. A modified version of the letter was published on 27
January 1875.
Morier was infuriated by the entire incident, principally because he felt that
Gladstone had betrayed his anonymity and thereby forced him to withdraw from the
case entirely:
I have had one abject and one object only in al1 this matter. I have
believed that a great and mal danger existed to society by the impunity
with which Vatican doctrines were k i n g logically canred out to their

'" Morier to Gladstone. 20 January 1875. Gladstone Papers, ADD MSS 44446.
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legitimate conclusions. Ido not Gare about the dogrnatic or ecdesiastical
side of the question. Icare only for its civil. religious and moral side. I
felt certain that aie Engiish public would not be roused to see the danger
except by pracücaI demonstrations of the evils arising to the peace and
well-king of families by the logical application of these principles....The
matter must now of course be laid to rest Manning and our Lord the
Pope have won the day, and we must go on seeing English Protestant
wives stamped with the sign of concubinage A.M.D.G and the Catholic
paramours taking their place and ruling in their stead.lg6

Morier later claimed ta know for certain that it had been Manning who had convinced the
Gordon family to approach Gladstone in order to persuade him to keep the farnily's
name secret. Manning had done this, Morier claimed. by telling Mrs. Gordon-Young that
the Pope was going to #-examine the case and very likely reverse the Curia's
judgment. Morier did sucœed, however, in convincing Gladstone to insert an
inwnspicuous reference to the Gordon case in his Vaticanism pamph~et.'~
Although the whole incident was destined to die there, Morier continueci to press
Gladstone to raise a question in Parliament on the subject. And in making this appeal,
Morier revealed to what extent his own views had been shaped by what he had seen
taking place in Gemiany. He believed that it had to be made perfectly clear to the
Vatican that, "sooner or later the English people will in selfdefenœ have rewurse to
legislative measures to proted themselves against a double set of laws in connexion
with some of the most sacred relations of daily Me." There was at present, he believed,
no such need for a "political check". Several more incidents Iike the Gordon -se,
however, 'must end in some f o m of legislative action":
Having done more than anyone else to secure a religious Habeus Corpus
ta Catholics and others, you more than any other have the right to point
lg6 Morier to Gladstone, 28 January 1875. Gladstone Papers, AD0 MSS 44446; Gladstone to
Morier, 31 January 1875, ADD MSS 44320. In his letter to The Times, M W had quoted
verhatim h m a previous Times article announcing the maniage of Beulwitz and Gordon, although
Morier could not rernember the exact date the article appeared. It was this secüon of the letter
that was modified, and gave Morier's letter the appearance of k i n g based on private information
instead of the public testimony of The 77mes. Morier to Gladstone, 15 February 1875. Gladstone
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out what the conditions am which enütie them to a co
niuteci
enjoyment
of their liberty and where the point is -..which must involve the
suspension of the a&'=

An interesting postscript to this incident anses from Morier's suggestion that the
Geman embassy in London be induced to take up the matter of the Gordon case, and
thereby indirectly bring it to the attention of the British public via the German press.1gg
Eight days later the Geman ambassadw in London, Georg Munster, forwarded a
detailed precis of the Gordon case, induding Manning's involvernent in it, to the Geman
Foreign Office,encouraging Berlin to use the information as it saw ffi.2W
m

It would be folly to suggest that the intensity of Robert Morier's hostiiii to the
Vatican, and his willingness to condone the actions taken by Bismarck to combat
political Catholicism in Germany, were typical of British opinions on these subjects in the
1870s. Most Britons hardly concerneci themselves with the machinations of Roman

politics, and cared even less for the fate of Catholics in so opaque a country as
Gemany. This was the age of Charles DanMn and Leslie Stephen, not Acton and
Dollinger. As Morier lamented, T a n we believe that at the raiiway speed with which we
seem to be hurrying on towards a coarse materialistic future, time and space and public
interest will be found for an earnest and real struggle between the ideal Church and the
ideal i ta te?"^'
But included among those in Brïtain who did conœm themselves with the social,

political and moral effects of secularization were what Gramsci described as the
"traditional" intellectuals: clergymen, scholars, members of the dder professions, who
considered thernselves independent, and who in Britain, Gramsci also noted, succeeded
-
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in becoming a component of the governing c~ass?~For it was this group that had to
grapple with the very real problems of the international implications of the Pope's loss of
his temporal power, the fate of Ireland, the reform of education, and the intensification of
the social question. Thus, to this unrepresentative but nevertheless highly infiuential
group, events in Germany and Rome were important. And it is here that Morier's views
best fit, as both a reflection of and a contribution to the changing character of British
liberal thought.

The accusation that German liberals 'capitulatedu to Bismarck, and that through
their vigorous participation in the Kukutkampfthey lost touch with some of the principle
tenets of liberal thought, is no doubt tme. But if one looks at the motive forces that
brought on this capitulation

-that is, a desire to strengthen and protect German unity

against particulanst threats supporteci by a Catholic Church apparently intent on
opposing the encroachment of modemity, which found its highest expression in the very
creation of the German national Mate

-then it is not German liberals alone who must

bear the odium of this charge. Robert Moner's views on church-state relations, in both
Germany and England, are testimony to a d e r crisis of liberal thought that
acwmpanied the "secularizaüon of the European mind."

-

-

The Mhts of Liberalism, Univers@ tiberals and the Challenge of
Democracy, l 8 6 M 886 (London: Men Lane, 1976), pp. 17-18.
"n Christopher Hanrie,

Conclusions

[wveryday convinces me that the raw material, both moral and physical,
of the Englishman is enormously superior to that of any other existing
nation. We are the only t W u I people in the worfd, the only people who
are able to produce a gentleman, as an ethical being, raised in virtue of
the general climatic conditions of souety and not the product of a caste,
the only people who are not petty and pettiiging in their international
dealings, and the only people who with great self-assertion and a bull-dog
kind of courage, have yet a singular amount of gentleness and
tendemess.'
Nothing better illustrates the problem of using British liberalism as a normative
standard in assessments of liberalism elsewhere than the degree to which British
liberals considered themselves exceptional. Robert Morier's conviction that Britain alone
wuid produce an "ethical being," and that the forces underlying that production were
woven into the very fabric of British society, attests to the popular British belief that
either the accidents of its history or the genius of its people, or both, had elevated Britain
above al1 other states. In that sense, therefore, Victorian liberalism was actually a
national prejudice, a central component of the self-satisfied, middle-class 'Philistinism"
condemned by Matthew AmoM. It is Iittle wonder that many Geman Iiberals, while
envious of the freedoms enjoyed by their Bna'sh counterparts, resented Britain's
complacency and placed far greater emphasis on the ends of liberty, hoping to avoid
what Arnold called the "anarchy" of British liberalism, best seen in its unrefiective
adoration of freedom.*
Arnold also pointed to a peculiar feature of Bntain's political culture that is
especially relevant to this study, that is, the absence in Britain of a 'notion
-the

... of the state

nation in its collective and corporate charader, entrusteci with stflngent powers

for the general advantage, and controlling individual wills in the name of an interest
wider than that of individu al^."^ On the one hand, this aspect of British thought
1
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corresponds to my introductory remarks on the nature of Bsitrh
i

liberalism genetally, and

on the extent to which liberal ideals penraded the outlook of Victorian Britain. On the
other hand, Arnold's criticism indicates the presence among British thinkers of a growing
sense that the problerns of wntemporary society dernanded more than simply laisserf a k injunctions against the tyranny of state interference. Indeed, by 1870 liberal

visionaries like Mill had little to offer what Michael Bentley has describeci as "a
generation increasingly conscious that only the state wntained within itself the power to
effect fundamentai change in areas that would affect the Sies of entire classes of
people.* The reformist zeal of Gladstone's first govemment was one expression of this
changing outlook; the diplomacy of Robert Morier was another.
Time and again. Morier came to regard an active, vigorous state as the means to
achieving a variety of liberal ends. A rejuvenation of the belief that the rights conferred
by the state were correlative to the obligations it imposed; an aggressive, pro-active
foreign policy in the service of liberal-national causes abroad and defence of the empire;
an active commercial policy based on government-led attempts to spread free trade
abroad rather than relying on a "purely negative policy of letting things be until
Providence and common sense ... be pleased to interferen;and a rejection of the belief
in the separation of church and state, and a legislatiie assault on the political dangers

produced by the papacy of Pius IX

-these were the goals of Morier's diplornacy,

however irnperfectly he succeeded in seeing them achieved. In each case, liberal
individualism of the kind that reached its pinnacle in Mill's On Liberty (1859) was
exchanged for a willingness to see both executive authority expanded and liberty
embedded in a specific social context.
As to the sources of this change (at least insofar as Morier was concemed),

have pointed to influence exerted by events in Germany and by German liberalisrn,

'Bentley, The Climax of Liberal Poliacs, p. 43.

which Morier made his Me's work for nearly a quarter œntury. It has been shown how
closely Morier identifiedwith the cause of Gennan Iiberalism, at times to a degree that
cornpromised his professional reliability. He counted numerous German liberal
intellectuals and politicians among his dosest friends, and was well read in Gennan
liberal scholanhip. The implication therefore is that Morier's BrÎtish liberal creed was
altered (some would say disfigured) precisely through his contact with Gemany during

the Gnindungszeit,hW statism k i n g a reflection of this fact. Admittedly, Morier's
knowledge of, and admiration for Gemrany enabled him to overcome the insular
contempt of foreign politics characteristic of many Britons. Howevar, it also prompted
him to embrace a state-centered notion of Iiberalism that appears to be at odds with the

mid-Wctorian libera1 ideal of laissez-faim
And yet, the record of Morids activity in Gemany also shows the influence

exerted by strong intellectual currents already present within British libenlism itself. In
navigating what Mallet called the "interminable prolixities of German diplomacy," Morier
engaged liberal academics Iike Jowett and Acton, and politicians such as Gladstone.

Russell, and Layard, al1 of whom contributed to the stock of ideas he sought to put into
practice. Morier's enthusiasm for commercial treaties best shows the effect of such

domestic influences, sine it was an existing British policy
initiated by Gladstone

-that he found himself defending.

-inspireci by Cobden and
However, Morier's vision of a

pollical order designed to "reunitenstate and society also coincided with renewed British
interest in questions of local selfgovemment during the 18609 and 1870s, and g f o ~ i n g
concems over the bureaucratization of British life. His support for the Gennan national
cause drew heavily on Britain's alleged tradition of syrnpathy for nationalist movements,

as well as its liberal conception of international relations. Even Morier's extreme
reaction to the antroversy over papal infallibility and his support for Bismarck's
Kulturkampf reflected current British concems over Catholic unrest in Ireland and the

diffÏculty of ensuring the civil allegiance of a peopie whose national identii was
inseparable from their Catholicisrn. Furaiemore, one should bear in rnind that it was
mainstrearn liberal publications that provided Morier with a platforni for expressing such
apparently discordant views.
Hence, this study of Robert Morier's Geman career has s h o w just how broadly
the boundaries of Victorian liberalism were set, while also indicating Gennany's place in

the redefinition of those boundaries. The incorporation of both indhidualisrn and
coflectivism in Morier's liberal creed demonstrates the danger of regarding these as
irreconcilable polar concepts, H i l e it also suggests that the gulf between British and
German liberalism was not so wide as to preclude the existence of cornrnon goals. Paul
Kennedy is no doubt right to refer to a ïweakening of liberalism"
liberalisrn

-laisez-faire

-that occurred in Britain during the last quarter of the nineteenth-century.'

However, the changes at work in British liberalism were such that devotees to the cause
of Anglo-Gerrnan amity, such as Robert Morier, had good gmunds for optimism
regarding the future, and little reason ta fear the rise of antagonism predicated on
fundamental differences beîween the airns of British and German liberals.

'Kennedy, The Rise of AngleGeman Antagonism, PP. 146-153.
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